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GLOSSARY 
 
Acetabulum 
 

The socket of the hipbone, into 
which the head of the femur fits. 
 

Arthropasty 
 

The surgical reconstruction or 
replacement of a joint 

Adornment 
 

A thing which adorns or decorates; 
an ornament 
 

Arthrosis 
 

A disease 
causing painful inflammation and 
stiffness of the joints. 
 

Aestheticised 
 

Represent as beautiful or artistically 
pleasing 
 

Audience 
 

The assembled spectators or 
listeners at a public event 

Aesthetics 
 

A set of principles concerned with 
the nature and appreciation of 
beauty. 
 

Automata 
 

A moving mechanical device 
made in imitation of a human 
being 
 

Alginate 
 

A salt of alginic acid. 
 

Biocompatible 
 

(Especially of material used in 
surgical implants) not harmful or 
toxic to living tissue. 
 

Amputation 
 

The action of surgically cutting off 
a limb 
 

Biomedicine Relating to both biology and 
medicine. 
 

Angiogenesis 
 

The development of new blood 
vessels. 
 

Biotechnological 
 

The exploitation of biological 
processes for industrial 
and other purposes, especially the 
genetic manipulation of 
microorganisms for the 
production of antibiotics, 
hormones, etc. 
 

Apparatus 
 

The technical equipment or machin
ery needed for a particular activity 
or purpose 
 

Chimera 
 

Any mythical animal formed 
from parts of various animals. 2 a 
thing which is hoped for but is 
illusory or impossible to achieve 
 

Archaeological 
 

Relating to archaeology 
The study of human history and 
prehistory through 
the excavation of sites and the 
analysis of artefacts and other 
physical remains. 
 

Cicatrisation 
 

(With reference to a wound) heal 
by scar formation 
 

Art 
 

The expression or application of 
human creative skill 
and imagination, typically in a 
visual form such as painting or 
sculpture, producing works to be 
appreciated primarily for their 
beauty or emotional power: 
 

CNC machine 
 

Computer numerical 
control (CNC) is 
the automation of machine 
tools by means of computers 
executing pre-programmed 
sequences of machine control 
commands.  
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Artefactual  
 

 An object made by a human being, 
typically one of cultural or 
historical interest 
 
 
 

Compound 
fractures 
 

An injury in which a broken bone 
pierces the skin, causing a risk of 
infection. 
 

Arthrodesis 
 

Surgical immobilisation of a joint 
by fusion of the bones. 

Congenital 
 

(Of a disease or physical 
abnormality) present from birth 
 

Cosmesis 
 

The preservation, restoration, 
or bestowing of bodily beauty.[1] In 
the medical context, it usually 
refers to the surgical correction of a 
disfiguring defect, or the cosmetic 
improvements made by a surgeon 
following  
 

Disease 
 

A disorder of structure or function 
in a human, animal, or plant, 
especially one that produces 
specific symptoms or that affects 
a specific location and is not 
simply a direct result of physical 
injury 
 

Cosmetically 
 

Relating to treatment intended to 
restore or improve a person's 
appearance 
 

Dysfunction 
 

Abnormality or impairment in the 
operation of a specified bodily 
organ or system 
 

Cutaneous 
 

Relating to or affecting the skin 
 

Edentulous 
 

Lacking teeth. 
 

Cyborg 
 

A fictional or hypothetical person 
whose 
physical abilities are extended 
beyond normal 
human limitations by mechanical 
elements built into the body. 
 

Ego 
 

Psychoanalysis: the part of the 
mind that mediates 
between the conscious and the 
unconscious and is responsible for 
reality testing and a sense of 
personal identity 
 

Decontaminati
on 
 

The neutralisation or removal of 
dangerous substances, radioactivity, 
or germs from an area, object, or 
person 
 

Endoscopy 
 

A procedure in which an 
instrument 
is introduced into the body to give 
a view of its internal parts 
 

Deformity 
 

A deformed part, especially of the 
body; a malformation 
 

Epistemic 
 

Relating to knowledge or to the 
degree of its validation. 
 

Degradation 
 

The condition or process of 
degrading or being degraded 
reduced in quality; inferior 
 

Epistemology 
 

The theory of knowledge, 
especially with regard to 
its methods, validity, and scope, 
and the distinction between 
justified belief and opinion.  
 

Dentinogenesis 
imperfecta 
 

 A genetic disorder of tooth 
development. 

Ergonomy 
 

Relating to or designed for 
efficiency and comfort in the 
working environment 
 

Design 
 

The arrangement of the 
features of an artefact, as produced 
from following a plan or drawing: 
 

Exo-corporeal 
 

Medical term for external to the 
body 

Disabled 
 

(Of a person) having a physical or 
mental condition that limits their 
movements, senses, or activities 

Exodermal 
 

Medical term for outside the skin 

	
Fashion 
 

The production and marketing of 
new styles of clothing and 
cosmetics 
 

Id 
 

Psychoanalysis: the part of the 
mind in which innate 
instinctive impulses and primary 
processes are manifest 
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Fashionable  
 

Characteristic of, influenced by, or 
representing a current popular style 
 

Immobilisation 
 

Prevent (something or someone) 
from moving 
or operating as normal 
 

Femoral 
 

Relating to the bone of the thigh or 
upper hind limb, articulating at the 
hip and the knee. 
 

Impairment 
 

The state or fact of being 
impaired, especially in a 
specified faculty 
 

Filigree 
 

Ornamental work of fine (typically 
gold or silver) wire formed into 
delicate tracery 
 

Incubus 
 

A cause of difficulty or anxiety 
 

Fracture 
 

Is a medical condition in which 
there is a damage in the continuity 
of the bone 
 

Inflammatory 
 

Relating to or causing inflammati
on of a part of the body 
 

Gingivitis 
 

Inflammation of the gums. 
 

Intraarticular 
 

Medical term for within bone 
joints 

Gruesome 
 

Causing repulsion or horror; 
unpleasant 
 
 

Intracorporeal 
 

Medical term for within the body 

Hemostasis 
 

The stopping of a flow of blood. 
 

Intramedullary 
 

 A medical term meaning the 
inside of a bone 
 

Hologram  
 

A three-dimensional image formed 
by the interference of light 
beams from a laser or other 
coherent light source. 
 

Intrinsic 
 

Belonging naturally; essential 
 

Humanoid 
 

Having an appearance or character 
resembling that of a human 
 

Keloid 
 

An area of 
irregular fibrous tissue formed at 
the site of a scar or injury. 
 

Hypertrophic 
scar 
 

A cutaneous condition 
characterised 
by deposits of excessive amounts 
of collagen which gives rise 
to a raised scar, but not to the 
degree observed with keloids. 
 

Leukaemia 
 

A malignant progressive disease 
in which the bone marrow and 
other blood-forming 
organs produce increased 
numbers of immature 
or abnormal leucocytes. These 
suppress the production of normal 
blood cells, leading to anaemia 
and other symptoms. 
 

Hypochondriac 
 

 A condition in which 
a person is inordinately worried 
about having a serious illness 
 

Lombostat 
 

An orthotic device for the 
treatment of scoliosis 

	
Mantra 
 

A statement or slogan 
repeated frequently 
 

Osteocytes 
 

A bone cell, formed when an 
osteoblast becomes embedded 
in the material it has secreted.  
 

Musculoskeletal 
 

Relating to or denoting the 
musculature and skeleton 
together. 
 

Osteoporosis 
 

A medical condition in which the 
bones become brittle and fragile 
from loss of tissue, typically as a 
result of hormonal changes, or 
deficiency of calcium or vitamin D. 
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Operation 
 

An act of surgery performed on a 
patient 
 

Osteosynthesis 
 

The reduction and internal 
fixation of a bone fracture with 
implantable devices that are usually 
made of metal 
 

Orthodontic 
 

The treatment of irregularities in 
the teeth and jaws.  
 
 

PAR 
Participatory 
action research  
 

An approach to research in 
communities that emphasises 
participation and action. It seeks to 
understand the world by trying to 
change it, collaboratively and 
following reflection.  
 

Orthopaedic 
 

Relating to the branch of 
medicine dealing with the 
correction of deformities of bones 
or muscles 
 

Pathogen 
 

A bacterium, virus, or other 
microorganism that 
can cause disease. 
 

Orthoses 
 

Devices that restrict or help body 
motion 

Pathology 
 

The science of the causes and 
effects of diseases, especially the 
branch of medicine that deals with 
the laboratory examination of 
samples of body tissue for 
diagnostic or forensic purposes 
 

Orthotics 
 

The branch of medicine that deals 
with the provision and use of 
artificial devices such 
as splints and braces 
 

Performativity 
 

Relating to or of the nature of 
dramatic or artistic performance 
 

Osteoblasts 
 

A cell, which secretes the 
substance of bone.  
 
 

Periodontal 
disease 
 

A set of inflammatory diseases  
affecting the tissues surrounding the 
teeth. Periodontitis involves 
progressive loss of the alveolar 
bone around the teeth, and if left 
untreated, can lead to the loosening 
and subsequent loss of teeth. 
 

Osteoclasts  
 

A large multinucleate bone cell, 
which absorbs bone tissue during 
growth and healing.  
 

Phocomilia 
 

A condition that involves  
malformations of the arms 
and legs. Although many factors ca
n cause phocomelia, 
the prominent roots come 
from the use of the 
drug thalidomide and from  
genetic inheritance 
 

Physiatrist 
 

A physician who specialises in 
restoring optimal function to 
people with injuries to the 
muscles, bones, ligaments 
 

Procedure 
 

A series of actions conducted in a 
certain order or manner; 
a surgical operation 
 

Physiological 
 

Relating to the branch of biology 
that deals with the normal 
functions of living organisms and 
their parts 
 

Proprioception 
 

Relating to stimuli that are 
produced and perceived 
within an organism, especially 
those connected with the 
position and movement of the body 

Physiotherapy 
 

The treatment of disease, injury, 
or deformity by physical methods 
such as massage, heat treatment, 
and exercise rather than by drugs 
or surgery 

Prostheses 
 

 An artificial body part, such as a 
limb, a heart, or a breast implant 
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Posthuman 
 

A concept originating in the fields 
of science 
fiction, futurology, contemporary 
art, and philosophy that literally 
means a person or 
entity that exists in a state beyond 
being human. 
The concept addresses questions 
of ethics and 
justice, language and trans-
species communication, social  
systems, and the 
intellectual aspirations of 
interdisciplinary 
 
 

Prosthetic 
 

Denoting a material designed to 
alter a person's physical  
appearance temporarily: 
 

Post-operative 
 

During, relating to, or denoting 
the period following 
a surgical operation 
 

Psychoanalysis 
 

A system of psychological theory 
and therapy which aims to treat 
mental disorders by investigating 
the interaction of conscious and 
unconscious elements in 
the mind and bringing repressed 
fears and conflicts into 
the conscious mind by techniques 
such as 
dream interpretation and free 
association. 
 

Pragmatic 
 

Dealing with things sensibly and 
realistically in a way that is based 
on practical rather than 
theoretical considerations 
 

Public 
engagement 
 

A term that describes "the 
involvement of specialists listening 
to, developing their understanding 
of, and interacting with, non-
specialists" (as defined by 
England's university funding 
agency, HEFCE, in 2006). 
 

Prescribed 
 

(Of a medical practitioner) advise 
and authorise the 
use of (a medicine or treatment) 
for someone, especially in writing 
 

Quarrelsome 
 

Argumentative, disputatious, disput
ative, contentious, confrontational 
 

Rehabilitation 
 

The action of restoring someone
 to health or normal life through 
training and therapy after 
imprisonment, addiction, or 
illness 
 

Synovial 
membrane 
 

 A specialised connective tissue 
that lines the inner surface of capsul
es of synovial joints and tendon 
sheath. 
 

Spectator 
 

A person who watches  
 

Technofetishism 
 

A fixation on modern technology. 
 

	
Stimulus 
 

A 
thing or event that evokes a sp
ecific functional reaction in 
an organ or tissue 
 

Tomography 
 

A technique for displaying a 
representation of a cross section 
through a human body or other solid 
object using X-rays or ultrasound 
 

STS Science and 
Technology 
Studies 
 

A hybrid discipline devoted to 
understanding the reciprocal 
interactions between science 
and technology and other 
social and cultural practices 

Transdermal 
 

Relating to or denoting the 
application of a medicine 
or drug through the skin, typically by 
using an adhesive patch, so that it is 
absorbed slowly into the body. 
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Subdermal 
 

Medical term for underneath 
the skin 

Trauma 
 

 A deeply distressing or disturbing 
experience 
 

Subcutaneous 
cellular tissue 
 

Meaning 'beneath the skin', 
also called 
the hypodermis, hypoderm,  
subcutis, or superficial fascia, 
is the lowermost layer of 
the integumentary 
system in vertebrates 
 

Tropological 
 

The figurative interpretation of the 
scriptures as a source of moral 
guidance. 
 

Surgery 
 

The treatment of injuries or 
disorders of the body 
by incision or manipulation, 
especially with instruments 
 

Uncanny 
 

Strange or mysterious, especially in 
an unsettling way 
 

Suture 
 

 A stitch or row of stitches 
holding together the edges of a 
wound or surgical incision 
 

Viewer 
 

A person who 
looks at or inspects something 
 

Symptom 
 

A physical or mental feature 
which is regarded as 
indicating a condition of 
disease, particularly such a 
feature that is apparent to the 
patient 
 

Wearable 
 

Easy to wear; suitable for wearing 
 

Symptomatology 
 

The set of symptoms 
characteristic of a medical 
condition or exhibited by a 
patient. 
 
 

Wearer 
 

A person who is wearing something 
as clothing, decoration, or protection 
 

Wound 
 

An injury to living 
tissue caused by a cut, blow, 
or other 
impact, typically one in which 
the skin is cut or broken 
 

Paradigm 
 

A typical example or pattern of 
something; a pattern or mode 
 

Tomophobia Fear of surgery or surgical 
operations 
 

Iatrophobia 
 

Fear of doctors is a blood-needle-
injury type phobia 
 

Hypodermic 
needles 

Used to inject substances 
beneath the skin 
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ABSTRACT 
 

This written thesis is a reflective account of the processes and outcomes of the jewellery 
practice-as-research I have been engaged with during the last five years – which I call ‘medical 
jewellery’. A short summary of the literature and ‘prior work’ review undertaken as part of the 
research is included and in this review the possibility for the practice led research is identified. 
As part of this, there is a description of the foundational loci of the work in the histories of 
medical practice and in body modification. The thesis looks into the social and psychological 
aspects of body modification and medical interventions on and in the body by analysing 
biomedical research into the repair of the body, surgical procedures, material compatibility and 
prosthetic design.  

What I then outline in is the theoretical underpinnings of the work, the necessary 
practico-material considerations in producing ‘viable’ medical jewellery and the understanding 
of its reception in different contexts (medical and jewellery).  I suggest an alternative way in 
which jewellery may operate, by means of adapting the perception of medical repair (from 
wound stitching to joint replacement), and inquiring on the feelings/perspectives about the body 
when repaired. 

The work has come about through considering sites on and in the body at different 
‘archaeological’ layers, (from outer to inner physical space) vi. orthotics 1  subdermal 2 , 
exodermal3, exo-corporeal4 and intracorporeal5 jewellery. These layers present a series of 
‘medical jewels’ that recognise science, jewellery and technology as accomplices to the repair 
and enhancement of the ‘self’ while adding value to the mended body. Rather than only a 
medium for expression, the repaired or fixed body becomes a locus for experience, symbolism 
and aestheticisation – the jewel is understood as to both aestheticise the body (‘it becomes you’) 
and become integrated and integral to the body. 

In this thesis, ‘becoming the body’ indexes an aesthetic enhancement of the body; 
naturalisation in the body - as a body replacement or part of it; completion or repair of the body 
and a prosthetic enhancement. By moving jewellery into this space, viz. surgical repair, the 
research and its practices test the boundary/edge of what jewellery is and is not, what it may 
mobilise, and how it may perform. 

Also described in the writing that follows is the way the work is received in different 
publics and how it moves through and across different epistemic6 constructs (art and science). 
The ‘discursive-ness’ of the practice is defined by understanding how the different designs 
perform in different situations, provoking and rising questions that are both specific to and cross 
contrasting scenarios. Therefore, by intending to minimise or deflect the negative and mutilating 
effect inherent to medical repair, ‘medical jewellery’ seeks to comprehend how these 
speculative and propositional designs of aestheticised scientific technology and medical 
knowledge are emotionally and physically experienced, and what knowledge they gather and 
convey.  

Ultimately, the thesis and practice research is addressed to other contemporary jewellers 
and to the scientific community.  
																																																								
1 Devices that restrict or help body motion 
2 Medical term for underneath the skin 

3 Medical term for outside the skin 
4 Medical term for external to the body 

5 Medical term for within the body 
6 Relating to knowledge 
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1.1 Personal motivation for the work  

 

Being the daughter of two surgeons, I grew up in a household where medical 

and surgical matters were always present, in conversations, books, images and so on. I 

was not a stranger to clinical environments either, visiting my Mother and Father in 

their surgeries regularly throughout my childhood. Of much fascination and wonder for 

me were my father’s designs of his own orthopaedic tools7. This indirectly must have 

influenced my choice to be a designer and maker. 

Paradoxically, and of some importance for this research, I was, as a child, scared 

of hypodermic8 needles, and to some extent I still am to this day tomophobic9; that is, 

fearful of invasive medical procedures. 

Fairly early in the course of my practice as a jeweller I began to wonder how I 

may bring my background and fascination with medicine (and science more generally) 

to my practice; connect the pragmatics of medicine with an ideal and more conceptual 

jewellery practice where the it could in some way alleviate tomophobia for those facing 

surgery and for the public in general. A practice, also, which uses jewels to help the 

public engage with medical knowledge and in doing so, consequently, a practice that 

considers new affordances for jewellery. 

The work – ideas and processes - connect the medical practices of my parents to 

my practice as a jeweller.  

	  

																																																								
7 My father has the habit of designing and producing his own surgical tools/gadgets for specific surgical 
techniques. 
8 Used to inject substances beneath the skin 
9 Someone who fears  surgery or surgical operations	
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1.2 Nature of the research 

	
This PhD is practice-based. The designing, production and the artefactual 

outcomes that I call ‘medical jewellery’ are the substantive part of the contribution to 

knowledge of this research. By ‘medical jewellery’ I mean discursive and speculative 

jewellery, informed by medical techniques, procedures and production and notionally 

(perhaps, actually) intended for medical application, but also in turn, medical objects 

that are considered as the founding forms for jewellery.  

 

In the course of this research I have produced 33 ‘medical jewellery’ pieces, 

conceived in a hypothetical archaeological excavation of the body – from exodermal to 

intracorporeal layers. The work is organised in five organisational classes, which I call 

orthotics, exodermal, subdermal, exo-corporeal, intracorporeal. Each class of artefact 

presents a different problematic and opportunity for jewellery. For instance, and this is 

only one example, the orthotics, exterior part of the skin, are conspicuous and therefore 

immediately social, whereas the medical jewellery intended to be placed deep in the 

body will be invisible and perhaps only of personal significance.  

 

As it stands the work raises questions of our relationship to/with accessories and 

accessorisation of the body (hale and morbid); things useful or useless (in functional 

terms); poetic or prosaic; visible and invisible in their corporeal application. So the 

practice (of which the 33 objects are a part) is communication of an expanded 

possibility of jewellery practice. In expanding possibilities it questions regularities of 

practice and typico-normative readings of jewellery (how is jewellery seen and valued, 

and what are its 'spaces', in, on and beyond the body?). In the particular expansion of 

practice of this research, jewellery interleaves with medical practice and knowledge. 

 

The research also gathers public reflection on the work to evaluate the way it is 

read and is meaningful in different contexts. In order to understand how the work 

contributes and provokes traction, the practice has been made public in the numerous 

contexts (viz. art galleries, a fashion show and several engineering and medical 

conferences). This has allowed me to advance the understanding/meaning of the work 

by different communities of practice, which ultimately gave rise to discussions on new 

directions of social rituals and on the merging of aesthetics and ethics (Zellweger & 

Woffenden, 2010). 
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There has been, in these contexts, possibility of different directions of epistemic 

flow; knowledge has moved from the medical profession to publics [Public Engagement 

with Medicine (PEM)] and, indeed from publics back to the medical profession. In the 

first, publics have appreciated the materials, prosthetic engineering and medical/surgical 

procedures, didactically - knowledge qua knowledge or to know so as to palliate (for 

those anticipating surgery). In the return, the medical profession seemed to gain an 

understanding of ways to mitigate the fear, dread and at times disgust that a lay person 

may have for the sterile, foreign object that is the medical prosthetic.  

 

 ‘Medical jewellery’ has stimulated different reactions, reflections and 

engagements, that lead to speculation on the corporeal surface, the psyche, the interior 

and exterior limits of the body and on the ways that these efforts renegotiate discourses 

on ‘the human’.  
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1.3 The scope of the research 

 

In bringing together medical and jewellery practices, the research questions the 

‘imperative paradigm’10, (Heath and Tynan, 2010) which haunts jewellery; a paradigm 

which sets up body adornment as the normative practice. This normative practice is not 

simple; body adornment is not only used for beautification for showing social status or 

marking life events.  

 

But, although I draw on normative ideas of jewellery - jewellery as object of 

status, as mark of pride, token of a rite of passage, expression (wearer and maker) and 

beauty aid etc. – in this body of work I tried to extend the jewellery I produced beyond 

these uses and understandings of it; extending it beyond merely being an adornment. 

This practice-based research, I believe, shows my concern to extend the possibilities of 

jewellery in its relationship to the body: stretching adornment to modification and 

enhancement of the body and these to medical repair. In this enterprise I have embraced 

Cherry’s future predictions, as in Grow Your Own - Angiogenetic Body Adornment, 

Scan Journal Vol.1 (Cherry, 2004), where he proposes that jewellery may be joined 

with science and technology to unveil notions of further potential for other jewellery-

body relationships. In this research the science and technology is that addressed to the 

medical profession. 

 

Medical jewellery may be considered in two ways: firstly, in how it aestheticises 

the body (as in the compliment ‘it becomes you’) and secondly, in how it may become 

integrated in and naturalised in the body (becoming part of the body).   

 

In the first, it is an aesthetic enhancement. What this ‘becoming’ provokes are 

questions concerning the medical jewellery’s psycho-social effects. In the second, it 

‘becomes the body’, it is correction or repair of the body that is referenced, and this 

evokes questions as to the psycho-physical effects of the work; in other words, the way 

one feels about having a foreign object on or inside oneself. The work plays on this 

doubled idea of how it may ‘become’ one; raising questions as to whether the aesthetic 

object, the jewel, can help in understanding, accepting and making less ‘foreign’ the 

object of medical repair to both those directly implicated and to the public in general. 

																																																								
10	By imperative paradigm is meant a critical archetype	
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Of course, it also works in reverse and uses the medical object to provoke questions and 

suggest possibilities for an expansion of jewellery practice.  

 

By moving jewellery into the context of surgical repair, the research and  

its practices test the boundary/edge of what jewellery is and isn’t, what it may mobilise, 

and how it may perform.  

 

Throughout this body of work, it is important to say that each piece made is a 

real medical possibility, thus, informed by medical knowledge. The work draws on bio-

medical research into repair of the structural body - it uses knowledge of surgical 

procedures, research of material compatibility and latest advances in prosthetic design 

as the foundation for the work. Not only is the work informed by ‘medical knowledge’ 

but also clearly carries and produces it in what it offers as possible alternative to current 

medical artefacts and procedures (thus, it is an ‘epistemic’11 object).  

 

Although a real possibility, the socio-economic-political dimension of real world 

application has not been engaged within the thesis so the work remains speculative and 

is intended to be ‘discursive’. There are individuals who are interested in 

commissioning and having the jewellery introduced in surgical procedures they will 

undergo, but if this were to be done, (an enticing possibility), these would be one-off 

expressions that would in a small measure re-configure the reading of the work; it 

would re-contextualise the work as real embodied aesthetic objects, rather than 

speculative. Even so it would still be discursive but the discussion would change focus. 

Moral and ethical issues working through the social, economic and political would be 

more sharply etched.  

 

However, developed as a set of epistemic ‘objects’, these are to inform the 

public about the medical condition and procedure and, subsequently, help the subjected 

appreciate the ‘object’ that is being placed or inserted into the body, through the 

jewellery object. 

 

The pieces produced are ultimately provocative propositions that ask various 

people to consider their relationship to medical artefacts and procedures and to think 

																																																								
11	That is an object that helps one know beyond the object itself 
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about new affordances of jewellery. So, part of the research was to understand how the 

work ‘travels’; i.e. how it ‘reads’ in diverse contexts for differently constituted types of 

public. An exhibition in a hospital will be curated differently and cast the work in a 

different light to that of a jewellery or art gallery. The work is changed by the different 

contexts in which it is shown.  

 

Many might question if ‘Medical jewellery’12 may create a negative or positive 

mental effect on the patient throughout recovery. Also, it might address what personal 

and emotional psychological values might be attained by ‘wearing’ such objects – by 

wearing I mean the hypothetical application in actual medical practice. 

 

By combining theoretical and practical/technical knowledge of professions in 

the medical and engineering13 field and jewellery designers, many hypotheses have 

arisen in regard to the fragile body and treatment. Despite the negative aspects of 

surgery, both physically and psychologically, ‘medical jewellery’ intends to ease both 

the physical and mental healing process. Thus, as a body of work with ‘therapeutic’ 

possibilities, making it more helpful to understand the medical procedure and possible 

future use of it. 

 

 

 

  

																																																								
12	Jewellery exclusively for medical purposes	
13	Doctors, psychologists, bioengineers, biomechanical engineers	
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1.4 The written thesis 

 

Whilst the research is essentially the design outcomes presented, this written 

document acts as description, record and critical reflection on the work. It also gives 

context and background to the practice, exploring the possibilities for adornment in its 

relationship to the human body. Additionally, to consider if art and design can interact 

with scientific and technological development.  

The major thrust of this thesis is to demonstrate how jewellery becomes part of 

the body in a double sense - aesthetically – enhance the body through jewellery- and 

how it can be incorporated in the body, in various levels. This highlights the following 

research questions: 

• How can naturalisation in the body occur? 

• How can the jewellery object become an integrated and integral part of the 

body? 

• Can its functionality extend to thoughts and feelings of the patient? 

It also examines the place of jewellery in relationship to the body and on how it may 

‘become the body’ itself. 



 

	 	9	
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Two 
BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 
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This chapter includes, contextualises and justifies the research, identifying the 

possibility for original research in the field and frame the area of inquiry. 

 

Three pertinent approaches are addressed for the exploration of the human 

anatomy as being some of the key referential loci to this research – physics, materiality 

and publication of the body. This chapter is developed through several different sections 

that gather and analyse different postures and viewpoints towards visual culture related 

to contemporary medical science and to the role of jewellery/aesthetics in the repair of 

the body. 

 

This thesis has focused on documentation of the historical development and 

evolution of pertinent medical devices and procedures, as well as concentrating on the 

most relevant elements - exteriority/interiority; structure/material; extended/super body 

(enhanced functionality)/aestheticised body (enhanced aesthetics)/ repaired body 

(medical repair). 

 

This chapter is therefore organised into five different sections, which are 

subsequently divided, into subsections:  

- Building the body (anatomy) 

- Invading the body 

o Brief contextualisation of jewellery: symbolic and aesthetic 

o Brief contextualisation of body modification/art 

o Identification 

o Three-dimensional embedded alterations/extensions/camouflage 

o Challenging relationships to medical intervention through art 
§ 1. The body as the medium and as the ‘message’ 
§ 2. The invisible body made visible through technology 

- Reflecting on the body  

o The fantastical  
§ 1. Chimera, cyborg and posthuman 
§ 2. Cultural associations (condition/fetish) 

o Publication of the body 

o Thinking the body – marking/mapping the body (through jewellery) 

- Enhancing/extending the body 

§ 1. Physically and psychologically 
§ 2. Emotions and experience 
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- Repairing the body through/with prostheses (medical/health related body 
interventions – considering technological advancements with/without added 
aesthetic value) 

 

By questioning our understandings of our own bodies, particularly when broken 

and repaired and through understanding the repair, the research not only informs the 

state of the art but also identifies the gap that clearly justifies the chosen topic and the 

research questions formulated. 

 

This chapter takes into consideration the relationship between prostheses and 

design, especially jewellery, through a perspective that wonders how these can relate 

towards exploring new contexts and performances of adornment. It also builds support 

for the originality and pertinence of the enquiry, finding the gap where new knowledge 

can be implemented.  
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BUILDING THE BODY (ANATOMY)  
 
 
 

 

Simultaneously close and distant, the human body has been considered, for 

centuries, a source of astonishment at God and Nature’s delicate design but it has also 

become a locus for sensations of anxiety, fear or revulsion. Intimately associated with 

‘the self’, yet hidden from view, the body’s inner anatomy might be ‘absent’ most of the 

time (Leder, 1990). However, as soon as there are signs of abnormality, one can hardly 

be left indifferent, being lead to either accept or resist its presentations and processes. 

The interior is then raised to exteriority, an unsocial space that becomes socialised.  

 

Even though the physique is the key to access the surrounding universe, our own 

access to it (physique) is extremely limited.  “In contrast to the body’s surface powers 

of perception, motility and expression, its internal capacities and processes are largely 

unavailable to conscious awareness and command.” (Vall, 2009). These debatable 

perspectives have, throughout history, made the cultural ingenuity of the body within, a 

fascinating subject for theorists, anthropologists, historians, and artists.  

 

From as early as 330 BCE, the dissection of human bodies was performed by the 

anatomists Herophilus (335–280 BC)14 and Erasistratus (c. 304 – c. 250 BC)15. These 

two anatomists “cut open people who were alive …[and] inspected those parts which 

nature previously had concealed, also their position, colour, shape, size, arrangement, 

hardness, softness, smoothness, connection, and the projections and depressions of 

each...” (Jones, 2010). Subsequently, anatomists such as Da Vinci, Andreas Vesalius 

and that\those responsible for Padua´s Anatomical Tables, built on their work and a 

body of anatomical knowledge (Jones, 2010). 

	

	

																																																								
14	Greek physician deemed to be the first anatomist. He was the first scientist to systematically perform scientific 
dissections of human cadavers and recorded his findings in over nine works. 
15	Greek anatomist and royal physician. Along with fellow physician Herophilus, he founded a school of anatomy in 
Alexandria, where they carried out anatomical research. 
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These anatomists represent key referential approaches that inform this thesis in 

three ways that can be chronologically comparable – tradition that dates back to create 

sections: 
1 – physics of the body (Leonardo da Vinci) 

2 – materiality of the body (Andreas Vesalius) 

3 – making the interior body visible through publication (Padua’s Anatomical Tables) 

 

Leonardo da Vinci, (Fig. 2.1 A and B) typifies an approach to the body based on 

physics and more particularly mechanical behaviour of the skeleton and the muscular 

forces. Here, the skeleton is made of levers and pivots/hinges that have muscles acting 

on them, pushing and pulling them into place ‘on instruction’ [the instruction acts in a 

different paradigmatic understanding of the body (body as circuitry)]. This approach is 

still the dominant paradigm for understanding anatomy today.  

 

 
Figure 2.1 
 
A	-	Recto:	The	skeleton.	Verso:	The	muscles	of	the	face	and	arm,	and	the	nerves	and	veins	of	the	hand	
B	-	Recto:	The	superficial	anatomy	of	the	shoulder	and	neck.	Verso:	The	muscles	of	the	shoulder	
Leonardo da Vinci 
c.1510-11 
Pen and ink with wash, over black chalk | 29.2 x 19.8 cm (sheet of paper) | 
Royal Collection Trust, RCIN 919012 (left) and RCIN 919003 (right) 
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Andreas Vesalius [commonly known as the “founder of modern human 

anatomy” (Burnham, 2005)], authored, in the 16th century, one of the most important 

books on human anatomy - De humani corporis fabrica (Fig. 2.2). The term ‘fabrica’ 

sets up a different approach to Da Vinci’s emphasis on structure and mechanics, 

meaning the ‘material’ instead of machine/mechanism. This metaphor serves as instruct 

to the need for dissection, which lead to the nowadays-called ‘anatomical view of the 

body’ - the body as a corporeal structure, with organs organised three-dimensionally.  

 

 
 
Figure 2.2 
De humani corporis fabrica libri septem	
Andreas Vesalius 
1543 
p. 178 (left) and p. 478 (right) 
U.S. National Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville 
Pike, Bethesda, MD 20894 
 
 

Padua’s Anatomical Tables16 (Fig. 2.3), in the Royal College of Physicians in 

London, provided a new approach to anatomical studies in the mid-seventeenth century. 

These present dissected human remains showing the venous, arterial and nervous 

system of the human body placed and preserved on a table for permanent keeping.  

 

These authentic anatomical preparations are the revelation of the dissected body 

presented for public display, making the interior body visible through publication.  
																																																								
16	Anatomical tables from Padua’s anatomy theatre	
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Figure 2.3 
 
Padua’s Anatomical Tables 
1650s 
The Royal College of Physicians, London 

 
 
 

These approaches have been here mentioned as they all carry and portray every 

individual’s fascination with the body—from both aesthetically admiring the body and 

from the collective desire to learn every detail of the body’s intricate and concealed 

functions and mechanisms. Both da Vinci’s, Vesalius’ and Padua´s Anatomical Tables 

blur the lines between science and spectacle in the way these present and represent the 

human body. They perpetuate the anatomic aspect of the human body as two-

dimensional representations of a three-dimensional structure – the human body.   
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INVADING THE BODY 
 
 
 
 

This section initially focuses on the psychological and evolutionary history of 

humans regarding body adornment, reflecting on how the concept of beauty may have 

derived as a form of communication in culture and how jewellery became a feature in 

the development of social and cultural structures. 

 

It then moves on to study how body modification/art has not only been a matter 

for personal, socio–political, technological, historical and philosophical expression but 

also as a means for medical guidance.  

 

Lastly, I analyse ways through which artists have made use of medical/surgical 

technologies and environments to explore the body as a site and medium for 

performance, challenging relationships to prosthetic experiments. 
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BRIEF CONTEXTUALISATION OF JEWELLERY – SYMBOLIC AND 
AESTHETIC 
 

 

	
Dating back 30,000 years,3 before recorded history, humans have adorned and 

modified their bodies, with the intention of achieving personal or cultural standards of 

beauty, membership and/or status, creating and recreating their personal and social 

identities. 

 

The diversity of body adornments/decorations have always remained popular in 

some way or another in virtually every part of the world. They are frequently seen as 

exotic distortions, which serve numerous purposes in various cultures.  

 

Throughout the times, people have used a, less evasive, variety of temporary and 

portable/detached ornaments such as jewellery, accessories and clothing, to semi-

permanent ones such as hair dye and makeup. However, many have utilised permanent 

markings or alteration on the body using medical surgery, such as, piercing, tattooing, 

scarification, branding, implants, genital mutilation, and other invasive practices. These 

“ornaments” were sought, not only to enhance appearances and to symbolise wealth, 

power, status, culture and gender but also to illustrate confirmation of and devotion to 

their beliefs. 

 
Adornments such as jewellery have been found in the earliest graves, proving 

that jewels have been worn for thousands of years, and by virtually every culture ever 

known. Having had different significance in different times and places, jewels were 

frequently worn as a display of wealth and status and, concomitantly at times, as 

functional objects and as a form of currency. It is crucial to understand the piece of 

jewellery as a niche for multiple socio–political, technological, historical and 

philosophical contexts and approaches, rather than just a fashionable accessory. 

 

Often symbolic, and sometimes representing the wearer's allegiance to a specific 

group, many pieces of jewellery have been worn as expressions of faith and/or 

spirituality. As examples, the Christian cross (Fig.2.4A), the Jewish Star of David (Fig. 

2.4B), or the Egyptian ankh (the hieroglyphic symbol for eternal life) (Fig. 2.4C). These 

were worn for protection, as an amulet or talisman. In Egypt, jewels were of such 
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importance that they used to be buried alongside the Pharaohs’ bodies, supposedly 

granting the passage of their soul in the journey to the afterlife.  

 

 
Figure 2.4 
 
A - Necklace with cross (France - Unknown maker, 1865-1870, Velvet ribbon with gilt metal appliqués; Victoria & 
Albert Museum, M. 1237-1873)  
B - Gold ornament of conjoined triangles forming a Star of David with filigree decoration (Spain - Unknown maker, 
929- 1010, Gilded silver with filigree decoration, Victoria & Albert Museum, M. 1453-1870) 
C - Ankh amulet (Egypt, New Kingdom, Dynasty 18, reign of Thutmose IV, 1400–1390 B.C., Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston, Accession number, 03.1089) 
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Every culture cultivates connotations and associations related to jewellery, 

which are widely understood by the general public. For instance, in Western culture, 

diamonds have long been associated with vanity and pearls with purity (Perron, 2016).  

 

Victorians (19th century) prohibited the wearing of jewellery during mourning, 

as it was considered too festive and frivolous for such a sombre event. This rule could, 

however, be circumvented by the wearing of purposely made mourning jewellery, 

which. Queen Victoria herself wore after the death of her beloved husband Prince 

Albert (19th century). ‘Mourning jewellery’ had to be dark coloured, usually carved out 

of Whitby jet (fossilsed wood) (Fig. 2.5B) or made of oxidised steel and iron (Fig. 

2.6A), and frequently featuring hair from the deceased (Fig. 2.6B, Fig. 2.6C).  

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.5 
 
A - Queen Victoria of England / Empress Victoria of India (London, c. 1820, France, Photo by Alexander Bessano 
B - Bangle (England, Great Britain - Unknown maker, c. 1870, Whitby jet, Victoria & Albert Museum, M.944C-
1983) 
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Figure 2.6 
 
A - Cast-iron Necklace (Germany – Unknown maker, c. 1820, Iron and steel, Victoria & Albert Museum, M. 5371-
1901) 
B - Mourning Locket (England, Great Britain – Unknown maker, 1871-1872, Gold, brilliant-cut diamonds, enamel 
and human hair, Victoria & Albert Museum, M. 11-1972) 
C - Hair and gold Brooch (London, England - A. Forrer, c. 1842, Human hair, gold wire, engraved, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, T.342&A-1965) 

 

 

In the 17th Century, jewellery took an interesting turn with the rise of ersatz 

jewellery (also known as costume jewellery), with Jacquin de Paris and the creation of 

artificial/faux pearls coated in fish scales. By the 1930s, fashion brands like Coco 

Chanel (Fig. 2.7A) and Elsa Schiaparelli (Fig. 2.7B), were encouraging the mass 

production of high quality costume jewellery, which was perfect for the Hollywood 

glamour of that era. As precious metals became restricted during the Second World 
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War, costume jewellery became even more alluring and so, it continued well into the 

1950s. No longer expensive, jewellery could then be enjoyed entirely for its value as an 

accessory to fashion. These facts are relevant to this research as this thesis explores 

unconventional materials (non-precious) that may have aesthetic appeal.  

 

 

 
Figure 2.7 
 
A - Chanel Pendant (House of Chanel (French, founded 1913), 1930's, Metal, pearls, coral, stones, rhinestones 
B - Elsa Schiaparelli wearing a surreal giant fly brooch (1950) 
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BRIEF CONTEXTUALISATION OF BODY MODIFICATION/ART 
 

Human beings have developed contrasting reasons for celebrating the body as "a 

ground on which [they can] inscribe significant meaning" (Mascia-Lees F. E., 1992). 

And, as Margo DeMello argues, “the modification of the body is the simplest means by 

which human beings are turned into social beings – they move from “raw” to “cooked” 

as the body goes from naked to marked.” (DeMello, 2007). Michel Thevoz intones, 

“there is no body but the painted body” (Thévoz, 1984). The body is inherently branded 

with surrounding culture and, without this branding, the body will not be able to move 

inside the routes of social exchange. 

	

Body art, is an artistic means of expression that aims not only to enhance our 

physical attractions, state our creativity and individuality, or declare membership or 

status within a group or culture but also to convey a distinct sensibility of the 

relationship between the body and its surroundings, in its wider sense (Mascia-Lees F. 

E., 1992). This analysis of body art is set up in distinction of two ideas of body 

interference, meaning the dissatisfaction with the body and attempts to improve the 

‘impoverished’ body through aesthetic and/or capability/functionality enhancement. 

These two off-set with interference in the ‘broken’ body. 

 

There are an enormous variety of techniques and procedures by which the 

human body can be transformed. Evidence can be found in both archaeology and among 

practices of people around the world. Archaeological evidence, mainly in African sites, 

has uncovered several forms of body art/modification ranging from permanent markings 

on the skin by using a knife (Fig.2.8 E and F) (Fig.2.8 A and B), heat stamps or needle-

like tools (branding, scarification), to elongated necks (Fig. 2.9A) (the longer the neck, 

the more beautiful and wiser the woman, so tradition says) and piercing and enlarged 

earlobes (Fig. 2.9B). History also records the use of temporary markings, such as body 

painting and tinting, often used to celebrate or mark a specific ritualistic event 

(Fig.2.9C).  

 

These were originally marks of conformity, normally identification of 

belonging, a mark of pride, often part of a rite of passage and sometimes a mark of 

punishment or expulsion.  
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Figure 2.8 
 
A – Maori man from New Zealand, at the turn of the 20th century 
B – Edith Burchett in London circa, 1920 
C – Elaine Davidson, the "Most Pierced Woman" in the world as of 2009	
D – The Asmat Tribe of Irian Jaya 
E – Surma women scarified and with traditional lip plates 
F – Surna women scarified 
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Figure 2.9 
 
A - A Karen Paduang Long Neck woman stands with her child in a forest near the border between Burma and 
Thailand in Southeast Asia (Photograph by Chris Rainier 
B - A Karen woman from Burma with traditional ear plugs 
	
	

The body became a site of symbolic control and resistance, a source of personal 

empowerment, and the basis for the creation of a sense of self-identity, at a time in 

which the human body appears increasingly vulnerable. In the past ten to fifteen years, 

body modification has been developed into where several factors have merged to 

stimulate its development (Jeffreys S. , 2007). Today, at least in Western society, there 

are more likely to be rebellious manifestations of non-conformity and of individuality. 

 

It is vital to say that the role that body art/modification plays in contemporary 

western society has been majorly influenced by older civilisations which were, as 

Hewitt would explain, been embraced by many cultures and religions, as statements of 

devotion (Hewitt, 1997). However, in many other cultures, the permanent marking of 

the body has been frequently perceived as a deviation and in some cases, these were/are 

completely forbidden. Interesting examples would be those of the Koran, where the 
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marking of the body is prohibited and of the Christian Bible, where body markings are 

associated with sins (as shown in the story of Cain) - seen as altering God's creation 

(Hewitt, 1997).  

 

This general contextualisation of body modification\art, as a medium of self or 

cultural expression and as a matter for marginalisation, sets up an extremely important 

analysis of some specific body alterations (while ‘invading’ the body) that inquire into 

the actual purposes of such – from aesthetic and symbolic to medical markings.  
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- IDENTIFICATION	
 

The earliest records of tattoos were found on Otzi “the Iceman” (3359- 3105 BCE) 

(Fig.2.10A), who’s mummy was discovered in September 1991 in the Ötztal Alps 

(Italy), and on Egyptian mummies dating from the 2nd Century BC (Fig.2.6B), showing 

that the practice was followed in widely separated parts of the globe. Otzi “the Iceman”, 

revealed fifty-seven lines, dots and crosses tattooed on his body which marked 

acupressure and meridian points, suggesting a level of medical and anatomical 

knowledge not believed to exist at such time. Physiological examination to the 

mummified body has revealed that tattooed areas corresponded to his illnesses, such as 

arthritis in his hips, spine, ankles and knees.  

 

Otzi’s tattoos (Fig.2.10A) exhibited a sophisticated understanding of the neural 

pathways in the human body, which were most likely tattooed by a medical practitioner 

or shaman who signalised the area associated with his pain so to be treated. It is likely 

that the tattooing process was the original treatment and that the markings on his body 

could have been used as a guide for repeated long-term pain management. It may also 

be possible that the configuration of the tattoos was not aleatory but rather a way to 

guide the next practitioner in Otzi’s treatment. 

 

 
Figure 2.10 
 
A - Otzi “ the Iceman” (c. 3,300 BCE) 
B - Egyptian mummy (2nd Century BC) 
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Cosmetic/decorative tattoos were first seen in Europe when brought by sailors 

who learnt this practice while travelling through Polynesia. These sailors would very 

often use their tattoos as a form of identification, should they pass away while at sea 

(Fig.2.11A). It is also worth mentioning that the reason naval men wore earrings, was to 

carry the means to pay for their burial. Another example of tattoos used as identity 

symbols would be the case of Maori chiefs who sometimes drew their “moko” (facial 

tattoos) on documents as their signatures (2.11B). Japanese tattoos are also considered 

good examples of symbolic and identification markings (Fig. 2.11C). 

 

 
Figure 2.11 
 
A - Captain Elvy, who worked as a sideshow attraction, displays his beautiful back piece designed by “Sailor” 
George Fosdick (1943) 
B - A Maori chief (c. 1900) 
C - Japanese Tattoos (c. 1880) 
 

Otzi’s, sailors´, Marori chiefs’ and the mentioned Japanese tattoos are about 

identification, despite some showing evident attention to aesthetic detail. The practice 

developed in this thesis looks at ways through which the medical object may become 

appealing yet portraying the patient´s aesthetic or literal identity (in the case of word 

engraving).  

 
Medical tattooing is now valued and recognised as a solution for indicating a 

medically relevant condition or body location, as well as for easing trauma or 

degeneration disfigurements. Combining the skills of tattoo artists and knowledge of 

medical professionals, patients can imprint on their body a tattoo that serves as a 

warning that he/she suffers from a chronic disease or allergy that can suddenly 
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aggravate and may require an instantly specified treatment.  

In similarity to Otzi’s medical identification tattoos, these are also frequently 

applied to radiotherapy patients (Fig. 2.12B), setting several points on the body which 

can aid radiotherapists in adjusting the beam accurately and consistently from one 

irradiation to the next, thus minimising damage to surrounding tissues. 

 

 
Figure 2.12 
 

A - Medical tattooing indicating Diabetes Type 1  
B - Medical tattooing with radiotherapy marking  
 

As for providing visual improvement through permanent marking and or long-

term skin re-coloration, patients can be subjected to post partial/total mastectomy areola 

pigmentation (Fig. 2.13A), scar flattening, scar and burns camouflage coloration, scalp 

camouflage, facial feature restoration, and so on. These tattoos are for mere aesthetic 

purposes, aiming to make the patients more confident and comfortable with their body 

(Fig. 2.13B).  
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Figure 2.13 
 
A-	Areola reconstructive tattoos  
B- Breast reconstruction tattoos 
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL EMBEDED 
ALTERATIONS/EXTENSIONS/CAMOUFLAGE 
 
 

Within the body art/modification field, even though not as popular as tattooing 

and piercing, there is cicatrisation, also known as scarification. This type of body 

‘invasion’ is closely related to the subdermal17 and exodermal18 proposals, in ‘medical 

jewellery’, as these approximate the (un)aesthetic scaring (in body modicifaction/art) 

and the medical process by which the scar can be camouflaged. 

Scarification is most well known for its presence/practice in West African tribes, 

where people’s bodies are used as sites for the expression of community status, cultural 

identity, connection to gods or ancestors, to mark rites of passage or to "wear" a 

permanent amulet. It is a fact that scarification has been mostly used amongst dark-

skinned people and it is thought that this happens due to the amount of melanin in the 

skin, which would make conventional tattoos difficult to be seen (Hemingson, 2004). 

This practice involves burning/branding, scratching, etching and/or making 

superficial cuts in the dermis, creating permanent designs on the subjected body. The 

outcomes vary with skin types, the depth of the laceration, and on how the healing 

process occurs. The healing process can somehow be controlled to influence the 

definition and protrusion of the scar. By further aggravating, sequentially, the healing of 

the wound through irritation or even inducing controlled infections, the subjected can 

purposely influence/guide the cicatrisation of the wound, creating a somewhat raised 

keloid. 

The main reason why body art/modification affectionates and practitioners 

appreciate the process of scarifying is because it is never a precise and totally 

predictable procedure. Also, it is thought to be more natural than the injection of 

artificial pigments into the skin. 

An example is of Laurence Sessou (Fig. 2.14A, Fig. 2.14B), where the body is 

partially covered in tattoos and scarification. Sessou believes the scars to be “the 

markings of our tribes; it shows who we are” (Sessou, 2015 ) 

The technique used in Sessou’s scars consisted in 'cutting' with a scalpel, firstly 

with a superficial cut without anaesthetics, and then a second deeper cut was performed, 
																																																								
17	Medical term for underneath the skin	
18	Medical term for outside the skin	
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this time resorting to local anaesthetic. 

Sessou’s chest scar symbolises the female reproductive system (Fig. 2.14A), 

while the back scars (Fig. 2.14B) symbolise, in Sessou’s words “a map of my spiritual 

journey. The sacred cross ‘Chakana’, means the place where we keep the fire of life; the 

four harrows are the four nations and corners of the Earth; the flowers, the medicine 

plant and the spirals, the infinity of possibilities.” (Sessou, 2015 ) 

“The reasons why I chose to modify my body are profound. My scars are not a 

fashion statement nor a trend”, Sessou says. “The deeper I was exploring my being, the 

more I felt inspired to decorate my temple… I see it as a celebration of life, body and 

spirit. I wanted to walk in this modern world honouring my ancestry.” (Sessou, 2015 ) 

 

 
Figure 2.14 
 
Laurance Sessou aka ‘Moniasse’ (Photograph by Stephanie Dray Courtesy of Laurance Sessou) 
 

It is evident that such highly protruding scars give a different physical dimention 

to the body. However, inspite of the how these scars are somehow umpredictable and 

not fully controllable, body modification professionals offer another form of achieving 
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three-dimentional shapes on the body surface by implanting foreign objects underneath 

the skin. In medicine, such techniques are also utilised, making these practices relevant 

to this research, as the final appearance of the implants are quite similar, despite 

different purposes - raise controversies about the modifing of the body away from what 

society deems ‘normal’ or pleasing (Haworth, 2006). 

 

In this practice, there are two main categories: subcutaneous or subdermal 

implants and transdermal or micro dermal implants. Subdermal implants are fully 

concealed in the skin and are applied for both cosmetic (Fig. 2.15) and medical 

purposes (two examples of medical application would be the contraceptive capsules 

frequently placed under the skin of a female’s upper arm (Fig. 2.16A) and the central 

venous catheters implanted on cancer patients for parental nutrition (Fig. 2.16B). These 

implants, are usually made of silicon or teflon, either carved or mould injected, are 

inserted using traditional surgical tools such as skin elevators - small spatulas that allow 

skin to be lifted away from the muscle. Once the implants are in place, the incisions are 

sutured and the ‘pocketed’ implant creates a raised design on the body surface. 

Transdermal and micro-dermal implants (Fig. 2.17A; Fig. 2.17B) are applied between 

the layers of skin, with part of the implant protruding the wearer’s dermis with the use 

of a dermal punch. These practices, coincident to plastic surgery, are more extreme than 

most other types of body modification, frequently requiring full sterilisation.  

 

It is to mention that micro-dermal implants have influenced the design of 

subdermal ‘medical jewellery’- the protruding diamond parts of the clavicle plate 

proposal appear as if they are micro-dermal piercings. 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 2.15 
Subdermal implants in the chest  
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Figure 2.16 
 
A - Birth Control Implant – The Implanon Implant  
B - Central venous catheter implant for parental nutrition (Courtesy of Isabel Noronha, 2010)  
 
 
  

 
Figure 2.17 
 
A - Healing microdermal implants/piercings 
B – Aingsu 

 

 

It is also to highlight tooth piercing (Fig. 2.19A) (total and/or partial). Even 

though this is thought to be a contemporary trend, this sophisticated dentistry concept 

dates from as far as 2,500 years ago. Mayan and other North American civilisations are 

believed to have been the great masters of cosmetic dentistry, being known for 

decorating their teeth with precious and semi-precious gems, as well as valuable alloys 

(Fig. 2.18A; Fig. 2.18B). The procedure consisted in creating small circular indentations 

on the teeth, setting ornamental stones and alloys with natural adhesives such as organic 
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resins. It is to assume that, at that time, dentists already had a profound knowledge of 

tooth anatomy, since there was no evidence showing that the pulp of the teeth was 

damaged through the drilling process.  

 

 
Figure 2.18 
 
A - Mayan ‘bling’ on a male skull found in Chiapas, Mexico  
B - Ancient Dentistry - golden teeth  
 

 

It could be said that the contemporary version of the “Mayan bling”, ranges 

from a simple diamond glued to the tooth (Fig. 2.19B), through and through tooth 

piercing (Fig. 2.19A) - considerably more damaging and technical than the previous 

one, knowing that it may severely damage the core or the tooth, and finally, the overly 

decorated and bejewelled “grills”, commonly spelt as “grillz” – ostentatious jewellery to 

be worn over the teeth, implemented in the 80s by the American hip hop culture (Fig. 

2.19C, Fig. 2.19D).  

Despite not having medical conections but those of anatomical knowledge, these 

examples are here presented as they have aesthetically influenced the way in which the 

exo-corporeal proposals of ‘medical jewellery’ were conceived. 
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Figure 2.19 
 
A - Tooth piercing  
B - Swarovski crystal bonded to the surface of a  
C - Silver grills  
D - Diamond and ruby set grills by Dolly Cohen  
 

 

In fact, dental “grillz” have not only originated from the Mayan ritual of 

embedding gems on their teeth but have mainly been influenced by the long-known 

metal dental crowns. Despite dental crowns spanning both this section and that of 

‘repairing the body through/with prostheses’ (due to the related dental procedure 

Prosthodontics19), they are here described and analysed due to the predominance of 

studies related to teeth.   

 

For many years, dental crowns have been used as a solution for protecting or 

restoring broken or weak teeth, to cover and support barely existent or misshaped teeth 

and for dentistry related cosmetic modifications. Crowns are most commonly made of 

porcelain (known as all-porcelain or all-ceramic) and of pigmented resin (Fig. 2.20A), 

which provide effective results at lower costs.  These can also be made of metal 

																																																								
19	Also known as dental prosthetics or prosthetic dentistry, is the area of dentistry that focuses on dental prostheses.	
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(particularly gold) (Fig. 2.20C) and of porcelain-fused-to-metal (Fig. 2.20B), able to be 

colour matched to adjacent teeth. 

 

 
Figure 2.20 
 
A – All ceramic crowns  
B – Porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns  
C – Gold crowns  
 

However, the most relevant here are the metal permanent dental crowns. Metals 

used in crowns include nickel, chromium, stainless steel, and precious alloys such as 

palladium and gold. In comparison to other crowns, these allow less tooth structure to 

be removed, tooth wear to opposing teeth is kept to a minimum and, due to 

withstanding biting and chewing forces, last considerably longer in terms of wear down. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.21 
 
A - Gold dental crown 
B - Portrait of Tajikistan man (Photo by Olivier Galibert) 
 
 

Gold crowns (Fig. 2.21A, Fig. 2.21B), originally the most expensive historical 

dental prosthetic and fairly favored over dentures, have been applied for over a hundred 
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years. Most common in Eastern European and Soviet countries and in Central Asia, 

these have been worn not only as the materialisation of dental procedures but also as a 

symbol of status and wealth.  

 

Here, one can witness an obvious bond between dentistry and jewellery, in a 

sense that, while one must go under medical repair, a chance for choice and 

customisation is still available. These teeth prostheses or crowns are not only customary 

implants but also ‘glamorous’ accessories, depending on one’s definition of beauty. 
 

The body has, more than ever, become a site of symbolic control and resistance, 

a source of personal empowerment, and the basis for the creation of a sense of self-

identity, at a time in which the human body is thought to be increasingly vulnerable and 

dematerialised (Jeffreys S. , 2007). In the search for improvement, ultimate 

functionality, beauty and perfection, the human body has become a subject of design, 

having a lasting impact on the way we define ourselves as individuals and societies. 

However, it is a fact that, even though body modification enthusiasts have shown to be 

unlikely to discontinue embodying their personal creativity despite any religious or 

cultural opinions, the idea and use of extreme body modifications in nonnormative ways 

are still controversial. 

 

General society commonly views them in a very different way, seeing these 

practices as the route for disfigurement or mutilation. Extreme modifications such as 

heavy or highly visible tattoos, numerous and nonnormative piercings (facial and 

genital piercings, for example), intentional scars, and particularly the use of implants, 

genital modifications, or voluntary amputations, are perceived by some as a symptom of 

body dysmorphic disorder, and are generally seen as deviant attitudes with signs of 

impulsiveness, often marginalised or heavily regulated (DeMello, 2007). 
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- CHALLENGING RELATIONSHIPS TO MEDICAL INTERVENTIONS 
THROUGH ART  
 

1. THE BODY AS THE MEDIUM AND AS THE ‘MESSAGE’ 

 

This section will explore the turning of one’s body into a manipulated surface, 

carrying the uncanny equivalence between body and dummy. Here, the inside of the 

body is represented as a crypt, where lies the potential for re-shaping one’s physicality.  

 

Orlan (1947) transforms her body and her face through surgical operations to 

deconstruct and recreate common concepts of ‘beauty’. As a performance artist, Orlan 

considers her body as subject and “canvas” (Pearl, 2017) describing her work as “carnal 

art” (Orlan, 1996) (Fig. 2.22). 

 

Orlan’s magnum opus, “Theatre of Operation” or “Body Sculpting” consist of a 

series of plastic surgery operations in which her features were progressively 

transformed to look like those represented in Old Master’s paintings (O'Bryan, 2005). 

During these operations/performances which also involved music, poetry and dance, 

Orlan was awake (under local anaesthesia) to direct proceedings and to observe her 

body cut open. Orlan questions identity and aesthetic values, by modifying her 

appearance while ironising the surgery ritual. 

 

 
Figure 2.22 
Scenes from Carnal Art 
Orlan, 1990-1995 
 

 
 

In “Theatre of Operation” (Fig.2.22) not only the ‘characters’ but also the 

audience played their roles as interactive participants. Each operation/performance was 

broadcasted so that spectators could watch in real time from another location.   
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Like the fragments of a hologram (Baudrillard J. , 1994), Orlan attempts to 

redeem every thought of a fragmented story, with the purpose of transforming it into it’s 

matrix: the content remains complete, with perhaps somewhat less definition, in each of 

the dispersed meanings of that story (Ibid).  

 

Orlan’s work is relevant as it speaks of an infinite though calculated repetition, 

of a continuous incubus where each chapter reveals the whole. Each performance is thus 

a cell that is the fractal image of the whole. This game of perspectives becomes a kind 

of mapping of the world and of Man. 

 

The human body should, in Orlan’s words, become a “modified ready-made” 

(Orlan in O’Bryan, 2005, p. 22). The operating room is Orlan’s ‘studio’ and her own 

body not only is the medium for her work but also the work itself and a metaphor to the 

resistance against the stereotypes of aesthetic authority. 

 

On a different level, there is Peter Skubic (1935), a master craftsman in 

jewellery and metalwork, who considers jewellery to be an “intellectual discipline” 

(Skubic, 2011, p. 8).  For Skubic the jewel was no longer valued by its media but on the 

quality of the implicit idea/concept. 

 

Even though, from a conceptual point of view, all Skubic’s artworks are relevant 

for this study, there is one that viscerally connects with this thesis. In 1975, Skubic had 

a coin-sized stainless-steel plate surgically implanted under the skin of his lower left 

arm – Schmuck unter der Haut (Jewellery under the Skin) (Fig. 2.23), 1975-1982. The 

plate could not be perceived from the outside or hardly even felt, it was, in these terms, 

only lying in the wearer’s consciousness, and of those who knew about the procedure. 
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Figure 2.23 
Schmuck unter der Haut  
S Peter Skubic, 1975-1982 
Photograph by Wilhem Gaube 

 
 

I did not feel the object when I wore it. It was exactly as if you were carrying an 

artificial hip (Skubic quoted in Kietzmann, 2014, p. 88), writes Skubic.  

 

The process of finding a doctor who would agree to such an operation was 

certainly not easy but in Skubic’s words: “Of course this was not in the sense of 

medicine that really should be left to necessary interventions. But I finally convinced 

the doctor with the argument that even plastic surgery and abortions are performed 

(sic)” (Skubic in Kietzmann, 2014, p. 88) 

 

Seven years later, this plate was extracted and then placed, by Skubic, in a chest-

shaped ring (Fig. 2.24), where it has since resided as a relic, sealed and made as 

intangible as it was when worn in Skubic’s arm. Even though the implant procedure 

was kept discreet, the extraction of the steel plate was documented on film and shown to 

the public at the Vienna Museum of the 20th Century.  
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Two scars remain attesting to the procedure and performance, proof of Skubic’s 

exploration of the body and his testing of the scope of jewellery. In my point of view, 

the scars became the new jewellery. They became the locus of that memory and meeting 

place between the inside and the outside, the past and the present, by materially 

producing, changing and overwriting its site.  

 

I wanted to know where jewellery starts and where it stops (Skubic in 

Kietzmann, 2014, p. 88)  

 

 
 

Figure 2.24 
Chest-shaped ring for Schmuck unter der Haut Peter Skubic 
1982 
Quality Magazine (June 2014), Switzerland 

 

Like Orlan, this surgical procedure was constructed as a performance that could 

only be preserved as moving images, as a temple for memory. Skubic’s jewellery might 

fascinate certain audiences, and repel others, but it certainly stimulates debate and 

discussion – discursive ‘objects’ as those presented as practice in this thesis.  

 

Consistent with his mantra, “If we know what anti-jewellery is, then it is easier 

to understand what jewellery is” (Skubic, 2011, p. 8), with ‘Schmuck unter der Haut’ 

(Jewellery under the Skin) (Fig. 2.23), Skubic extended the reach of jewellery. By 

managing to establish a collaboration with doctors to fulfil his will of questioning what 

is, in fact, jewellery - making it imperceptible and mentioning its similarity with 
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integrated hip replacements - Skubic ‘s ‘Schmuck unter der Haut’ becomes of extreme 

relevance for this thesis.  

 
2. THE INVISIBLE BODY MADE VISIBLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY 

 
Stelarc (1946), similarly to Orlan, considers the body not only as a medium of 

expression but also as a means of experience. As a performance artist, Stelarc’s works 

are conceptually driven, materialised and disseminated on a multiplicity of different 

media. From computer programming to robotics, the most relevant for this thesis are 

those which explore the relationship between the human body and technology by 

revealing and extending the capabilities of the body through surgical modification and 

medical imaging. 

 

In his work, the body is not seen as a site for the psyche in social inscription, but 

rather as a structure. Not as an object of desire but, possibly, an object for re-designing - 

the biological architecture of the body, when added technology, can be extended in its 

operational capabilities. 

 

The body is not a personality or a gender, it is an evolutionary architecture. (Stelarc, 

2007)20 

 

In 1993 Stelarc created a small electronic object, the “Stomach Sculpture” (Fig. 

2.25), meant to be swallowed, and to be guided by an endoscopic tube that tracks its 

insertion and movement in the stomach cavity. When reaching the stomach, the 

electronic sculpture behaved as if a ballerina-machine choreography, opening and 

closing, extending and retracting, with a flashing light and a beeping sound. 

 

This work was presented in video format, with the endoscopic sonde21		recording 

of the insertion process and dance of the “Stomach Sculpture” inside of the body. 

 

																																																								
20	Artfilms07, Stelarc - The Body is Obsolete - Contemporary Arts Media, 28 August 2007, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OKEfJRe4uys [accessed 16 January 2012]	
21	An instrument probe that automatically transmits information about its surroundings underground, under water, in 
the atmosphere, etc.	
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Figure 2.25 
Scene from Stomach Sculpture 
Stelarc, 1993 

 

Comparable to how Stelarc overemphasises body motion, Mona Hatoum (1952) 

also achieves a somehow distressing and at the same time alluring visual effect by 

presenting an extreme amplification of bodily matter. “Corps Etranger (Foreign Body)” 

is an installation of a circular video screen (Fig. 2.26 A and B) placed on the floor and 

surrounded by a white cylindrical shell, that one can enter and follow the journey of a 

camera travelling through a body. Here, Hatoum also uses endoscopic technology to 

penetrate distinct orifices of her body (Fig. 2.26 B) to raise questions about who is 

viewing the body, what it means to look at the body in its deepest shape, and ultimately 

what the body is.  

 
Figure 2.26 
Corps Etranger  
Mona Hatoum, 1994 
Photograph by Philippe Migeat 
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It is fascinating the way conventional endoscopic technology (Fig. 2.27; Fig. 

2.28) and similar techniques are shifted to an artistic context to convey impacting 

concepts. However, it is even more interesting the way that most fields of science face 

this kind of decontextualisation of their traditional practices, very often raising 

questions on whether it is right or wrong to present such art work.  

 

 
Figure 2.27 
Arthroscopic image of the opening of the intercondylar 
notch in a knee, after reconstructing the anterior cruciate 
ligament ACL  
Courtesy of Professor Dr. Jose Carlos Noronha 

 

 
Figure 2.28 
Arthroscopic image of plasma rich in platelet infiltration 
in a knee with neo anterior cruciate ligament ACL 
Courtesy of Professor Dr. Jose Carlos Noronha 

 

But, “How can connection occur without full identification, on the limits of 

reduction? How can experience be open to the mystery of the other?” (Kuppers, 2007, 

p. 3). The body and its visualisation, the gaps, folds, creases, and hidden places in these 

material traces of bodily change can only be made visible through specific medical 

vision machines, (excluding methods that lacerate the body). 

 

A […] meeting place between inside and outside, a locus of memory, of bodily change. 

(Kuppers, 2007, p. 1)  

 

Not only ‘medical jewellery’ is presented in an archaeological sequence – from 

exo-corporeal to intracorporeal - in which different kinds of medical imaging devices 

may be required for both the surgical application of the jewellery and for their viewing. 

This study (as mentioned in Methodology) lightly explores technological and scientific 

visualisation methods, envisioning the possible future development of scanning devices. 
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REFLECTING ON THE BODY  
 
	
THE FANTASTICAL BODY  
 

1. CHIMERA, CYBORG AND POSTHUMAN 

 

This section invokes another ‘figure’ (the chimera/the cyborg/the posthuman), 

by means of analysing how the human body has, throughout the times, been merged 

(physicaly and imaginatively) with second and third ‘creatures’ (animal and/or 

machine), and how these approaches condition the human status in contemporary 

society.  

 

Chimera is no longer a composite being, but a multiple one, picked up from the 

battlefield […] (Feher, 1989, p. 385) 

 

Chimera (Fig.2.29) is no longer a mythical creature but rather an unstereotyped 

being that evolves to a futuristic predictability, not yet tangibly definable. 

 

 
Figure 2.29 
Boar and Man: Similarities between Human and Animal Physiognomies 
Charles Le Brun, 17th century 
Bibliotheque des Arts Decoratifs, Paris, France 
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In Cremaster 3, the third feature-length film from Matthew Barney’s 

masterpieces Cremaster Cycle (1994-2002), the process of human (re)creation is 

explored through metaphorical returns to moments of early sexual development, which 

in Barney's universe, are representative of pure potentiality. As Smith describes, the 

“fetishistic dialectic between invisibility and visibility, concealing and revealing, denial 

and disclosure, loss and enhancement seems to be thrashed out somewhat differently” 

(Fig.2.30) (Smith, 2007, p. 55).  

 

The main characters, always represented by Aimee Mullins (a double amputee 

model which will later be further analysed), is driven to both strongly assert the 

mechanisms and fantasies of technofetishism 22  and to offer some other rather 

unexpected possibilities. In Cremaster 3, Mullins “is committed in a variety of ways to 

passing as disabled” (Smith, 2007, p. 55). Her status as an amputee must be accredited 

and disavowed concomitantly, and her prosthetic legs more than just a replacement for 

her missing limbs, allow us to debate her existence as a hybrid - a chimera, cyborg, a 

prosthetic body. 

 Mullis represents “a figure of supraerotic fantasy” (Smith, 2007) sometimes 

pointing out how she ‘becomes visible’ as an eroticised cyborgian sex kitten (Fig.2.31).  

 

 
Figure 2.30  
Scene from the movie Cremaster 3  
Matthew Barney, 2002 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Figure 2.31 
Aimee Mullins in Scene from the movie Cremaster 3 
Matthew Barney, 2002 
Photograph by Chris Winget 

																																																								
22	A fixation on modern technology. 
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Cyborg \n\ [cybernetic + organism] (1960) a fictional or hypothetical person 

whose physical abilities are extended beyond normal human limitations by 

mechanical elements built into the body (Webste, 1993, p. 287) 

 

Cyborg, according to Donna Haraway "is a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of 

machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction […] a 

kind of disassembled and reassembled, post-modern collective and personal self” 

(Haraway, 1991, p. 181). Haraway's manifesto was remarkable for its use of the cyborg 

as a transgressive symbol, as a multifaceted phenomenon used sarcastically to unsettle 

the binary brands of contemporary culture.  

 

Cyborgian consciousness is motivated by communication, inflection, survival, 

procreation, information, and perception. The cyborg is technical, material, enhanced, 

and incorporated, but above all, it is always in search of improvement (Bostic, 1998). 

Through this addition of consciousness, one generates or inflicts a human persona, or, in 

other terms, the machine is humanised.  

 

From research on prosthetic technology dating from the 16th century to 

modernist reviews of the body itself as a machine, it is obvious that the relationship 

between the human body and technology has been capturing people’s imagination in 

various ways. Ambroise Paré’s had already exemplified in 1564 what Haraway later 

argued – in Instrumenta chyrurgiae et icones anathomicae (Fig. 2.32) the machine is 

structurally and aestheticaly humanised. 
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Figure 2.32 
Ambroise Paré's Instrumenta chyrurgiae et icones 
anathomicae (Surgical Instruments and Anatomical 
Illustrations) 
1564 
Paris, France 

 

I want to be a machine.              (Andy Warhol in Swenson, 1963, p. 26) 

 

In this thesis, the body is taken as a site for physical recreation availing of 

medical need, where ‘medical jewellery’ intends to be somehow humanised – not only 

anatomically fit but also designed to evoke personal emotions. This humanisation 

enables one to discern technology and science as accomplices to or enhancements of the 

‘self’. 

David Cronenberg’s 1996 screen adaptation of J.G.Ballard's 23 1973 novel, 

Crash (Fig. 2.33), and Niccolo Ammaniti‘s 24 narrative, Fango, look into the sexual 

																																																								
23	James Graham Ballard (15 November 1930 – 19 April 2009) was an English novelist, short story writer, and 
prominent member of the New Wave movement in science fiction. His best-known books are Crash (1973), adapted 
into a film by David Cronenberg, and the semi-autobiographical Empire of the Sun (1984), made into a film by 
Steven Spielberg,[1] based on Ballard's boyhood in the International Settlement and internment by the Japanese 
Imperial Army during the Second World War. The literary distinctiveness of his work has given rise to the adjective 
"Ballardian", defined by the Collins English Dictionary as "resembling or suggestive of the conditions described in J. 
G. Ballard’s novels and stories, especially dystopian modernity, bleak man-made landscapes and the psychological 
effects of technological, social or environmental developments.  
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draw of machines whose status lingers on the shifting borderlines that psychoanalysis 

has gathered between conscious and unconscious, ego and id, and which inhabit the 

uncanny overlap of self and other. 

 

 
Figure 2.33 
Hospital scene from the movie Crash 
Directed by David Cronenberg 
1996 
 

Ammaniti utilises this omnipresent cultural alliance from the inception, initially 

presenting the car as an extension of the character's sexual savoir-faire.  Piera, the main 

character of the narrative, is a beclouding vision of metal, with mechanised prosthesis 

instead of arms and legs, as if a “mass of chrome plates and microchips” (Ross, 2005), 

signified as "qualcosa" 25 , not "qualcuno" 26 , setting the scene for a posthuman 

experience. Thereafter, in an echo of the polyvalent eroticism expressed by these 

futurists, they fuse the car, woman and man to allow the protagonist total sovereignty of 

both technology and the female body, along with an ‘auto-erotic’ event. 

 

When this provisional fusion is made permanent, her relationship to her 

prosthetic body is concealed as if it presented no problems whatsoever, as if she had 
																																																																																																																																																																		
Text extracted from < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/J. _G._Ballard> [accessed 5 February 2012] 
24 Niccolò Ammaniti (born September 25, 1966 in Rome) is an Italian writer. As a young Italian novelist, Ammaniti 
was part of the cannibalistic group, from the anthology Gioventù Cannibale by Daniele Brolli (1996), for which he 
wrote a short novel together with Ricardo Shorts. 
Text extracted from < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niccolò_Ammaniti> [accessed 5 February 2012] 
25	Translates “something”	
26	Translates “someone”	
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attained her desire. This sequence holds J.G. Ballard's prognosis about the future of 

human sexual interaction since he claims, “organic sex, body against body, skin area 

against skin area is becoming no longer possible” (Linnett, 1974) (Fig. 2.34). Despite 

no evident connection with any kind of sexualisation, ‘medical jewellery’ is intended to 

blend with the body in a way that both the prosthesis and the patient’s body become as 

one, physically and psychologically – integrated and integral to the body 

 

(…) the operation of the machine ethic, which is now the ethic of the human 

beings, transformed desert islands of technicity into the social universe itself. 

(Feher, 1989, p. 385) 

 

Within the whole Crash novel, what I consider to be most relevant to this thesis is the 

scene when James Ballard asks: 

 

What exactly is your project, Von? (…) of car crashes, medical studies, 

sensational documentary (…) 

 

and Von answers  

 

It’s something we are all intimately involved in: the re-shaping of the human 

body by modern technology. (J.G.Ballard, 1996) 

 

 
Figure 2.34 
A – Tattoo scene from the movie Crash 
B – Lovemaking scene from the movie Crash 
Directed by David Cronenberg, 1996 
 

This quote reiterates the idea that technofetishism27 is a performance that 

somehow involves an “aestheticisation, a poeticisation, and a metaphorisation of “the 

																																																								
27	A fixation on modern technology	
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prosthetic”” (Smith, 2007)- as what Vivian Sobchack calls an “unfleshed.” (Sobchack, 

2004). 

	

During the past century, dreams of a future society overpopulated by 

technologically enhanced humans or by lifelike humanoid automata (Sargent, 2012) 

were evidenced in popular culture.  

Several creatives have interpreted the subject of man-machine in different ways, 

where each work is of self-manifestation towards this idea. While Fritz Kahn28 (1888 –

1968), considered, in 1930, the human body through a refined graphic analogy with 

machinery, which described the human respiratory system as an ‘industrial palace’ 

(Fig.2.35), Floris Kaayk29 (1982), goes to the extreme of speculating that, with the 

number of metallic implants used in present medicine, there might be a future syndrome 

– Metalosis Maligna (Fig.2.36). Kaayk describes a fulminant reproduction of such 

medical implants inside of the human body leaving no bodily matter to be seen but 

rather a gruesome metal structure (Fig.2.36). 

 
Figure 2.35 
El Homo como Palacio Industrial’ (Man as a 
palace of industry 
Fritz Kahn 
c. 1930 

 
																																																								
28	German physician and popular science writer, known for his illustrations which pioneered infographics 
29	Dutch filmmaker and visual artist whose work focuses on futuristic visions and fantasies	
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Figure 2.36 
Metalosis Maligna 
Florys Kaayk 
Production Still 
© Florys Kaayk, 2006 

 

The same way Kahn’s and Kaays´s interpretations of the man-machine or of the 

body being replaced by technological/scientific components, are important to this thesis, 

it is also worth briefly writing about ‘biomechanical tattoos’ (Fig.2.37). These tattoos 

have not been described in ‘Invading the Body’ section because, despite sharing the 

same body modification/art techniques and ideas, are here mentioned as a way of 

perceiving the ´fantastical’ body. They consist of a speculative and illusionist portrait of 

what the wearer wants the audience to perceive them as – a machine. In similarity to 

Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS)30, mentioned in Methodology as a starting point for the 

potential future development of bio-engineered translucent membranes, ‘biomechanical 

tattoos’ (Fig.2.37) led one to actually visualise the potential yet intangible machine 

inside the body. 

 
Figure 2.37 
Biomechanical tattoos 

  

																																																								
30	A condition caused by a defect in the structure, production, or processing of collagen or proteins that interact with 
collagen	
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2. CULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS (CONDITION/FETISH) 

 

 
While the taking of the disabled human body as subject of creative inspiration 

(literally or conceptually) is frequently criticised by general society for capitalising on 

the shock value of disability, it may also be lauded for its progressive social values. The 

same happens with what this thesis proposes – the jewellery ‘becoming the body’, 

aesthetically, structurally and emotionally. 

The controversy surrounding the representation and recreation of disability 

showcases issues at the forefront of current debates in contemporary art (Millett, 2008).  

 

Marc Quinn’s Alison Lapper’s giant marble sculpture (Fig. 2.38) can also be 

compared to and contrasted for its visual similarities with Aimee Mullins’ appearance in 

Mathew Barney’s Cremaster 3. Quinn’s artwork expresses a concern with the mutability 

of the body and the dualisms that determine human life: spiritual and corporeal, rational 

and sexual, depth and surface. 

Alison Lapper (Fig. 2.38), the 15th of Quinn’s marble sculptures of people 

either born with limbs missing or amputees, shows a woman born with no arms and 

severely shortened legs. When it was displayed on the fourth plinth in Trafalgar Square, 

London from September 2005 until October 2007, it triggered a lot of controversy. 

 
 
It is all in the form, and the strangeness of Alison Lapper's body itself, its 
irreducible familiarity and otherness. Necessarily, one struggles to describe her 
body in terms that do not make her sound grotesque – while even the medical 
name of her condition, Phocomelia, refers to having limbs ‘like a seal's flipper’ 
(Searle, 2005) 

 

 
Figure 2.38 
Alison Lapper sculpture 
Marc Quinn 
Trafalgar Square, London 
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Figure 2.39 
Body beautiful: the Venus de Milo inspired Alison Lapper to use her own 
body in her artwork 
Photograph by Dan Chung  

 
 

It is due to the hitherto mentioned Phocomelia (Fig. 2.39) - having limbs “like a 

seal's flipper” (Searle, 2005), that it become relevant to explore the frequent tendency 

medicine has to attribute animal descriptions to human physical and health conditions – 

once again creating a notion of chimera. 

 

Sironomelia, also known as Mermaid Syndrome (Fig. 2.40), is a very rare 

congenital deformity in which the person’s limbs are fused together, almost looking like 

a mermaid tail. Shiloh Pepin (Fig. 2.41), a young girl who suffered from Sironomelia, 

was publicly known as ‘the little mermaid’. This condition is part of this research 

because, the mythological creature of the mermaid and its tail seems to be a recurrent 

theme for both people who have special needs for underwater motion and for those who 

fetishise about becoming a hybrid, a chimera. Invoking another ‘figure’ (animal and/or 

mythological), the discourse of disability and illness is again renegotiated, either for 

purposes of familiarisation and/or otherness. 
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Figure 2.40 

X-Ray of Shiloh Pepin,‘the little mermaid’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.41  

Shiloh Pepin, ‘the little mermaid’ 

 

Nadya Vessey (Fig. 2.42), also a double amputee, had a strong will to be able to 

swim and, therefore, scientists, doctors and prosthetic technicians, created a mechanised 

tail that, together with functionality, worked as a site for mermaid-like decoration, 

proving that art and science can indeed produce something that fulfils the patient, both 

in function and in aesthetics.  

 

 
Figure 2.42 
Nadya Vessey 
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On another extreme, Eric Ducharme (Fig. 2.43), a 22-year-old male from 

Florida, whose hobby is to fetishise about becoming a mermaid, hand makes his fins 

and sets himself to explore the crystal-clear waters of Florida’s natural springs. Being 

mentally transported into the mermaid world, Ducharme feels transformed once inside 

the water and totally away from the human world. This is the ultimate fetish, the 

‘Merman’ fetish.   
 

 
Figure 2.43 
Eric Ducharme 
 

 
What strikes me about these representations is that these statements and images 

draw attention to the fact that the essence of the modern discourse of prosthesis and of 

the disabled is the awareness that the joining together of the body and machines can not 

be seen just as a mere fabrication process or as an art or a craft. These examples put into 

play the limits of the human and seek to answer a challenge of presentation and value – 

how an item of prosthetic technology is fashioned, how it is experienced, what the body 

experience of itself is, and in what scenario can it be set. 

 

These are matters of aesthetics, ergonomics, and sentience. (Davis, 2010, p. 

311)  

 

After these discourses on a similar subject, one may still ask what kinds of 

fantasies are being played out across commercial, medical, and avant-garde notions of 

the body, of the female and male amputees in western visual and conceptual culture?  
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New imaginaries of the body are redefining the ‘human’ in relation to other beings, both 

fantastical and real, and are also inquiring about the ethical implications for both the 

doctor and the artist/designer.  

 

The subject of prostheses, as Vivian Sobshack argues, is in the end “a 

tropological currency for describing a vague and shifting constellation of relationships 

between bodies, technologies, and subjectivities” (Sobchack, 2007, p. 19). 

 

Note: the subject of prostheses will be further analysed in the coming sections. 
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PUBLICATION OF THE BODY  
-  

Art’s about life and it can’t really be about anything else … there isn’t anything 

else (Hirst, 2005, p. 21) 

	
Damien Hirst (1965), challenges the boundaries between art, science and 

popular culture (Gallagher, 2012). Hirst’s artwork is relevant for this research as it 

portrays a determined study and publication of the fragility of the human body. His 

investigation lies in contemporary ideologies that aim to challenge and ‘anatomise’ the 

inconsistency and ambiguity of human experience (Hirst, 2012). 

 

Hirst’s first “Medicine Cabinets”, contained pharmaceutical packaging, 

anatomical models, specimen jars, skeletons and surgical implements, which became by 

themselves the focus for other individual series of work.  The anatomical models, for 

example, were later turned into large-scale sculptures - “Hymn” (Fig. 2.44), 6-meter 

high representation of a children’s educational toy, with half of its male torso opened to 

expose muscles and organs. Yet other, inspired installations such as  “Trinity - 

Pharmacology, Physiology, Pathology”, (Fig. 2.45) showcasing medical demonstration 

models, aesthetically organised/displayed, not following any medically logical 

discourse. 

 

 
Figure 2.44  
Hymn 
Damien Hirst 1999 
Photograph by Mike Parsons 
© Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved, DACS 2012 

 

 
Figure 2.45  
Trinity - Pharmacology, Physiology, Pathology  
Damien Hirst, 2000 
Trinity Cabinets 
Photograph by Prudence Cuming Associates © Damien Hirst and 
Science Ltd. All rights reserved, DACS 2012 
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However, the artworks by Damien Hirst to be considered most relevant for this 

study are those containing surgical instruments. In these, Hirst creates, once again, art 

about death to celebrate life, continuing to wrestle with these two paradoxical themes in 

countless ways. “End Game” (Fig. 2.46), three glass and gleaming steel cabinets, 

present, in the centre two suspended skeletons facing opposite ways, reminding us of a 

quarrelsome couple disunited in the grave (Hirst, 2012). The side vitrines contain a 

variety of highly polished surgical and medical instruments such as forceps, metal 

syringes, scissors, clamps, surgical bowls, etc.   

 

Some might consider this to be ‘shocking’ and ‘disgusting’ but it is, in fact, a 

result or a provocation coming from an extreme curiosity about the physical and 

emotional reactions towards materialised subjects of life and death.  

 

 
Figure 2.46 
End Game 
Damien Hirst, 2004 
Instrument Cabinets 
Photograph by Roger Wooldridge © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd.  
All rights reserved, DACS 2012 

 
 

As Ann Gallagher explains, this sophisticated defamiliarisation of the material 

nature seems too delicate for Hirst’s often-vivid art, which plays on more intrinsic and 

sincere fears of death and illness. We might instead say that, appropriating of an older 

medical term, some of Hirst’s works are more hypochondriacal than uncanny 

(Gallagher, 2012).  

 

The same happens in “Still” (Fig. 2.47), “Invasion” (Fig. 2.48) and other similar 

work. Hirst wants his artwork to be a vehicle for the truth of his encounter with the 
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authenticity of life and death, administering and delivering to the audience with artifice 

and illusion. Moreover, the way the artist assumes his focus on death, or better saying, 

on death perceived in life and vice versa, not only allowed him a prevailing theme but 

also encouraged a consequent enclosing of dualities. 

 

“(…) the relationship between objects and feelings, the relationship between 
time as a living process and time arrested in death (a still life suggesting that 
both time and life, even humanity, might be absent), or just as significantly the 
split between mind and body (…)”  (Kuppers, 2007, p. 3) 

 

 

  
Figure 2.47 
Still 
Damien Hirst 
1994 
Instrument Cabinets 
Image: Photographed by Prudence Cuming 
Associates © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved, DACS 2012 

  
Figure 2.48 
Invasion 
Damien Hirst 
2009 
Instrument Cabinets 
Image: Photographed by Prudence Cuming 
Associates © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved, DACS 2012 

 
 

These medical and surgical tools are displayed in such a way that they might be 

viewed as objects of contemplation, almost as if inside of a temple with no disturbance. 

Organised in a highly calculated way, equally spaced, spotless and completely aseptic 

looking, the viewer can be lured to wonder whether the instruments have yet interfered 

in one’s body or are still to be used.  

 

One might argue that, in some respects, Hirst’s work is theatrical, depending, of 

course, on the combination of ‘morbid’ topics with exquisitely machined gleaming 

metal tools, being these fundamentally iconographic: one depicting death in a 

personified way and the other at the level of a certain uneasy glamour inherent to 
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medical technology. However, something else makes these works even more intriguing 

but still very appealing. It is the fact that these conduce vulnerability through the 

abundance of medical instruments and most certainly entice us to feel the human body’s 

extreme fragility regarding medical manipulation and invasion. Hirst becomes pertinent 

for this thesis as not only he raises ‘fear’ of the medical procedure but also makes 

‘public display’ of the medical and fear of such. 
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THINKING THE BODY - MARKING/MAPPING THE BODY  
(THROUGH JEWELLERY)  
 

Even though research of the psychology and evolutionary history of humans 

regarding body adornment has revealed how the concept of beauty may have derived as 

a form of communication in culture and, jewellery is also a means for personal 

communication in a sense of being no more an accession, a mere accessory, an 

addendum or appendix (Derrez, 2005).  

Despite having already presented a brief contextualisation of jewellery, the 

following works are to be analysed through a different perspective, as they become 

relevant for exploring the human body through marking and mapping. These authors 

showcase a distinctive understanding of human condition and nature, and their innate 

capability to capture and translate psycho-emotional narrative through the 

conceptualisation of people’s tangible and cognitive/cerebral relationships towards 

jewellery. 

 Leading to a discussion on the jewellery’s relationship to the body, Gijs 

Bakker’s designs (1942) held a significance that was greater than just of certified 

innovation in the design of jewellery. His message was that jewellery, as all the arts in 

their wider sense, is a manifestation of human creativity and a memento of his period’s 

(60s) relentless conviction of change, progress and renewal (Zijl, 2005). 

 

In 1973, Bakker decided it was time to effectively yell “Down with Jewellery!” 

(Bakker in Zijl, 2005, p. 23), offers softer perspective and approach towards modifying 

the body. “Shadow Jewellery – Schaduwsieraad” (Fig. 2.49), a series of gold wires 

made to be wrapped around different parts of the body, led the material configuration of 

the jewel to disappear. Gold wires that garrotte one’s body, leaving a deep mark, where 

the jewel becomes the body’s reaction to the tight placement of that wire. “Shadow 

Jewellery – Schaduwsieraad” (1973) becomes the locus for reflection on the individual 

person as the prime starting point.  
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Figure 2.49 
Shadow Jewelry / Schaduwsieraad 
Gijs Bakker, 1973 

 

To me, creative process equals research: the form should be created but it 

should come forth naturally as a result of research.  After all, the form is just the 

wrapping of an idea. (Bakker G. , 2005, p. 146) 

 

If you want to say something you have to say it clearly. You always have to go 

for the maximum to achieve the minimum. (Leersum, 1981, p. 57) 

  

Determining the wearer as the main focus, Bakker’s ambition was to set the 

individual to determine the form of the object, still reflecting on the function and 

purpose of the jewel and of the body. In “Profiles” (Fig. 2.50), the wearer was who 

provided the paramount component for the jewel, and the resulting shape came not only 

from his or her individuality, but mainly from the person’s corporeal identity.  
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Figure 2.50 
Head ornament: Profile Ornament for Emmy Van 
Leersum 
Gijs Bakker, 1974 

 

I like jewellery because, like clothes, it is closest to our body and says something 

about the wearer. A piece of jewellery is worn and creates an impression. 

(Bakker G. , 1986)  

 

What is interesting about these two specific Gijs Bakker works is the emphasis 

given to how important the relationship between the wearer and the jewel is, not 

necessarily resulting in functional wearability. The human body is unquestionably the 

gauge in all of Bakker’s jewellery, being every single jewel designed and created 

ergonomically, filling his most figurative designs with human values, from beliefs to 

misconceptions, which might be activated when worn. 

 

Moving towards the artistic use of surgery and medicine related objects and the 

way they are visually presented to map the body, one relevant artist that follows this 

idea is Christoph Zellweger (1962). 

Zellweger’s work, in his own words, “uncovers society’s pathologic relationship 

with their own and other people’s bodies” (Zellweger C., 2010), creating a discourse 

around bodily expression and ancient and contemporary neurosis (Zellweger C., 2008). 

He attempts to open a debate around body modification and adornment, bringing 

surgery (mainly plastic surgery) into the jewellery field, through identifying the body 
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itself as the potential new jewel. This is a very interesting approach since it becomes, on 

one hand, open to trivialisation, but also, on the other hand, inspires the idea that one 

can now design the body in such a way as to put meaning on to it. 

 

In “Jewellery as Prosthesis” (Zellweger C. , 2007), Zellweger inquires on 

extending the definition of body adornment by exploring the idea that jewellery 

gradually ceases to simply be an accessory. In similarity to this thesis, Zellweger looks 

at jewellery as to potentially become an integrated component of man, in a both real and 

metaphorical sense. 

 

Zellweger produced a collection of jewellery objects, which he named “Foreign 

Bodies” (Fig.2.51 and 2.52) too (as Mona Hatoum named her piece - Corps Etranger), 

which sets up parallels between body organs and luxury items. Made of medical mirror-

polished steel, the pieces show no trace of the handmade craft processes, making them 

look like hi-tech artefacts.  Although referring to medical implants, “Foreign Bodies” 

are meant to be worn on the body surface, contrasting with the work I have produced - 

jewellery to be inserted in the body and not seen with the naked eye, considering X-Ray 

technology for its visualisation. 

 

 
Figure 2.51 
Hip Piece from series Foreign Bodies 
Christoph Zellweger, 2002 
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Figure 2.52 
Foreign Bodies 
Christoph Zellweger, 2002 

 

Raising questions like “what will people find in tomorrow’s graves?” (Zellweger 

C, 2008), “What story will the remains tell future generations about us?” (Ibid) 

Zellweger argues that, very probably, instead of “real” jewels, we will find burial sites 

with metal implants, hip-replacements, stents and battery-driven pacemakers.  

 

Just as Zellweger proposes that jewellery may have a 

role beyond body adornment, in understanding and engaging in the repair of the body, 

my research is focused on similar questions, since it appreciates and explores new 

aesthetic sites and opportunities for linking the body to 'the mind reflecting on body' in 

order to utilise jewellery as repair and therapy. By “shifting or adapting the concept of 

value and luxury towards a debate on medical science and body design” (Zellweger C. , 

2008), my research raises interiority/exteriority questions - by knowing what one has 

internally that may condition our psychological responses to our bodies (as Mona 

Hatoum's interior journey is a work among others that questions the interior of our 

bodies). 

 

 Knowing the visible ‘scar’ as an interface between the internal and external 

body (Küppers, 2007), there is the possibility for considering the body may not be just 

as interior and exterior but rather in different ‘archaeological’ layers. These are the 

principles explored in this thesis, where the practice is “cut through with social 

comment” (Zellweger & Woffenden, 2010) and generates a discussion on the 

relationship between jewellery, science and technology. 
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Another approach that links jewellery and prosthetics is that of Gerd Rothmann 

(1941) whose work is still highly conceptual, but still rather practical. His main interest 

is using imprints of the body for developing an unconventional discourse with the 

human body. 

 

Resorting to his clients’ and loved ones’ fingerprints and body casts to attain 

visceral and experimental jewellery, Rothmann’s work conveys narratives in a very 

physical and literal way. Through defamiliarising what is taken for granted, the jeweller 

proposes that one can imprint signs of identity on the object by means of making it a 

locus of memory, meaningful, intimate and unique (Rothmann G. , 2002).  

 

It is an aesthetic process of embodiment. (Baumer, 2003, p. 11) 

 

Within Gerd Rothmann’s extensive line of work, there are three pieces that are 

particularly pertinent for this study.  The cast of a silver heel (Fig. 2.53), was the 

starting point for an entire series of conceptually driven pieces of work, that introduced 

casts of the body into the artistic adornment domain and focused on exploring sites for 

thought and touch which incite to personal interpretations.  

 

 
Figure 2.53 
Silver Heel 
Gerd Rothmann, 1978 
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Made in 1978, as a special commission for F. G. Scheuer’s heel, its intentions 

were to create a shield for the skin and bone, thus protecting and turning the wearers’ 

Achilles heel inaccessible. It worked the same way as an implant but did not cause any 

pain or discomfort or was hardly even felt as an ‘anti-body’.  

 

I went to the goldsmiths. His procedure was painless. Instead of blood, it was 

beer that flowed. (Scheuer, 2002, p. 14). 

 

The “Silver Heel” (Fig. 2.53) was a perfect fit and fulfilled its intended function. 

In F. G. Scheuer’s words, “I was able to defeat Hector with no trouble, Paris can shoot 

as much as he likes, and Apollo may aim his arrows with perfect precision; my 

Achilles’ heel is invulnerable.” (Scheuer, 2002). 

 

Inspired by Japanese art Kintsugi31, the restoring of ancient porcelain where 

gold is used to join the broken pieces back together, some of Rothmann’s works had the 

same intent of not disguising the damaged but highlighting it. "The Golden Nose” (Fig. 

2.54), made to be placed on one’s face, is somehow reminiscent of a nose prosthetic. 

Once worn, it becomes subject of ambiguity, leading to questions of replacement or 

surrogacy of a body part or if the result of a medical procedure enhanced by a protection 

guard.  

 

																																																								
31	The Japanese art of fixing broken pottery with a lacquer resin sprinkled with powdered gold. Kintsugi may have 
originated when shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa sent a damaged Chinese tea bowl back to China for repairs in the late 
15th century. When it was returned repaired with ugly metal staples, it may have prompted Japanese craftsmen to 
look for a more aesthetic means of repair. Collectors became so enamored of the new art that some were accused of 
deliberately smashing valuable pottery, so it could be repaired with the gold seams of kintsugi.  
Text extracted from < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi > [accessed December 2013] 
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Figure 2.54 
The Golden Nose 
Gerd Rothmann, 1984/1994 

 
 

An extra finger on one’s hand, a solid piece of silver, elaborately forged to be 

placed on a right hand, between the little finger and ring finger. Surely not made to be a 

decorative ring, the “Sixth Finger” (Fig. 2.55) restricted the movement of the wearer’s 

hand, becoming a “cumbersome handicap” (Wiedemann, 2002, p. 32), leading one to 

think more of it as an artificial limb rather than a strange ornament.   

 

 
Figure 2.55 
Sixth Finger  
Gerd Rothmann, 1979 
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What advantage would it have? What extra tasks might it be able to carry out? 

Maybe it would have a deftness that the others do not possess. Or it might just 

cause confusion. (Wiedemann, 2002) 

 

What is interesting about Rothmann’s work is that jewellery here becomes truly 

corporeal, as if a glorious extension of the body. Where the “Sixth Finger” (Fig. 2.55) 

conveys a reinvigorated body awareness, emphasising the peculiar fascination aspect 

provided by artificial limbs, there is always a correlation with ornaments that are 

implanted and tattooed on the skin as long-lasting motifs. While in the “Silver Heel” 

(Fig. 2.53) and in “Golden Nose” (Fig. 2.54), Rothmann not only provided the wearer’s 

mind some kindness, worth and beauty through finding the solution for a physical 

problem, but also credited artists and jewellers to work on a different and health related 

level rather than just creating a piece of art for adornment purposes.  

 

It is also to highlight “Open Mouth” (Fig. 2.56), paralysing the wearer’s mouth 

in such a way that the lips cannot be brought together, thus disrupting and interrupting 

his/her natural actions, and “Gold Under My Fingernails” (Fig. 2.57) where pieces of 

gold shaped as cut-off fingernails, are to be placed under the wearer’s nails. There is no 

longer space for dirt under these fingernails but there is for gold. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.56 
Open Mouth  
Gerd Rothmann, 1979 

 
 

 
Figure 2.57 
Gold Under My Fingernails  
Gerd Rothmann, 1983 
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Another pertinent approach to jewellery is by Naomi Filmer’s, a former 

contemporary jewellery designer, who describes herself as a conceptual artist that 

produces ‘wearable objects about the body’ (Filmer, 2013), focusing on the relationship 

between the object and the body.  

 

Filmer, rather than creating jewellery that can tell a tale, be poetic or narrative, is 

interested in the sensation of the object, either in relation to the material sensation or to 

the physical sensation according to how we wear the objects or how the object wears us. 

One of the recurring interests is on how the object can influence or even dictate one’s 

posture.  

 

Filmer’s jewellery, rather than ornamenting, explores and celebrates the human 

body, usually establishing a very intimate bond with the wearer’s flesh through 

pinching, hugging, plugging, or melting thus creating temperature sensations. 

Nonetheless, Filmer always tries to keep all her works very simple, elegant and 

beautiful, frequently reminding us of the soft curved lines of a woman’s body.  

 

In the series “Breathing Volume” (2009) (Fig. 2.58; Fig. 2.59), Filmer 

objectifies the idea of visualising the process of breathing in and out. These wearable 

sculptures focus on the shape of the mouth, chin and neck, and in which way these can 

be supported. The pieces are an abstraction of an idea and of an act, where the body is 

not used as the location but rather as the catalyst for the shapes of the objects, that will 

then enter a direct and personal relationship with the spectator.  

 

 
Figure 2.58 
Breathing Volume 
Naomi Filmer, 2009 
Photograph by Hans Wilschut 

 
Figure 2.59 
Breathing Volume: 'Orchid Neck Piece'  
Naomi Filmer for Anne Valerie Hash S/S 2009 
Couture collection 
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It’s also relevant to mention the work “Toe and Heel ball lenses” (Fig. 2.60), 

from the series “Out of the Ordinary” (2007), a collection of ten pieces that flawlessly 

silhouette the intricacies of the human body. In “Toe and Heel ball lenses” (Fig. 2.60), 

the hollow metal cast of the foot is set in a sphere of delicately blown colourless glass, 

where the body part is gently accommodated by a flesh coloured flocking interior, 

which, when not in use, gives the observer a chance to almost look inside themselves.  

 

 
Figure 2.60 
Toe and Hel Ball Lenses 
Naomi Filmer, 2007 

        

What is captivating about Filmer’s work is that she believes accessories and 

jewellery to be more about an underlying reference, an ultimate definition, the key that 

explains inspiration.  Her interest is in material´s relationship with bodies and what 

therefore is precious about jewellery and the dialogue of which is more important – the 

objects one wears or the flesh that wears the objects? This is indeed much more 

interesting that just the idea of adornment as an isolated issue. Filmer’s works lead us, 

once again, to understand that it is about looking at ourselves, looking at how and what 

we wear, and the reasons why we do it. These are not containers of narratives or tales 

but rather define aesthetics and emotional connections towards the object, its inspiration 

and use.  
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Figure 2.61 
SHOWcabinet: Prosthetics  
SHOWstudio  
2013 
 

Despite only two of the previously analised authors/individuals being 

represented in SHOWstudio’s “SHOWcabinet: Prosthetics” (Fig. 2.61), Aimee Mullins 

and Naomi Filmer, this re-imagined gallery space embraced the original meaning of a 

range of artefacts that engage and explore ideas surrounding prosthetics' ability to 

enhance, equip and adorn. 

 

This installation shows the constant interplay between empowerment and 

restriction, protection or support while suggesting that the encased body is a fragile 

system. The artefacts on display present an array of fashion and art interpretations, 

which embrace aesthetics and augmentation in tackling the idea of bodily enhancement 

and extension. 

 

It is by writing about this exhibition that I set the scene for what will be 

discussed in the coming section - 'to add', 'to advance', 'to give power to' - exploring 

means to probe and to expand perceptions of prostheses.  
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ENHANCING/EXTENDING THE BODY 
 
1. PHYSICALLY AND PSYCHOLOGICALLY 

 

This section discusses enhancement through its different categories, which 

consequently act upon different notions of the body. Here, the impetus for an ostensible 

analysis and distinction between physical and experience/emotional enhancement will 

be set.  

 

One might easily associate enhancement to comic books, where characters are 

super powered with extra strength or with the ability to fly. These heroes seem to indeed 

foresee ‘transhumanism’ as both the study of and the attempt to exceed the human 

condition by using technologies to transform and extend the body and psyche. As 

Sargent argues, one might even imagine it can be some sort of pill that will possibly 

make us smarter or increase our lifespan (Sargent, 2012).  

 

The mythological story of Icarus (Fig.2.62) reminds us that the quest for 

superpowers and enhanced abilities is ancient. Icarus and his father Daedalus, in exile 

on Crete, planned to evade from the island through flight. Daedalus crafted a pair of 

wings (made of feathers and wax) for his son. Warning Icarus not to get too close to the 

sun or the wax would melt and not to fly by the water so that the feathers could not 

soak, his son soon departed, soaring higher and higher. The wax quickly melted and the 

wings dismantled themselves, the feathers fell away and Icarus plunged into the sea.  

  
Figure 2.62 
Figure of Icarus flying 
First to third century CE 
The British Museum, London © The Trustees of the 
British Museum 
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The image and idea of possessing wings has always been a ‘materialised 

metaphor’ for transcending our ‘earthbound selves’. This story is here mentioned as it 

depicts the historical devotion of man to technology, metaphorically describing it as the 

search for a brief moment of suspension and flight, at which time all the rules and 

preconceptions that are naturally inherent to us, are no longer applied.  

 

It becomes relevant for this study as it highlights a critical aspect of the debate 

about human studies and enhancement, in which the wings are, metaphorically, the 

prostheses that pave the way for the improvement of our innate capabilities yet 

reminding us that there is the need to ponder the appropriate use of technologies.  

 

Nevertheless, regardless of these concerns, human’s relationship with 

technology keeps on growing as it is obvious how rapidly Man became less 

apprehensive about technology and embraces its results. In fact, if we reflect on the way 

people live nowadays and on how we have developed skills and methods to improve 

life, performance, experience and appearances, it might lead us to realise that, in fact, 

life is already a product of enhancement.  

 

In SuperHuman- Exploring Human Enhancement from 600 BCE to 2050 

(Fig.2.5A), an exhibition at the Wellcome Collection in 2012, Emily Sargent, inquires if 

technology does indeed always improve ‘things’ or if Man should rather strive for the 

most genuine versions of ourselves – to be as ‘normal’ as possible (Sargent, 2012). It 

presented an extensive selection of science and art ‘objects’ (Fig.2.63B), that dismissed 

any issues related to the fear of compromising our identity and fundamental values 

through enhancement, but rather unravelled the subject and defended that it is, in fact, 

our own wish to improve ourselves.  
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Figure 2.63 
Superhuman: Exploring Human Enhancement From 600 BCE to 2050 
Emily Sargent 
Exhibition catalogue 
2012 
The Wellcome Collection, London 
 

 

This exhibition is mentioned, because it approached subject matters that are 

pertinent to the thesis and therefore gives the tone to the following analysis. 

Superhuman was about examining the subject of enhancement through a broader lens 

rather than that of science fiction. Sargent approaches the theme by explaining how 

exciting and unsettling the promise of technological human enhancement is, leading us 

to concentrate on how this might also challenge and interfere with the identity of the 

human being (Sargent, 2012).  

 

It is therefore necessary to once again mention Haraway’s view on the body as a 

vehicle for understanding beyond stereotyped and common-sensical binaries of human 

and inhuman, man and machine, female and male, physical and technological 
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(Haraway, 1991). Such becomes relevant, the same way Von’s statements32 in Ballard´s 

novel does, as these ponder how theories and actions in the world can be affected by our 

ever so rising ability to blend flesh with technology. 

 

Norman Cherry’s (1949) “Angiogenetic Body Adornment” (Fig. 2.64), a set of 

photographic simulations of hypothetical body modification examples, relies on 

biological engineering, specifically the Angiogenesis principle. Cherry’s perspective on 

Tissue Engineering technology is that it is so advanced and proven to work that it may 

soon be possible to have a three-dimensional culture of someone’s own cells inserted 

under his/her skin and watch it grow into bone, cartilage, or other soft tissue.    

 

A standard definition of Tissue Engineering might be that it applies the 

principles of biology and engineering to the development of viable substitutes, which 

restore, maintain, or improve the function of human tissues. Unlike any normal drug 

therapy, this is a process of integrating engineered tissue within the body of the patient 

to offer a permanent improvement to or cure for a specific condition.  For some years it 

has been common practice to grow cells to treat accident victims who needed 

substantial repair of bone and other tissue, by practising the principle of Angiogenesis: 

the growth of new blood vessels, a natural function of the human body that was 

discovered in the 19th century.  In effect, healthy cells can be cultivated in vitro and 

reintroduced in corpo where they then promote further new growth of healthy cells. In a 

more complex procedure, the Tissue Engineer incorporates the patient’s own cells 

which have previously been multiplied in culture into what are termed ‘three- 

dimensional scaffolds’, in effect a three-dimensional model of the damaged tissue, 

usually made from a biodegradable polymer.  This model is reproduced in the form of 

the destroyed tissue and into which were implanted the cell structures intended to grow 

and replicate simultaneously, the polymer then breaks down and it dissolves, leaving a 

natural product in the body – the neo-organ. 

 

Cherry argues that, just as plastic surgery was reinvented as commercial 

cosmetic surgery, Tissue Engineering is capable of subversion for purposes of body 

modification, which general society might consider unacceptable but which members of 
																																																								
32	It’s something we are all intimately involved in: the re-shaping of the human body by modern technology. 

(J.G.Ballard, 1996) 
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the Body Modification subculture would think of as a powerful aesthetic and physical 

tool to enable the development of their interests.  

 

The fact is that this idea might attract some people or horrify others but even 

though one might think it as unnatural, undesirable or even unethical and a misuse of an 

important medical discovery, but in my point of view, there is an enormous potential 

under an artistic context. In fact, based on actual Tissue Engineering studies (Peter C. 

Johnson, 2010), there seems to be no reason for one not to wish to explore the 

possibilities of experiencing Angiogenetic Body Adornment rather than implanting 

foreign materials such as silicone and teflon-coated steel. This might even give 

opportunities to create new physical conformations made possible only by stimulating 

natural growth (Ferrara, 2007). 

 

Cherry pictures the first stage to be the drawing, modeling, or the use of 

computer software to design the bodily additions or extentions. Sophisticated software 

will then calculate the mass, volume, and surface area of the three-dimensional model to 

be made. Depending on the form, the model might be made by hand or via rapid 

prototyping, expecting the biomedical specialists to accurately calculate the growth 

properties of the culture made from cells previously taken from a suitable body 

site.  The model will be impregnated with these and surgically inserted into the body 

where the cells will begin to grow and replicate themselves as the scaffold naturally 

dissolves.  Gradually, over a period of weeks or months, the selected part of the body 

will take on a new form as the implant generates its own angiogenetic growth and 

becomes an integrated and integral part of it.   

 
Figure 2.64 
Angiogenetic Body Adornment – photographic simulations 
Norman Cherry, 2004 
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Despite recognising that Cherry is hypothesising the ‘look’ of the intervined, he 

defends that biotechnology will allow the final form and size to be accurately calculated 

and controlled by the designer working in conjunction with biomedical specialists. This 

is, indeed, one of the mais reasons why “Angiogenetic Body Adornment” (Fig. 2.64) 

has become so important for this study – the idea that the intervined has control over the 

process, directing it and collaborating with the other participants (artist, engineers and 

doctors) in a unique project.  

 

 “Biojewellery” (Fig. 2.65).  by critical designers Tobie Kerridge (1975) and 

Nikki Stott (1977), started out by looking for couples that wanted to donate their bone 

cells to be seeded onto a bioactive scaffold, which made the cells to divide and rapidly 

grow, and the resulting tissue took on the form of the ring shape. Also focused on 

advances of tissue engineering technics, this project began with an investigation of 

potentially implantable technologies that culminated in scaffolding. The intention was 

to generate an object that would allow tissue engineering to be regarded in relation to a 

familiar, emotional event. 

 

 
Figure 2.65 
Biojewellery Project 
Tobie Kerridge and Nikki Stott 
2005 

                             

By situating bone tissue engineering within the framework of a relationship 

between two people, the Biojewellery project aims to create public dialogue with 

emphasis on communication and the accessibility of the scientific processes involved 

(Stott, 2011). 
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Both “Biojewellery” (Fig. 2.65) project and “Angiogenetic Body Adornment” 

(Fig. 2.64) focus on combining two aspects that take the main role in this thesis – the 

merger of bioengineering/medicine and aesthetics. While “Biojewellery” (Fig. 2.65) 

concentrates on extracting bone tissue to be scaffolded on a ring that symbolises a close 

relationship between two people, Norman Cherry’s speculative and simulative 

“Angiogenetic Body Adornment” (Fig. 2.64) intends to somehow provide the ‘self-

satisfaction factor’ by re-designing the shape of the body, scaffolding one’s cells in 

corpo. However, despite these fantastic representations of technology involved in these 

individuals’ work, what is more captivating is how they raise critical questions over 

how advancements in science relate to our identities and desires and encourage moral 

and ethical debate around the subject of physically and emotionally extending the 

Human. 

 

2. EMOTIONS AND EXPERIENCE 

 

Not only the physical and tangible aspects of the human body are matters for 

enhancement and extension but so are emotions and experience. A relevant example is 

that of Sompit Fusakul’s practice-based PhD thesis (RCA) entitled “Interactive 

Ornaments: Emotions in Motions” (2002). The practice consisted on a series of 

jewellery pieces intended to enhance the expression of emotions by using interactively 

changing compositions (Fusakul, 2002).  

 

This interactive computational jewellery detected the wearer’s heartbeats and 

react and respond to improve the emotional dialogue between people. Such would 

happen by transforming this computational data into a visual display of the wearer’s 

psychological changes. Fusakul’s thesis and practice illustrates how jewellery (referred 

to as internet wearables (MURA, 2008)) can be used for communicating emotions. 

 

With direct links to healthcare, Leon B. M. Williams PhD thesis (RCA) entitled 

“The Development of Digital Technologies for Use in Jewellery with Medical 

Applications” (2009), proposes that positive user interaction could be enhanced if 

medical products were to possess the qualities of 'desirability' that are inherent to 

jewellery. Williams’ research addresses intersections between the two disciplines of 

jewellery and medicine, focusing on the development of digital jewellery that has the 

capacity of monitoring the medical parameters of a patient and on re-developing some 
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specific medical gadgets such as the Diabetic Insulin-Pen, the Asthma Inhaler, and the 

Human Immunodeficiency Virus Medication Carrier. Alike, this study, both these 

approaches have as intention on the creation of wearable and comfortable ‘medical 

jewellery’, designed to high standards and fulfilment to the specific needs of the patient 

in question therefore enhancing experience and use.  

 

With the “Slim-line Asthma Inhaler” (Fig. 2.66), Williams’ intended to make the 

use of the device easier by removing, or reducing, any social stigma that can be felt by 

the patient. The design was trialled and, following the author’s reports, approximately 

87% of users found the new design and use of the inhaler an improvement on existing 

ones, 80% confirming that they would like the new inhaler design to be a commercial 

alternative to existing options (Williams, 2009). 

 

 
Figure 2.66 
Gold Slim-line Inhaler with Silver Grip and 
Engraved Canister 
© Leon B M Williams, 2009 
Centre for Jewellery Research 
Royal College of Art, London, UK 
 

William’s describes this item as being considerably more appealing than 

traditional L-shaped meter dose inhalers, as well as more compact, lightweight and 

portable. It can easily be handled when carried in the pocket or worn on a chain and the 

accessibility of the design makes it inclusive for use by all age groups and by people 

with arthritis in their hands or wrists (Williams, 2009). 
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Figure 2.67 
Third Generation Interchangeable Pill-Pomander Gold with Black Resin 
Panels (design simulation) The pill pomander is developed to carry different 
pill types. The wearer is given the ability to change different covers - making 
the pill-pomander practical for long-term use 
© Leon B M Williams, 2008 
Centre for Jewellery Research 
Royal College of Art, London, UK 
 

 

In Fig. 2.67 and Fig. 2.68, there are shown two different types of medication 

containers developed by Williams. These pieces are made to bring practicality and 

pleasure to the user when wearing the provisional storage of tablet medication on the 

body. The second design (Fig. 2.68) features magnets, allowing the user to stack and 

arrange multiple container-cubes so that these can be used as a necklace. 

Supplementary, protective covers can be fitted to each face on a single cube, hiding the 

medication contained and giving the patient more freedom and discretion with the user-

friendly product (Williams, 2009). 
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Figure 2.68 
32 inch Silver Chain with Detachable 
Magnetic Pill Boxes  
© Leon B M Williams, 2008 
Centre for Jewellery Research 
Royal College of Art, London, UK 

 

It is indeed interesting to understand how Williams interprets and makes use of 

the existing possibilities in the unexplored intersections between jewellery and 

medicine. By tackling sensitive issues associated with their use, Williams aims to 

monitor the progression of short-term conditions and long-term disabilities. By 

identifying successful strategies for the deployment of jewellery within the delivery of 

medical assistance, he anticipates that practical solutions to real-world needs will be 

developed, improving user acceptance and interaction with the medical product. 

 

Laura Potter (1971) too, has published LJP IUD (2003), a limited-edition book 

that documented her research project on intrauterine contraceptive devices. 

 

Working with the Margaret Pyke Family Planning Clinic to investigate women’s 

perception on the Intra-Uterine Device (IUD), Potter understood these devices could 

potentially be considered as a form of ‘internal jewellery’. Rather than gathering 

‘straight’ scientific data, by distributing questionnaires to the clinic’s patients, Potter 

managed to gauge women’s emotional and intuitive responses to IUDs.  
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The outcomes generated eight jewellery pieces, three of which are presented in 

Fig. 2.69, which explored women’s relationship with jewellery and contraceptive 

devices, specifically IUDs. Through this study, Potter was able to explore how positive 

and negative attitudes towards medical devices can be affected by their aesthetic and 

structural characteristics. 

 

 
Figure 2.69 
LJP IUD jewellery pieces  
Laura Potter, 2003 

 

I would agree, all jewellery shares two characteristics – its purpose is to be 

carried close to the body (outside the body and perhaps inside) and to be valued as an 

object of curiosity and admiration. Jewellery evokes personal meaning by making the 

bonds between the wearer and their memories stronger, however, can it be used in a 

creative way to develop new meanings and new approaches, mainly when it comes to 

personalising and humanising mass-produced medical devices? In fact, as the 

previously analysed studies have proven and following Graham Pullin’s discourse on 

“Design meets disability” (Pullin, 2011) patients would be able to use medical gadgets 

with joy and confidence, without fearing any social stigma, if only these were to be as 

desirable and appealing as jewellery. Doing so, the wearer would retain an element of 

personal control over his/her sickness and treatment, helping possible psychological 

conditions, such as iatrophobia (a fear of doctors, clinicians and other medical experts). 
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REPAIRING THE BODY THROUGH/WITH 
PROSTHESES   
 
(MEDICAL/HEALTH RELATED BODY INTERVENTION - CONSIDERING TECHNOLOGICAL 

ADVANCEMENTS WITH/WITHOUT ADDED AESTHETIC VALUE) 

 

 

This section briefly contextualises the general evolution of 

prostheses/prosthetics by looking at the body as in need of repair. The coming 

paragraphs analyse some of the most relevant medical aids and prostheses for this 

thesis, as per studying the pertinence of added aesthetic value in medical/health 

related body intervention - considering technological advancements. 

 

By the mid-19th century, scientific research had evolved, revolutionising the 

methods through which health and medicine were approached. As a result, the Western 

world felt the urge in finding explanations and meanings for the phenomena associated 

with classical belief systems. The attention was on unravelling the problems faced by 

society, striving to acquire fresh knowledge that could provide answers, resulting with 

medicine and science discovering valuable means to reverse the effects of disease or 

illness. 

 

Prostheses, a term from ancient Greece, first used by Hippocrates, means an 

artificial replacement of a member, full organ or part of it, whose function is to help 

compensate loss of function, due to trauma, disease, or congenital conditions, enhancing 

peoples’ bodies and lives.  Prostheses can, depending on the patient’s condition, be 

attached to the exterior of the body, capable of being removed from time to time, or be 

of permanent nature.  
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Figure 2.70 
Diagram – Different categories of medical prostheses 

 

The diagram above (Fig.2.70) presents the different categories of medical 

prostheses - external prostheses (orthoses and/or technical aids) and internal prostheses - 

that are applied in different types of more and less invasive medical interventions. Most 

of prostheses are for physical improvement of the patient due to the need for repair, 

however, within aesthetic prostheses, most of the interventions are made for emotional 

and personal enhancement through reconstructive surgery (due to trauma) or plastic 

surgery through augmentation and alteration of the patient’s physique. Just as an ocular 

prosthesis (Fig. 2.71B) will not allow the wearer to see again, a century artificial nose 

(Fig. 2.71C) will also be worn as a visual and physical replacement, mainly for personal 

and public acceptance, within common ‘normality’.  

 

Even though the invention of prostheses began in the Greek era, the skilfulness 

for creating artificial body parts of plaster, ceramic and brass, was not perfected until 

the end of 17th and beginning of the 18th century. By then, prosthetics began to be 

manufactured in great quantities, as for correcting malformations and disfigurements in 

survivors of the wars.  

 

During the Victorian Era, countless assistive devices were developed, and many 

others improved, marking important advances in prosthetic/assistive aid design: 

dentures (Fig. 2.71A), glass eyes (Fig. 2.71B), artificial noses (Fig. 2.71C), prosthetic 

limbs, etc. The rising necessity for assistive aids and prosthetics and the will for change 

accelerated the development and knowledge of medicine related issues. 
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Figure 2.71 
 
A - Dental bridge (Found in Teano, Southern Italy - Unknown maker, 1901-1930, Wellcome Images, Science 
Museum, London, A646731) 
B - A selection of glass eyes from an optician’s glass eye case (Possibly made by E. Muller of Liverpool, 1900, 
Wellcome Images, Wellcome Library, London, Museum No A660037, L0036581) 
C - Plated metal artificial nose (17th to 18th century, Wellcome Images, Science Museum, London, A641037) 
	

It was also evidenced the development of medical devices which, rather than 

being merely efficient for their main purposes, were also intricately designed to look 

aesthetically appealing. An example would be that of metal orthopedic corsets from the 

Victorian era (Fig.2.72), intended to correct and strengthen twisted and/or atrophied 

spines. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.72 
 
A brass corset used to minimise the waist or as an orthopaedic device to support the back or correct a spinal 
deformity (Probably English, 19th Century, Wellcome Images, Wellcome Library, London, Museum No A158256, 
L0035600) 
 

Even though the strength of the corset against the wearer’s body provided the 

right posture and, at the same time, boosted the wearer’s confidence by simulating a 

voluptuous figure, the piece itself would have been exceptionally heavy and 

uncomfortable to wear. These technological improvements depended on the maker’s 

skills to further refine the wearer's quality of life. A great example would be that of the 
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collection of prosthetic glass eyes shown in Fig. 2.71B. These confirm the refinement of 

craftsmanship/skilfulness and an obvious approach to inclusive design, developed by 

the Victorians, aiming to achieve comfortable and realistic, yet complex, body aids. 

 

It was also common, in the Victorian Era, to see gentleman with canes (as 

technical aids), frequently embellished intricate details and of high material and status 

value. These would quite often incorporate ivory or precious alloys knob-tops and the 

main body made of hard and sturdy materials for bearing the wearer’s weight and 

encouraging good posture. 

 

During the same period, 19th century, a different and more complex kind of 

cane was developed (Fig. 2.73). Rather than just a mere orthopaedic/technical aid, this 

would be a sleek and disguised container for medical devices (of course the idea of 

container would have been applied for many other purposes than just medical). 

Purposely engineered with screwing compartments, these canes revealed voids inside 

the rod, where diverse medical components were kept – glass vials with liquid medicine 

and/or antiseptics, hypodermic syringe needles, glass droppers and gauze. 

 

'The Doctors Cane 1890 - 1900' (Fig. 2.73) was indeed a valued tool, that 

allowed the doctor and/or nurse to easily and stylishly carry around all the necessary 

tools for minor medical procedures, combining an appealing design with practical and 

operational medical utilisation.  

 

 
Figure 2.73 
 
A - French Military Nurses Cane 
B - 'The Doctors Cane 1890 - 1900' 
Antique Walking Sticks, Antique Cane, Ophthalmologist Medical Cane ~ M.S. Rau Antiques 
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In the 19th century, hearing aids were also created to be desirable ornamental 

devices that not only would improve hearing but also provoke strong fashion 

statements. Known as ‘Victorian hearing trumpets’, these were frequently made from 

rigid alloys, usually brass or tin, to provide the best acoustic sound quality. Some were 

even engineered to be retractable, thus fitting into small caring pouches or pockets. In 

Fig. 2.74A, a pair of non-collapsible hearing trumpets can be seen, one of them wrapped 

in a delicate mourning-like pouch, explicitly showing the idea of mourning fashion and 

jewellery introduced by Queen Victoria (19th century). 

 

 
Figure 2.74 
 
A - L0035642 Credit: Wellcome Library, London, Two Victorian ear trumpets, one made of tin made by Atkinson, 
Union Court, Holborn, London, and the other swathed in black silk and lace mourning, Photograph 19th Century 
publisher: printer: Collection: Wellcome Images 
B - A pair of miniature double trumpet hearing aids, English, c 1865. Exton, David © Science Museum / Science & 
Society Picture Library, Description: Ear trumpets made of gilt brass with ivory earpieces by F C Rein and Son, 
London, designed to be hidden under the hair, Artist 
Exton, David, Image Ref. 10284113 

 

These items are undoubtedly relevant for this thesis as they represent some of 

the most important advances in customisable medical addenda/prostheses. Not only had 

these stopped being perceived as embarrassing objects but to be considered appealing 

yet useful everyday accessories. Developed/produced with medical basis, there was 

always space for identity creation towards providing comfort still fulfilling the wearer’s 

aesthetic desire.  

 

To understand the evolution of medicine and medical assistive devices and aids 

with aesthetic qualities, one needs to concentrate on certain material development and 

attitudes. Although the belief that metals have medicinal properties, generating various 

myths, superstitions and folk remedies, some unproven beliefs are indeed true.  Silver 

has long been used in the medical field as an important component when it comes to 

antibacterial cream (Silver sulfadiazine), in endotracheal tubes, which are silver-coated 
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to reduce the incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia, in urinary catheters and in 

X-rays. Gold, due to its high rate of biocompatibility and capacity of warding off 

infections is, for example, used in coronary stents.  

 

Some of the most exquisite and well-developed objects of practical assistance 

were created in early 1900 by J. Gillingham Chard, Somerset (1839 - 1924), a 

shoemaker/craftsman who devoted his greatest skills to creating objects of practical 

assistance that helped many people’s lives, particularly prosthetic limbs (Fig. 2.75A). 

These limbs were characterised by being constructed with moving joints and even 

sprung mechanisms that allowed gripping (Fig. 2.75B). 

 

 
Figure 2.75 
 
A - Artificial leg, 1890-1910 (James Gillingham (1839-1924) 
Chard, England, Image No. 10326355, Inventory No.: 1979-0191_0031, Source No.: 1979-0191, Science 
Museum / Science & Society Picture Library, London) 
B - Man wearing a pair of artificial arms, 1890-1910 (James Gillingham (1839-1924) 
Chard, England, Image No. 10326359, Inventory No.: 1979-0191_0001, Source No.: 1979-0191, Science 
Museum / Science & Society Picture Library, London) 

	
The first known prosthesis was discovered by Russian archaeologists 

(Bordenave, 2005) in a female corpse dating from 2300 BC, whose foot had been 

replaced with a crowbar. In the following timeline, (Fig. 2.76) the historical evolution of 

limb prostheses is explained (Bordenave, 2005), (Patel, 2012), (Kwon, 2012) 

highlighting the most important technological advances in their design, to promote the 

wellbeing of the patient.   
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Figure 2.76 
Historical evolution of limb prostheses 
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Figure 2.76 (Cont.) 
Historical evolution of limb prostheses 
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Through the analysis of the previously shown ancient artefacts, it is noticeable 

the successful cooperation between aesthetic design and medicine. However, the same 

does not happen very often, nowadays. Medicine has separated itself from almost 

anything related to art and crafts, while design itself, is utilised for mere functional 

purposes. Yet, there is still space for the creation and reinterpretation of medical or 

therapeutical objects. While practical design and medicine are essentials, aesthetics may 

play an important role regarding the emotional connection between the user and the 

object.   

	
In Graham Pullin’s book “Design meets Disability” (Pullin, 2011), the 

conventional aim of medical design is analysed and what is highlighted is its tendency 

to ameliorate disability, discretely. Design for disability has always had a priority of 

enabling while attracting the least of attention. For example, most devices with medical 

appearances are made of skin toned materials thus trying to suggest a visual merging 

with the wearer’s own skin.  

However, even though trying to camouflage these addenda for the user’s 

emotional comfort, there may be a contradictory chance that instead this action 

pronounces disability as an originator of shame. As Pullin argues, invisibility is, in fact, 

easy to define and achieve but, it is also much harder to convey a positive image about 

disability through these perspectives. (Pullin, 2011)   

 

Contrasting with this line of thought, it is also relevant to explore the questions 

of ‘shame’ and ‘embarrassment’ inherent to hiding the ‘fact’ of repair through 

surgery/medical intervention/therapy. The scar, for example, is a marker of a disability, 

a locus of bad memories that involved pain, very often holding strong connotations of 

social violence, of outsider status and negativity (Kuppers, 2007). However, as Kuppers 

(2007) argues, the scar also carries the mysterious ability of holding gaze – “the scar 

incites the look, invites the narrative, fuels the story, and anchors it back into (some 

version of) bodies, time, and space” (Kuppers, 2007, p. 1). In fact, scars can also be 

faced as a marker of identity that, regardless of carrying implications of critical 

questions of self and play with mechanisms of repulsion (or sometimes attraction), do 

indeed open opportunities for production of difference, unique images, or embodied 

tropes.  Such was, thoroughly and pertinently, explored at “Skin” in The Wellcome 
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Collection (2010), which looked at the biggest human organ through science, medicine, 

art and anthropology. 

 

When design (aesthetics) steps in, there is a rise in the potential for a drastic 

shift in common perspectives, as there is the always-present concern of creating 

something that will make the wearer look and feel better for him or herself and to 

others. One example, where such is evident, is that of spectacles. Eyewear design is a 

frequent reference when it comes to realise how successful medical components can be 

when overlapping fashion with the need to solve a certain disability. The spectacles 

industry introduced products that indeed have very little or almost no social stigma 

connected, creating a positive impact on the way we perceive disability, with no need 

for invisibility or camouflage. Indeed, disability is here subverted through a rereading of 

the tool that ameliorates it. 

	
In most cases, when it comes to the medical field in the context of disability, 

fashion can be de-emphasised and seen as inappropriate; becoming almost an antithesis 

of good design, while the idea of discretion still prevails. Knowing that fashion evolves 

through embracing a set of values and not only technical and design skills, it is 

predictable that there might be both negative and positive tensions and reactions from 

different types of public, but, it might also not be possible to achieve good results 

without the culture and values inherent to design and fashion. 

 

Despite having already mentioned Aimee Mullins regarding her characters in 

Barney’s Cremaster 3, it is now pertinent to analyse Mullin’s condition and the way it 

has been faced and treated. As an athlete, model, actress and spokeswoman, who was 

born without fibulae (calf bones) having both of her legs amputated below the knee at a 

young age, Mullins first became well-known when she appeared on the cover of Dazed 

& Confused magazine (Fig.2.77A), in the issue entitled “Fashion-able” (1998), guest 

edited by Alexander McQueen. Here, Mullins posed with her well-known carbon fibre 

cheetah legs, in a simple and sensual position that lead the public to think about the 

meaning of fashion and disability. The year after, McQueen had Mullins parade down 

the runway (Fig.2.77B) with a pair of baroque-like hand-carved high heeled legs, taking 

the spectators out of their comfort zone and making them think about beauty values, due 

to the unpredictability of having a double amputee catwalking.  
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Figure 2.77 
 
A – Dazed & Confused magazine, Issue 46 
Guest-edited by Alexander McQueen, 1998 
B – Alexander McQueen Ensemble 
Spring / summer 1999 
 

Mullins quickly became an icon and a muse for her ability to reveal that the 

disabled can be capable and glamorous. As representing those with physical disabilities, 

Mullins considered that the best she can contribute to such people was not to be thought 

of as a disabled person.  

 

In her opinion, modern luxury needs to thrive more for developing options than 

for reaching perfection, just as she has been lucky enough to choose and have her own 

prosthetic legs. These ranging from her carbon fibre running legs to numerous silicone 

cosmetic ones, McQueen’s intricately hand carved wooden legs and so on.  

 

 “Discreet” she sniggers. “I want off-the-chart glamour!” (Mullins, 2008) 

 

What is interesting is how Mullins challenges ideas about identity, beauty and 

societal judgments, assumptions and predictions of disability and repair. She describes 

it as “the opportunity of adversity” (Mullins, 2009), saying that society’s conversation 

about disability, is no longer about overcoming deficiency but rather, now, engaging 

questions of augmentation and potential enhancement. In her eyes, the prosthetic limb is 
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not merely a replacement of what is lost but a way in which a wearer can express his or 

her own identity through turning that “empty space” (Mullins, 2009) into a space for 

identity creation. These should then be viewed as objects of interest, intrigue and 

admiration, that emphasise the idea that a synthetic body part can be shown off rather 

than to be hidden and ashamed of.  

 

In this same sequence, there are two limb prosthetic companies worth 

mentioning. The Alternative Limb Project - UK, and Bespoke Innovations™- USA, 

create prosthetics 'on demand', custom-tailored to suit the desires and the unique form of 

the person for whom they are designed. These companies provide prosthetics made to 

blend in with the body or to stand out as unique pieces, reflecting the wearer’s 

personality, imagination and interests. By creating products that allow their clients to 

personalise their artificial limbs, these companies intend to provide a better experience 

for those who suffer form congenital or traumatic limb loss, providing a more personal 

approach to the way prosthetic devices are developed and used. 

 

In the Alternative Limb Project (Fig. 2.78; Fig. 2.79), the client can choose 

between a realistic, surreal or unreal prosthesis. In the Surreal Limb, it is contemplated 

the use of bionic components set into the artificial skin, 3D designs with relief and skin 

that metamorphosises into other species.  In the Unreal Limb, the client can incorporate 

drawings, paintings and graphics; textures; metallic, pearlescent and iridescent colours; 

plastics, metals, jewels, or even compartments and storage pockets, lights, lasers, 

mirrors and other bespoken innovations. 

 
Figure 2.78 
Prosthetic legs 
The Alternative Limb Project – UK 
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Figure 2.79 
Prosthetic legs 
The Alternative Limb Project – UK 

 
 

In Bespoke Innovations™ (Fig. 2.80), prosthetics combine the latest prototyping 

technologies with cutting-edge design. Specialised in coverings that surround the 

existing prosthetic leg, this company accurately recreates the body form through a 

process that uses three-dimensional scanning to capture the unique leg shape, enhancing 

it with patterns, graphics, and materials such as leather, ballistic nylon fabric, chrome 

plating and tattoos. 

 

 
Figure 2.80 
Prosthetic leg by Bespoke Innovations™ 
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A pertinent example of how design can facilitate the production of bespoken 

implants, which may be desirable for unusual medical conditions, is that of knitted 

surgical implants. This links directly to this thesis subdermal and exodermal ´medical 

jewellery’ proposals.  

	
Knitted and woven surgical devices have long been successfully used in 

medicine. Embroidery has recently been developed into structurally biocompatible 

implants, combining design and engineering principles with those of the life sciences. 

These advancements have allowed rapid customisation and production of medical 

implants as the oriented fibres can be used to mimic natural fibrous arrays alike 

ligaments, and can be designed to provide scaffold surfaces to promote tissue in-growth. 

	

Recently, Julian Ellis of Ellis Developments has explored the advantages of 

embroidery for further development of surgical implants. The most spoken about was 

the “biocompatible device for reconstructive shoulder surgery” (Fig. 2.81), featured on 

“Extreme Textiles: Designing for High Performance” exhibition at Cooper-Hewitt 

Museum in New York (2005) and later, on “Power of Making” exhibition in 

the Victoria and Albert Museum in London. 

 
 

 
Figure 2.81 
Biocompatible device for reconstructive shoulder surgery 
Developed by Ellis Developments Ltd. 
England, designed 2003, manufactured 2004 
Cooper-Hewitt, National Design Museum 
2004-15-1/4 
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Curiously described as "beautiful snowflake", Ellis’ implant is an extraordinary 

example of how tradition, technology, beauty, and science are joined together. It is a 

custom designed device for a patient who had a tumour removed from his shoulder and 

needed extensive reconstruction and, due to the need for presenting a wide range 

of possible attachment points to be linked to the patient’s live tissue, ended up with 

such a delicately symmetrical appearance. 

 

It is then with Ellis’ surgical implant developments that the following table sets 

the scene for the presentation of several ‘medical jewellery’ proposals which are to be 

described in the coming chapters. Fig. 2.82 presents a variety of medical addenda of 

interest for this study, which show the potential to be reinterpreted and redesigned,  

	
 
 

Orthotics 

	
 
 
 

Sutures 

	

		 										

 
 

Dental 
frameworks 

	 						 				 	
 
 

Bone plates 

	
 
 

Hip 
replacements 

	
	

Figure 2.82 
Different kinds of medical devices 
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CONCLUSIONS  
 
 

 

Where does the ‘urge’ come from? The more I look, the more convinced I am that 
the phenomenon wells up from some deep inner source – perhaps a behavioural 
archetype that may be encoded in our genes. (Musafar, 1996, p. 333)  

 

 There is a notion that the body should be seen as a text (Morra M. S., 2006), one 

that can be written and rewritten in powerful, even revolutionary, ways through the 

processes of body enhancement.  

 

With every tool man is perfecting his own organs, whether motor or sensory, or is 
removing the limits to their functioning […] Man has, as it were, become a kind of 
prosthetic God. When he puts on all his auxiliary organs, he is truly magnificent; 
but these organs have not grown on to him, and they still give him trouble at times 
[…] (Freud S. , Civilization and its Discontents, 1930, p. 101)  

 

Any extension, whether of skin, hand, or foot, affects the whole psychic and 

social complex due to the merger of man and machine, which affects more than just 

biology and technology. Technologies that have extended our senses around the world 

and into outer space are now being integrated into our bodies to extend the senses even 

further. Consequently, this will lead to a much more direct and intimate relationship 

between our body and the foreign bodies made to enhance it, health-wise or artistically. 

The question is - are we any less ‘I/me; you/you; we/us’ after a bionic addendum? 

Where does the edge lie, between the person and prostheses; where does one stop and 

the other begin? And finally, should we act, should we pursue a particular advance in 

technology in which subject and object are fused, where the limits of who we are tested 

and, how our choices have implication for selfhood and society?  

This research is, after all, about “the ways that prostheses, both material and 

metaphorical, have the potential to form an integral part of certain speculations on the 

corporeal surface, the psyche, and the interior and exterior limits of the body and to the 

ways that these efforts to renegotiate discourses on “the human” might attend to the 

edges between these material and immaterial surfaces and limits.” (Morra, 2007, pp. 6-

7)   
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The most serious prima facie ethical objections of doctors, bound to the to 

Hippocratic Oath 33 , towards surgery necessary for artistic projects, involving 

implantation or extraction on the body, is motivated by the question of whether surgical 

harm is promised having its basis. In fact, I would argue that some of the artists 

analysed hitherto, are making not much more than moving this scientific and 

commonsensical practice to an artistic context, defying extreme reactions and diverging 

points of view, especially from the ‘scientific formatted individuals’. 

 

It is a well-rehearsed argument that (Michael F. Lubin, 2013)defends the need to 

examine the reasons that one might have for undergoing surgery, and it is also 

suggested that the most compelling ethical reason for not allowing the surgery, is that 

surgery is respectably directed for meeting medical needs (Ibid). However, one can also 

suggest that this claim is whimsically made, and that there is no reason to allow a 

prerogative status to surgery-driven interventions. Hence, there is no reason why 

surgical skills might not be put to use in the name of non-medical projects.  

 

Alphonso Lingis’ ‘the philosophy of art’ outlines an evolution of artistic 
compulsion, a compulsion that is found in humans, other mammals, and in fauna, 
and drives them to adorn and display themselves as a manifestation of their desire 
to create their body as art. (Morra, 2007, p. 8)  

 
Prostheses point to a replacement, an addition, an extension, an augmentation, 
and enhancement. Prosthesis has become a staple in the armoury of metaphors 
and tropes that are utilised by intellectuals and practitioners who are concerned 
with interactions in general between the body and technology in modernity as they 
figure a conception of prosthetic lives in our posthuman times. (Morra, 2007, p. 2) 

 

 “The point when prostheses are introduced at a deeper level, when they are so 

completely internalised that they infiltrate the anonymous and the micro molecular core 

of the body, when they impose themselves upon the body itself as the body’s ‘original’ 

model” (Baudrillard J. , 1993, p. 119) is, after all, the way of questioning the notion that 

an isomorphic connection exists between the subject’s internal world and its external 

projection. 

 

																																																								
33 ‘Hippocratic Oath’, Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocratic_Oath> [accessed 
16 January 2012] 
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 By investigating the meetings of image and experience at the locus of medical 

reflection and private body mastery, expressed in contemporary creative labour as well 

as in theories and literature subject related, I was able, within their correlations and 

dissimilarities, to clearly locate my research focus.  As a result, it is noticed that none of 

the previously analysed studies made deliberate connection between the possible 

correlations of aesthetics and overcoming any fears related to trauma and surgical 

gadgets, along with the possibility for extending one’s physical abilities by beautifying 

the body through medical repair. To this observed gap, is added up the almost 

inexistence of research in what concerns bridging the gap between body-

enhancement/modification and medicine. 

 

 There is therefore space for further studies and new knowledge contribution 

regarding the way jewellery can act to help understand and come to terms (notionally) 

with the ‘fragile body’ and its repair, and for the development of critical, epistemic 

‘objects’- ‘medical jewellery’- that engender discourse and stimulate discussion. 

 

As a Flaneur of bodily creative practices, I look desirously for hinges, gaps, and 

layerings when known principles and bodies get reworked, re-cited, and recycled. 

(Kuppers, 2007, p. 3)  
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Three 
METHODOLOGY 
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The methods through which the research/work was developed and realised 

engage both methods accepted, anticipated and articulated in academia as well as others 

that are evolved in the intuitions of my own practice. These have been determined and 

deployed as appropriate in evolving processes and ‘things’ (design-in-extension) that 

provide insights into the way jewellery may ‘become’ the body. 

 

This section:  

(1) describes what motivates this practice-based research, and then what informs it 

theoretically and practically – from social and cultural theory to material and 

technology research. This description provides the contextual and theoretical 

ground for the work. 

(2)  outlines the research and design methods and principles I have used in 

producing the work and,  

(3) the research methods I have deployed in evaluating its reception in different 

contexts I address the research methods of all three, and make them necessary and 

contingent, to the research ‘questions’ 

In practice, I have not used clear divisions and linear sequence in the research 

methods, contained in the above 3 categories. The development of the research is more 

chaotic; evaluating the work’s reception may, and indeed does, demonstrate the 

progress of making it, and further background gathered for the work.  

 

For the sake of clarity, I outline the methods under three headings (based on the 

above): 

 
1. Grounding the work  
 - Discourse and field review  
 
2. Making the Work  
 - Materials and making processes 
 - Technology research 
 
3. Evaluating the work 
 - Semi-structured/unstructured conversations and questionnaires 
 - Qualitative content analysis  
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1. GROUNDING THE WORK  
 

Allowing me to clarify that this is a practice-based research/methodology linked 

to grounded theory and medical discourse, places creative practice at the centre of the 

research process. It therefore refines ways in which creative art and design practices 

turn into research methodologies themselves, through the exploration and mapping of 

research terrains.	

 

Aiming to achieve a more balanced and meaningful understanding of the 

research questions, a review of the field/discourse has helped to map the terrain and 

locate the research, requiring the ground to be tested before venturing onto it. By 

exploring, assessing, analysing and interpreting different relevant territories, and by 

retracing steps while using more than one vehicle through different directions, new data 

was obtained, in contrasting ways. 

 

 

Discourse/field review  

 

The first method was the research of the field – literature and prior work, for 

potential finer points that concentrate on similar interests. The aim of this stage was to 

identify viable research questions, presenting discovery through the contextual review 

and incorporating a variety of information in the public domain. The research questions 

were used to develop an achievable work plan, with a target, objectives, reasoning, 

research methods, intended outcomes and outputs. 

 

By asserting the maturation of the state of the art in what refers to literature and 

artistic discourse that is bound with the concept hereby explored, I have included, 

reviewed, contextualised and justified the research questions. I have also identified the 

area and framed it within a possible lack of knowledge, where this thesis can intervene.  

 

The reading and critical analysis of qualitative and quantitative studies has 

allowed the deduction of the different existing postures, viewpoints and conclusions. 

The knowledge contribution present in articles published in scientific journals has been 
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considered and given attention to doctoral thesis that have approached subjects related 

to the topic. Fig.3.1. presents some of the studied and reviewed fields and subjects, from 

conceptual works of art to theoretical explorations of the topics adjacent to this 

research, speculative and critical/discursive design proposals, etc.  
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A study of discourses on the human body used as a site for intervention, the 

socio-cultural perspectives of jewellery and the contextualisation of a selection of 

artefacts with periaptic34, prophylactic35 or medicinal properties, was undertaken, to try 

to define the language “beyond the sentence” (Martińez-Cabeza, 2002, p. 23), by 

analysing written, spoken, signed language or other semiotic events.  

The analysis also focused on the historical development of medical devices 

identified specific physical and emotional impacts that these can provoke. 

By comparing/contrasting the work of different artists and philosophers 

(Fig.3.2), this research explores the controversies induced when shifting conceptually-

led practice to the pragmatics of medicine. Hence, through the analysis of the 

boundaries of the body within the concept of ‘body as an object of design’ (Lamadrid, 

pp. 85-96), this research re-conceives surgery from as a creative/artistic act.  

 
 

Figure 3.2  
Bibliographical reference board 

																																																								
34 Itinerant/nomadic 
35 Intended to prevent disease 

1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16 17 18
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Research has been done on the ideas and interpretations implied in the 

questions: “How can naturalisation in the body occur?”; How can the jewellery object 

become an integrated and integral part of the body?”; “Can functionality extend to 

thoughts and feelings?”. However, it is noticed that none of the analysed studies made a 

deliberate connection between the possible correlations between aesthetics and 

overcoming any fears related to trauma and surgical gadgets, along with the possibility 

for extending one’s physical abilities by beautifying the body through medical repair. 

Furthermore, there is a paucity of research in bridging the gap between body-

enhancement/modification and medicine.  

By focusing on the socio-cultural evolution of adornment and the development 

of prosthesis through times, by studying the ways the human body has been perceived 

as a site for artwork, both under a pragmatic eye (viz. scientific perspective) and an 

artistic vision (viz. creative interpretation), a system of comparison between concepts 

and materialised outcomes was established, which gave ground for the design of the 

jewels.  

The research sets to understand people and their interactions towards the meaning of 

jewellery, body modification and medical repair. As described in the following mind 

map (Fig.3.3), several arguments have been built around exteriority/interiority, physical 

extension/enhancement, functionality/aesthetics, identity and the repaired body (medical 

repair). 
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Figure 3.3 
Diagram - How jewellery can ‘become the body’ 
Following Buzan’s (1998) theory, this mind maps interrogate each set of information with a consistent series of key 
questions - What? Why? Who? Where? How? When? – thus easing comparison and linkage between ideas (Buzan, 
1998, pp. 235-238). 
 
 

By joining of technologically generated medical futures and the human body, I 

have developed speculative proposals and public simulations (by psychological, 

philosophical and politically approaching the subjects), which subsequently lead to 

narrative approaches to the topics and materialisation of concepts (Fig.3.4). 
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Figure 3.4 
Diagram – Research approaches 
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2. MAKING THE WORK  
 

Materials and making processes  

 

After identifying the opportunity for ‘new knowledge’, attendant focal loci were 

put in place to act as guides for the practice. Through researching medical and surgical 

knowledge and techniques36, exploring existing medical and surgical devices/materials 

and their related condition, new ‘objects’ were created as part of the research- indeed as 

research objects. The process through which these ‘objects’ have been created has been 

an active way of thinking – thinking by making (Charny, 2011) – unfolding solutions 

and new possibilities throughout. 

These ‘objects’ have been produced through a vast combination of materials37 

and techniques38, some applied in the jewellery field, others in engineering and 

prostheses making.  

 The ‘medical jewellery’ developed is based on research of real medical 

possibilities. The jewellery uses up-to-date material and bio-engineering research to 

make jewellery that is inhabitable and compatible with the body. 

 

Technology research  

 

A way of discerning how objects are seen, recognised and assessed by different 

professional and cultural groups 39  was an important feature of the research. 

Contradictions in recognition and ambiguous appearances induce curiosity and make 

demands upon the viewer to overcome their apparent reserve to decipher the 

inconsequential.  

Attendant on how the jewellery was seen, recognised and assessed, the 

importance or non-importance of whether the jewellery object needed to be visible and 

																																																								
36 As presented in the ‘Background to the Research’ chapter 
37 As examples: precious alloys; gems; surgical steel (chromium, cobalt and nickel); grade plastics; bio-resin; leather; 
etc.   
38 As examples: thermoforming; soldering; plating; stone setting; etc. 
39 Individuals from different professional practices (viz. artists, scientists, doctors, engineers, etc.); individuals from 
different countries and backgrounds. 	
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how visible was a further question that surfaced in the research. Therefore, this research 

not only attempts to merge and decontextualise these fields (medicine and jewellery) 

but also explore the limits of the body itself. It aims to defy the public credibility aspect 

of this research’s proposals by establishing an unconventional way of perceiving the 

piece, thus speculating about the idea of having jewellery surgically implanted that 

cannot be perceived by the naked eye.  

´Medical jewellery’ is developed in such way that one is lead to re-consider 

seeing, recognising and assessing as processes of comprehension. The idea of the 

invisible made visible and vice versa proposes different ways of seeing (perception), 

which are here taken into consideration.   

Some prostheses - jewels - once inserted in the body might not be seen unless 

they are X-Ray (Fig.3.5) or medical scanned by technologies such as Micro-CT – 3D 

scan (Fig.3.6), which, according to prior experiences of diamonds and other gems 

exposed to electromagnetic radiation might render them perceptible (Fig.3.7).  

By means of conducting technological and scientific research, this study also 

lightly explores 'futures' and particularly technologically engendered futures, where the 

visualisation process can occur resorting to smaller scaled devices or to transparent 

membranes that can possibly be embedded into the wearer’s/patient’s body. 
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Figure 3.5  
Visibility of the prosthesis 
(hip replacement) on x-ray 
Uncemented hip femoral 
prosthesis  
Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui 
Lemos  
Hosptial de Santa Maria, 
Porto, Portugal 

Figure 3.6  
 Micro-CT – 3D scan 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3.7 
Dot – X-rayed diamond 
Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade 
© Olga Noronha 
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Further future research: external to the thesis 

Even though it is beyond the scope of the current work, the actual development 

of new or adapted viewing technologies will be discussed; the potential for shifting 

conventional medical scan technology into a different context, where the inside of the 

body is portrayed in a way that bridges the intracorporeal40 and exo-corporeal41 layers. 

An example would be, to study the idea of creating small-scale portable devices that, 

once placed outside the wearer’s skin, would allow the viewing of the prosthesis-jewel, 

similarly to mobile phone applications which simulate an X-ray vision of one’s body 

(Fig.3.8). Another would be theoretical possibility of adapting the Ehlers-Danlos 

syndrome (EDS)42 (Fig.3.9) to produce a bio-engineered translucent membrane that, 

once medically applied to the patient’s/wearer’s body as a biocompatible excerpt of 

skin, might allow the visualisation of subdermal43 prosthesis-jewel. 

 
Figure 3.8 
3D scanning portable devices 

 

 
Figure 3.9 
Fish with translucent skin  
Related to Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS 

 

) 
 

 
  

																																																								
40	Medical term for within the body	
41	Medical term for external to the body	
42	A condition caused by a defect in the structure, production, or processing of collagen or proteins that interact with 
collagen	
43	Medical term for underneath the skin	
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3. EVALUATING THE WORK 
 

The evaluation focuses on the use of qualitative methods, resorting to 

anthropological fieldwork – collecting new information and understanding how the data 

comes together to answer the research questions. 

 

Intending to perceive the meaning that the subject of the research ascribes to the 

topic being researched and requiring an interpretive and realistic approach to the subject 

matter, this thesis resorts to semi-structured/unstructured conversations and 

questionnaires, and qualitative thematic/content analysis for better evaluating the work. 

 

These approaches have produced useful data for specific contexts of publication, 

which have then been analysed and interpreted.   

 

Semi-structured/unstructured conversations and questionnaires 
 

By distinguishing phenomena– the recognitions or occurrences from the human 

viewpoint – from noumena 44  (Kant,2008) (thing-in-it-self)– it is intended the 

interpretation and assessment of the fact or experience, through the eyes of the 

participants. 

Phenomenology (is) focused on the subjectivity of reality, continually pointing 

out the need to understand how humans view themselves and the world around 

them (Willis, 2007, p. 53)  

 

  Throughout the phenomenological inquiry, precise questions framed on the 

study’s subject have been posed to the participants, allowing straight forward or more 

developed answers. With the examination of those ‘experiences’, research culminates in 

a more perceptive and valid understanding of the phenomenon. By phenomenologically 

constructing data, evoking individual and collective understandings, the cumulative 

																																																								
44	Reality as it is, apart from experience. (Kant, 2008)	
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essence of the experience has been gathered (Campbell, 2011, p. 4). 

Semi-structured/unstructured conversations and questionnaires were carried out 

to elicit responses and experiences of participants to gain an aggregated reflection on 

the reception of the work in that context. Such methods lean upon participatory action 

research (PAR)45, valuing and using “lived experience of people” (Reason, 1994, p. 

328)  as a way of democratising the study. This approach to inquiry aims to intervene, 

diagnose and solve or answer the research questions while requiring co-operation of the 

participants. 

 

By gathering information on how the work produced (prostheses, implants and 

sutures) means different things to different people and how it moves across different 

epistemic constructs, public presentations of the practice have been planned and further 

analysed through participants’ responses. These presentations include exhibitions in an 

art gallery/museum context, showcasing the work on fashion catwalks and displaying it 

within scientific (medicine-led) contexts.  

 

Semi-structured/unstructured conversations with individuals and groups and 

questionnaires were carried out (formally requested in advance) and made in person, 

whenever possible. These were directed at different professional and cultural groups46 

and were formulated in terms of the general engagement with the work and the 

processes by which the work was developed. Hence, the main focus, was to research 

across the different contexts of perception and, subsequently, types of public that 

engage with the work, towards understanding it means and does for them. 

 

Within each of the two contrasting contexts – Art and Science, a set of questions 

were posed to participants, visitors and spectators, as a means for collecting (and later 

analysing) views and opinions that afford insight into the research questions and to 

ascertain responses to the work that they are engaging with. Some of the questions were 

more instructive, stimulating in-depth responses. 
																																																								
45	An approach to research that affirms collective\self reflective inquiry and experiential knowledge as its basis for 
data collection. 
46	Individuals from different professional practices (viz. artists, scientists, doctors, engineers, etc.); individuals from 
different countries and backgrounds.	
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Set of questions presented to the participants: 

 

�  What is the role of jewellery? 
�  How does jewellery aesthetically enhance the body? 
�  How does jewellery become integrated in the body?  
�  In what ways can jewellery act in /on the body? And further, into the body? 
�  Can jewellery disclose and open up medical practices to publics? 
�  What is your relationship towards the repair of the body and the repaired 
body? 
� Why is a hip replacement (as a medical implant) different from choosing 
body modification? 

- One says our body is fragile and hurt? 
- Other says the body is a new site for performances?  
 

� How can you bring medicine and jewellery together? 
� If you were given the chance, would you want to be able to choose or 
customise the medical device you are being prescribed?  
 

Note: the participants were given an A4 sheet with an image of a human skeleton in 
which they could optionally draw while responding to the questions. A selection of the 
drawings is presented at Appendix C. 
 

 
Qualitative content analysis 

 

The responses, significant statements, sentences or quotes, allowed an 

understanding of how the participants reacted to the phenomenon, thus leading this 

study to strive to comprehend the participant’s experience. 

 

  Throughout the collection of data, the participants’ emotive responses to the 

exhibited work were reflected on and new work was made based on these reflections (as 

these may underpin much of the rational outcome and judgment of the proposals). 

Viewers’ responses to the work were elicited, paying particular attention to participants 

‘analogies, metaphors and noticeable comfort\discomfort, as for potentially bringing in 

past experiences, values and beliefs of the individual, which may relate to how the 

participant feels about the object and its application. 
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Additionally, other relevant data was collected. This included published articles 

on the research; voluntary comments, transcripts of conversations and unsolicited 

comments from interested parties. 

 

The data has been treated through “Interpretive content analysis” and 

“Qualitative thematic analysis” (Creswell, 2007, p. 62), being methodologically coded* 

to “forge common understanding” (Ibid) of patterns of the participants’ 

engagement/reception of the presented work in each of the contexts. 

 

Coding schemes:  

 

� Expression/Statement 

� Conceptual 

� Emotional/Psychological/Personal Identity (symbolic?) 

� Material (aesthetic?) 

� Perception 

� Physical 

� Debate Stimulation 

� Choice /Option 

 

Through ‘horizontalising’ the data 47 , the research looked at a patterned 

understanding of how the work creates fullness – how ‘medical jewellery’ actually 

works in the world to become/to engender discourse, produce certain knowledge in 

particular types of public about procedures and about the fragility and mending of the 

body. 

Intending to consider the possibility of customising prostheses, gathering an 

understanding of medical/surgical procedures, the creation of jewellery for medical 
																																																								
47	‘Horizontalisation’ of data refers to the process of listing each of the relevant quotes of the studied topic, giving 

them equal value.   (Padilla-Díaz, 2015) 
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purposes -‘medical jewellery’, for adequate patient care, focuses on:  

• a critical analysis on whether contemporary medical apparatuses 
generate a negative effect on the mental state of the patient while 
recovering from the procedure 

•  and, on what personal and emotional psychological values might be 
attained by wearing more refined medical products. 

The data has been ‘played with’ by means of envisioning possibilities through 

creatively connecting it and, by, appreciating and understanding the collected data, I 

have been able to make sense and develop meaning.  

The evaluation of the information obtained has cast a critical perspective on how 

the wearing of jewellery, as medical repair, can be more appealing and still retain its 

function or purpose. Hence, it has sought to understand how these improvements can 

bring advantages and if they contribute to the patients’ better quality of life. 
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CONCLUSION 
 

According to medical and clinical psychology points of view, gathered through 

my conversations with practitioners, it is anticipated that the active participation of the 

patient in the repair process, can contribute to a better and faster postoperative phase, 

causing the patient to return to their daily lives in a shorter time span. This research will 

be continued, in the future, by establishing interdisciplinary collaborations with 

surgeons, bio-scientists and bio-engineers developing and applying implants and 

prostheses. Resorting, in a post-intervention phase, to clinical psychologists to evaluate 

the psychological and emotional impact in the patient’s healing process. 

The potential for a novel contribution of the thesis developed around the main 

questions and the feasibility for conducting this research ultimately aims to bridge the 

divisions between the disciplines of medicine, jewellery and body modification.
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Four 
JEWELLERY ‘BECOMES THE BODY’ 
 



 Jewellery ‘Becomes The Body’ 4  
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Since Greek times, the base principle of medicine has been the care of people 

who are unable to care for themselves and of those in vulnerable conditions (Porter, 

2002). It has always been of great importance the understanding of ‘how’ and ‘what’ 

medical intervention is required, but it is also essential to acknowledge the way patients 

are cared for and how they are looked after.  

By understanding the dynamics of medical care in the 21st-century, it is to 

realise that patients are, in some way, ‘consumers’ of clinical experience, waiting to be 

dealt with as individuals with personal needs and wishes. As vulnerable ‘consumers’ 

who often experience pain, distress, discomfort or anxiety, these do sometimes feel 

depreciated and disempowered by not being presented choice of ‘where’, by ‘whom’ or 

with ‘what’ they are to be treated.  

As stated by Maxwell (Maxwell, 1992, pp. 171–177) the way the patient is 

treated as a ‘person’ has, for a long time, been considered the key to physical and 

emotional/psychological recovery and, therefore, any possible ways for improving 

patients’ experience must be taken into consideration for striving towards successful 

recovery and healing (Ibid). In fact, there is evidence of clinical studies proving that 

anxiety and fear do indeed delay healing. (Cole-King & Harding, 2001) (Norman D. , 

2003) (Weinman, Ebrecht, Scott, Walburn, & Dyson, 2008). 

While these facts/concerns are of great importance, they do also express the so 

often depersonalisation on modern ‘over scaled’ health care systems, which may 

sometimes be criticised for being, as Porter states, ‘soulless, anonymous, wasteful and 

inefficient medical factories’ (Porter, 2002), despite having the most trusted and 

respected professionals working on them – doctors (Mori I. , 2008). Citing Dr. 

Vallance-Owen it follows that "there is a lot of talk about the patient as a consumer, but 

there has been little research on patient involvement in health care” (Vallance-Owen, 

2003). If analysed, health related industries, ranging from prescription drugs to 

prosthetics (or prostheses), are large corporate companies that materialise their scientific 

and technological inventions on a mass-production basis. It is indeed this mass-

production of ‘recovery/treatments’ that somehow influences the detrimental nature of 

intimacy and meaning or appreciation of personal experience.  
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"...Researchers seem unable to formulate much beyond the mechanical aspects 

of manual behaviour. Science has trouble explaining a caress,” says Malcolm 

McCullough (McCullough, 1998, p. 5). This quote states no more than that technology 

and functionality of common devices fail to contemplate the significance of the ‘object’ 

to the user as an individual, by not acknowledging the importance of design (aesthetics) 

in allowing/helping users/patients to understand their ‘object’.  

However, the same does not happen in traditional design disciplines, as this very 

often requires expertise from human sciences and technology to be conceived and 

materialised, either for specific users or for general members of a collective. It is 

through approaches of multidisciplinarity and research that design allows the creation of 

new resources and solutions that very often anticipate and satisfy peoples’ needs and 

desires (Philips Corporate, 2005). 

This is likely to question the potential aesthetic dimension of design and 

technology and on its relationship with matters of functionality, predilection/taste and 

aesthetic appraisal. Bearing in mind the last one has, within healthcare, traditionally 

been analysed based on an entirely divergent conception of ‘objects’, in which only the 

pragmatic purpose prevails.  

Moreover, such arguments do indeed involve a shift of the terrain of debate 

towards an enlarged focus on the relationships between humans and the material world 

of objects. As in Scruton’s discussion on the relationship between ‘needs’ and ‘aesthetic 

delight’, one may say that these medical ‘objects’ and ‘experiences’ relate to utter 

necessity, ‘animal needs’ as he writes, which, if decontextualised, could arguably 

provide satisfaction or ‘sensual pleasure’, as it will be shown later in this research 

(Scruton, 1979). Yet ‘aesthetic delight’ derives from actual judgments based upon 

‘beauty’ that lies ‘in the eyes of the beholder’ (Ibid). In design, both the fulfillment of 

‘needs’ and of ‘aesthetic delight’ are joined together to achieve ‘beauty in meaning’ and 

‘meaning in beauty’, either in more empirical or conceptual ways.  

It is within this last kind of discourse that one may locate those who design and 

create devices that reflect upon and enable intimate relationships between an individual 

and an ‘object’, like jewelers do. Jewelers typically have methodologies to bring 
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product development up to personal significance. These commonly deal with issues of 

wear-ability and of personalised communication between the person and the ‘object’ in 

question, taking the body as a site for much wider possibilities and design (as in ‘needs’ 

and ‘aesthetic delight’) as a means for imbuing objects with emotional and intellectual 

understandings – thus epistemic. 

Patients most frequently nurture negative emotional responses towards the 

medical object. These emotions are mostly of hatred, distaste and distrust, therefore, 

what this research aims, is to mitigate against these facts by using the ‘emotional’ as a 

‘positive’, and, through the understanding of the ‘object’, bring reassuring and positive 

emotional meaning to that ‘object’. 

If an object embodies elements of personal significance for an individual, 

attachment with that object may occur. Attachment through form and function will lead 

to an enduring relationship between individual and object. (Wallace & Press, p. 6) 

The notion of embodiment of the ‘object’ and that of the object ‘becoming’ the 

body is central to this research, particularly regarding the “the becoming of the body 

beyond its very boundaries” (Bouraoui, 2014). How can the traditional conceptions of 

the boundaries of the body be questioned, transformed or exceeded? Here, by bridging 

the division between the disciplines of medicine and body modification (Fig. 4.1), the 

jewel, as in ‘object’, can be understood as to both aestheticise the body (‘it becomes 

you’) and become integrated and integral to the body. 

 

Figure 4.1 
 
Diagram – Jewellery for medical repair as the middle point between body modification and medical repair 
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Figure 4.2 
 
Pottery repaired with Japanese art Kintsugi 
 

Bringing understandings of Kintsugi48 (Fig. 4.2) to the body, the body no longer 

is a mere medium for expression but also for experience, which, when added 

technology, craft and significance, can be extended, replaced or fixed becoming a locus 

for symbolism and aestheticisation. The refinement of the biological architecture of the 

human body encompasses no attempt to hide the wound or imperfection but rather of 

adding value to it by directing the process and thereby customising the repair. 

It is in this sequence that, by assuming the body as an object of re-design, this 

research humanises the ‘object’ by recognising science, jewellery and technology as 

accomplices to the enhancement of the ‘self’, generating ‘objects’ that work as 

surrogates and/or as augmentations of one’s physical and psychological body, of the 

‘self’. Thus, referring back to this thesis abstract, “becoming the body” indexes an 

aesthetic enhancement of the body; naturalisation in the body - as a body replacement or 

part of it; completion or repair of the body and a prosthetic enhancement.  

																																																								
48	The Japanese art of fixing broken pottery with a lacquer resin sprinkled with powdered gold. Kintsugi may have 
originated when shogun Ashikaga Yoshimasa sent a damaged Chinese tea bowl back to China for repairs in the late 
15th century. When it was returned repaired with ugly metal staples, it may have prompted Japanese craftsmen to 
look for a more aesthetic means of repair. Collectors became so enamored of the new art that some were accused of 
deliberately smashing valuable pottery so it could be repaired with the gold seams of Kintsugi.  
Text extracted from < http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kintsugi > [accessed December 2013] 
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‘MEDICAL JEWELLERY’  
 
THE AESTHETICISED REPAIRED BODY  

As a starting point, and referring to the research question in Part 3 – 

Methodology: 

• How can naturalisation in the body occur? 

• How can the jewellery object become an integrated and integral part of the 

body? 

• Can its functionality extend to thoughts and feelings of the patient? 

 

There is an exploration of the merger between medicine and jewellery, and to what 

extent jewellery, science and technology come together to produce new arrangements, 

readings, meanings and performances in/of the body. 

 

By understanding how the condition of our body influences our psychological 

responses towards it and by raising questions on interiority and exteriority, it is here 

aimed the creation of an interface between the internal and external body by sectioning 

it in different layers for functional and aesthetic sites of intervention and appreciation. 

Furthermore, while proposing a new viewing on the juncture of jewellery, science and 

technology, this research questions what jewellery is, what it can still become, how it 

performs in the world and what future performances it may assume. 

Drawing upon the idea of jewellery as a tool in the design and repair of the 

human body, jewellery is here taken into a proposition for an alternative interpretation 

and application on and in the body through the combined use of actual surgical tools 

and their ‘replicas’ (reinterpretations). Thus, creating jewellery pieces that are not only 

intimately related to the human body, but are also carefully planned to fulfil their 

original medical function/intent. 

Literature shows that the idea of having a foreign replacement/implant due to the 

sever of part of one’s body, usually generates unpleasant psychological changes that 

frequently lead to symptoms such as stress and depression (Breakey, 1997) (Cansever, 

Uzun, Yildiz, Ates, & Atesalp, 2003) (Williamson, Schulz, Bridges, & Behan, 1994). 
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These emotional/psychological responses generally make it difficult to accept the 

condition and its repair or replacement by a surrogate, even if the functional result is 

gratifying (Sjödahl, Gard, & Jarnlo, 2004). 

Even though it has been stated that prosthesis are, in some cases, required to 

help the patient regain both mobility and aptness to return to everyday personal and 

social performance (Pohjolainen, Alaranta, & Kärkäinen, 1990) (Murray, 2005), the 

functional aspect of the prosthesis may not be able to completely fulfill the 

psychological wellbeing and body image of the patient.  

 

The aesthetics of prosthetic design is an issue that has already been under 

consideration, however, little investigation and research has been attempted to 

understand the relationship of people’s aesthetic attraction to prostheses and their 

human-likeness (Horgan & MacLachlan, 2004) (Price & Fisher, 2007) (Shukla, Sahu, 

Tripathi, & Gupta, 1982). The role of the prosthesis goes indeed much beyond its 

functional aspect as its aesthetic quality influences the psychological concerns of 

patients. As Pillet and Didierjean-Pillet state “no-one comes out unscathed by an 

amputation, and a prosthesis may act as a security, a guarantee or a mechanism for 

requiring the integrity of one’s physical appearance, which validates one’s 

psychological integrity” (Pillet & Didierjean-Pillet, 2001, p. 528). “Cosmetic 

appearance appears to play as great a role in psychological sequelae of amputation as 

does the return of physical function” (Bhuvaneswar, Epstein, & Stern, 2007, p. 303). 

There seems to be no doubt that the appearance of the prosthesis affects its acceptance 

and that, by improving its aesthetic qualities, there will be a considerable improvement 

on self–body image and on the psychological wellbeing of the patient. 

 

However, citing Cosmesis, there are theories that evaluate the level of 

acceptance by patients and observers towards the familiarity and human-likeness of 

these devices (Mori M. , 1970). The Uncanny Valley (Mori M. , 1970), for example, 

states that those prostheses that cosmetically try to mimic human features, rather than 

generating attraction or positive emotional connections, do indeed give rise to negative 

feelings (MacDorman, Green, Ho, & Koch, 2009). Reactions towards devices that 

somewhat resemble the human body yet looking ‘artificially manufactured’ do not tend 
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to cause any distress, whereas, on the contrary, those which look either too 

machine/robot-like or too human are proved to generate very negative emotional 

responses such as repellence.  

 

This research reiterates the belief that medical devices endorsing certain 

personal aesthetic characteristics may help patients achieve a greater satisfaction with 

their devices, both physical and emotionally. As ‘Emotional Design’ (Coates, 2003) 

demonstrates, people in general are much more likely to make use and accept products 

that enhance not only their physique but also their positive feelings, and that these 

feelings may show to be different depending on each person’s particular emotional 

features (Norman D. A., 2004). 

 

It is then by aiming to shift the immediate connotation of antiseptic, clinical, 

technical, cool and desensitised present in medical devices that ‘Medical Jewellery’49 

intends to turn the distasteful into the desirable (Mori M. , 1970) – turning the uneasy 

into something one is really at ease with, to switch the response from rejection to 

attraction and to encourage patients to recall to their own tastes and experiences to 

accompany their self-expression upon treatment and recovery. The medical jewel 

‘becomes the body’ when transforming the implanted prosthesis device into a piece of 

intracorporeal jewellery, defying the conventional concept of both.  

‘Medical Jewellery’ consists then of the formulation of a series of hypothesis 

that explore five different ‘archaeological’ layers for medical adornment propositions 

(from exo-corporeal 50  to intraarticular 51 ). These arise from the combination of 

theoretical and practical/technical knowledge of doctors, psychologists, bioengineers, 

biomechanical engineers and designer-jewellers, as means for pursuing the 

understanding ideas of the fragile body and its treatments (Fig. 4.3). 

 Consequently, in order to minimise the aspect of surgery and the whole 

detrimental feeling of being ill and disabled, the physical transformation, despite its 

																																																								
49	Jewellery to be prescribed exclusively for medical purposes	
50	Medical term for external to the body	
51	Medical term meaning within a joint	
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medical need and motive, may also provide a psychological and emotional impact on 

the healing process. The foreign body/’medical jewel’ ideally “becomes the body” once 

it is, not only, integrated into the body but also when it becomes the materialisation of 

one’s manifest of identity, personal philosophy and/or critique of beauty.  Through the 

embodiment of personal significance into the ‘medical jewel’ it is anticipated and 

enduring physical and emotional relationship between the individual and the ‘object’, 

which may further divert negative associations, reduce emotional obstacles or social 

stigma, given rise by many current medical devices and experiences. 

 

Figure 4.3 
Diagram – Hypothetical steps for application of  ‘medical jewellery’ 
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Nevertheless, when proposing the surgical implant of a piece of jewellery, 

despite its medical function, questions of visual and tactile perception arise. These 

objects may indeed try to defy or redefine the orthodox conception of body adornment 

by only being made, fully or partially, visible through specific medical scanning 

technology. The ‘medical jewel’ has no primary intention to be detected by outsiders, as 

conventional jewellery would, but rather to be faced as a precious and intimate artefact, 

a luxury ‘object’ that may or not be publicly shown depending on the ‘wearer’s’ will – 

viewed by the naked eye, felt through touch or observed through an X-ray, as if the new 

‘portrait’. 

These proposals take into consideration not only the conceptual body-

technological object relationship but also the performance of the materials used and 

their level of biocompatibility. As it will be shown in the coming chapters, each piece of 

‘medical jewellery’ has been carefully designed and calculated bearing in mind their 

potential/predicted physical, mechanical, electrochemical and biological properties.  

Even though hypothetical, these proposals derive from an exhaustive research on the 

medical and bioengineering fields, making them able to eventually be utilised in the 

future. It is, however, to highlight that, rather than ready available for every general 

medical procedure, these are ideally to be applied in very particular circumstances, 

working as a kind of art procedures. This means, that when the need for a medical 

intervention arises, one may be allowed or presented with an extra opportunity for the 

body to become an art carrier, an art object - as bespoke procedures in which one wears 

their own ‘art’ for medical and emotional purposes.   

These are, then, epistemic ‘objects’ as they help one to know about the medical 

condition and procedure and, therefore, work in an effective way for one to come to 

terms with the understanding of the ‘object’ that is being placed or inserted into the 

body, through the jewellery object. Within the medical context, these ‘objects’ serve as 

powerful communicating devices for the kind of procedures one is going to have in their 

body; in the art context, they not only open a path for engaging with other 

circumstances but also use the medical aspect to cast reflection onto one’s own fragility, 

into one’s own body in the world. 
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The coming sections will not only present a series of hypothetical proposals 

within the five levels/layers of ‘medical jewellery’ but will also address the kind of 

problematic of their acceptance, their implications concerning research, craft and 

medical/surgical procedures. Also, of the differences in understanding these procedures 

in the five ‘archaeological’ layers of intersection in the body, described in the coming 

chapter. 
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Five 
CONDITION, MEDICAL APPLICATIONS AND  
PROPOSAL  
 
 

1st. ORTHOTICS 

2nd. SUBDERMAL & EXODERMAL  

3rd. EXO-CORPOREAL 

4th. SUBDERMAL 

5th. INTRACORPOREAL PROSTHESIS – JOINT REPLACEMENT 
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Regarding biotechnological and biomedicine advances that allow the praxis of 

an object penetrating and perforating skin and subcutaneous cellular tissue and the 

possibility of inserting others in a deeper level within the body, by means of re-shaping 

one’s physicality, this chapter presents five hypothetical levels of jewellery, organised 

by their visibility, in which are introduced the concepts of subdermal52, exodermal53, 

exo-corporeal54 and intracorporeal55 jewellery. 

As a hipper-valorisation of the circumstance, and beseeching self-pleasure by re-

designing the body, emerges the potential of bejewelling medical and surgical 

components, turning these into pieces of exquisite jewellery that one does not wear for a 

public scenario but rather for what it means for the self, a hidden treasure, defying the 

conventional aim of adornment. This chapter then presents the following categories of 

‘medical  jewellery’: 
 

1st – orthotics 
Devices that restrict or help body motion (external objects, fully perceivable) 
 
2nd -  subdermal and exodermal 
Precious metal suture staples and suture wires/chains (may be partially seen by the 
naked eye) 
 
3rd  – exo-corporeal  
Orthodontics (not perceivable unless the wearer allows it)  

 
4th  – subdermal 
Bone fixation plates (may not be seen but can be felt through touch / may be partially 
seen when protruding) 
 
5th – intracorporeal prosthesis - joint replacement 
Intraarticular prosthesis (may not be seen or touched, unless perceived through x-ray or 
any other type of body scan) 

																																																								
52 Medical term for underneath the skin 

53 Medical term for outside the skin 
54 Medical term for external to the body 

55 Medical term for within the body 
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In this chapter it will also be addressed, according to each respective category of 

the proposals, the medical conditions and symptomatology that lead to the prescription 

of such implants/procedures; the historical evolution of the medical tools/prosthesis 

being here explored and their scientific/medical applications.  

 

Therefore, this chapter will focus on the attempt to somehow minimise or 

deflect the negative and mutilating effect resulting from any minor or major surgery, 

facing these procedures as opportunities for physical transformation that, availing of the 

medical need and motive, may be faced as physically and emotionally self-constructive.  
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1st  
ORTHOTICS  
 
 
� DEVICES THAT RESTRICT OR HELP BODY MOTION 
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CONDITION  

	
 Orthoses are prefabricated or custom-made artificial devices, which are 

externally attached or applied to the body for modifying the functional and structural 

characteristics of the patient’s musculoskeletal system. Drawing and combining 

knowledge of anatomy and physiology, along with biomechanics and engineering, these 

devices are intended to support the limbs or spine or to prevent or assist relative 

movement, helping to compensate or restore loss of function that might have been 

caused by trauma, disease, or congenital conditions. 

 

Doctors and orthotists individually prescribe these devices, being designed, 

manufactured and fitted to help correct or accommodate deformity, to control 

biomechanical alignment, to protect or support the injury by assisting the rehabilitation 

process, or to increase or restrict mobility.  Orthoses can, depending on the patient’s 

condition, be removed from time to time, or be of semi-permanent nature.  

 

These devices range from foot orthoses (Fig.5.1C) (for various leg or foot 

postural problems); ankle orthoses and knee orthoses (Fig.5.1B) (for pain reduction, 

joint protection or support after surgery); ankle-foot orthoses (Fig.5.1D) and knee-

ankle-foot orthoses (Fig.5.1F) (to support rehabilitation and to improve mobility); 

fracture orthoses (Fig.5.1H) (contemporary alternatives to plaster or fibreglass casts); 

spinal orthoses (Fig.5.1E) (to control or correct spinal deformities and to provide 

support or immobilisation to spinal injuries) and various other upper-limb orthoses 

(Fig.5.1A; Fig.5.1G) that provide functional and positional support. 
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Figure 5.1 
A - Miami J Cervical Collar 
B - Fusion Knee Brace  
C - Littlesteps Paediatric Foot Orthoses 
D - Ankle-Foot Orthosis For Foot Drop  
F - Knee Ankle Foot Orthosis KAFO Lower-limb orthotic 
G - DonJoy® Custom Edition Elbow 
H - Boxer Fracture Splint Immobiliser for 4th and 5th Metacarpal 
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MEDICAL APPLICATIONS (Procedure)  

	
The production and application of orthoses is generally based on the 

measurements and anatomical format of the human body, towards creating a well-fitted 

device that considers the patient's specific diagnosis and the relevant biomechanics. 

 

These devices can be of two kinds - prefabricated or custom-made. The first 

kind refers to pre-made devices that may be sold ‘over-the-counter’ in common 

materials and in multiple sizes or easily adjustable (frequently slid on or strapped on 

with elastic/velcro to be held tightly in place). These orthoses are most commonly 

prescribed for short-term use and for less complex clinical diagnostics/conditions. Even 

though these prefabricated devices are standardised, they may always be modified or 

adapted to meet the specific needs of the patient, ensuring a successful treatment and 

outcome. 

 

In contrast, custom-made orthoses are highly specialised devices that may be 

created from a cast or mould of the individual patient. Not to be worn by any other 

person, these devices are particularly designed to meet the specific requirements of the 

individual, ensuring that the entire body or affected part is assessed and that the orthotic 

treatment options have been thoroughly considered. These, may only be manufactured 

upon clinical assessment and consultation by an orthotist/prosthetist. 

Knowing the type of device required, the production process of custom-made 

orthoses starts by the production of an initial plaster of Paris mould of the body part in 

question. The most suitable material for the orthoses is then selected and moulded 

around the initial mould, through processes of thermo-moulding or vacuum 

forming/moulding. These materials range from thermoplastics (the most common 

within the orthotic industry and sold in many different thicknesses, strengths, and 

colours); polypropylene (used for manufacturing rigid foot orthoses and scoliosis 

corsets – lombostats); leather (as buckles and leather laminates for patients that cannot 

tolerate firmer plastics) and polyethylene foams (closed-cell foams ideal for total-

contact orthoses, cushioning their inside for pressure-reduction - trade names are 

Plastazote®, Orfit®, Pelite, Aliplast®, Dermaplast®, etc). There are also other 
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categories of materials used in the manufacturing of orthoses such as high-density 

polyethylene (subortholen), methyl methacrylate polymers (acrylic) mostly used in rigid 

orthoses and carbon fibres, good for thin and functional devices. 

Even though these methods and materials are still extensively used within the 

orthotic industry, where new plastics and other synthetic materials have been introduced 

thus providing extra strength and lightness to these devices, there have been enormous 

advances that lead orthoses to start being produced via CNC machines and 3D printing, 

showing remarkable improvements in the design and functionality precision of orthoses. 
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PROPOSAL 
  

On matters of orthotics and prosthetics, an increasing attention to the cosmetic 

aspect has been noticed. However, this attention has been directed towards the creation 

of more realistic lifelike devices, while retaining their main functionality. Through 

Cosmesis, as restoration, preservation, or bestowing of bodily beauty, these devices are 

rather created to help disguise injuries and disfigurements by mimicking the body 

through their external aspect or else, on an opposite intent, bestow artificial 

functionality through an undisguised machine/robot-like object in which the colour 

pallet goes no further than white, silver, blue and black.  

 

Let’s, however. envision the idea of drawing the simple concept of the manually 

‘autographed’ (Fig.5.2C) or decorated children’s casts (Fig.5.2A) towards the creation 

of new orthotic devices for adults. In fact, it is easy to realise that orthoses do indeed 

gather ‘pejorative’ attention or rather pitiful comments from the curious ones watching, 

not only for showcasing fragility or disability but also for their aesthetics. Instead, quite 

reversely, children with those casts become subjects of wonder, applause or even 

‘super-heroes’ (Fig.5.2B) for physical vulnerability is depicted as a locus for creations 

and identity.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.2 
A - Flower decorated cast (Courtesy of Dr. Manuel Correia Martins)  
B - Super hero decorated arm cast  
C - Signed arm cast (Photograph by Steven Puetzer)  
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It is here, then proposed, that these assistive devices may have a purpose apart 

from functionality. That function, beyond the merely structural/mechanical, may be 

joint with aesthetics to extend to thoughts and feelings, by transitioning ‘robotness’ to 

‘beautifulness’.  

 

This section presents a series of orthoses and assistive devices that join 

theoretical and practical knowledge of anatomy, limb prosthetics and orthotics with 

jewellery techniques and materials, aiming to create exquisite objects that are not only 

faithful to their primary functional and medical purpose but also produce matter for 

curiosity and positive appreciation.  

 

This thesis’ appendix56 contains images of the production process of these 

devices, visually reiterating their direct connection to actual prostheses and orthotics 

production methods.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.3 
Wrist orthoses - laminate resin (prosthetics technique), Plastazote®, gold plated silver and 
leather. 
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 

																																																								
56	Refer to Appendix A 
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Figure 5.4 
Cervical collar and wrist orthoses - laminate resin (prosthetics technique), silicon breast implant, 
Plastazote®, gold plated silver and leather. 
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Figure 5.5 
Cervical collar - laminate resin (prosthetics technique), silicon breast implant, Plastazote®, gold plated 
silver and leather. 
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Figure 5.6 
Cervical collar - laminate resin (prosthetics technique), silicon breast implant, Plastazote®, 
gold plated silver and leather. 
 
2011 
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Figure 5.7 and 5.8 
Filigree cervical collar – gold plated silver hand-made Portuguese filigree 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.9 and 5.10 
Filigree cervical collar – gold plated silver hand-made Portuguese filigree 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.11 
Knee orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Figure 5.12 
Elbow orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Figure 5.13 
Knee orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
2011 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5.14 
Elbow orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
2011 
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Figure 5.15 
Thumb orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
Photograph by Artur Cabral 
2013 

 

 
 

Figure 5.16 
Thumb orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.17 
Lombostat (spinal orthoses) – polypropylene, gold plated silver hand-made Portuguese filigree and 
elastic. 
 
Photograph by Artur Cabral 
2013 
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Figure 5.18 
Lombostat (spinal orthoses) – polypropylene, gold plated silver hand-made Portuguese filigree and elastic. 
 
2013 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.19  
Lombostat (spinal orthoses) – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.20 
Hyperextension finger splint – sterling silver. 
 
2013 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5.21 
Hyperextension finger splint – sterling silver. 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.22 
Mallet finger splint – sterling silver, brilliant cut rubellite and citrines. 
 
2013 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.23 
Mallet finger splint – sterling silver, brilliant cut 
rubellite and citrines. 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.24 
Pianist finger splint – gold and brilliant cut black white diamonds.  
 
2013 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 5.25 
Pianist finger splint – gold and brilliant cut 
black white diamonds.  
 
2013 
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Figure 5.26 
Hip replacement walking cane - Thompson hip replacement, bio-resin human femur, sterling silver 
and bio-silicon.  
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Figure 5.27 
Hip replacement walking cane - Thompson hip replacement, bio-resin human femur, sterling silver 
and bio-silicon.  
 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Figure 5.28 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Orthotics and Prosthetics proposals.  
Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
 
A – Somi Brace for head and neck immobilisation  
B – Ossur Miami J Cervical Collar  
C – Decorated arm cast  
D – Knee orthotic  
E – Polypropylene Lombostat for scoliosis treatment  
F – A brass corset used to minimise the waist or as an orthopaedic device to support the back or correct a spinal 
deformity (Probably English, 19th Century, Wellcome Images, Wellcome Library, London, Museum No A158256, 
L0035600) 
G – Finger splint   
H – Assistive aids – walking canes 
	
	

Even though the prosthetic-orthotic industry has devoted decades to develop and 

present an immense range of devices that are able to fulfil every medical need 

concerning body motion, only recently the aesthetics of such have been slightly 

considered. In truth, Victorians already considered the cosmetic side of orthoses and 

assistive aids (Fig.5.28F) but there seems to have been a ‘gap’ between the 19th century 

and today – supremacy of functionality and disregard to appearance (Fig.5.28A; 

Fig.5.28B; Fig.5.28D; Fig.5.28G). This issue was so eminent that, as described in 

chapter Two, artists and designers took it as a motto to explore this ‘aesthetic gap’ 

(Fig.2.22; Fig.2.23) (often disregarding the functional aspect of the device).  

 

The ‘objects’ developed within ‘Medical  Jewellery’ presented in the diagram 

above (Fig.5.28), as well as the previously mentioned ones, are resultant from an 

extensive theoretical and practical study on both the conditions that lead to the use of 

such devices and on the manufacturing processes thereof. These aim to be looked at 

beyond their medical function, as aesthetic ‘objects’ that do not ‘showcase’ fragility or 

disability in ‘pejorative’ pitiful ways, but rather encourage the body to be seen as locus 

for creation and identity, while retaining their main purpose - non-invasive repair of the 

body (as mentioned I relation to Fig.5.28C). 

 

The orthoses and assistive aids hereby proposed, even though representing a 

small part of those that can still be explored in the same field, may be perceived as 

appealing jewellery-like or fashionable artefacts that stimulate different reactions from 

varied types of public. Some may look like corsets (Fig.5.17; Fig.5.18), others as 
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desirable rings (Fig.5.20; Fig.5.22; Fig.5.24) or even as intricate ‘wearable sculptures’ 

to be displayed in museums (Fig.5.9; Fig.5.10). In fact, these proposals do indeed 

assume all these facets, fitting into contrasting contexts that entice distinct perspectives. 

The coming chapter will analyse how these ‘objects’ are viewed and how they produce 

knowledge. 
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2nd  
SUBDERMAL AND EXODERMAL  
 
 
 
� CAN BE SEEN (BY THE NAKED EYE) AND TOUCHED  
 
� PENETRATES AND PERFORATES SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS CELLULAR TISSUE – DERMIS, EPIDERMIS AND HYPODERMIS 
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CONDITION  
 

When in the presence of a wound, resultant from serious injuries such as 

lacerations from surgery or other procedures, there is the need to proceed with the 

closing of cutaneous surface, facilitating the healing process, and diminishing any 

possibilities of infection.  Techniques for closing cutaneous wounds have been 

developed for thousands of years – from cauterising to scalding hot oil pouring and 

wound dressing and finally steri-strips also known as butterfly stitches (Fig.5.29A) 

(narrow adhesive strips that are placed perpendicularly across the wound), suturing 

(Fig..29B) and surgical stapling (Fig. 5.29C).  

 

 
 
Figure 5.29 
A - Steri-strips  
B - Suture – simple interrupted stitches  
C - Surgical staples  

 

Sutures and surgical staples, essentials to all physicians’ knowledge, are used to 

mend human tissue, repairing moderate to serious injuries such as lacerations, as well as 

wounds resulting from surgery or other medical procedures. 

Even though suture materials and aspects of the technique may vary, the primary 

goals remain the same - to achieve complete healing of the tissue with no procedural 
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complications and with great aesthetic results. This happens by firstly closing the dead 

space for future regeneration, by strengthening and supporting the wound until healing 

increases its tensile strength through approximating skin edges, for a functional and 

excellent cosmetic result, thus minimising any bleeding and risks of infection. 

As stated by Ambroise Paré (1520-1590), the French kingdom’s royal barber-

surgeon who astutely brought several innovations to wound care and surgery, the 

importance of gentle handling of tissue, effective hemostasis and restoration of the 

natural anatomic contours, may contribute to minimisation of suture marks, optimising 

cosmetic and functional results.  

  I dress the wounds, God heals them.     Ambroise Paré in (Duffin, 1999, p. 210) 
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MEDICAL APPLICATIONS (Procedure)  
 

The techniques applied, the suture material used, and specific type of needle 

must be chosen depending on type of laceration, if a simple wound on someone’s foot 

or a more complex one on the face or inside the cutaneous tissue (resulting from a major 

surgery). However, very frequently, to achieve optimal closure of the wound, more than 

one type of suture technique is applied.  

The choice of techniques usually depends on the type and anatomic location of 

the laceration, tension and thickness of the skin and on the desired cosmetic appearance, 

resulting from a more or less noticeable scar.  

Ideally, sutures are to be inexpensive, strong and highly resistant to knot 

security, biocompatible and, most of all, easy to work with. However, it seems that the 

medical field does not acknowledge all these qualities to be existent in just one type of 

suture.  

Also, for similar purposes but mostly used in surgical wounds, one may talk 

about staples, even though considered by me unwieldy, once compared to sutures used 

in small or irregular wound. However, this provides a more controllable healing process 

of the wound, allowing considerably more linear scars, therefore cosmesis may not be 

of concern. If in the improbable case of infection, one or more staples can be 

individually removed for further decontamination.  

There are three categories of sutures in which somehow “compete” in pairs. 

Regarding material composition, there are natural and synthetic sutures that may be 

absorbable or non-absorbable (behaviour in tissue). Their physical structure may be of 

monofilament or multifilament/braided and all sutures are identifiable via codes and 

specific colours.  

The following table shows examples of absorbable and non- absorbable sutures, 

followed by origin, physical structure and color specifications. 
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Figure 5.30 
A - Polyglycolic Acid suture (violet, synthetic, multifilament / braided)   
B - Polypropylene suture (blue, synthetic, monofilament) 
C- Chromic Catgut suture(brown or green, animal origin, twisted filament) 
D – Polyester suture (white or green, synthetic, braided) 
E – Polyglactin 910 suture (violet, synthetic, multifilament / braided)   
F – Stainless Steel wire suture (silvered, synthetic (metallic), monofilament) 
G – Polydioxanone Acid suture violet, synthetic, monofilament) 
H – Silk suture (black or blue, natural origin, braided) 
I - Plain Catgut suture(pale yellow, animal origin, twisted filament) 
J - Nylon suture (black or blue, synthetic, monofilament) 
 

It is to highlight that synthetic sutures tend to cause less inflammation when in 

contact with cutaneous tissue, carrying considerably less probability of infection risk 

when compared to animal/natural originated ones. Structure wise, braided or 
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multifilament sutures tend to carry higher infection risk and be more reactive when 

compared with monofilament sutures.  

Regarding the suturing of wounds, accidental lacerations are usually closed with 

monofilament non-absorbable synthetic sutures (frequently Nylon and Polypropylene), 

while surgical wounds, mainly internal ones, are sutured with absorbable sutures.  

Sutures do indeed vary in size and thickness, and the scale of the laceration very 

often determines their use, the tensile strength required for closing such wound and on 

the intended final appearance of the scar– cosmesis. 

Every suture requires a needle, to be utilised. Suture needles can be of two basic 

kinds: Cutting needles – of triangular cross- section, providing an effortless cut through 

the tissue and Non-cutting needles – of round cross-section, requiring considerably 

more effort to perforate resistant tissue (generally chosen for organ or subcutaneous 

repair). 

Most suture needles are curved, some more than others, but, occasionally, 

straight needles are also used. These vary in size, thickness and cross-section shape (as 

explained above) and, even though it is not fully relevant for this research to cover all 

sizes and shapes, the following table shows some of the most commonly used suture 

needles. 

 

 

Figure 5.31 
Conventional cutting needle 
Taper Needle (smooth) 
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Figure 5.32 
A – 1/2 circle suture needle 
B – Compound curved suture needle 
C – ¼ circle suture needle 
D – J shaped suture needle 
E – Compound curved suture needle 
F - ¼ circle suture needle 
 

 

Just as there is a great variety of suture threads and needles, there are also may 

suture techniques in which specific styles of stitches are to be chosen and applied 

depending on the wound and its condition. Whichever technique applied, the suture 

always aims to well-approximate the edges of the tissue aligned with the skin tension 

lines and with no distortion, thus creating a flat and narrow scar, avoiding skin edge 

necrosis (TJ., 2002).  
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Figure 5.33 
A – Simple interrupted suture (scheme): This method is the most basic of suturing techniques, almost always chosen 
for accidental wounds, and consists on a series of individual sutures placed in the skin. Providing a secure closure to 
the wound, it may be tailored to each individual wound, this may be irregular or jagged. Similarly, to surgical 
stapling, by generally using synthetic, monofilament, non-absorbable sutures, this technique allows partial removal of 
the suture for drainage or disinfection, if need be. 
 
B – Horizontal mattress suture (scheme): This type of suturing is a variation of interrupted stitch, securely holding the 
edges of the laceration while guiding the healing process through everting the wound edges. As this technique is 
mostly applied for suturing the edges of a skin flap, one side of the stitch is placed subcuticularly. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 5.34 
A – Vertical mattress suture (scheme): This technique may also be used for alternating simple interrupted sutures, 
promoting eversion of the wound edges. However, this type of stitches might compromise blood flow to the tissue. 
 
B – Subcuticular suture example (scheme): Using a single length synthetic absorbable suture, the procedure consists 
on closing the wound subcuticularly, in a continuous zigzag pattern, in which the suture is tied at both ends. Often 
used to close ‘dead space’ (lacerated layer underneath the epidermis, which may promote infection) and to draw 
subcutaneous tissue closer or to reduce skin tension, this technique provides excellent cosmetic results, and thus 
mostly applied in plastic surgery. 
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Figure 5.35 
A – Running suture (scheme): Known as being one of the fastest methods of wound closure, this technique consists 
on the use of a single length non-absorbable synthetic monofilament suture is applied and tied at each end.  However, 
in case of infection, contrarily to simple interrupted stitches, the whole suture needs to be removed for treatment. 
 
B – Running-X suture (scheme): The Running-X technique, usually applied in smaller wounds, also begins with a 
simple interrupted stitch. It then moves from the epidermis (outer surface of the wound) through the lacerated space 
and then out of the epidermis again. These steps are repeated across the entire wound length, where, at the end, a knot 
is tied and a small suture tail left. For this suture technique, polypropylene sutures are preferred due to providing 
more elasticity and stretch than, for example, nylon. 
 
 

Once the wound is healed, and, in case non-absorbable sutures have been used, 

there is the need to remove the thread. A lot of patients do tend to react apprehensively 

to the removal of the suture, therefore, the first step is to reassure that no pain or 

complications will be involved. The healing process may vary depending location on 

the body and severity of the wound, ranging from 4 to 28 weeks.  

  

The skin is then antiseptically cleansed, and the suture thread gently removed by 

cutting and pulling it away from the body. Sometimes, when the healing process is not 

yet completed, there might be the need to reinforce the scar with steri-Strips (Fig.5.29A) 

(Pudner, 2005). 

 

Gentle handling of the tissue and appropriate choice of wound closure technique 

are very important. The postoperative appearance of a fully healed and beautifully 

“designed” scar can easily be compromised if suture execution is poor, possibly leading 

to hypertrophic scarring (keloids) (Fig. 5.36). 
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Figure 5.36 
Hypertrophic scar – keloid 
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PROPOSAL  
 

Once there is the need for suturing a wound, it is here proposed that the patient, 

instead of undergoing the traditionally suturing methods and respective suturing 

materials, may be offered the chance to choose to be sutured with permanent or semi-

permanent sutures that may both close the wound for healing and embellish or cover the 

final scar. Rather than utilising mere absorbable or non-absorbable suture threads and/or 

surgical staples, there may be the chance to choose to be sutured with gold, platinum, or 

sterling silver suture chains or an application of gold plated staples. 

 

By leaving to the patients’ consideration the choice of adorning their body with 

an ephemeral or permanent piece of precious skin embroidery, it may be possible to re-

shape the scar and to under-power the idea of suffering or of the scar as a memorandum 

of pain (Küppers, 2007), through customisation and beautification.  

 

It is anticipated, through medical studies and technical opinions, that the wound 

tissue, while regenerating, will surround the links that constitute the suturing chain, 

embedding and holding each as a biocompatible foreign body. The following images 

show examples of the proposed and hypothetical sutures, which incorporate a 

meticulously soldered surgical needle and, in some cases, are set with semi-precious 

gemstones or other symbolic elements, in the end, assuming the position of the 

conventional knot.  
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Figure 5.38 
The making process of Running-X (centred) stitch gold chain suture, with a J shaped suture needle (gold plated) and 
a diamond cut topaz stopper, in swine flesh.  
 
2013 
 
 

 
Figure 5.37 
J shaped suture needle (gold plated) soldered in gold chain 
 
2012 
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Figure 5.39 
Running-X (centred) stitch gold chain suture, with a J shaped suture needle (gold plated) 
and a diamond cut topaz stopper.  
 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
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Figure 5.40 
The making process of Running stitch black rhodium plated chain suture, with a 1/2 circle suture needle, in swine 
flesh.  
 
2013 
 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5.41 
1/2 circle suture needle soldered in silver chain (black rhodium plated) 
 
2013 
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Figure 5.42 
Running stitch black rhodium plated chain suture, with a 1/2 circle suture needle. 
 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
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Figure 5.43 
Running-X (centred) stitch gold plated silver chain suture, with a J shaped suture needle (gold plated). 
 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2012 
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Figure 5.44 
Running-X stitch gold plated silver beaded chain suture, with an onyx “figa” talisman. 
 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
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Figure 5.45 
Gold plated surgical staples. 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
 
© Olga Noronha 

 

 

Figure 5.46 
Gold plated surgical staples. 
2013 
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Figure 5.47 
Gold plated surgical staples. 
Running-X stitch in central wound and Skin embroidery around with silver chain suture 2013 
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Figure 5.48 
Silver beaded chain suture, partially black rhodium plated, as skin embroidery. 
Running-X stitch in central wound and Skin embroidery around with silver chain suture  
2013 
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Figure 5.49 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Subdermal and Exodermal proposals.  
Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
 
A – Hypertrophic scar  
B – Laurance Sessou aka ‘Moniasse’ scarification  
(Photograph by Stephanie Dray Courtesy of Laurance Sessou) 
C – Medical tattooing with radiotherapy marking  
D – Gold thread embroidery 
E – Beaded fish-spine embroidery  
F – Simple Interrupted stitches  
G – Otzi “ the Iceman” c. 3,300 BCE 
H –Surgical suture staples, Courtesy of Vasco Lucas Nunes 
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The proposals presented in this sub-chapter result from dense research into the 

techniques and procedures related to medical sutures. With particular emphasis on the 

study of materials and their properties, in the analysis of stitches and sutures (applied 

according to the condition of the laceration) and, in the cosmetic aspect resulting from 

the cicatrisation57 process, influenced by the suture material, technique and post-

operative treatment, the subdermal and exodermal proposals intend to re-contextualise 

the procedure, questioning the possibility of transforming the ephemeral to the 

permanent, from the merely ‘functional’ to the ‘aesthetic’. 

 

These proposals address, as mentioned in the introductory chapter 58 , an 

intermediate point between body modification and medicine (Fig.1.1). The proposals 

advocate, hypothetically, the need for medical prescription or treatment of some 

condition, which are then allied to the possibility of embellishment. Thus, the proposed 

chain sutures and golden staples take as inspirations and visual/technical references, 

aesthetics often presented in the most varied types of embroidery (Fig.5.40D; 

Fig.5.40E), as well as acts of body modification such as scarification (Fig.5.40B), 

medical procedures involving acts or techniques applied in body modification in the 

intent for physical beautification (Fig.5.40C), and physical mapping as a guide for 

treatment (Fig.5.40G). 

 

The fact that the sutures proposed in this thesis, whether hypothetical, 

propositional or for actual future use, appeal to diverse public means that the work is 

read in different ways, in different contexts. These, range from body modification 

artists, who demonstrate their willingness to apply the sutures for self-satisfaction or 

due to curiosity when perceiving the possibility of granting a real/physical function to 

the act of modifying the body ("modification becomes functional" (Smith, 2013)), to 

approaches of those who have undergone major surgeries and from which have resulted 

large hypertrophic scars (Fig.5.40A), manifesting interest in disguising them with the 

																																																								
57 Process of scarring 
58	Refer	to	Chapter	One	
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proposed sutures, nullifying or diverting attention from the idea of ‘scar as a memo of 

pain’  (Küppers, 2007, p.3). 

 

Considering this, it is possible to understand that these proposals trigger 

attention from three different types of public: those who seek an emotional benefit not 

allied to physical health; those who perceive the proposal as an opportunity to embellish 

what remained in the body as reminders of moments of great pain and physical 

suffering, and those who find these of immediate physical usefulness for real 

applications within medical/surgical procedures. An analysis of how these objects may 

be faced by a varied public, within different contexts, and how their processes might be 

perceived, understood or raise any specific attention and knowledge, will be presented 

in the coming chapter. 
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3rd  
EXO-CORPOREAL  
 
 
� CAN NOT BE SEEN UNLESS THE PERSON WEARING THE DEVICE ALLOWS IT, MAKING A PHYSICAL EFFORT 
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CONDITION 
  

Tooth loss might have many different causes, the most prevalent being typically 

related to lack of oral flora control - periodontal disease and tooth decay. People can 

also become edentulous due to developmental defects caused by severe malnutrition, 

drug use, trauma, osteoporosis, genetic defects such as dentinogenesis imperfecta, and 

as consequence from weakened immune system caused by leukaemia, diabetes or AIDS 

(Periodontology, AAP American Academy of, 2016).  

Periodontal disease, also known as gum disease, is the primary cause for tooth 

loss, being responsible for most edentulous individuals over the age of 35 

(Periodontology, AAP American Academy of, 2016). This condition first starts with 

plaque, a naturally occurring substance in the mouth, characterised by a viscous deposit 

on teeth in which bacteria proliferate, creating biologic acids and chemicals that, if not 

prevented or reduced through proper oral hygiene, may break down gum tissue. It then 

develops itself in two different phases, being the first Gingivitis, which causes not only 

pain but also swollen gums and bleeding, then escalating to Periodontitis.  

A fact is that oral conditions leading to tooth loss can actually be as an open 

door for infections, increasing the risk of contracting serious chronic illnesses.  

Even though there are several different solutions, ones more efficient than 

others, to replace missing teeth, this sub-chapter aims to focus on dentures, removable 

ones (partial dentures or complete dentures, some which rely on bonding or clasping 

onto original teeth or dental implants). These prosthetic devices constructed for 

replacing missing teeth, are supported by the soft and hard tissues surrounding the oral 

cavity.  
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EVOLUTION  
 

The first dental implants were made around 700BC by the Etruscans in northern 

Italy (Umbria and Tuscany). Loose human and/or animal teeth were commonly inserted 

into a gold bezel with a pin underneath that would serve to fit it between the remaining 

and original teeth.  

Actual full dentures were a rather expensive option that only the wealthy were 

able to afford. These were commonly carved out of walrus, hippopotamus and elephant 

ivory and, even though these would rapidly deteriorate, yellowing and leaving 

unpleasant smells, this kind of dentures remained popular until the mid-1800s.  

As a reference of the evolution of dentures, it is pertinent to mention George 

Washington’s (1732–99), considered to be one of the most pioneering exemplars at the 

time. Contrary to popular belief, Washington's denture was not made of wood but 

instead consisted of a dental plate made of carved hippopotamus ivory, into which 

human teeth (along with parts of both horse and donkey teeth) were fitted. 

Alexis Duchâteau, a pharmacist at the time, crafted the first porcelain dentures 

in 1774. However, the material properties did not fully allow the intended results – 

dentures would chip and break easily and, also tended to appear too “bright” in 

comparison to real teeth. Even though being, to a certain extent, a horrendous and 

macabre fact, the so-called “Waterloo teeth” were the most demanded - teeth that were 

plucked out from soldiers who passed away in the Waterloo battlefield (1815). 

Following previous techniques, these teeth were also fixed by being riveted to the 

denture base, made of animal ivory.  

Later, in 1820, a silversmith and goldsmith from Westminster, Claudius Ash, 

was hired to improve the already existent denture segments and to develop new better 

ones (still incorporating human and animal teeth). At this time, not only teeth were still 

being taken from soldiers’ corpses or executed criminals, but also stolen by grave-

robbers and even able to be purchased directly from the desperately impoverish – from 

my own understanding, these people would pluck their own teeth for money.  
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(As a reflection on this, may one wonder what the differences are from those actions 

and today’s black-market organ sale and trafficking? - Legitimacy maybe.) 

Well, the fact is that, not only, Claudius Ash improved the functionally of the 

dentures but also their appearance. Ash mounted teeth and porcelain on 18-karat gold 

plates (which proves that to some extent this proposal is not completely original), and 

held these with gold swivels and springs. From the 1850s onward, he developed 

improved techniques that would incorporate Vulcanite (a hardened rubber, equivalent to 

nowadays bioresin), which could be perfectly moulded to each persons’ gum 

physiognomy and in which teeth were then securely set. Not only did this last 

advancement provide the ideal base for dentures but it also made them considerably 

more accessible that the ones with gold (one can here conclude that gold was not used 

for aesthetic purposes then).  

In the 20th century, acrylic resin and other similar plastics were popularised, 

being used until today, to both fabricate anatomically fit denture plates as well as 

standardised teeth that can then be fit into it. 
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MEDICAL APPLICATIONS (Procedure)  
 
The following images will portray the basic process of producing /manufacturing 

removable partial dentures. 

1. Examination and treatment planning  

The dentist collects and analyses the patient’s dental and medical history. The dentist 

briefly explains the procedure, discusses expectations and cost estimates. 

 
 
2. The making of the denture 

2.1. Preliminary impressions (mould making) 

One or more stock treys (Fig. x) filled with alginate are introduced in the patient’s 

mouth allowing the dentist to take the mould of the oral cavity.  

 

 

Figure 5.50 
Stock treys with pink alginate – upper and lower maxillary moulds. 
 
2013 
Portugal 
Clinica Dentaria Carlos Sousa 
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2.2. Making of the cast 

From the primary impression (mould – Fig.5.51A) made with alginate, a hardened cast 

is made, to meticulously study the patient’s oral cavity.  

 

2.3. Surveying the mounted cast 

A dental surveyor is an instrument used to define the parallelism of both maxillary 

surfaces, locating and delineating the points of abutment between teeth and to help 

defining the right contours for the design of the denture’s path of insertion (where the 

undercuts will be placed and retain the new teeth). 

 
 
Figure 5.51 
A - Master mould. 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
B - Surveying instrument with master cast 
2015 
Molar Cubed 
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2.4. Designing the denture frame 

The denture frame is firstly drawn by hand with a pencil and then eroded with a burr, 

creating the contouring indentations. 

 
 
Figure 5.52 
Framework design 
 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
 
2.5. Duplicated cast 

The original cast is positioned in a special cylindrical recipient, ready to be filled with 

high temperature alginate. After the alginate solidifies, the initial cast is removed, and a 

specific kind of refractory plaster is poured into the alginate mould.  

 
 
Figure 5.53 
Alginate mould for duplicate cast. 
 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
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2.6. Wax pattern 

On the duplicated cast, a wax pattern of the removable partial denture framework is 

formed, following the previously established design. Attached to the main structure of 

the framework are the clasps that will hold the denture to the patients’ original teeth.  

 

Figure 5.54 
Framework wax pattern. 
 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
2.7. Gating system for casting 

Wax rods are then connected to the wax framework pattern, and to the rods’ joining 

point a cone-like element, creating an entrance and channels through which the metal 

will flow during the casting procedure. These are then placed within a cylindrical wall, 

to then be poured a new amount of refractory plaster.  

 

Figure 5.55 
Attachment of gating system to was framework pattern. 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
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2.8. Casting  

After being filled with plaster and let to cure, the external cylindrical wall is removed, 

and the rest accordingly placed in a centrifuge-casting machine. The wax framework 

pattern melts with high temperature and is eliminated through the previously gating 

system, leaving a cavity in the mould.  

The metal is, at the same time, melted inside the centrifuge-casting machine and will 

then occupy the space left from the wax elimination, being automatically injected inside 

the mould59.  

 
 
Figure 5.56 
Centrifuge-casting process. 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 

 
2.9. Extraction and finishing of metal framework 

Once the casting process is finished, the metal framework along with the gating system 

is extracted from the plaster mould. The gating system is then cut off and the metal 

framework is finished and polished60.   

																																																								
59 This type of casting procedure is known as lost-wax casting, very frequently used within the jewellery field.  
60 These frameworks are finished and polished with exactly the same tools and compounds used by jewelers.  
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Figure 5.57 
Framework – finishing and polishing. 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 

2.10. Applying the teeth 

The next step is to check the already finished framework on the master (original) cast, 

making minimal adjustments if needed, to then proceed with the placement of the 

artificial teeth. The teeth are firstly set with wax and then surrounded by a pigmented 

acrylic resin, which, after curing, is also meticulously finished and polished. 

 
 
Figure 5.58 
(left) 
Finished framework. 
Dgych 
 
Application of artificial teeth (others) 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
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Once the denture is finished, the patient is called to try and collect it and, upon its 

insertion in the patient’s mouth, further instructions are given regarding aftercare and 

periodical recalls for check-up.  
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PROPOSAL  
 

Children often associate the loss of a tooth with some sort of financial reward 

secretly and silently given at night by a mythological, fantastical, kind-hearted creature 

– the Tooth Fairy. In fact, as children, the lack of teeth is usually a subject of fun and 

enthusiasm, drawing great attention from other kids and grown-ups too. However, for 

an adult, such reactions are never to be expected. On the contrary, tooth loss in 

adulthood is very often associated with lack of hygiene, poverty, drug use and age (oral 

diseases are never really associated at a first glance by the general public). Therefore, it 

is undeniable that tooth loss can easily detract from one’s physical appearance. 

Even though recognising a slight connection with the work developed by 

Claudius Ash in 1820s, this proposal aims to take the conception of complete or partial 

denture frameworks to a next level of embellishment, not necessarily implying the 

exclusive use of precious alloys and gems (Fig.5.59C; Fig.5.59D; Fig.5.59E; 

Fig.5.59F), but also confining the idea of pigmenting the framework for aesthetic 

purposes (Fig.5.59A; Fig.5.59B) (more or less what already happens with braces – users 

can choose and change the colour of the rubber bands) 

Within orthodontics, it is then presented the hypotheses of embellishing 

dentistry apparatuses – particularly denture frameworks, by joining jewellery techniques 

(which are obviously already merged with dentistry, from understanding the denture 

manufacturing processes), and allowing the patient the possibility to individualise 

his/her dental apparatus.  

The aim is to then create an interface between the visibility of inside and outside 

of the wearer’s body, where the piece has not been surgically implanted (and thus not 

intracorporeal), but cannot be seen unless the wearer allows it - virtually invisible. 

It not only works as a medical/dentistry device (primary function) but also as 

means of adornment for the self. The apparatus may only be seen by anyone if either the 

wearer takes it out or if he/she willingly opens their mouth. It can indeed be faced as 

“the ultimate luxury” since every step of the process, either being the basic denture 

making or the embellishment factor, is directed solely to that specific patient, with 

his/her unique physiognomy.  
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Figure 5.59 
A - Pink enamelled denture framework with two teeth (lower maxilla) on mould. 
B - Pink enamelled denture framework with two teeth (lower maxilla). 
C - Gold denture framework set with brilliant cut sapphires (upper maxilla) on mould. 
D - Gold denture framework set with brilliant cut sapphires (upper maxilla) on mould. 
E – Gold plated silver denture framework set with cubic zirconia (upper maxilla). 
F - Gold plated silver denture framework set with cubic zirconia (upper maxilla). 
2013 
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Figure 5.60 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Exo- corporeal proposals.  
Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
 
A– Tattooed tooth  
B– Mayan ‘bling’ on a male skull found in Chiapas, Mexico  
C – Diamond and ruby set grills by Dolly Cohen  
D – Dental braces  
E – Dental bridge (Found in Teano, Southern Italy - Unknown maker, 1901-1930, Wellcome Images , Science 
Museum, London, A646731) 
F – Denture framework  
G – Swarovski crystal bonded to the surface of a tooth  
H – Portrait of Tajikistan man (Photo by Olivier Galibert) 
I – Ancient Dentistry - golden teeth  
J - Tooth piercing 
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The exo-corporeal proposals hereby presented, are resultant from a thorough 

research on the conditions that lead to the need for teeth replacement, on the technical 

evolution of full/partial removable dentures and, also, on the culture of the object itself 

beyond its medical approach, as an aesthetic and fashionable apparatus61 As presented 

in the diagram above (Fig.5.60), the three denture frames developed within this thesis 

(which may be faced as mere examples of other possible ones within the same 

approach), are the culmination of various visual, conceptual and technical references 

and inspirations that range from some of the very first ritualistic manifestations of Man 

(Fig. 5.60B; Fig. 5.60J) to the historical development of techniques and solutions for 

health related issues (Fig.5.60D; Fig.5.60E; Fig.5.60F, Fig.5.60H) and to contemporary 

approaches, appropriations and distortions of historical, technical and aesthetic 

knowledge (Fig.5.60A; Fig,5.60C; Fig,5.60D; Fig.5.60G; Fig.5.60J). 

 

It is to note that, as previously written about in the chapter Two 62, there is no 

doubt that no other medical field has had more influence in fashion and design than that 

of orthodontics and cosmetic dentistry. Throughout its evolution, both the dentistry field 

and fashion world have gathered technical and mainly aesthetic approaches from each 

other, allowing the adaptation of each of this field’s innovations towards the creation of 

either more attractive medical objects or more ergonomic fashion accessories. Obvious 

examples would be the application of tattoo techniques and designs to prescribed metal 

or ceramic dental crowns (Tatteeth), apparently changing the rules and dynamics of 

dentistry (Fig.5.60A; Fig.4.8A), and on the opposite end, the creation of overly 

decorated and bejeweled “grillz” (Fig.5.60C, Fig.4.15C) these working as detachable 

teeth crowns (individual teeth or full dentition), which have drawn inspiration from 

“Mayan bling” (Fig.5.60B), from ancient gold indented teeth (Fig.5.60I) and prescribed 

gold crowns (Fig.5.60H; Fig.4.27C; Fig.4.28A), and finally orthodontic techniques 

(Fig.5.60D, Fig.5.60F) which guide the making process of these same fashion objects. 

 

By correlating the research and propositions hereby referenced, one needs to 

highlight the need for, not only reading these objects as medical or/and fashionable 

																																																								
61	Refer to Chapter Two	
62	Refer to Chapter Two	
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artefacts but also the processes and participants involved in the idealisation and 

materialisation of these proposals. These processes may indeed be articulated and 

understood in such a way that, when presented or exhibited, may work as a kind of 

artefactual stimulus for the varied public, and thus being perceived in different ways. 

The coming chapter will focus on understanding how these objects, from medical items 

to art objects or fashion accessories, may trigger different reactions and raise or 

vehiculate different knowledge when presented in contrasting contexts. 
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4th  
SUBDERMAL 
 
 
� CAN NOT BE SEEN BUT CAN BE FELT THROUGH TOUCH  
 
� EVENTUALLY PERFORATING SKIN  
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CONDITION  
 

Bone fractures usually happen due to excessive force applied to a certain bone, 

causing it to shatter or break (breaking completely or just cracking). Fractures may 

originate from occasional accidents or may also be a consequence of health conditions 

such as Osteopetrosis, also known as Marble Bone Disease, or due to Osteoporosis. 

Patients with Osteopetrosis are characterised by suffering from a rare malignant 

disorder, in which their bones are considerably harder, denser and more brittle, and can 

dissolve themselves within the body, breaking very easily. In extreme cases, this disease 

may inhibit growth, cause deformity and increase the risk of fractures. (Lam, Sándor, 

Holmes, Carmichael, & Clokie, 2007) In Osteoporosis patients, usually of advanced 

age, bones become fragile and brittle due to calcium or vitamin D deficiency. 

(McGowan, Sharrock, Khosla, Lukert, & Orwoll, 2016). 

 

Fractures may cause symptoms such as bruising and swelling in the injured area, 

localised pain that may be aggravated if moved or if pressure is applied, and finally loss 

of function in the affected area. In worse cases, fractures may cause deformity or even 

bone protrusion, in compound fractures. 

 

Throughout history, amputation, immobilisation, traction and internal fixation – 

Osteosynthesis - have been the treatments/solutions for fractures. Physicians firstly 

relied on casts, splints and braces to stabilise the fractured bone, restricting the 

articulation below and above the fracture. The development of orthopaedic devices to 

postpone actual life service is a challenging design problem that has been, and is still 

being, addressed by many researchers. In fact, researchers, using numerical and 

experimental methods, have studied different problems related to the use of orthopaedic 

devices for functional restoration. With time, the development of sterile surgical 

procedures reduced the risk of infection, consequentially enabling doctors to perform 

invasively, setting and stabilising fractured bones. Materials, design and fixation 

methods are certainly important features in hip, knee, shoulder or finger prostheses. 

 

The use of plates and screws was first documented in the late 1800s. It was 

during the 1950s that Muller (Muller ME., 1992) firstly defined the techniques and 
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principles of internal fixation. However, in the beginning, internal fixation infections, 

poorly designed implants and techniques, non-biocompatible materials, and deficient 

understanding of the biology/anatomy and processes of fracture healing frequently 

compromised procedures (Peltier, 1990). The role of materials within the design of 

orthopaedic devices is certainly recognised by designers and has been addressed within 

many research and development projects (Simões, 1998). Throughout the last 40 years a 

thorough development within biology and bio-mechanical science has happened, 

leading to the exploration of rather complex and contemporary internal fixation 

techniques and materials (Brunner CF., 1982) (Bhadra AK., 2009 May-June). Synthetic 

substances have been explored for surgical implant devices based upon physical, 

mechanical, chemical, electrical, and biological properties.  

 

 
Figure 5.61 
PEEK-Carbon and 316L stainless steel bone fixation plates. 
 
P. Talaia et al. 
Estudo da integridade estrutural de placas de osteossíntese metálicas e compósitas para fixação de fraturas ósseas. 
MSc Thesis, Universudade de Aveiro, Portugal 
2007 

 

Different kinds of materials have been used in healing the body and restoring 

function. Metals (titanium alloys, cobalt-chromium alloys, stainless steel…), ceramics 

(alumina, hydroxyapatite, zirconia, bio-glasses, Ca-phosphates…), polymers 

(polyethylene, Poly (methyl methacrylate), PEEK (Fig. 5.61), polyacetal…) and 

composites (carbon fibre reinforced plastics,…) have been exploited for different types 

of implants. Due to the inherent properties of these materials, studies reveal these 
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perform differently and play an important key role within the design of orthopaedic 

devices.  The mechanisms of how bone tissue (bone cells such as osteoblasts, 

osteoclasts and osteocytes) reacts in the presence of auxiliary devices for bone fracture 

treatments are not fully understood, and there is some degree of uncertainty (Talaia et 

al., 2004) (Claramunt et al., 2005) (Talaia, 2007). 
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MEDICAL APPLICATIONS (Procedure)  
 

Set within orthopaedics, the primary objective of internal fixation 

(osteosynthesis) is to achieve immediately, and when possible, the total functionality of 

the injured limb with rapid rehabilitation of the patient (Ruedi & Murphy, 2002). The 

procedure consists on the surgical implementation of metal plates, rods and/or screws 

for repairing a bone, which cannot permanently replace a broken bone, but must provide 

the necessary temporary support. 

 

Currently, elected materials are metals or metal alloys, including stainless steel 

and titanium, since these have high strength, good ductility and necessary 

biocompatibility (Akeson et al., 1975) (Claes, 1989) (Klaue, Fengels, & Perren, 2000) 

(McCullen & Garfin, 2000) (Talaia, et al., 2007). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.62 

X-rays showing femur fracture with intramedullary rods with locking screws. 

Courtesy of Vasco Lucas Nunes  
 

During this specific surgical procedure, the fractured bone parts are first 

repositioned into their normal alignment, being then held together with fixation 

implants, consequently supporting and stabilising the fractured bone until the healing 

process begins and it gradually becomes strong enough to bear the body's movement 
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and weight. This type of internal fixation prevents the incidence of malunion (healing in 

improper position) or of non-union (null healing) of broken bones. 

 

Due to the variety of bone fractures, there are plates of different shapes and sizes 

available in the medical market. Manufacturers have been developing plates to fit all 

different areas of the body, from fractures that require the placement of a plate near a 

joint or other bone related conditions that involve deformities. The same way plates 

have evolved, fixation screws have been refined in their contour and the screw head 

slightly modified, thus minimising hardware protrusion and increasing fixation 

possibilities.  

 

 
 
 

Figure 5.63 
Bone fixation plates. 
 
 

Within the procedure, screws can both be inserted in neutral positions 

(perpendicular to the plate) or can slide down with a compressing orientation, 

depending on the treatment indication. Screw holes can have an angle of inclination 

towards one side – opposite to the centre of the fixation plate and, when the screw head 

slides down, the plate is tightened, forcing a movement of the bone towards the 

realignment of the fracture.  
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Figure 5.64 

X-ray of wrist fracture with an osteosynthesis plate and fixation screws 

Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos 
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 

 

Procedures such as internal fracture fixation frequently require short hospital 

stays, enabling patients to quickly return to normal life.  The recovery time varies 

depending on the severity of the fracture, its location and the medical status of the 

patient, taking three to four months in hand and feet procedures, and twelve or more 

months for hip or knee injuries to attain complete functional recovery. 

 

Lastly, fixation implants – plates and screws - may be left in place after healing 

is complete (if no protrusion or rejection happens or if these do not prevent from 

performing other surgeries) or, in certain cases, they can be removed. 
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PROPOSAL  
 

As a speculative appropriation of the primary objectives of subdermal implants 

and transdermal piercings (as in body modification), it is speculatively presented the 

possibility for recreating the already existent fixation plates, towards providing the 

opportunity for aesthetic personalisation/customisation.  

 

Here, it is suggested that internal fixation plates may be made of potentially 

biocompatible precious alloys – gold, silver, platinum – that may be medically inscribed 

but also attain a status within the adornment category.  

 

These Fixation implants may be custom made and the shape, size and material 

may vary to adapt the patient’s medical need and aesthetic wish/will/taste. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5.65 

A - Arthrex - Clavicle Plate Technique 

B - Post procedure scaring 

 

Clavicle fractures are common injuries that mostly happen due to a direct blow 

to the collar bone, consequent from a fall or accident or possibly attributed to the 

practice of contact sports as martial arts and impact sports such as horse riding and 

car/motorbike racing.  The common method of fixation is a rigid plate and screw 
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fixation as shown on Fig.5.65A, which may leave the patient with possible scar 

problems, (which could be cosmetically unattractive (Fig.5.65B) 

 

As a means for providing a less cosmetically unattractive scar, it is proposed that 

the internal fixation plate may feature what could look like transdermal piercings. These 

would embellish the location of the scar, somehow distracting from the medical 

procedure and vehiculating the idea of body piercing/modification while holding and 

stabilising the bone fracture.  

 

 

 
Figure 5.66 
Gold bone plate with protruding diamond set ‘piercings’ set with gold plated surgical screws to clavicle anatomical 
model. 
 
2012 
 

Technically, the plate, which is made of gold, is held to the collarbone with the 

original surgical steel screws, plated in gold. Regarding the ‘piercings’, these are 

precisely attached to the fixation plate, with a 90º angle, fairly distanced from the 

fixation screws and with no direct contact to the bone marrow. The structure has been 

carefully studied and designed towards hypothetically nullifying any possibility of bone 

infection. 
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Figure 5.67 
Gold and diamond protruding ‘piercings’ attached to clavicle bone plate (photo montage). 
 
2012 
 

The same proposal applies to osteosynthesis systems for fractures of the 

metacarpals and phalanges. These fractures do also require stabilisation through surgical 

procedures that apply fixation implants – plates, screws and intramedullary rods with 

locking screws (Fig.5.62; Fig.5.63; Fig.5.64). The plates are here also made of gold, set 

with precious and apparently inert gems, which may be bi-dimensional or three-

dimensional as the clavicle plate, protruding through the finger skin tissue. 

 

These proposed plates may also be applied in interphalangeal fixation, through 

the procedure Arthrodesis, which is defined by the nullifying of the mobility of a joint, 

consisting on enlivening the articular surface, joining the bone tops/caps and fixating 

them together with fixation plates and screws. Joint destruction with consequent 

cartilage loss, is generally caused by the presence degenerative arthrosis, by some type 

of trauma. It is also often attributed to joint infections and tumours, which can ruin the 

articulation and cause functional disability due to pain. 
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Figure 5.68 
Gold osteosynthesis and arthrodesis bone plates, (one with protruding tourmaline set ‘piercings’, 
another with pave set tourmalines and two with no gems on), set with gold plated surgical screws to a 
hand anatomical model. 
 
2013 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 

Figure 5.69 

A - Gold arthrodesis bone plate with protruding tourmaline set ‘piercings’. 
B – Gold osteosynthesis bone plate with pave set tourmalines. 
C - Gold osteosynthesis bone plate. 

2013 
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The technique arthrodesis in considerably more frequent in feet and ankle 

injuries (than hand), as feet are more vulnerable due to sustaining body weight and, 

consequently subjected to bone fractures or wear out.  

 

In Fig.5.70/5.71//5.72 is shown another proposal for the development of 

aesthetically embellished internal fixation plates and screws. This time, plates are 

designed to be lighter and of lower density, having the main surface built in fine and 

detailed filigree and still resorting to ready-made surgical screws for its application. The 

plates are specifically produced with an external thicker frame, and with internal guide 

frames that guide the shape of the thinner filigree wires. This allows good strength to 

the plate, still adapting itself to the specific shape of the bone.  

 

Stiffer fixation plates may be desirable in certain clinical situations; in others, a 

less rigid plate can be the best clinical solution. The biomechanical issues are related to 

the resistance-stiffness compromise for improved bone healing and fixation. 

 

Relating to osteosynthesis plates, studies reveal that it is apparently desirable 

that the bone plate transfers the load to the bone structures which are to be connected, 

allowing some degree of micro-mobility to stimulate the formation of the bone callus. It 

is of widespread opinion, that a less rigid plate might be functionally more appropriate, 

and that stiffness plays a key role throughout the bone fracture consolidation 

mechanism, allowing physiological micro-mobility for the formation of repair tissue 

(Rüedi & Murphy, 2000). 
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Figure 5.70 
Silver filigree bone plates set with gold plated surgical screws to foot 
anatomical model. 
2012 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.71 
Silver filigree bone plate set with gold plated surgical screws to foot 
anatomical model (detail). 
2012 
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Figure 5.72 
Silver filigree bone plates set with gold plated surgical screws to foot 
anatomical model (detail). 
2012 

 

Due to metal density, it is anticipated that not only the plates’ and screws’ 

overall contours will be perceived by X-ray but also the intricacy of the filigree will be 

seen, recreating what could be called of ‘internal lace’. Gems may also be perceived and 

able to be differentiated from the plate’s metal body, due to its density and 

reflection/refraction of light (Fig.5.73; Fig.5.74; Fig.5.75; Fig.5.76).   
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Figure 5.73 
X-rayed diamond. 
Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.74 
X-rayed diamond (detail). 
Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade 
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Figure 5.75 
X-ray of silver filigree bone plate set with gold plated surgical screws to foot anatomical model (heel detail) 
(photo montage). 
2012  

 

 
Figure 5.76 
X-ray of silver filigree bone plate set with gold plated surgical screws to foot anatomical model (detail) (photo 
montage). 
2012  
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Figure 5.78 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Subdermal proposals. Central images are of 
this research’s proposals and side images of: 
 
A – Healing Microdermal Implants  
B – Digital image of bone plate  
C – Aingsu transdermal piercings  
D – Subdermal implants in the chest, Brian Decker   
E – Black lace  
F – Schmuck unter der Haut, Peter Skubic, 1975-1982, Photograph by Wilhem Gaube;,  
G – Dot – X-rayed diamond, Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade, © Olga Noronha 
H – Hypertrophic scar  
I –  Bone plates  
J – 3D scanning portable devices application 
 
 
 

This sub-chapter focuses on the history, technical/material development and 

surgical application of bone fixation implants, specifically osteosynthesis and 

arthrodesis plates (Fig.5.78B; Fig.5.78I). 

 

Given the lack of innovative design studies and/or artistic approaches in regards 

to bone fixation implants, the proposals hereby presented derive from a variety of 

inspirational and referential sources that, regardless of almost all of them being related 

to some sort of medical/surgical procedure, fit within some of the most extensive fields 

of body modification (Fig.5.78A; Fig.5.78C; Fig.5.78D), performance (Fig.5.78F) 

traditional jewellery techniques (filigree and stone setting), real and fictional 

intracorporeal visualisation methods (Fig.5.78G; Fig.5.78J), proven laboratory studies 

and articles that anticipate some possible renewal in the field of  bone fixation implants. 

 
The subdermal proposals are primarily based on existing osteosynthesis plates 

and screws (Fig.5.78B) and, by identifying their structural and applicative similarities 

with those of microdermal/transdermal piercings (Fig.5.78A; Fig.5.78C) and subdermal 

teflon implants (Fig.5.78D), rises then the potential of allying both these techniques and 

aesthetics towards creating osteosynthesis plates that pierce/protrude subcutaneous 

cellular tissue. This promotes the appearance of piercings or else, making use of the 

traditional filigree and stone setting techniques to recreate the base structures of bone 

fixation plates by means of appealingly perceptible when subjected to medical scans 

(Fig.5.75; Fig.5.76). 
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In the same way the subdermal/exodermal suture proposals are an opportunity to 

embellish what remained in the body as a mark of a moment of great pain and physical 

suffering (Fig.5.78H), these proposals can too, but not always through something 

visible to the naked eye, as in the case of filigree bone plates or of those that have gems 

set at the same level of the plate.  
 

In this sense, issues related to the visibility of jewel-implant are then, in depth, 

introduced - is visibility a necessary condition for jewellery? This factor has shown to 

be a source of curiosity and interpellation for various types of public, in different 

contexts. The analysis of these studies will continue in the coming chapter, where, with 

no specific reference to each proposal, the case study findings will be treated towards 

understanding the emphasis of the practice work in three different contexts. 
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5th  
INTRACORPOREAL PROSTHESIS - JOINT 
REPLACEMENT 
 
 
� CAN NOT BE SEEN OR TOUCHED, UNLESS PERCEIVED THROUGH X-RAY OR ANY OTHER FUTURE BODY SCAN 
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CONDITION  
 

The need for joint prostheses is usually due to the necessity for replacing 

damaged bone and loss of cartilage in a certain body articulation (knee, hip, 

shoulder…). Depending on the joint that is affected and the amount of tissue and bone 

damage, people might experience severe joint pain, muscle weakness, limited motion 

and joint stiffness and swelling –arthritis-, turning ordinary activities, such as walking, 

climbing stairs and getting in and out of cars painful and difficult. Even though studies 

are yet to ascertain the causes of arthritis, several factors contribute to the weakening of 

an articulation/joint along with the disappearance of articular cartilage. Some 

possibilities are of heredity or genetic causes, chronic problems in the development of 

joints, minor repetitive injuries or any severe trauma to the joint affecting the cartilage 

that cushions the end of the bone.  

 

The replacement of a degraded and/or painful joint with prosthesis can be made 

in almost all joints in the body, being much more frequent in the hip or knee. Surgery is 

usually the last option taken, when all other treatments including medication and 

physiotherapy do not show any or sufficient ameliorating results. With the increasing 

prevalence of arthritis and musculoskeletal injuries affecting the normal functioning of 

joint structures, annually, thousands of surgical prosthesis implant procedures are made 

for bone and joint replacement worldwide.  

 

The disabling pain is the main indication for surgery, however, even though X-

ray images might reveal degradation of the joint, it does not necessarily imply the 

medical procedure of implantation of the prosthesis - arthroplasty.  There is not always 

a direct relationship between the articular degradation evidenced by the medical scan 

and the functional disability. The joint replacement surgery should only be done in 

cases where functional impairment is very significant, particularly due to pain or severe 

deformity. 
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Figure 5.79 
Normal hip anatomy and a hip with osteoarthriris 

 

The different etiologies that are at the origin of hip arthroplasties are largely 

congenital pathologies/diseases, degenerative and/or inflammatory, as well as traumatic 

(Fig. 5.80 shows an acetabular fracture). Besides being more frequent in the elder, these 

interfere with the quality of life of patients, mainly due to chronic pain and reduced 

mobility. The hip arthroplasty is a surgical procedure of complete or partial replacement 

of the affected joint, seeking pain relief, reducing the dysfunction and correcting 

femoral deformities. It is to note that this type of procedure (Fig. 5.81), when 

successful, is very rewarding and will allow the patient to return to full mobility, 

however, it is considered a fairly risky procedure since it can easily lead to infection, 

sometimes with tragic outcomes, where, in the worst cases, there might be the need to 

amputate part of the limb, thus degrading the patient’s general state. 

 

In the pre-historic period, pain complaints were treated with patches or effusions 

made of plants, or with acupressure and other equivalent methods to nowadays’ 

acupuncture. Wooden splints were also used to help ease the weight of the body in the 

injured joint. It was much later that the relief of joint pain was dealt by surgical means, 

through joint debridement and its surgical substitution by a prosthesis (Magnuson, 

Coventry, & B., 2003). Even though arthroplasties are practised in several different 

joints, here, the focus will be hip replacement procedures. 
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Figure 5.80 
Acetabular fracture 
Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos 
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 5.81 
Uncemented and cemented hip femoral prosthesis 
 Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos 
 Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 
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The hip replacement is nowadays considered one of the most successful 

orthopaedic surgeries within the medicine spectrum (Callaghan et al., 2000).  Its history 

is intertwined with the history of hip prostheses and, even though recognising that 

whenever it comes to present dated historical information, there usually is a certain 

uncertainty regarding exact dates, locations and events, this spatial-temporal 

description/narration is based on Knight et al. (2011) relatively recent work on the 

history of the last 100 years of total hip arthroplasty. 

 

Around the 1820s the treatment was based on biomechanical and physiological 

aspects. In 1827 surgical procedures such as osteotomies (the surgical cutting of a bone 

or removal of a piece of bone) started to be performed mainly in hip and knee joints, as 

a surgical method for correcting deformities, with the consequent relief by redistributing 

the weight of the patient’s body (Jackson et al., 2003; Coventry et al., 2003; Barton and 

Coventry, 2003). 

 

 Apparently, the first attempts to replace the natural hip with an artificial one 

occurred in Germany in 1891, by Professor Themistocles Gluck who introduced the use 

of ivory to replace the femoral heads of patients whose hip joints had been destroyed by 

tuberculosis (Learmonth et al., 2007). The first recorded researches referring to hip 

arthroplasty date back to 1925, mainly addressing issues related to the materials utilised 

in such procedure.  Initial implants were highly brittle, breaking or shattering easily 

with body load and stress, releasing small particles that would then be deposited in 

adjacent tissues. Examples of such research work are those of Smith-Peterson, who 

initially used spherical glass caps fitting them on the head of the femur (due to the low 

resistance and easy breakage of glass, the results of this research were almost null).  

 

Thus, along with Philip Wiles63  (Smith-Petersen, 1948; Wiles, 1958) they 

devoted themselves to the study of spherical caps made of stainless steel, with specific 

interest in chromium alloys, cobalt and molybdenum - Vitallium. The use of these 

alloys underwent a significant development after the publication of Venable and Stuck 
																																																								
63 In some publications the holding of the first total hip replacement is attributed to Phillip Wiles, surgeon at 
Middlesex hospital at the time. 
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(1947) research, which showed their biocompatibility towards the human tissue and fair 

resistance to corrosion and friction when in contact with the implant (Morrey, 2003) 

 

Since then, one of the problems manufacturers and health professionals have 

faced was the wearing out of the implant due to the body’s physical load and repeated 

movements, resulting in joint failure in a third of the cases. Therefore, one of hip 

arthroplasty fields of interest is undoubtedly the question of how to successfully 

replicate the articulation/joint. The hip prosthesis, like other joint prosthesis, is a very 

complex and challenging design problem. 

 

Figure 5.82 shows the analogue between artificial joints, but whose performance 

is much easily predicted for the non-implanted joint. 

 

 
Figure 5.82 
Analogy between a mechanical and an artificial hip joint 
(Ramos and Simões, 2017) 
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Within the aim to preserve the cartilage of the acetabulum, there was a start to 

the development of an endoprosthesis made of two components: the femoral and the 

acetabular. The femoral component was composed of a metal stem and a spherical head 

of synthetic material. The articulation happened at the joining point between the stem 

and the sphere. These spherical heads, usually made of acrylic/plexiglass and 

polyethylene, even though being good in some particular respects, would wear out very 

quickly after the disappearance of cartilage protection. As a result, Christiansen started 

using spherical heads made of polished steel and Lippmann made hip replacements with 

spherical heads of alloys of chromium-cobalt-molybdenum. These were extremely 

resistant to friction (Morrey, 2003). The English surgeon George McKee was the first to 

routinely use the artificial joint of metal-metal. 

 

The orthopaedic surgeon Sir John Charnley is considered the "father" of total 

hip arthroplasty, as it is known today, being the first surgeon to work with engineers, 

improving the quality and biomechanical properties of materials (Charnley and 

Coventry, 2003). In fact, the low-friction arthroplasty by himself developed in the early 

1960s is identical to arthroplasties performed nowadays. Charnley’s arthroplasty 

consists on the procedure of implanting a prosthesis made of a metal femoral 

component (stem), an acetabular component of polyethylene and, bone cement (acrylic) 

for fixing these to the bone (Charnley, 1961) (Fig. 5.83).  
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Figure 5.83 
Book cover "Low Friction Arthroplasty of the 
Hip" with Charnley’s hip prosthesis femoral 
component 

 

Charnley’s prosthesis was then subjected to some changes, particularly 

regarding the acetabular component, which started to be manufactured in high 

molecular weight polyethylene (HDPE) (Müller, 1970, 1981, 1983). At a later stage, 

spherical heads and acetabular components started to be developed in ceramics such as 

alumina, aluminum oxide, porcelain, which had excellent friction and biocompatibility 

properties. Figure 5.84 depicts some examples of femoral stems of hip prostheses. 

 

Nowadays, not only have the surgical techniques improved immensely, but there 

is also a fair diversity of prosthesis types, made within a variety of materials that range 

not only from metal alloys but also ceramics and polymers, which are very often being 

combined in the same prosthesis - polyethylene-on-metal (PoM), ceramic-on-ceramic 

(CoC), metal-on-metal (MoM) and ceramic-polyethylene (CoP). The choice of more 

biocompatible materials such as titanium and ceramic-based polymers, along with the 

operation done with the aid of computer to allow greater precision in the surgical 

procedures, have made the final clinical results notoriously better.  
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Figure 5.84 
Muller, Austin Moore and Thompson femoral prostheses 
 

With the increased use of artificial implants and the need for a more imminent 

safety and durability of these devices, the human body is examined in more detail to 

analyse the performance of the materials used. Several laboratories, associated with 

universities and biomedical companies, study materials that exhibit the best 

characteristics for the implantation, focusing on aspects which define the acceptance of 

the material by the body, such as degradation processes, mechanical properties, 

biofunctionality and biocompatibility.  
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MEDICAL APPLICATIONS (Procedure)  
 

Arthroplasty, literally surgical substitution of a joint, is an operative procedure 

of orthopaedic surgery, in which the arthritic or dysfunctional joint surface is replaced 

by prosthesis. Schematically, Fig. 5.85 shows an X-ray of a hip replacement and scheme 

of total hip arthroplasty with different possible materials: cobalt chromium stem, 

ceramic head (alumina) and high-density polyethylene (UHMWPE) acetabular 

component. 

 

 
Figure 5.85 
X-ray of a hip replacement and common materials used in the hip arthroplasty  
X-ray courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos  
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 

 

The hip is one of the body's largest joints, being simplistically described as a 

ball-and-socket articulation. The socket is set within the pelvis bone and is formed by 

the acetabulum and the femoral head, referred as the ball, located in the upper end of the 

femur. Both the acetabulum and the femoral head are covered with a smooth cushioning 

tissue - articular cartilage - that enables them to move easily, and are both parts 

connected by ligaments that provide stability to the joint. This joint is also surrounded 

by a thin membrane – synovial membrane – that, when healthy, produces a fluid that 

lubricates the cartilage and eliminates nearly all friction during hip movement.  
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The preoperative planning involves the need for decision-making by the surgeon 

responsible for the team.   The design of implantable biomedical devices becomes 

unconventional when compared with common product or engineering design (where the 

project is almost of complete control). The fact that the prosthesis implantation 

procedure includes bone tissue in a wide range of variants within the design and 

application/surgical process, makes all the difference since it presents itself as not fully 

controlled and hugely unpredictable. 

 

The surgeon should take into consideration the indications and contraindications 

of the total hip arthroplasty, meet the patient’s characteristics, select specific prosthesis 

systems, fixation methods and variations of the surgical procedure, towards minimising 

the risk of failure. Over time, several theories emerged (some controversial ones), that 

may be taken in consideration based on, among some, the patient’s characteristics, such 

as gender, body weight (obesity), level and type of physical activity, pathology, muscle 

atrophy and osseous quality, which may influence the success of a total hip arthroplasty. 

Figure 5.86 presents some factors that can influence, ones more than others, success of a 

hip prosthesis procedure (translated from Ramos and Simões, 2017). The inclusion of 

the “luck” factor may be of some disagreement and controversy (the majority of us 

believe that medicine should not be a subject of luck!) but the degree of scientism in a 

total hip arthroplasty does not, unfortunately, eliminate this condition within the 

surgical procedure. To this ‘unpredictability’ factor, one must add the predicted and less 

desirable tissue reactions towards "foreign element". 

 

During the procedure, the damaged joint is resurfaced, and femoral head is 

removed and replaced by a metal stem that is inserted and either cemented or "press 

fitted" into the femur’s bone marrow. Once the prosthesis stem is set inside the femur, a 

metal or ceramic sphere is placed on the upper part of the stem, replacing the damaged 

femoral head that was previously removed. Then, the damaged articular cartilage is 

removed from the acetabulum, being replaced by a metal socket – acetabular cup, which 

may, once again, be cemented or screwed to the pelvis bone or instead contain a highly 

porous surface that may allow tissue to regenerate within it, naturally grasping the metal 

component. Between the new ‘ball-and-socket’ of the prosthesis, a polyethylene, 
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ceramic or metal liner is inserted, providing a smooth gliding surface that eases the 

movement between the two parts. 

 

 

 
Figure 5.86 
Some design factors to be considered within the development of a bone implant  
Translated from Ramos and Simões, 2016 

 

Once the prosthesis has been implanted, an initial inflammatory response and 

modification to the implant surface occurs, which is determined by the properties of the 

constituent biomaterial. The nature of these phenomena depends not only on the 

presence of the foreign body but also on the material’s chemical and physical 

characteristics and its degradation particles. The basic response observed from six to 

twelve weeks after the arthroplasty, is the formation of a dense fibrous tissue, which 

encapsulates the implant. After detecting a foreign mass, the human body tries various 

mechanisms to destroy it and if it fails to do so then it isolates the material through a 

fibrous encapsulation of the strange mass. 
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The post-operative recovery recurring from an arthroplasty is dependent on the 

type of the implanted prosthesis, the weight of patient (obese or not), on possible 

disruptions during surgery, such as unforeseen fractures or poor fixation, and so on. In 

hip procedures, when uncemented, it is only recommended partial support on the 

operated side throughout the first 8 weeks, until fair osseointegration of the prosthesis is 

evidenced. With cemented prosthesis, it is generally allowed tolerable or even full body 

load/support, as the cement ensures immediate adherence of the prosthesis to the bone. 

 

Physiotherapy is frequently advised for full recovery of mobility and muscular 

strength, however, in some cases, of usually more participative patients and with no 

excess of weight, doctors witness rapid recoveries without physiatrist intervention. Even 

though the time for recovery might depend on some particular details concerning the 

methods of the procedure, full recovery is often attained after approximately 4 months 

from the surgery. 
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PROPOSAL  
 

Procedures involving the placement of prosthesis – arthroplasties, are considered 

very mutilating surgeries, causing the amputation of the articular surfaces and the 

resultant change in joint kinematics and severe loss of sensory mechanisms – 

proprioception. These procedures are not always well accepted by more psychologically 

vulnerable patients, even if the functional result is gratifying. The idea of having an 

artificial joint or any other foreign replacement, usually generates psychological 

changes in patients as they feel somehow crippled by the sever of part of their body, and 

replacement by an artificial one.  

 

Very often, the orthopaedic doctor keeps, in the consultation office, an identical 

prosthesis to the one to be implanted into the joint. Some patients want to understand 

the procedure and to be shown what will be implanted, inquiring about the material, its 

durability, the risks of surgery, the size of the incision, etc, while others do not want to 

see the prosthesis and become apprehensive about hearing the description of the 

surgery. These last patients generally correspond to cases with more difficulty in 

recovery, developing post-operative anxiety, and, generally, becoming less tolerant of 

the consequent pain and less cooperative in the recovery process.  

 

Let’s then envision that choice and customisation/aestheticisation of the 

prosthesis is made available to the patient - it is likely that their interest on the 

procedure rise and that, availing of the ‘choice’ factor, these might even become 

emotionally attached to the prosthesis/addendum/foreign object (not yet talking about 

potential beneficial psychological impacts). In fact, one may argue that the following 

proposals do somehow intertwine with the most recent advancement in the creation of 

hip replacements – the “anatomically adapted prosthesis”. Also called of “custom made 

prosthesis”, these have been recently presented and have triggered great interest and 

curiosity from the medical community (Relvas, 2007; Relvas et al., 2009, 2010), 

enabling an almost complete contact of the replacement stem and the femoral medullary 

canal, allowing the transfer of stresses to the bone in a more balanced and even way (as 

in cemented prosthesis), ensuring a perfect fit of the prosthesis to the bone because it’s 

geometry is defined by a computed tomography (CT scan) or X-rays of the patient’s 
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femur, and thus, mimicking the femoral canal cavity in which it will be implanted 

(Aldinger and Mitzkat, 1983; Relvas 2007; Relvas et al, 2009; 2010, Vander Sloten, 

1990).  In his PhD, Relvas (2007) proposes a manufacturing process with the following 

stages (Fig. 5.87): 

 

 
Figure 5.87 
Concept and architecture of a manufacturing system for anatomical adapted prosthesis  
Relvas et al., 2009, 2010; Ramos e Simões, 2017 
 

 

As an attempt to minimise or deflect the negative effect resulting from this 

surgery, the procedure may also be faced as a physical transformation that availing of 

the medical need and motive may be faced as an opportunity to aesthetically 

modify/enhance the patient’s body. It is then, as a hipper-valorisation of the surgical 

circumstance, and beseeching self-pleasure (psychologically speaking) by being offered 

the choice of ‘re-designing’ their own body that emerges the potential of presenting a 
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series of hip replacements that exemplify the materialisation of the idea behind this 

proposal. These proposals may then range from diamond set hip replacements (Fig.5.88; 

Fig.5.89), to recreating the prosthesis structure by turning it three-dimensionally and 

pleasantly perceivable through medical scanning (Fig.5.92; Fig.5.93), 

engraving/indenting poems or meaningful sentences which may also be perceived via 

X-ray (Fig.5.97; Fig.5.98; Fig.99; Fig.100; Fig.101) and recreating its structure by 

turning it lighter and more dynamic (Fig.5.94; Fig.5.95; Fig.5.102). Furthermore, the 

aim is to propose the turning of a mere joint replacement into a piece of exquisite 

jewellery (not necessarily regarding precious materials but rather the aesthetic 

aspect/potential) that one does not wear for a public scenario but rather for what it 

means for the self, as a hidden treasure, defying the conventional aim of adornment and 

medical prosthesis. 

 

There is, in fact, the so asked question of visibility and ability to be touched or 

somehow felt. Well, may one hypothetically imagine that the X-Ray now becomes the 

new portrait, in which, having basic notions of the implicit radiations, one may fairly 

predict how the visualisation of each of the hip replacements would be, depending on 

the material density, overall structure and possible indentations (Fig.5.90; Fig.5.93; 

Fig.5.96; Fig.5.101). 
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Figure 5.88 
Thompson prosthesis (femoral component) with brilliant cut cubic zirconia set.  
2012 

 

 
Figure 5.89 
Thompson prosthesis (femoral component) with brilliant cut cubic 
zirconia set (detail). 
2012 
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Figure 5.90 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prothesis inside the body  
X-ray of Thompson prosthesis (femoral component) with brilliant cut cubic zirconia set.  
2012 
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Figure 5.91 
3D CAD image - recreating the prosthesis structure by turning it three-
dimensionally and pleasantly perceivable through medical scanning.  
2012 

 

 
Figure 5.92 
Hollow perforated gold plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral component). 
2012 
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Figure 5.93 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prothesis inside the body. 
Hollow perforated gold-plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral component) - recreating the prosthesis structure by 
turning it three-dimensionally and pleasantly perceivable through medical scanning.  
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Figure 5.94 
Filigree gold plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral component). 
2012 

 
Figure 5.95 
Filigree gold plated silver hip prosthesis 
(femoral component) (detail). 
2012 
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Figure 5.96 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prothesis inside the body. 
Filigree gold plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral component) - recreating the prosthesis 
structure by turning it three-dimensionally and pleasantly perceivable through medical 
scanning.  
2012 

 

 
Figure 5.97 
3D CAD images - engraving/indenting poems or meaningful sentences which may also be 
perceived via X-ray (detail) 
(images produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
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Figure 5.98 
3D CAD images - engraving/indenting poems or meaningful sentences which may also be perceived via X-ray 
(detail) 
(image produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
© Olga Noronha 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.99 
3D CAD real simulation – Poem engraved/indented hip prosthesis (femoral component). 
(images produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
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Figure 5.100 
3D CAD real simulation – Poem engraved/indented hip prosthesis (femoral component) (detail). 
(images produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
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Figure 5.101 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prosthesis inside the body.  
Poem engraved/indented hip prosthesis (femoral component) - recreating the prosthesis structure by 
turning it three-dimensionally and pleasantly perceivable through medical scanning.  
2012 
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Figure 5.102 
3D CAD real simulation – Recreating its structure by turning it lighter and more dynamic 
(femoral component). 
(image produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
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Figure 5.106 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Intracorporeal prothesis proposals.  
Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
 
A – 3D scanning portable devices application 
B –Black lace  
C– Hip Replacement Walking Stick, © Olga Noronha 
D – Biomechanical tattoos 
E – Schmuck unter der Haut, Peter Skubic, 1975-1982, Photograph by Wilhem GaubeF– Dot – X-rayed diamond,  
F - Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade, © Olga Noronha 
G – Marriage a la Mode, engagement ring with hidden diamond, 2010 © Olga Noronha 
H – Tattoo scene from the movie Crash, Directed by David Cronenberg, 1996 
I– Prostheses of hand, Ambroise Paré's, Ambroise Paré's Instrumenta chyrurgiae et icones anathomicae (Surgical 
Instruments and Anatomical Illustrations), 1564, Paris, France 
J –Georgious Sims secret message locket  
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 The intracorporeal prosthesis here proposed emerge from an extensive study on 

the conditions that lead to joint deterioration, on the evolutionary history of 

intraarticular prosthesis (particularly hip replacements), on the procedure and resultant 

post-operative follow-up. The diagram presented above aims to work as a visual final 

summation of this sub-chapter. Replicating the same structure of the previous 

summation diagrams and still having the main proposals as central images, it exposes 

images that relate to theoretical, conceptual and three-dimensional references.  

 

By aiming to establish an intermediate point between body modification and 

medicine, as mentioned in the introductory chapter, and through gathering inspiration 

and understanding from theory, performance and fetish based images (Fig,5.106H), 

intricate objects that contain hidden ‘treasures’ (Fig.5.106G; Fig.5.106J), fictitious 

portraits of the body inside (Fig.5.106I) real and fictional intracorporeal scanning 

methods (Fig.5.106A) and previously developed practice (Fig.5.106C), the medical-

jewel object is here taken to its deepest level of insertion and thus tactile and visual 

perception. The joint prosthesis is then presented, not only as a foreign body required 

for medical treatment, but also as a cultural/personal object beyond its medical 

properties – jewellery ‘becomes the body’ as it is an element of replacement of a part of 

the body, physically and psychologically/emotionally incorporated into that body.  

 

Through extracting the ‘object’ from its medical context, understanding peoples’ 

reactions towards this ‘object’ and then reintroducing it as a means of repair that avails 

or suggests the possibility of embellishment or customisation, the prosthesis becomes 

the materialisation of a process of articulating and understanding emotional impulses. 

As matter of fact, there is no record of hip prosthesis being aestheticised or culturally 

introduced as less ‘frightening’ heavy objects of replacement64 and, therefore these 

proposals, most certainly, raise a great variety of questions on how these objects may be 

faced by a varied public, in different contexts.  

																																																								
64 Apart from those of Christoph Zellweger’s work which completely decontextualise de object (refer to Chapter 
Two) 
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The analysis of these questions and studies will continue in the coming chapter, 

where the general aspects of the proposed medical-jewels will be understood for their 

emphasis in different contexts. The information obtained through case studies, 

questionnaires, semi-structured and informal conversations will be analysed and 

digested by means of indicating that these objects articulate and convey knowledge in 

themselves, as well as in the different contexts these may assume or be placed at. 
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Six 
KNOWLEDGE CONTRIBUTION THROUGH 
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDINGS 
 

‘BECOMING OF THE BODY’ – ASTHETICISATION OF THE BODY 

- ART 

- FASHION 

 

‘BECOMING OF THE BODY’ - NATURALISATION IN THE BODY65 

- SCIENCE 

 
 
 
 
 
 

																																																								
65	as integrated and integral to the body	
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 This chapter maps the terrain and locates the work’s position by understanding 

the participants’ perception of the previously presented designs, in different contexts in 

which it is made accessible to the public.  
 

 A set of questions was posed to participants, in a format of Semi-

structured/unstructured conversations and questionnaires to ascertain responses to the 

work that they were engaging with. The list of questions was addressed to individuals 

from different professional practices and from different cultural backgrounds and was 

formulated in terms of overall engagement with the work and processes by which the 

work was developed. 

 “Interpretive content analysis” (Creswell, 2007) was used to analyse the 

qualitative data, educed from in-depth individual reflections; collective themed 

discussions with participants; published articles on the research; transcripts of 

conversations; voluntary comments and unsolicited approaches from interested parties. 

Through cumulating and evaluating responses from the data, conclusions were drawn as 

to the distinctive characteristics of each of the two contexts of reception/engagement.   

Mainly focusing on public engagement towards the research questions66 being 

hereby explored, the responses, significant statements, sentences or quotes, provided, 

when methodologically coded, a patterned understanding of how the interviewees 

reacted to the presented work. 
 

The responses were coded and evaluated through ‘horizontalising’ 67  the 

qualitative data as to “forge common understanding” (Creswell, 2007, p. 62) of 

common patterns of engagement/reception in two contrasting contexts – ‘becoming the 

body’: aesthetically and as integrated and integral to the body. 

 

Rather than defining what the object is per se or does (the ontological status of 

the work), the chapter is about understanding the movement of the objects across 

different epistemic constructs. So, the research moves to understand how the different 

																																																								
66	 “How can naturalisation in the body occur?”; How can the jewellery object become an integrated and integral 
part of the body?”; “Can functionality extend to thoughts and feelings?”	
67	‘Horizontalisation’ of data refers to the process of listing each of the relevant quotes of the studied topic, giving 
them equal value.   (Padilla-Díaz, 2015)	
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works perform in different situations, provoking and rising questions that are both 

specific to and across the two contexts. 
 

Note: all respondents are anonymised and therefore no referencing has been done when 
quoting their answers.  
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‘BECOMING OF THE BODY’ – ASTHETICISATION OF THE BODY 
 

- ART 

 ‘Art objects’ are commonly seen as products of the expression and application 

of man’s creative imagination and skills in transient or perpetual creations that emanate 

from conceptualisation. ‘Art’ refers to artefactual constructs that are aimed to 

(ambiguously) appeal universally to any audiences, regardless of what localises them 

sociologically (Mo Dodson, 2003). As Mo Dodson states (2003), “it is the potential 

universality which defines the art object, not the location of its source in space, time and 

social structure”.  

Grant Allen (1877) stated that the ‘aesthetic experience’ is the distinctive human 

manifestation of an instinct profoundly embedded in animal nature (Allen, 1877). 

‘Aesthetic experience’ and ‘aesthetic judgment’68 are held to be the appropriate valuing 

approaches towards the ‘art object’, which fundamentally retains an ornamental and 

symbolic character. Through the positioning of ‘medical jewellery’ in art 

gallery/museum settings, was aimed an accumulation of responses (‘aesthetic 

experiences’ and ‘aesthetic judgments’) that depicted how the jewellery speaks and the 

different subjects it speaks about in that same context.  Therefore, through 

understanding the jewellery to render notions of ‘use’ and ‘symbolic’, the enquiries 

presented to participants pointed towards the comprehension of the ‘objects’ as 

aesthetic, discursive and epistemic. 

In the exhibition of the jewellery at Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 

Portugal 21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 201369, the work was meticulously displayed and the 

‘objects’ were laid out to provide a clinical and antiseptic feel. The exhibition rooms 

were, indexed by numbers (of the five levels of the proposals70), thus choreographing 

way spectators travelled through the gallery (Fig. 6.1 and Fig. 6.2; Fig.6.3) 

 

																																																								
68	‘Aesthetics’ - branch of philosophy or academic discipline that analysis such judgments and the objects to which 
they are applied.	
69	Refer to Appendix	
70	Refer to Chapter Five	
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Figure 6.1 and 6.2 
Medical Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
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Figure 6.3 
Medical Jewellery – room 3 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 

 

In the transitional spaces between rooms, antiseptic liquid dispensers were 

attached to the walls, with indication of compulsory use, and on the floor, long red vinyl 

lines demarked the procedural passage – “Procedimentos Cirurgicos” (translates: 

“Surgical Procedures”) (Fig.6.4). In one of the gallery’s walls, featured the schematised 

guidelines for the proposal and (hypothetical) application of the presented objects 

(Fig.6.5). 
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Figure 6.4 
Procedimentos Cirurgicos” 
Medical Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 

 

 
 

Figure 6.5 
Schematised guidelines for the proposal application of the presented objects 
Medical Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
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At the private view event, each visitor was offered a pair of disposable 

microporous overshoes (Fig.6.6) and, each was guided to disinfect their hands prior to 

entering the exhibition rooms. The visitors themselves became part of the exhibition and 

performance. 

 

 
 
Figure 6.6 
Visitors wearing disposable microporous overshoes  
Medical Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Clementina Ferreira 
 
 

To stimulate tendentious understandings and reactions from the public, not only 

a surgical theatre was simulated as an installation (Fig. 6.7), but also, in front of it, a 

projection of an actual orthopaedic arthroscopy was on loop (Fig. 6.8), with the 

surgeon’s voice and surgical noises in the background, along with Moonlight Sonata 

(Piano Sonata No. 14 in C-sharp Minor, Op. 27, No. 2: Sonata quasi una fantasia) by 

Ludwig van Beethoven71. 

																																																								
71	Specifically chosen to stimulate introversive, ambiguous reactions/sensations.	
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Figure 6.7 
Surgical Theatre - installation 
Medical Jewellery – room 3 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 

  

 
 
Figure 6.8 
Projection 
Medical Jewellery – room 3 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
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During the opening event, a performance happened, in which a series of 

‘patients’ (models) walked through the rooms towards the ‘surgical theater’, wearing all 

orthoses72 that had been previously removed from their display stands. Upon arrival, 

each piece was carefully removed from the ‘patients’’ body by the ‘surgeon’ (myself) 

and an actual nurse who performs surgical auxiliary functions, being placed on the 

operating table (Fig. 6.9).  The pieces then simulated a whole body, being left for 

appreciation by the audience (Fig. 6.10) – the ‘objects’ removed from the body, reduced 

to purely aesthetic and symbolic ‘objects’.  

 

 
 
Figure 6.9 
Performance 
Medical Jewellery – room 3 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Clementina Ferreira 

 

																																																								
72	Refer to Chapter Five - 1st Orthotics	
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Figure 6.10 
Pieces displayed in the operating table. 
Medical Jewellery – room 3 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
 
Photograph by Clementina Ferreira  
 

Upon this contextualisation, visitors were enquired on their perception of the 

jewellery and on its aesthetic potential towards the body. Surprisingly, the somehow 

expected opinions that jewellery is used to embellish the body and to aesthetically 

complement characteristics of the wearer, were scarce. Perceptions ranged from seeing 

jewellery as symbols of status and religiosity, to those who considered it as “non-

permanent expressions of feelings and moods” (Respondent A.3) and as “forms of 

expression of art” (Respondent A.2). 

 

Some described the jewellery to be the medium that “captures the essence of 

rarity and timelessness - two features of our reality that in a materialistic point of view, 

are external to human kind” (Respondent A.4). Jewellery was seen by many as being 

able to create illusions of change in how the body is perceived, mainly by the “physical 

change created by the accessory - transformational jewellery” (Respondent A.5), 
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which, within the art context, was about transforming the jewellery ‘objects’ into works 

of art, while presented as being intimately related to science. 

 

I am looking for a special gift for our registry coordinator, who is retiring from 
the Australian Orthopaedic Association National Joint Replacement Registry. 
(…) It seems that the hip replacement prosthesis sculpture (…) would make the 
perfect gift! (Email 1) 

 

 The ‘objects’ while retaining their jewellery and art qualities, were recognised 

as epistemic ‘objects’ for they make the public “conscious about [the body], its 

movement, its articulation, and its structure” (Respondent A.2). 

 

Bearing in mind that the enquiry aimed at jewellery in general and that the 

respondents included exhibition visitors and public outside the location, participants’ 

answers were remarkably conditioned by the context/setting in which the work was 

showcased. While gathering the participants’ understanding on how the jewellery 

‘object’ becomes integrated in the body, contrasting opinions arose, some of which 

defended that the closer the ‘object’ is to the body, “the more personal the message is - 

used as sort of a ‘reminder’ for someone or an event in our lives” (Respondent A.5) and 

others who addressed a rather physical kind of integration. Along with a comparison 

between the conventional ornamental and symbolic jewellery to be placed at the surface 

of the wearer’s skin and on how much more intimate it would be if the piece of 

jewellery was integrated in the body, arguments were raised on how people “are not 

judged by wearing earrings at all, even though the process of putting earrings on is 

similar to piercing any other part of the body” (Respondent A.1). 

 
A ring is just a ring, whether integrating something in the body becomes a part 
of you, becomes you. Once you start talking and going into the body it becomes 
almost a prosthetic, it is a foreign body that goes inside of yourself and 
somehow it might become you by enhancing yourself. (Respondent A.1) 

 

In this line of thought, the jewellery ‘object’, when introduced in the body, 

‘becomes the body’ first physically since it is inside the wearer’s body and then there 

might be an emotional and psychological adaption towards thinking that it is indeed part 

of that body, of the person who ‘wears’ it. Jewellery was, in this context, not seen for 
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enhancing body capabilities but rather for enhancing the emotional and psychological 

side of who ‘wears’ it. Testimonials stated that some of the participants had already 

integrated jewellery into their body, for finding the process of modifying their body 

very ritualistic and intimate. Here, the importance on being able to modify the self was 

overvalued by the will of understanding the biology of the body, the healing process, 

and so on - “modifying one's biology in a conscious manner is very empowering. I am 

interested in the concept of jewellery that sits as if it is ‘stapled’ - almost like a hybrid” 

(Respondent A.6). 

 
I think it is a very intimate thing to choose! I would prefer having a piece of 
jewellery inside my body rather than having something to be seen by people 
outside, because when I get things, I get them for myself, for what they mean to 
me, for me everything is very personal. (Respondent A.1) 
 

 
Indeed, the pieces not only triggered discussions on the interior-exterior body 

but also, even though as objects in themselves, in isolation, seemed to have created a 

“’volte-face’ of less pleasant material” (Visitor 7)– medical material and interventions.  

 
Rembrandt demonstrated in "The Slaughtered Ox (1655)," that everything real, 
even the anonymous, becomes art. The work presented in this exhibition 
demonstrates the same! It is a question of talent, genius of the ‘transfigurator’ 
poet, painter, sculptor or jeweller... (Visitor 11) 
 
To transform the ugly into the beautiful, the rejection into attraction, is 
something of poetry. (Visitor 8) 
 

Even though it is seen by many as pieces to be placed under a glass dome as 

‘treasures’ that combine ‘art’ per se and “the ‘art’ of doctors” (Visitor 10), plenty of 

participants ventured to think about the legitimacy to ‘cross’ jewellery with medical 

practices. The possible real application of those ‘objects’ in medical/surgical contexts 

was, by many, recognised, for seeing their ability to provide “the right to self-

satisfaction, to a certain feeling of ‘recovered’ happiness from or over an unfavourable 

physical situation”, as “an elegant and sophisticated view of a tough, tense medical 

approach” (Visitor 4) 
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It would be interesting if all these proposals had a database that gave medical 
indications. (Visitor 12) 

 

The same way jewellery has always had the body as its starting point, medicine 

has too, and, by acknowledging the work exhibited for sharing the same principles of 

medicine, fair interest was raised on the aesthetic result that can be added to the body in 

the event of having deficiency or an accident. Both the medical act and the alteration or 

repair of the body through jewellery were considered interventions that, depending on 

their physical intent and in the concept to be conveyed (revealing, repairing, enhancing) 

and despite being ethically controversial, may point to “solving a physical problem in 

an artistic and creative way – ethics vs. aesthetics” (Respondent A.8). A “different way 

of facing the evils of the body” (Visitor 2), which, as stated by a surgeon, represented 

“original ideas for fulfilling the dream of all surgeons: surgery in gold!” (Visitor 6) 

 
In fact, the work expresses what we, surgeons, want for the patients who put 
their confidence in us: that the operative act gives them a new ‘golden’ future 
life. (Visitor 6) 

 

Understanding the art object to deconstruct the idea of use, the ‘objects’, when 

presented in an art context, where dissociated from their functional significance and 

therefore increased in their ornamental and symbolic character. Through the aesthetic 

response and aesthetic (or perhaps ‘expressive’) work (Mo Dodson, 2003), ‘use’ 

became a notion or a symbol and so the art ‘object’ became the expressive object rather 

than the useful object.  

‘Medical jewellery’ was understood as the aesthetic (or non-functional) object 

which exists outside of the organism’s own body yet disclosing and opening to medical 

practices by helping to break down preconceptions and by stimulating debate on 

physical disability and on the repaired body. The jewellery ‘objects’, even though 

presented as material artefacts in isolation, recall to the human body. These were then 

perceived as functional objects of medicine acting aesthetically - the transformation of a 

medical device into an ornamental and symbolic element that carried no functional 

purpose but that of conveying knowledge.   
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FASHION 
 

In fashion, jewellery in general or in of a specific setting, the ‘object’ is 

commonly created for consumers, which, perhaps intend to express themselves as 

individuals or members of a broad collective. These preferences of self-expression are, 

however, very much influenced by group behaviours at any given time and place, 

dictating what the populations’ needs and desires are, and making sure these are not 

only fully met, but are also presented with plenty of choice for their fulfilment. 

 

However, as Haug argues, consumer’s/people’s sensual self-expression is rather 

converted into the commodity, as instead ‘things’ become expressions of themselves 

(Haug, 1986).   

 

 

 
 
Figure 6.11 
U Magazine (Issue 100)             
November 2013          
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Figure 6.12 
A - FAINT magazine (Aphrodisia issue) November 2014 
B - Idol Magazine (Issue 3) 2013 
 

 

The ideas above are borne out in the research conducted with the responses 

collected while contextualising this research’s practice work in the field of fashion (in 

editorial features (Fig. 6.11; Fig. 6.12); field interviews and talks (Fig. 6.13; Fig. 6.14); 

fashion catwalk shows and short-termed exhibitions73 (Fig. 6.15; Fig. 6.16 and 6.17), an 

understanding of how the ‘medical jewellery’ objects were perceived was gathered, 

focusing on the ‘object’ for being both an aesthetic and functional accessory, yet of 

secondary use, for self-decoration and personal significance or to raise attention in 

public display.  

 

																																																								
73	Refer to Appendix	
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Figure 6.13 
ATTITUDE magazine (issue 55) 
2014 
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Figure 6.14 
Fora de Serie magazine 
November 2014 
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In enquiring into jewellery in a fashion context it seems that it is perceived by 

most people as either or both (1) a satisfaction of a desire to provide ornament to the 

otherwise unqualified bodies, aesthetically enhancing it, and (2) a vehicle to convey a 

variety of statements, some frivolous in character and some serious, about attitudes, 

concerns and thoughts on the political, social, cultural or environmental.  It is noticeable 

the predominance of immediate and glib responses that indicate that for some jewellery 

is merely a way of adding glamour or elegance to “a simple or boring outfit” 

(Respondent F.17); that is, used to embellish the body, aesthetically complementing 

characteristics of the wearer, emphasising distinct parts of her, or his, physique to make 

beautiful or interesting or both. In addition, it may be worn to not only attract/draw 

attention to desirable areas, the ‘fashioned objects’ may also be a medium for shocking 

the viewer, by making subtle or bold statements about the wearer, marking her or him 

out from the crowd (which could somehow be looked by Psychiatry as a micro-version 

of histrionic disorder74). Despite these somewhat ‘material’ takes on jewellery, to which 

we could add those who describe it as a possible statement of affiliation (club-istic or 

societ-ary) very often used to taunt others with its material value and exquisiteness, 

there are views that defend that jewellery is not a mere accessory but rather the 

materialisation, projection and expression of one’s identity, and as a locus for 

memories, beliefs, and of great sentimental value, becoming an intrinsic part of the 

wearer.  

 

Recognising ‘aesthetic enhancement’ as a not so subjective topic in the fashion 

field, the participants were asked about their opinion on its meaning regarding jewellery 

in general. The overall agreed sense of aesthetic enhancement derives from pre-set 

positive associations in human evolutionary psychology in combining forms and shapes 

from nature and/or technology, with our own and, therefore, jewellery can, according to 

people's taste and/or intentions, undertake several different forms of impact in our 

bodies and in the eyes of the others. The responses lead to understand that the 

primordial function of jewellery is to work as an ‘extra/appendix’ that lengthens, 
																																																								
74	Individual who suffer form histrionic personality disorder, also known as conversion disorder, are 
prone to emotional display, expressing dramatic, attention-seeking, overly reactive behavior.	
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pronounces, complements and/or boosts one’s body and ego. It is an element that, 

through highlighting/extolling the wearer's best body parts or by “mask[ing] a part of 

your body by bringing attention to another” (Respondent F.9), empowers the wearer. 

Physically, the ‘fashioned object’ may restrain or enhance the wearer’s body (surface) 

in terms of its volume, as it may also accompany the lines of the body rather than 

changing its contours, “blending within the skin” (Respondent F.1). However, 

contrasting opinions arise: “Jewels themselves do not improve, but rather just 

confer/grant, add, suggest a situation of high aesthetic appreciation, beyond to the 

wearer’s own physiognomy” (Respondent F.16). From this point of view, the “jewel can 

be, aesthetically, (…) a ‘weapon’, when customising/personalising our convictions” 

(Respondent F.8), transmitting visual or tactile perceptions that may vary from merely 

ornamental, symbolic or can even have “casual sexual connotation to any usage” 

(Respondent F.13). 

 

How can jewellery then become integrated, act in/on and further, into the body of 

the wearer? Well, from most fashion-set perspectives, the ‘object’ goes no further than 

that of an extension/prolongation of the actual body, worn at the surface of skin, “not 

hurting, being comfortable” (Respondent F.11), and eventually as an “expression of a 

concept, a question remark [sic]” (Respondent F.2), “when the wearer identifies with a 

piece and wears it consistently” (Respondent F.3). 

  

The stronger and more intense/vivid the statement one wants to make through 
jewellery, the more integrated the jewellery becomes with the body. (Respondent 
F.5) 
 

There are, though, those who recognise potential for combining technology (and 

seemingly science) and jewellery, as, in the end “an earring or a piercing are 

automatically integrated in the body, since, as to be worn, these require the skin to be 

pierced” (Respondent F.10). Somehow, different perspectives on the ‘fashioned object’ 

still prevail, as it may become both an object of self-knowledge and self-satisfaction and 

still be in some way publicly exposed - “I like the idea of being able to place jewellery 

inside the body but for it to be seen from the outside” (Respondent F.10) – as “a large 
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round jewel stone embedded in between collarbones; its purpose is only ornamental; I 

imagine it replacing necklaces” (Respondent F.17). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6.15 
Medical Jewellery 
Lisbon Fashion Week ss14  
October 2013 
Photograph by Daily Press magazine 
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Figure 6.16 and 6.17 
Medical Jewellery 
Lisbon Fashion Week ss14 
October 2013 
Photograph by Artur Cabral 
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Set within a fashion catwalk context (Fig. 6.15; Fig. 6.16 and 6.17), spectators 

were asked their opinion on whether they thought jewellery could disclose and advance 

to medical practices to the public and, to what extent were medical interventions any 

different from acts of body modification (giving as examples piercings, tattoos, 

scarification75). There were few responses to the first question. Where there were 

responses these were mainly of a kind that played on the idea of the potential of 

jewellery to provide extra physical functionality for the body, or those where the idea 

was for jewellery to be used to overcome or divert illness-related stigma by “making it 

[the procedure and prosthetic] more aesthetically fashionable and attractive, instead of 

it having a cold and impersonal appearance” (Respondent F.2).  

 

While for the second question, there were interesting responses. The most 

common were about matters of ‘need’ (physical healing) and ‘desire’ (aesthetic 

purposes), in which the first is clearly seen as linked to priority needs and the other to 

one’s personal desire (Scruton, 1979) to make a statement or crave a permanent 

reminder – “The Human being, faces body modification as a valid intervention because 

it causes pleasure and above all is visible to the self and others” (Respondent F.10). 

 

Body modification implies a certain element of functionality vs. a replacement, 
which is no longer able to act as it is supposed to. I think it encompasses levels 
of people’s identities. There is less grey when it is no longer functional, easier to 
discard. In a body modification there is still an element that more could be done. 
(Respondent F.3)  

 

It was clear that, the hypothetical idea of being offered the chance to 

aesthetically enhance a prescribed medical element was overall rejected, as the notion of 

having a jewel inside the body was of no interest because it could not be seen or 

admired by the naked eye.  

 

Having an internal prosthesis as jewellery, knowing it's there but not seeing it, 
somehow removes the value that a jewel has for me: the aesthetic pleasure. 
(Respondent F.10) 

 

																																																								
75	Refer to Chapter Two	
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However, there was one contrasting response where the respondent mooted the 

idea that between body modification and surgical intervention/replacement, there could 

ultimately “in the limit, (…) be no difference at all” (Respondent F.7). This person saw 

both acts as “clear desires” to enhance the performance of the body for “any” specific 

purpose. It was in the same line of thought that some of the participants took the chance 

to actually idealise potential applications of ‘medical jewellery’, giving, as predictable 

in a fashion context, precedence to the physical and aesthetic qualities of the ‘object’ – 

“Gold staples on my stomach scar to cover it” (Respondent F.9) and “embellished 

tubing and embellished colostomy bag for individuals with Crohns who have had a 

fistula created in their abdomen and have to carry it around with them all their lives” 

(Respondent F.6).  

Of note: one respondent was receptive to intentionally having ‘medical 

jewellery’ introduced into his/her body, with no medical need whatsoever; attracted to 

and wishing to ‘possess’ (and be possessed) by the jewellery. The respondent didn’t 

indicate which specific object(s) they were most interested in. 

 

The discourse of fashion deals with ideas of identity construction, representation 

and, with notions of taste. The accessories one chooses to wear are conditioned by their 

personality, identity and emotional characteristics, and are aimed to provide aesthetic 

and psychological satisfaction.  

 

It is indeed through ‘aesthetic delight’ (Scruton, 1979) that people aim to draw 

attention to and display the ‘spectacular body’, based on common or certain judgments 

upon ‘beauty’. In fashion, one expresses the user's idea of themselves and their world in 

and through fashionable jewellery.  

 

The ‘medical jewellery’ objects presented in fashion were envisioned as objects 

of wonder and curiosity that recalled possible and different ways of internal and 

external displays, in manifesting an internal extension of self. Nevertheless, even 

though being perceived as objects of secondary use (aesthetic accessory), with no 

recognised ‘function’, these managed to raise discussions on the ‘adorned body’ and on 

the softening of the idea of the “cold and impersonal appearance” (Respondent F.2) of 
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medical devices. This research’s practice, in the fashion context, not only disclosed 

different perspectives on the ‘spectacular body’ – the perfect and imperfect body, but 

also achieved a public/common understanding on how ‘aesthetic delight’ (Scruton, 

1979) may help the medical object gain symbolic value through its aestheticisation.   
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BECOMING OF THE BODY’ - NATURALISATION IN THE BODY76  
 
- SCIENCE 

 
Science, in general, is frequently seen as the means for revealing the profound 

structures of nature through rational enquiry, requiring linguistic accuracy, impartiality 

and repeatability. As explained by Aldous Huxley, rationality requires the restricted use 

of language and impartiality towards the results of factual procedures based on 

continual and controlled interventions with natural methods (Huxley, 2010). However, 

science can also be considered as being a guide for regulating human relationships with 

‘objects’ and for subordinating ‘objects’ to our needs and requirements (Mo Dodson, 

2003).  

Associations between people and ‘objects’ are mediated according to notions of 

preference, demand, production, costs, supply and so on. These associations are indeed 

recognised not by observing individual humans –‘objects’ relationships but rather by 

understanding the collective relationship between particular groups of people and the set 

of objects these choose to utilise.  

The ‘medical jewellery’ collection was created with assiduous and rigorous 

research of materials, of forms and the precise techniques to be used in each medical 

procedure inferred. The jewellery pieces were presented within scientific contexts 

(medicine, bioengineering, psychology, etc), as mediums for informing specific public.    

As part of the PhD thesis, research was carried out to elicit and understand 

public responses to the work shown when thought about as objects of science. The 

research was conducted while the work was being shown at medical conferences and 

travelling ‘science’ exhibitions (Fig. 6.18; Fig. 6.19; Fig. 6.20). The research methods 

were mainly in the form of semi-structured interviews in the field, with further 

data/information gleaned through analysing writings about the work in formal literary 

publications and features (Fig.6.21; Fig.6.22; Fig.6.23). 

These semi-structured interviews worked through a set of questions aimed to 

																																																								
76	as integrated and integral to the body	
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ascertain how the ‘objects’, as scientifically contextualised jewellery, signified in 

scientific contexts. The focus, of the questions, was on the notion of function, if the 

objects were to be used in medical operations   – questioning operational function – the 

use of the aesthetic object in these procedures, the suitability of material and 

appropriateness of the forms.  

 

Figure 6.18 
Australian Orthopaedic Association - celebration of 80 years of orthopaedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement”, October 2016 

 

Figure 6.19 
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A - Olga Noronha’s banner 
Australian Orthopaedic Association - celebration of 80 years of orthopaedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement”, October 2016 
B - Olga Noronha’s banner and craft table for visitors                                  
Australian Orthopaedic Association - celebration of 80 years of orthopaedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement”, October 2016 
 

 

Figure 6.20 
A - “Be Inspired” poster - craft table for visitors 
Australian Orthopaedic Association - celebration of 80 years of orthopaedics in Australia 
Sydney Adventist Hospital and the North Coast of NSW 
October 2016 
B - Decorated hip replacement components (results of craft table) 
Australian Orthopaedic Association - celebration of 80 years of orthopaedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement” 
October 2016 
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Figure 6.21 
A - TECNIFAR magazine cover  
(issue 023) 
Tecnifar - Healthcare industry  
2016 
B - HUMANITY+ magazine  
Jewellery as Prosthesis 
http://hplusmagazine.com/2013/07/11/jewelry-as-prosthesis/  
2013 

 

 
Figure 6.22 
“Engenharia e Design: do conceito ao produto final” 
(translates: “Engineering and Design: from concept to final product”)  
Ramos, A., Relvas, C. Simões, J. A., Mota, L., Escola Superior de Artes e Design, Matosinhos, Portugal 
2017 (in press) 
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4 

Figure 6.23 
"A biomecânica da artroplastia total da anca" (translates: “The 
biomechanics of total hip arthroplasty”) 
Ramos, A., Simões, J. A. 
Universidade de Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal 
2017 (in press) 

 

Informed by the responses and comments gathered, it was easy to comprehend 

how the public was influenced by the pragmatics of the objects in scientific settings. 

Respondents showed a certain interest in understanding how the jewellery object 

behaves in relation to the human anatomy, on how it may interact with and be 

compatible with the human physiology and what eventual advantages and health 

benefits these might bring to the ‘patient-wearer’. 

Nota introdutória dos autores 
Um livro tem sempre um propósito, um objetivo, um fim. Este, o nosso, não contorna essa 
implacável realidade, essa lei. O livro que apresentamos versa sobre muitos, diversificados, e 
não menos importantes aspetos da artroplastia da anca, das “suas” próteses, dos seus 
materiais, dos seus revestimentos, das respostas dos tecidos ósseos, dos instrumentais 
cirúrgicos. A temática da artroplastia da anca têm sido ao longo dos anos objeto de intensa e 
difundida investigação. A primeira questão, legítima, que o leitor pode colocar é: porquê um livro 
sobre a artroplastia da anca escrita por “biomecânicos”? A resposta é simples: queremos 
partilhar cerca de vinte anos dedicados à investigação de um objeto tão simples quando uma 
haste com uma esfera que articula numa cúpula. Do ponto de vista mecânico é das peças mais 
simples que conhecemos. A prótese como objeto, em todas as suas vertentes, inclusivamente 
de adorno, apresenta-se como um objeto fascinante e desafiador a qualquer investigador. O 
desafio é tão belo quanto as próteses de joalharia desenvolvidas e propostas pela designer 
joalheira Olga Noronha, e que nos dá um prazer enorme em apresenta-las no nosso livro. Ei-lás 
(porventura as mais belas imagens do livro!). 
 
 

                     
 
“Próteses de anca” como objetos de joalharia (Olga Noronha) 
 
 
Este livro resulta das ”viagens” de dois investigadores realizadas ao longo destes últimos anos e 
que a dado momento se encontraram e seguiram juntas para um destino que finalizou na 
conceção e produção deste livro. O início da viagem para o José António Simões foi desplotado 
pela “paixão” pelos materiais compósitos, há cerca de 20 anos atrás, e que o motivou em 
embrenhar-se na Biomecânica (na altura esta área científica nem existia em Portugal!). As 
propriedades fantásticas que o carbono “oferecia”, em especial o desempenho que incutia nos 
veículos da Formula 1, o surgimento dos primeiros artigos científicos referentes às próteses 
compósitas, aliado à secreta paixão pela medicina ortopédica e pelos objetos de design 
industrial foram os ingredientes suficientes para estudar e investigar os problemas da prótese de 
anca e solucioná-los (pelo menos julgava que seria possivel) com a prótese de fibra de carbono. 
Achava que daria uma “bela” peça de design industrial. De facto, foi esse o desejo de “desenhar” 
uma prótese de anca em materiais compósitos porque oferecia uma estética agradável a um 
objeto altamente tecnológico (pelo menos era essa a espetatitiva). Esta revelação até é contrária 
aos pressupostos necessários para desenvolver uma tese, muito menos de doutoramento. Na 
altura a ignorância sobre as complexidades e especificidades da problemática da artroplastia da 
anca era quase total e as surpresas foram acontecendo à medida que ia estudando o assunto, o 
que implicou muita criatividade científica para desenvolver e apresentar um conceito de uma 
prótese de anca de rigidez controlada (gradativa), fabricada em materiais compósitos de 
exececionais propriedades mecânicas, como “a minha tese”. Pela primeira vez apresentou-se 
uma prótese cuja rigidez material era variável, mimitizando de certa forma a estrutura do osso, 
ao contrário das tradicionais de titânio ou de crómio-cobalto que são de rigidez material 
constante.  
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When next questioned about the role of jewellery in general, research 

participants did not stress matters of aesthetics but rather on sharing concerns regarding 

physical suitability of the ‘objects’ and possible emotional and physical benefits of 

jewellery – “jewellery should work symbiotically with one’s anatomy” (Respondent S.6) 

- along with aspects of spiritual and health protection (jewellery as spiritual tokens).  

Recognising the idea of function in the jewellery presented, opinions were that, 

even though presented as mere hypothesis, if functionality was intrinsic to the ‘objects’, 

then as such the value of the jewellery object should also be made use of as a further 

functional feature. The awareness of the biocompatibility of the jewellery, generated 

confidence in the idea of its applicability and therefore respondents not only took the 

‘objects’ as vehicles of anatomical knowledge and as something that would actually 

work but also as jewellery, something that could further comfort and improve quality of 

life. 

When participants in the research in these contexts were questioned about the 

value of jewellery used in integration with the body, the responses ‘en bloc’ were that 

whether inserted in the body or placed externally, the ‘objects’ should be efficient, 

beneficial and provide aesthetic and personal value.   

If the jewellery is placed inside the body, it will continue to make sense because 
it remains attached to it. (Respondent S.10) 

Since we will want to pursue the nature of rarity and embrace timeless forms, 
we can merge all (…) concepts [by] bringing jewellery into the body whether 
the rest of the world will see it or not. (Respondent S.4) 

Upon the idea of insertion, opinions showed that jewellery could, however, 

arouse antagonistic feelings of pride or rejection. Of pride, when considered as such an 

important element that may allow “people to become themselves jewellery, taking (…) 

something that [one] feel[s] the need to hide and transforming it into to something [one 

is] proud of” (Respondent S.9), or it can, for some, relate to sensuousness77 or rejection 

for the simple idea of being ‘invaded’ by a foreign body. For some it is regarded as a 

state of consciousness – “an extension of character, if one lets it” (Respondent S.13), 

for others, pure fantasy. 

																																																								
77	Refer to Chapter Five	
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It can be painful by piercing. It can be a passing of consciousness for some a 
dissociation from reality [sic]. (Respondent S.3) 

 
Following the same line of discourse, participants appreciated the idea of 

crossing medical practices with the aesthetic and personal value provided by jewellery 

thus understanding jewellery to be a vehicle for disclosing and advancing to medical 

practices to the public. So, one of the respondents, in self-reflection, enquires: “Can the 

use of jewellery by doctors improve perceptions of medicine by the public?” 

(Respondent S.6) In fact, most of the participants unhesitatingly agreed that jewellery 

can indeed “open horizons” (Respondent S.19) to medicine and, one great example, as 

suggested by one respondent, would be that of the Charles Eames leg splints78, that not 

only was an ‘object’ with an obvious utilitarian function of helping to improve 

performance, but also a ‘product’ that could be displayed and valued as an ‘object’ of 

design/art.  

 
Since jewellery has evolved from removable ornaments to actual body parts, the 
public becomes more and more aware of the medical processes and practices. 
(Respondent S.17) 

 
           "Changing the stigma" (Respondent S.3) seemed to be a recurring subject in the 

discourse of participants. Not letting sickness overwhelm but rather ‘taking pleasure’ or 

‘satisfaction’ in recovery79; legitimising jewellery in the medical/surgical procedure so 

that, once the last is prescribed, people can become more informed and familiar with the 

medical and surgical procedures in which they were involved, were matters in which 

participants placed importance. The majority stated that if given the chance to interfere, 

have control over or even to choose how the repaired body is going to look, a ‘positive 

emotion’ would be added by using jewellery, thus turning the situation less painful and 

impersonal80. 

I think that if you are going to have surgery anyway why would you not think of 
having further control over it already? Should I not be able to manipulate (…) 
my body so that it somehow looks according to my taste?! I do indeed feel 
everything that goes on within the medical field is up – or down - to the doctor 
only and not to the patient. (Respondent S.1) 

 

																																																								
78	Refer to Chapter Two	
79	Refer to Chapter Four	
80	Refer to Chapter Four	
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(…) jewellery can act into the body through the possibility of utilising medically 
required objects as internal ornaments. (Respondent S.5) 

 
However, issues of ethics and bio-functionality were raised; some of those 

participating in the research believed that the medical field may not be very accepting of 

such proposals. Nevertheless, the same respondents argued that indeed some current 

medical practices allow the aesthetic improvement of the body and therefore, in that 

sense, jewellery, as well as other creative fields, may introduce new perspectives in 

medicine.  

  
 In the end, the example of the chain suture is almost as an act of self-mutilation 
or body modification but allied to a medical solution.81 (Respondent S.19) 

 
 

Regarding individual perspectives on the process of repairing an injured body 

and on the repaired body, one respondent stated that “we are all in a state of repair and 

renewal” (Respondent S.3) and that “the body under treatment is a body that, to a 

greater or lesser degree, suffers [and,] a treated body is like an ‘achievement’” 

(Respondent S.10), while others recalled personal experiences of complete helplessness 

during the repair process. One respondent described the repaired body “as a 

memorandum” (Respondent S.1), – “washing my leg I stop by my scar and 

subconsciously remember the reason why the scar is there. It does work as a 

memorandum, as something that makes me stop my quotidian rituals, to think.”82 

(Respondent S.1), 

 
It depends on the type of treatment and the level of ‘intrusion’; there are those 
who develop special forms of affection with their own scars. 83 (Respondent S.7) 

 
To some, the belief that technology can expand, and better human life, is a matter of 

excitement and for others it becomes some sort of fascination or even of aphrodisiac 

																																																								
81	Refer to Chapter Five – 2nd Sub-dermal and Exodermal	
82	Refer to Kuppers, P. (2007). The scar of visibility: medical performances and contemporary art. London: U of 
Minnesota Press.	
83	Refer to Kuppers, P. (2007). The scar of visibility: medical performances and contemporary art. London: U of 
Minnesota Press.	
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pleasure84.It is, in some cases, the notion of the presence of a technologised/mechanised 

foreign body that generates these feeling of intimacy and reverie. 

 

I have a four-year-old mechanical heart valve. It ticks! (Respondent S.14) 

I can't overcome the constant fascination with how we are able to establish 
magnificent repairs to our bodies, which compose such a complex integration of 
fluids, solids, live tissues, valves, bones, veins, electronic stimulus and so much 
more. (Respondent S.15) 

Even though society tends to discriminate those with repaired bodies, there's 
something uniquely aphrodisiac about a repaired body I must say.85 (Respondent 
S.15) 

 

Given the apparent complexity of the subject, there were those who could not give 

their opinion, as they did not understand the realm of the question. However, there was 

a consensus in the scope of understanding the body as inherently dependent of some 

kind of repair – “if not physically, then emotionally necessary for some people.” 

(Respondent S.15) 

The human being has a great capacity for physical and emotional adaptation 
therefore its own identity is being reformulated and reaffirmed according to the 
situation which he is in. (Respondent S.19) 

 

Attempting to gather a collective comparison between ‘the surgical act’ and ‘the act 

of body modification’, from a series of answers, only one was based on the predictable 

argument that the first is a functional need and the other has no (physical) function. 

Surprisingly, this question raised a critical discussion that led to different opinions from 

those reported in the previous contexts (fashion and art). Opinions where that, between 

‘the surgical act’ and ‘the act of body modification’, there were no differences as both 

are about necessity - the only difference is that one addresses a physical need and the 

other a psychological need (which, according to respondents, is not a question of 

sanity).  Presuming that physical needs overlap emotional needs, then “[one is] 

forgetting what Man is” (Respondent S.19). Arguments were that it is enough to alter 

geographic and cultural contexts to understand that “[the] notion of sanity no longer 

																																																								
84	Refer to David Cronenberg, J. B. (Writer), & Cronenberg, D. (Director). (1996). Crash [Motion Picture]	
85	Refer to David Cronenberg, J. B. (Writer), & Cronenberg, D. (Director). (1996). Crash [Motion Picture]	
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exists” (Respondent S.19). Giving as example scarification, which was by them 

described as “self-mutilation” (Respondent S.19), the respondents aimed to explain that 

such, in a Western context, is considered an act of debauchery and insanity but in other 

cultural contexts, the scar and the process through which it is obtained, is simply a 

cultural ritual.  

 

Referring to plastic surgery (not reconstructive), which demonstrates people’s 

emotional dissatisfaction envisaged in a body that can be subjected to alterations, 

respondents enquired themselves if such was a matter of satisfaction of need or of need 

for satisfaction. Their collective response was that Man should be granted freedom to 

make such interventions, for those might lead to the construction of his own identity. 

 
Since the beginning of the centuries the body has been a canvas ready to receive 
artistic performance. (Respondent S.19) 

 

Those who insert, for example, subdermal implants, believe that something in 

their body is missing; those who self-mutilate think that there is something in the body 

that does not belong there – “it is a process of mental and emotional catharsis through 

physical manifestation.” (Respondent S.16) 

 
Physical pain is overcome-able…intellectual pain isn’t. Pain and pleasure are 
based on the same ... they are only distortions of one another. (Respondent S.16) 

 

It was therefore with a set of self-imposed questions that the participants set the scene 

for furthering the discussion on how jewellery and medicine can be brought together: 

 

Is it an act of luxury? If the artistic act is not corrupted by the fact that it has 
economic intentions, why does the medical act have to be corrupted by it? 
(Respondent S.16) 

 

Even though some respondents recognise “medical body modification and 

aesthetic/superficial changes to the body” (Respondent S.14) to be complete opposites, 

answers evidenced general interest in the hypothesis of participating in the choice of 

their medical devices and materials, with the possibility of customising them. This way, 

the idea of assuming an active role and somehow taking control over the repair process 
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would supposedly make patients feel valued, more confident and comfortable with the 

situation and possibly more attractive and aesthetically enhanced.  

 
Jewels bring happiness. If what I have inside of me was chosen by me, I would 
feel much better. (Respondent S.12) 

 

Some respondents agreed that the idea of bringing medicine and jewellery 

together could turn such situations (medical repair) into “more beautiful, less heavy and 

painful, in a personal way, to those who think the use of something that is not part of 

their body but that will stay in it forever” (Respondent S.11) – “jewellery-esque 

devices?” (Respondent S.14) 

 

I would feel comforted if I had the chance of choosing what is inside of my body, 
even if for medical purposes. I would feel emotionally attached (…) by having 
something, which had my input. I think overall it is a control issue – (…) like 
when you are in a situation where you have no control at all and the idea of 
being able to somehow control, even if it is a tiny little bit, might ease the pain, 
vulnerability or uncertainty of that situation. (Respondent S.1) 
 
 
Opinions were that the aesthetic and formal aspects of jewellery, once combined 

with medical functions, could give rise to interesting results which would benefit both 

fields – “this way jewellery would gain more functions and applications and medicine 

would provide something more to the wearer/patient” (Respondent S.10). Through 

design and art, these objects would allow and integrate a conciliatory repair experience, 

rebuilding and communicating self-identity.  

 
Healing vs. communicating. (Respondent S.8) 

 
        “To be beautiful from the inside-out – physically as well as spiritually” 

(Respondent S.20), more visual tools for “see[ing] what's inside” (Respondent S.6) may 

be taken into consideration. Not only could jewellery be perceived and appreciated 

through other mediums/methods (“e.g. ultrasound, x-ray etc” (Respondent S.6)) but 

could also become “privately empowering internal object[s] for the individual” (Ibid) 

 
So, we must become aware of new mediums of ‘seeing’ embellishment, which is 
not always obvious to the naked eye. (Respondent S.6)  
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Following this line of discourse, participants where asked whether they would value the 

chance of personalising/customising the medical foreign body (if being prescribed one). 

Of all the answers to this question, only one was nugatory. The words ‘option’ and 

‘choice’ seemed to be recurrent in the respondents’ discourses, for they meant that the 

power of self-decision would make the medical object “more like [one’s] own body 

part” (Respondent S.2), “something unique that [one] can be proud of”, as, in the end, 

“we always want to add some value to everything we do or say - it’s all about the story 

you can tell after the intervention”. (Respondent S.4) 

 

Presuming that nobody enjoys having an external object inserted in their bodies 

for unavoidable medical purposes, respondents manifested fair enthusiasm in applying 

the hypothetical proposals to real-life medical interventions, stating and believing that 

“the ‘above’ concepts are (…) realistic and achievable in the foreseeable future”. 

 

If the situation would occur, I would much rather be able to customise as much 
as possible, without harming its original intent and performance, the inserted 
part. It would make it more of ‘me’ than a randomly created object. 
(Respondent S.5) 

 

I would enhance a big scar that I have in my stomach area, it is something that I 
feel self-conscious about and if I could bring the right attention to it I believe it 
would change the way I feel about it and myself. (Respondent S.9) 

 

Some, undoubtedly, said ‘yes’ to the idea of turning the medical object and the 

body into carrier of beauty, symbolism and positive emotions – “I could carry 

something I hold dear to me, [which, in this case] ultimately (…) is symbolic and self-

delusional but such is the nature of human psychology” (Respondent S.6)– others 

‘fantasised’ around the idea of becoming “a bona fide cyborg” (Respondent S.14) or of 

“tattooing it externally with said shape” 86  87  (Respondent S.13). Yet, very few 

demonstrated concern regarding matters of “identity” (Respondent S.3), “costs” 

(Respondent S.3), and “performance” (Respondent S.5). 

 

																																																								
86	Refer to David Cronenberg, J. B. (Writer), & Cronenberg, D. (Director). (1996). Crash [Motion Picture] 
87	Refer to Chapter Two	
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It depends how much I would want my identity dependent on it and the costs 
associated with it; if I would like to highlight the medical body then yes [sic]. 
(Respondent S.3) 
 
However, if I felt shame, distrust etc. then I would prefer not to. It also depends 
if the customisation affects the performance of the foreign body. (Respondent 
S.3) 

 

 

It was in the same line of thought that some of the participants took the chance 

to actually idealise potential applications of ‘medical jewellery’, giving precedence to 

the functional and aesthetic aspects of the devices, where “the use of 

sensors/technology” (Respondent S.14) and the insertion of “rubies in the tip of the 

thorax lines” (Respondent S.5) were mentioned. As influenced by the setting in which 

the ‘objects’ where presented, respondents’ creativity/imagination went towards 

describing the total or partial personalised decoration of artificial limbs, “temporary 

decorative acupuncture” (Respondent S.6), “medical face masks [to be applied] during 

bouts of illness, virus or epidemics” and “energy-generating jewellery using kinetic 

energy of blood circulation” (Ibid). 

 

I would seek to draw some physically proportionate and minimalist 1st class 
engineering of my injuries parts, to depict further vitality and strength. 
(Respondent S.13) 

 

The discourse of science, more specially medicine, deals with ideas of primary 

function for need fulfilment. The scientific ‘object’ therefore moves backwards into to 

the idea of use – it becomes a useful/necessary ‘object’. Nevertheless, with no 

underestimation of the ‘practical’, the ‘object’ shall not be understood in purely 

functional and economic terms, as Jerry Palmer writes (2003). The relationship between 

‘desire’ and ‘need’ is indeed what dictates ‘demand’ (Scruton, 1979).  

 

For van der Velde (1993), science cannot be dissociated from art as the first 

subordinates “form to function and raw materials, [not only] make[ing] objects that are 

useful” but also “beautiful because they are exactly what they should be” (Velde, 1993, 

p. 18).  It was in this apparent perspective that ‘medical jewellery’ was perceived, when 

scientifically contextualised. The relationship between aesthetics and function (‘need’ 
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and ‘aesthetic delight’ (Scruton, 1979) made the ‘objects’ to be perceived as jewellery 

that behave aesthetically but also suggest primary use. The ‘medical jewellery’ moved 

back to the idea of use, becoming science/medical ‘objects’ that mean the aesthetic 

object of art acting functionally – “symbols as well as utilities” (Mo Dodson, 2003).  

 

Use value [is inscribed] at the heart of the object (…) as the finality of the 
‘need’ of the object. (Baudrillard, 1981, p. 133) 

 

In this context, the ‘objects’, more than raising reflections on technology 

involved in the physical and tangible aspect of the proposals about body 

invasion/alteration under medical need, raised critical questions on how advancements 

in science relate to our identities and desires. This also encouraged moral and ethical 

debates and new understandings around the subject of inputting foreign bodies in the 

human body. 

 

(…) in psychiatry, (…) using it [-medical jewellery] as a mental status exam is 
important, but also as an expression for what each patient is experiencing would 
be both beautiful and jarring. (Respondent S.3) 
 
Well, I believe that in the near future we are going to replace the dying body 
with some kind of machine (here the consciousness plays the most important 
role in evolution) so I don't have any objection to this [medical] body 
modification. (Respondent S.14).    
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CRITICAL REVIEW/REFLEXIVE ACCOUNT  
 

 

The primary aim of this doctoral thesis was to bridge the division between 

medicine and body-modification through jewellery. Reflecting on previously developed 

practice, it became clear that this would be possible by transferring and incorporating 

jewellery characteristics into medical/surgical devices; refining and changing their 

appearance and through this ameliorating the connotations of the medical prosthetic and 

intervention for people in different circumstances – facing surgery or not, and across 

different contexts and practices. 

The research practice was developed in the creation of designs that function 

across and through layers - at the skin surface, exo-corporeally, sub-dermally and in an 

intra-corporeal level. ‘Medical jewellery’ is formed with a series of ‘objects’ that carry 

the concept of jewellery for medical repair; meaning that the medical object may be 

awarded aesthetic qualities yet still present bio-functional and biocompatible 

characteristics. These ‘objects’ are not only products of a jewellery-led creative process 

but also rely and are grounded on thorough scientific research. Making clear the reality 

of the objects as medical objects, they can be explored and understood as aesthetic 

enhancements of the body that have the possibility of being completely naturalised in 

the body - as a body replacement or part of it, as a completion or repair of the body 

and/or a prosthetic enhancement that extends the capabilities of the body.  

Even though clearly drawing on jewellery, ‘medical jewellery’ is based on 

research on current medical knowledge, and consequently does not aim to just represent 

the possible but rather show real possibilities. The research does not aim to define and 

pin down what the work is and how it should be read, interpreted and used in each 

context in which it is encountered (‘becoming of the body’ – astheticisation of the body; 

‘becoming of the body’ - naturalisation in the body88) but is instead about a set of 

movements through and across these contexts, to see how it acts in different settings 

and how the public responds to these shifts in engagement and understanding in 

different contextualisations of the work.  

																																																								
88	As integrated and integral to the body	
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In fact, the research never really aimed to unequivocally answer questions but 

rather raise the questions as provocations for the diverse public to engage with. 

‘Medical jewellery’, seeks answers to what it challenges in perception and value. It 

seeks to comprehend how these ‘objects’ of scientific technology and medical 

knowledge are aestheticised, how they are emotionally and physically experienced, and 

what knowledge they gather and convey. It seeks to understand the idea of jewellery 

used in medical practice helps patients to come to terms with medical procedures 

and implants/prostheses. 

As epistemic ‘objects’, they question bodies of knowledge, reflecting upon the 

processes through which the ‘object’ was made and how it continues to be ‘made’ in the 

presentation; instead of looking at the object fixed as an ‘art’, ‘fashion’ or ‘medical’ 

object one may consider it in the possibility of its movements across and through these 

contexts. 

‘Medical Jewellery’ therefore encompasses: 

1. a suggested/projected palliative function - helping patients come to terms with 

the 'alien' object inside of them - appreciating the medical object as a thing of 

value 

2. an epistemic function - help patients and public at large engage with the 

practices and developments in medicine  

3. an aesthetic function -  beautifies the body - hypothetically and possibly 

(given that there are those that want to actually have the medical jewels on or 

in their bodies) 
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EVALUATION  - Reflection upon the Research Methodology  

 

In evaluating the research, considering how the research may contribute and 

have traction with different communities of practice, ‘medical jewellery’ was shown in 

different contexts, which stimulated different engagements, reactions and reflections. 

Presenting the work to different bodies of understanding and knowledge allowed the 

possibility for an enquiry into how the different public engage with science and 

technology concerning the repair of the body and its aesthetic modification. 

Several questions were put to consenting individuals in the different 

communities of practice to educe their critical reflections on the work. The answers 

were coded and evaluated to afford an understanding of how the work resonates with 

that community and what additional questions and concerns there may be. In other 

words, ´medical jewellery’ was exhibited to appreciate the public´s understanding of the 

‘objects’ and, in turn, how the ‘objects’ may pose questions to regular understandings.  

Qualitative data analysis has shown that the work resonates differently in each 

setting and therefore is of polysemous nature: 

- In an art context, the ‘objects’ become aesthetic artefactual signifiers 

of the body’s fragility in the world.  

- In fashion the ‘objects’ are read as the expression of the user's idea of 

self in a social world 

- In science, the work is understood as an aestheticisation of the 

functional object that repairs or completes the corporeal self. 
-  

So how does the fashion object mean differently from the art object, and both 

from the science object? They enter different discourses - the first with no applicable 

use but is rather one of pure expression and signification; the second is of secondary use 

(adornment/ornament) and deals with ideas of identity construction, representation and 

notions of taste; and the last is an ‘object’ with primary function - of mending the body 

– which has aesthetic qualities that work back into the function (psycho-

therapeutically).  
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Throughout the conversations and in the questionnaires, most participants shared 

a consensus that ‘medical jewellery’ could, on a practical and emotional level, help 

patients come to terms with medical repair. Notionally, participants have foreseen the 

development of an emotional attachment to the medical object through encouraging the 

patient to personalise his/her own medical implant/prosthesis. 
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AWARENESS OF THE LIMITATIONS OF THE RESEARCH 

 
 
 

Despite developing and disseminating ‘medical jewellery’ as propositional and 

discursive objects, I believe the research would have been richer if I had been allowed 

(by Research Ethics Committee) to establish contact with actual patients or if I had had 

the chance to display ‘medical jewellery’ in a hospital/clinic. I am confident I would 

have been able to further explore the practice if having real-life patients’ narratives that 

described physical and emotional personal experiences concerning their medical 

treatments and objects.  
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MULTIDISCIPLINARY/TRANS-DISCIPLINARITY RESEARCH THINKING  

 

 
This research indirectly involved knowledge and opinions from doctors, 

engineers, psychologists and several other participants in the conversations and 

questionnaires. Their perspectives had, in part, helped support and shape the theoretical, 

critical and practical aspects of this research. I therefore believe that the chosen methods 

were appropriately suited to develop this thesis.  

Acknowledging the possibilities that reside in unexplored intersections of 

jewellery, science (in particular medicine) and technology (STS), this research is the 

result of a 'multidisciplinary’/'trans-disciplinary' approach. The combination of creative, 

scientific and engineering knowledge allowed the search for new possible sites for 

intervention in which, through enhancing or repairing the body, the ‘object’ might 

‘become the body’ (aesthetically and actually). Therefore, even though presented as 

hypothesis, ‘medical jewellery’ is based on actual possibilities that consider materials 

that can inhabit, forms that align with the structure of the body and processes that allow 

the body to tolerate and accept the introduction of the ‘foreign object’. 
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KNOWLEDGE CONTRIBUTION  
 
 
 

This research contributes knowledge to the field of medicine and jewellery. It is 

the result of enthusiasm as a jeweller-researcher and supported by practitioners from the 

fields of both medicine and engineering. 

The strength of this research lies in understanding where the ‘objects’ actually 

work in the world to become/to engender discourse about procedures, about the fragility 

of the body and the way it can be mended. In this research, I have engaged different 

knowledge forms, to produce work that moves across the different contexts of 

perception, understanding how the different public engage with it. This has led to the 

successful development of ‘objects’ that look at notions of use and significance as they 

raise questions on the way we deal with the body and its fragility - dealing with the idea 

of the mended body and the unwholesome body. 

Through the presentation of an unconventional concept of adornment, the work 

generates discussions on the body + medical interventions = the imperfect body. These 

‘objects’ carry epistemological qualities as they engage the public in the issues around 

medicine and with medical devices through the aestheticised medical object and act as 

an interface between the internal (sense of self) and external body (damages, disabled, 

scarred) repair. 

This research contributes knowledge by presenting a set of ‘objects’ that 

question bodies of knowledge and engender new knowledge in different fields. It 

aspires to advance technology and open a new area for discussion and thus be of 

knowledge contribution by “generating a discussion on the new direction of social 

rituals, the relationship between design and science" (Zellweger & Woffenden, 2010), 

the problematic of the body, its repair and its prosthetics/surrogates.  

 

This thesis aims to be accessible to the arts and design community, more 

precisely other contemporary jewellers, and to the scientific community, opening an 

area of thought/discourse and design that can be further explored. 
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FUTURE OF THE THESIS 

 

The specific and focused application of jewellery principles to medical designs, 

along with the reflections on science and technology involved in the physical and 

tangible aspect of ‘medical jewellery’, have educed several critical and practical 

questions. 

 

Seeing, recognising and appreciating are processes of apprehension through 

which jewellery object can be perceived, categorised and evaluated in its placement 

on/in the body. However, some of the proposed ‘medical jewellery’ are not visible nor 

accessible to touch, turning these processes of apprehension of material forms not 

possible in the ‘primary’ use of the object (prosthesis). Intracorporeal and subdermal 

‘medical jewellery’ require acts of declaring and displaying that no longer depend and 

rely on sight or haptics but rather need other ways of recognition.  

 

The need of technology for validating the ‘object’ has raised profound questions 

to how jewellery operates, as to whether ‘visibility’ is a (un)necessary condition. Within 

the practice itself the subject was explored, and speculative forms of validation were 

lightly thought of. As it stands, it may be subject for future research and further 

development- making the object visible through scanning technology (possibly as a new 

kind of portrait), or evidence of the introduction of the object (at the time of surgery- 

photographic record; or an affidavit certifying the objects’ placement on the body). 

 

This “dialectic between invisibility and visibility, concealing and revealing, 

denial and disclosure, loss and enhancement” (Smith, 2007, p. 55) has encouraged 

several debates around the subject of ‘medical jewellery’. Recognizing the potential of 

this study through understanding scientific and technological knowledge and practices 

as well as understanding the body not only as medium of expression but also as a means 

of experience, future research with surgeons, bio-scientists and bio-engineers will 

attempted, to continue to probe these questions and to explore the potential of applying 

the principles of jewellery to medical designs.  

If indeed this research were further expanded, the next methodological phase for 

the development and implementation of such objects would be to move towards medical 
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testing. In this case, several studies and laboratory experiments would have to be done, 

in vivo, for evaluation of the potential biocompatibility of these proposals. Such process 

would happen while accurately calculated and controlled by biomedical specialists (bio-

scientists and bio-engineers) and surgeons while working in conjunction with the 

designer.   

 

I hope that, through collaboration, ‘medical jewellery’ is further developed and 

added value to.  
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QUESTIONS TO BE FURTHER EXPLORED 
 

Visualization of the prosthesis 

• How is subdermal and intracorporeal ‘medical jewellery’ seen? 

• Is it for the patient/user/wearer alone - Self-knowledge?  

• Or for the patient/user/wearer to project themselves socially? 

• Physical enhancement that is seen or should be known of?  

 

Availability 

• ‘Medical jewellery’ can not be freely available - is it suggesting an elitist object?  

• Can this be a trend that moves into medical practice? 

• If ‘medical jewellery’ is commissioned, what is the relationship between 
jeweller and surgeon? 
 

Post-mortem 

• What happens to ‘medical jewellery’ post-mortem?  

• Could you leave it as family heritage (Memento Mori)? 

• In such case, would it mean material value, sentimental value or both?  

• Could these ‘objects’ be passed on as functional objects? 

 
 
Biocompatibility and biofunctionality of the proposals 

• Are these objects biocompatible and biofunctional? 

• Can ‘medical jewellery’ be further developed for real-world application? 

• Can ‘medical jewellery’ be further developed to, not only, repair and aesthetise 

the patient’s body but also provide better physical healing properties than ready-

made medical implants/prostheses? 
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DISSEMINATION 
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E X H I B I T I O N S  &   P E R F O R M A N C E S 
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T R A N S   -  M U T A T I O N 

 
ARQUIVO GALLERY 

 
 

PORTUGAL 
24 JANUARY – 24 MARCH 2013 
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MEDICAL JEWELS 

 
L I S B O N   F A S H I O N   W E E K  SS14 

 
 
 

PORTUGAL 
OCTOBER 2013 
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M E D I C A L    J E W E L L E R Y  

 
GALERIA MUNICIPAL DE MATOSINHOS 

 
PORTUGAL 

21 SEPTEMBER – 2 NOVEMBER 2013 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

O Presidente da Câmara, Dr. Guilherme Pinto, 

tem o prazer de convidar V.Exª para a inauguração

da exposição de Joalharia de Olga Noronha 

intítulada "Joalharia Medicamente Prescrita” 

a decorrer na Galeria Municipal 

no dia 21 de setembro pelas 17h00.

A exposição estará patente ao público 

até ao dia 2 de novembro de 2013.

Av. D. Afonso Henriques
4450 Matosinhos
telf: 22 939 09 00 
ext: 1810
www.cm-matosinhos.pt
galeria.municipal@cm-matosinhos.pt

segunda a sexta 
9h−12h30 ⁄ 14h−17h30

sábados e feriados
15h−18h

encerra 
aos domingos
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S K I N – THE SURFACE OF THE JEWEL 

  
MUSEO DEL GIOIELLO DI VICENZA 

BASILICA PALLADIANA 
 
 
 

ITALY 
22 JANUARY – 1 MAY 2016 
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SALA FUTURO – CURATED BY ALDO BAKKER 

   
MUSEO DEL GIOIELLO DI VICENZA 

BASILICA PALLADIANA 
 
 
 

ITALY 
DECEMBER 2014 – DECEMBER 2016 
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SALA FUTURO – CURATED BY ODO FIORAVANTI 

   
MUSEO DEL GIOIELLO DI VICENZA 

BASILICA PALLADIANA 
 
 
 

ITALY 
DECEMBER 2016 – DECEMBER 2018 
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Sparizione e riapparizione del corpo
La visibilità del corpo umano rappresenta un importantissimo asse di lavoro per la pro-
gettazione di artefatti che circondano gli esseri umani. Lo è stato nella storia della moda 
e del design, ma lo sarà sempre di più in una schizofrenica e più ampia oscillazione tra un 
nascondimento totale del corpo e una epifania nitida di questo. I gioielli raccolti in questo 
gruppo di senso rappresentano dispositivi che mascherano parti del corpo attraverso volu-
mi preziosi ed enigmatici. Una traslazione che trasforma qualcosa di terreno e strettamente 
fisiologico in una intrigante astrazione. Agli antipodi di questa scomparsa ci sono oggetti 
che citano con accuratezza anatomica parti nascoste del corpo o ne scontornano dettagli 
come per esaltarne la nuda realtà. L’estroflessione di ossa e altre parti dell’organismo, che 
mutano in ornamenti, rappresenta il confine estremo del corpo che si palesa.

Disappearance and reappearance of the body
The visibility of the human body is a very important stage for the design of artefacts that 
surround humans. This has been the case in the history of fashion and design, but it will be 
so more and more in a schizophrenic and broader oscillation between a total concealment 
of the body and a frank display of it. The jewels collected in this way represent devices 
that mask parts of the body through precious and enigmatic volumes. A translation that 
transforms something earthly and strictly physiological into an intriguing abstraction. At the 
opposite of this play of disappearance, there are objects highlighting hidden parts of the 
body with anatomical accuracy or outline details of it as though to enhance its naked reality. 
The extroversion of bones and other body parts, which turn into ornaments, represents the 
extreme limit of the body displaying itself.

Maison Martin Margiela
Velo, Uovo di Fabergé, Autunno/
Inverno 2014, collezione Artisanal
cotone, paillette di plastica, perle
15 × 15 × 22 cm
Maison Martin Margiela,  
courtesy of Maison Margiela

Maison Martin Margiela
Veil, Fabergè Egg, Autumn/Winter 2014, 
Artisanal collection
cotton, plastic sequins, pearls
15 × 15 × 22 cm
Maison Martin Margiela,  
courtesy of Maison Margiela

278 279

Akiko Shinzato
Maschera, Clown, Londra, aprile 2015
pelle conciata al vegetale, cristalli Swarovski, 
colore acrilico, lavorazione a umido, 
smerigliatura, pittura, incastonatura pietre
12,5 × 8 × 29 cm
Collezione dell’artista

È una maschera con la bocca di un clown. 
Con un make-up estremo, una persona può 
cambiare i lineamenti del viso e modificare 
l’aspetto assumendo un’altra identità.  
La mia idea è applicare il trucco sotto forma  
di gioiello. Il trucco perfettamente applicato 
con i cristalli Swarovski sbiadisce e rivela  
la pelle sottostante.

Akiko Shinzato
Mask, Clown, London, April 2015
vegetable-tanned leather, Swarovski crystals, 
acrylic paint, wet-forming, sanding, painting, 
stone setting
12.5 × 8 × 29 cm
Collection of the artist

It is a mask with a clown mouth. In extreme 
makeup, a person can conceal her facial 
features and change the look by putting on 
another identity. My idea is putting on makeup 
in a form of jewellery. The makeup perfectly 
applied with the Swarovski crystals fades out 
and reveals the skin underneath.

Olga Noronha
Collare cervicale, tutore per il braccio, 
Wrist Orthosis, Medically Prescribed Jewellery 
(Ortosi per il polso, gioielli con prescrizione 
medica), Londra, 2011
resina pigmentata laminata, plastazoto, 
argento placcato oro, pelle
15 × 7cm
Collezione dell’artista

I Medically Prescribed Jewellery sono  
un nuovo approccio al termine gioiello,  
che sposta il concetto di valore e di lusso 
verso un dibattito sulla scienza medica  
e sulla struttura del corpo, generando  
una discussione sulla nuova direzione dei riti 
sociali, sul rapporto tra design e scienza,  
e sui problemi che nascono quando l’estetica 
incontra l’etica.
Esplorando la fusione tra anatomia, medicina 
e gioielli, questo progetto si concentra sull’uso 
combinato di reali strumenti chirurgici e delle 
loro repliche per creare gioielli che sono 
intimamente correlati con il corpo umano, 
senza mai essere dissociati dalla loro funzione 
originaria. L’intenzione è poi trasformare  
il disgustoso in desiderabile, modificare  
la reazione dal rifiuto all’attrazione.

Olga Noronha
Cervical collar, arm brace, Wrist Orthosis, 
Medically Prescribed Jewellery, London, 2011
laminated pigmented resin, plastozote,  
gold plated silver, leather
15 × 7 cm
Collection of the artist

Medically Prescribed Jewellery is a new 
approach to the term jewel, shifting the 
concept of value and luxury towards a 
debate on medical science and body design, 
generating a discussion on the new direction 
of social rituals, the relationship between 
design and science, and the problems that 
arise when aesthetics meets ethics.
Exploring the merger between anatomy, 
medicine and jewellery, this project focuses 
on the combined use of actual surgery tools 
and their replicas in order to create jewellery 
pieces that are intimately related to the 
human body, without ever being dissociated 
from their original function. The intention is 
then to turn the distasteful into the desirable, 
to switch the response from rejection to 
attraction.
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WONDER OF MOVEMENT 

AUSTRALIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION 80TH ANNIVERSARY 

  
ITINERANT EXHIBITION  

 
 
 

AUSTRALIA 
OCTOBER 2016  ONWARDS 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

CAIRNS EXHIBITION 
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SYDNEY ADVENTIST HOSPITAL  

& 
THE NORTH COAST OF NSW 
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C O N F E R E N C E S  
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E-STITCHES – DESIGN FUTURES AT V&A 

   
VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM 

 
 
 

UK 
FEBRUARY 2017 
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MEDICAL AND ORTHOPEDICAL JEWELLERY	
   

POLITECNICO DI MILANO 
 
 

ITALY  
FEBRUARY 2016 
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TECHNE (UN)CONFERENCE – STASIS & KINESIS 

  
BARBICAN CENTRE 

 
 

UK 
NOVEMBER 2015 
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PRACTICE RESEARCH: 

BIOGRAPHIES, BEGINNINGS & FUTURES 

 
GOLDSMITHS COLLEGE 

 
 

UK 
NOVEMBER 2015 

 
 
 
 
 

 
  

PRACTICE 
RESEARCH: 
BIOGRAPHIES, 
BEGINNINGS & 
FUTURES

CONVERSATIONS AROUND PRACTICE
2:00pm – 3:30pm With: Bill Gaver, Gionata Gatto, Olga Noronha  

& Matthew Plummer-Fernandez.

Interaction Research Studio, 6th Floor,  
Ben Pimlott Building, Goldsmiths.

3:30pm – 4:00pm Refreshments

RESEARCH BIOGRAPHIES IN DESIGN
4:00pm – 6:00pm With:

LINA HAKIM (VICTORIA & ALBERT MUSEUM)  

&  
ALEX TAYLOR (MICROSOFT RESEARCH) 
Chaired by Mathilda Tham (Goldsmiths)

Lecture Theatre, Ben Pimlott Building, Goldsmiths.

DESIGN STAR SOCIAL
6:00pm ~ Till late New Cross House, 316 New Cross Road, SE14 6AF.

Photograph © Matteo Cremonini 2015. The photograph depicts an 
extraction unit, part of the project Geomerce, where metal particles are 
extracted from plants and cross-referenced with real-time price indexes. 
The Geomerce project forms part of Gionata’s doctoral research and was 
exhibited at Salone del Mobile, Milan 2015, at the ErreCi photo-studios.

NOVEMBER 4TH 2015.  
GOLDSMITHS, UNIVERSITY 
OF LONDON, LEWISHAM WAY, 
LONDON, SE14 6NW,  
UNITED KINGDOM. 

5th ~ 6th November 2015 at Goldsmiths.
The PhD by Design conference takes place on two days 
following this event. Design Star students are welcome to 
apply to attend of PhD by Design, however participation 
is not obligatory and there is a conference fee. You can 
apply to the Research Training Support (RTSG) grant to 
cover the conference fee and expences. 
 
See: http://www.phdbydesign.com/2015-goldsmiths/  
For info on RTSG funding please email Ella Hutchings: 
e.hutchings@reading.ac.uk

How to get to Goldsmiths: www.gold.ac.uk/find-us/

@DesignStarCDT 
@PhdDesignGold
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PHD BY DESIGN	

 
GOLDSMITHS COLLEGE 

 
 

UK 
NOVEMBER 2014 /  NOVEMBER 2015 
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PGR CONFERENCE		

 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY 

 
 

UK 
MARCH/APRIL 2015 
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DESIGN STAR COLLIDER	

 
OPEN UNIVERSITY 

 
 

UK 
JANUARY 2015 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	

			 	
	

	
  

 
 
 

GOLDSMITHS COLLEGE 
UNIVERSITY OF LONDON 

 
 

PHD IN DESIGN 
   
! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

!    A N  I N Q U I R Y  I N T O  H O W  J E W E L L E R Y   

“ B E C O M E S  T H E  B O D Y ”    ! 
 
 
 
 
 
! 
 
 
 
 

 
SUPERVISORS 

 
TERRY ROSENBERG, SENIOR LECTURER IN DESIGN 
MARTIN CONREEN, SENIOR LECTURER IN DESIGN 

 
 
 

Clavicle bone plate (piercing the skin) 

THE STUDY AND DEVELOPMENT OF A TENSIVE CONNECTION BETWEEN JEWELLERY AND 

MEDICAL/SURGICAL SUBJECTS; EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITIES FOR AN AESTHETIC 

PENETRATION OF THE BODY AND QUESTIONING OUR DISPOSITION TO INTERNAL AND 

EXTERNAL PROSTHETICS AND ORTHOTICS THROUGH PERCEPTUALLY SHIFTING THE IDEA 

   OF THEM FROM MEDICAL OBJECTS TO JEWELLERY.  
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TEDx Boavista	

 
BIBLIOTECA ALMEIDA GARRET 

 
 

PORTUGAL 
NOVEMBER 2013 
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P R E S S 
2013-2015 
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50 Anos VAlproAto diAbetes olgA noronhA
Meio século de resultados, 

um futuro a descobrir
Prevalência, consequências e impacto  

sobre os custos de saúde dos episódios  
de hipoglicemia

EM FOCO estudo Entrevista

Falámos com a artista e criadora  
da “joalharia medicamente prescrita”

N.º 023  |  2.º SeMeStre 2016  |  edição de ciclo  |  diStribuição gratuita  |  www.tecNiFar.Pt
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QUALITATIVE DATA- PUBLIC UNDERSTANDINGS 
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RESEARCH ETHICS APPROVAL FORM 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 

 

  

AN INQUIRY INTO HOW JEWELLERY “BECOMES THE BODY” 
A STUDY INTO HOW JEWELLERY, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CAN COME TOGETHER TO PRODUCE NEW ARRANGEMENTS, 

READINGS OR MEANINGS, PERFORMANCES IN/OF THE BODY. 

 

 

 

Understanding  the  relationships  of  the  body  and  its  enhancements  and  how  one  might  value  it. 

?  
� What is the role of jewellery? 

� How does jewellery aesthetically enhance the body? 

� How does jewellery become integrated in the body?  

� In what ways can jewellery act in /on the body? And further, into the body? 

� Can jewellery disclose and open up medical practices to publics? 

� What is your relationship towards the repair of the body and the repaired body? 

� Why is a hip replacement (as a medical implant) different from choosing body modification? 

 - One says our body is fragile and hurt? 

   - Other says the body is a new site for performances?  

 

� How can you bring medicine and jewellery together? 

� If you were given the chance, would you want to be able to chose or customize the medical foreign body you 
are being prescribed?  

� Can you imagine and draw a medically inscribed jewel?  
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QUALITATIVE MATERIAL 

 
 
 

� IN-DEPTH INDIVIDUAL REFLECTIONS 
 � COLLECTIVE THEMED DISCUSSIONS WITH PARTICIPANTS 

 � PUBLISHED ARTICLES ON THE RESEARCH 
 � TRANSCRIPTS OF CONVERSATIONS 

� VOLUNTARY COMMENTS  
� UNSOLICITED APPROACHES FROM INTERESTED PARTIES. 
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ART 

 
� WHAT IS THE ROLE OF JEWELLERY? 
 
A.1 - Personally I wear very little jewellery and often the reason I wear it is because I like to 
feel the weight of it, particularly on my hand if talking about rings. I think they are flattering 
that is as far as jewellery goes for me. With the ring the weight is very important as I like to feel 
that something is holding me. I need to feel like it's really there, that's what makes it somehow 
comforting. – Jeweler 
 
A.2 - As a form of expression of art. - Jewellery Student/ Film and TV AD 
 
A.3 - As an expression of the wearer to embody and enhance. It symbolises status, in terms of 
economics, aesthetics, religiosity. It allows for a non-permanent expression of feelings and 
moods. - Doctor - Psychiatry Resident - (symbolic) 
 
A.4 - The role of jewellery is to capture the essence of rarity and timelessness, two features of 
our reality that in a materialistic point of view, are external to human kind.-  Economy 
 
 
� HOW DOES JEWELLERY AESTHETICALLY ENHANCE THE BODY? 
 
A.2 - Making us conscious about it, its movement, its articulation, and its structure. - Jewellery 
Student/ Film and TV AD  
 
A.5 - For starters, we need to understand that Aesthetics is a subjective topic. Several aesthetic 
enhancements might even be the opposite to the eyes of some. 
Nonetheless, aesthetical change (I'd rather opt for this term) can occur through: 
a) the mere illusion created by the accessory; 
---> this would be the effect of a glorious diamond necklace, an impressive set of rings with 
magnificent stones, or even the simplest of bracelets. Jewelry can create the illusion of change 
in how we perceive bodies in several ways without actually having an impact on the body. 
b) physical change created by the accessory; 
---> transformational jewelry occurs in several cultures, such as the phenomena of the "Giraffe 
Women". The punkie pierced earlobes which tend to expand over the course of time and others. 
Hence, according to people's taste and/or intentions, jewelry can undertake several different 
forms of impact in our bodies - be it more or less literal. - Business  
 

A.6 - In my opinion, the agreed sense of enhancement stems from preset positive associations in 
our evolutionary psychology in combining shapes and forms from nature with our own. Tribal 
jewellery epitomises this - though it can also be symbolic for strength and endurance (hunting, 
tolerance to pain etc.) - Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest in cross 
modal ideas and projects.  

 
� HOW DOES JEWELLERY BECOME INTEGRATED IN THE BODY? 
 
A.1 -When thinking about jewellery one immediately thinks about pendants, earrings, rings, 
overall objects that are outside of the body but in fact if we think back we do not wear clip on 
earrings anymore and at the same time we are not judged by wearing earrings at all, even 
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though the process of putting earrings is exactly the same as piercing any other part of the body. 
I think once you start talking and going into the body it becomes almost a prosthetic, it is a 
foreign body that goes inside of yourself and somehow it might become you by enhancing 
yourself. A ring is just a ring, whether integrating something in the body becomes a part of you, 
becomes you. I do not think that a ring or a pendant becomes you but something being 
introduced in your body becomes yourself first physically because it is inside of you and then I 
believe there might be an emotional and psychological adaption towards thinking that it is 
actually part of you. I think you can build emotions towards it. Jewellery enhances, not 
necessarily body capabilities but it does enhance the emotional and psychological side of you, 
so in an emotional perspective, it is something that boosts your ego that boosts your 
attractiveness so it adds something to you. I think just the fact that someone would put 
something through a hole in the body says a lot. I think it is a very intimate thing to choose! I 
would actually prefer having a piece of jewellery inside my body rather than having something 
to be seen by people outside, because when I get things, I get them for myself, for what they 
mean for me, for me everything is very personal. When I spoke about the earrings I did not 
mean that I wanted to be more attractive for others, it is about feeling attractive for myself. I can 
say that I cannot look at myself in the mirror if I'm not wearing earrings. -Jeweller 
 
A.5 -  There's a conversion point where the opposite happens, the closer into the body, the more 
personal the message is - used as sort of a "reminder" for someone or an event in our lives. – 
Business  
 
A.6 - In my personal experience, I have integrated jewellery into my body by modifying it: 
stretching, piercing and implanting my skin. When I performed earlobe stretching, I found this 
to be a very ritualistic process with the body. I place importance on being able to modify the 
self by understanding one's biology, healing, scarring and so on. Modifying one's biology in a 
conscious manner is very empowering. I integrated jewellery into my body by breaking my skin 
and shaping it how I wanted thereafter. The same goes for piercings and implants.  In terms of 
unifying this with my love of external jewellery that simply sits atop the body, I am interested in 
the concept of jewellery that sits as if it is "stapled" - almost like a hybrid. - Freelance art 
direction and writing, with a special interest in cross modal ideas and projects. 
 
 
� CAN JEWELLERY DISCLOSE AND OPEN UP MEDICAL PRACTICES TO 
PUBLICS? 
 
A.7 - At first glance it seems legitimate to me to think of "crossing" jewellery / medical 
practices.- Architect 
  
A.8 - Jewelery discloses and opens horisons in medical practices, if it helps to break down 
prejudices/preconceptions, stimulating the debate, particularly against physical disability. 
Turning a situation of inability more fun or tolerable, either temporarily or permanently – 
Communication/Industrial designer  
 
 
� WHY IS A HIP REPLACEMENT (AS A MEDICAL IMPLANT) DIFFERENT 
FROM CHOOSING BODY MODIFICATION? 
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A.4 - Well, I believe that in a near future we are going to replace the dying body by some kind 
of machine (here the consciousness plays the most important role in evolution) so I don't have 
any objection to this body modification. I think it is a very interesting perspective.  – Economy 
 
A.8 - Both are interventions, depending on the concept intended to be conveyed, revealing, 
giving visibility or hiding. We can solve a physical problem in an artistic and creative way. 
Ethics vs Aesthetics.- Communication/ Industrial Design  
 
A.9 - Well, speaking from personal experience, I had to replace body parts due to my accident, I 
wouldn't have if it weren't for health issues. I have nothing against body modification but I 
wouldn't put myself through it if not needed. I would however choose a color (for lack of 
another adjective) "hip" replacement if I were given the choice. - Hotel management 
 
 
 

� HOW CAN YOU BRING MEDICINE AND JEWELLERY TOGETHER? 
 
A.7 - It is not my field but I can imagine collaborations similar to the ones that already exist 
between product Design and even more artistic ones. – Architect  

A.8 - Through design, in an integrating, conciliatory way. Healing vs communicating. – 
Communication/Industrial Design  
 
A.10 - The aesthetic and formal side of jewellery combined with medicinal functions can have 
very interesting results, benefiting the two areas. This way jewellery would gain more functions 
and applications and medicine would provide something more to the wearer/patient. – 
Fashion/Costume Designer  
 
A.11 - Making everything more beautiful, less heavy and painful, in a personalised way, to 
those who go through the use of something that is not part of our body but that will stay forever 
in us. – Fashion Designer  
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M E D I C A L L Y   P R E S C R I B E D   J E W E L L E R Y 
 

GALERIA MUNICIPAL DE MATOSINHOS 
PORTUGAL 
21 SEPTEMBER – 2 NOVEMBER 2013 

 
 

� EXHIBITION VISITOR BOOK 
 
 
Visitor 1.- To all who "advance" in favour of humanity in general, thank you very much.  
 
Visitor 2.- A different way of facing the evils of the body in a playful and luxurious way. 
 
Visitor 3.- Surprise! We will be some appetising Cadavers.... I have also always associated the 
aesthetic with the disease. I suffered of migraine for twenty-two years and before immuring 
myself for four days in bed, I would go to the hairdresser to mitigate the effects of the crisis. So 
I understood the purpose of your work. 
 
Visitor 4.- A surprising exhibition, likely to be controversial in the field of ethics, but, the right 
to self-satisfaction, to a certain feeling of "recovered" happiness from or over an unfavourable 
physical situation, is incontestable. Plastic surgery is an example of this. The interesting is the 
aesthetic result that is added to the body since the work exhibited, having deficiency or an 
accident as starting points, communes with the same principles of medicine. Jewellery has 
always the body as the starting point. Congratulations on this work, inspired and of historically 
renewed originality.  
 
Visitor 5.- An elegant and sophisticated view of a tough, tense medical approach. 
 
Visitor 6.- I congratulate you for the original ideas for fulfilling the dream of all surgeons: 
surgery in gold! In fact, the work expresses what we, surgeons, want for the patients who put 
their confidence in us: that the operative act gives them a new "golden" future life. 
 
Visitor 7.- Fantastic  “volte-face” of less pleasant material! 
 
Visitor 8.- To transform the ugly into the beautiful, the rejection into attraction, is something of 
poetry. The idea is original, it is humane and revolutionary. 
 
Visitor 9.- How with health one can do Art ... 
 
Visitor 10.- A perfect combination of your "art" with the "art" of your parents (doctors in 
general). 
 
Visitor 11.- Rembrandt demonstrated in "The Slaughtered Ox (1655)," that everything real, 
even the anonymous, becomes art. The work presented in this exhibition demonstrates the 
same! It is a question of talent, genius of the "transfigurator" poet, painter, sculptor or jeweler... 
 
Visitor 12- It would be interesting if all these proposals had a database that gave medical 
indications. 
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�  EMAIL 1. 
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FASHION 
 
 
� WHAT IS THE ROLE OF JEWELLERY? 
 
 
F.5 - The role of jewelry can be quite diverse. In the majority of nowadays cases, my perception 
is that jewelry undertakes the form of ornamenting the body - used to enhance the contours of 
our body, to embellish.  
However, it is also widely used to make statements. 
Be it a statement of Civil Status - engagement rings, marriage, anniversaries... 
A statement of affiliation - clubistic or societary / affiliation jewelry. 
Status - several people see jewelry as a statement of status through which they taunt their peers 
with the exquisite expensive materials of their choice. 
Political, lifestyle (specific piercings), or more. Jewelry is therefore a joint-venture between our 
desire to provide ornament to our otherwise simple and equal-to-our-peers bodies and the 
convenient usage of our bodies to convey a varied array of statements. – Business  
 
F.6 - Rudely speaking, the role of jewellery in my mind is to emphasise existing components of 
the human body. I do not pay respects to or place importance on the material opulence of 
jewellery, because I do not believe that the value of jewellery should outweigh my own. I 
therefore do not agree that the role of jewellery should, or even can, demonstrate status - this is 
in fact an external construct. - Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest in 
cross modal ideas and projects.  

F.7 - Its an ornament. – Architect 

F.8 - In my perspective, the jewels/objects we choose and use are a way to express and reveal 
our identity, personality– Communication/industrial Design  
 
F.9 - To make us prettier, thus making us feel better. - Hotel management  

F.10 - A jewel, in my point of view, assumes both a decorative/ aesthetic function and/or often 
has a symbolic and emotional nature. We wear certain pieces only on special occasions and 
others are worn everyday as if they were part of us. - Fashion/costume designer 

F.12 - Jewellery is inherent to human body. Men and women are always looking for beautifying 
themselves – Doctor  

F.13 - Adorn, enhance, attract attention, fit in, crown - Visual Arts  
 
F.14 - To enhance and complement aesthetic characteristics of the wearer - To shock the viewer 
/ to make subtle or bold statements about the wearer. - Cyborg and 3d artist. 

F.15 - To embellish.- Art history  
 
F.16 - In oriental culture, the adornment is a symbol of power - Arts 

F.17 - To enhance a simple or boring outfit. If it's family-inherited or a special gift brings good 
memories and vibes. Symbolises the wearer's personality and beliefs, not necessarily wealth or 
social status as in previous periods. - Fashion Journalist  
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F.18 - The jewel is an adornment, something that may have a sentimental value or simply be a 
of decoration for the body– Fashion designer 
 
 
� HOW DOES JEWELLERY AESTHETICALLY ENHANCE THE BODY? 
 
F.1 - I definitely judge people on their jewellery until I get to know them. Jewellery is 
something that really is empowering for both sexes. Even though I might feel a certain 
way towards the subject who is wearing the jewellery they do not have the same notion 
I have so I do have a different perspective than them.  I do tend to judge them on what 
they are wearing in terms of jewellery. 
For me jewellery aesthetically enhances the body when it accompanies the lines of the 
body so, rather than changing the contours of the body, for me it needs to be something 
that blends in with the body contours 
It is not about restraining or enhancing the body in terms of volume, it is about working 
with it, blending within the skin/body. It is about complementing and boosting my ego. 
–Jeweller 

F.3 - It draws attention to desirable areas. - Doctor - Psychiatry Resident  
 
F.4 - Jewellery enhances the body traditionally by making it shine. It is also a kind of 
technology that exists to support the aging body since the materials used are resistant to 
day-to-day conditions. – Economy  
 
F.5 - For starters, we need to understand that Aesthetics is a subjective topic. Several 
aesthetic enhancements might even be the opposite to the eyes of some. 
Nonetheless, aesthetical change (I'd rather opt for this term) can occur through: 
a) the mere illusion created by the accessory; 
---> this would be the effect of a glorious diamond necklace, an impressive set of rings 
with magnificent stones, or even the simplest of bracelets. Jewelry can create the 
illusion of change in how we perceive bodies in several ways without actually having an 
impact on the body.  
b) physical change created by the accessory; 
---> transformational jewelry occurs in several cultures, such as the phenomena of the 
"Giraffe Women". The punky pierced earlobes which tend to expand over the course of 
time and others.  
Hence, according to people's taste and/or intentions, jewelry can undertake several 
different forms of impact in our bodies - be it more or less literal. - Business  
 

F.6 - I often use it to lengthen, draw focus, or pronounce areas of my body. In my 
opinion, the agreed sense of enhancement stems from preset positive associations in our 
evolutionary psychology in combining shapes and forms from nature with our own. 
Tribal jewellery epitomises this - though it can also be symbolic for strength and 
endurance (hunting, tolerance to pain etc.) - Freelance art direction and writing, with 
a special interest in cross modal ideas and projects.  
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F.7 - Taking advantage of specific physical characteristics of the site in the body, the 
form and the way of holding or secure it/the piece.– Architect  
 
F.8 - Jewels can be, aesthetically, a weapon, when worn to boost our self esteem, 
drawing attention to our points of strength,  when customising/personalising our 
convictions- Communication/industrial Design  
 
F.9 - If you bring attention to a specific part of your body, enhance it, you can either 
mask a part of your body by bringing attention to another, or cover it and bring out the 
best of it. - Hotel management  

F.10 - Jewels, just like some pieces of clothing, may extol certain parts of the body; 
may transmit a perception/ sense (visual/tactile) of stretching or otherwise; may favor or 
draw attention to a less positive feature- Fashion/Costume Designer 
 
F.11 - Jewels "hide/cover" or "embellish" something the wearer does not like in his/her 
body - Fashion Designer  
 
F.12 - Giving shine and self-satisfaction. – Doctor  
 
F.13 - Depends on the use, the closer you use it to the intended target of attention 
usually. Nice ears, nice earrings.  Nice neck, something there. But you can take it from 
casual sexual connotation to any usage. A crown for a king, a wrist leather cover for an 
MMA character. - Visual Arts 
 
F.15 - By drawing attention to parts of the body or by taking attention away from the 
body. Whether it enhances the body depends on what kind of jewelry it is and where it 
is placed. - Art history  

F.16 - Jewels themselves do not improve, but rather just confer/grant, add, suggest a 
situation of high aesthetic appreciation, beyond to the wearer’s own physiognomy – 
Arts  
 
F.17 - I personally find it sexy, glamorous and stylish for both genres, if chosen and 
placed the correct way. I also believe that it highlights the wearer's best body parts. 
Fashion Journalist  

F.18 - Eu acho que continua a ser uma questão visual, estética, no entanto pode 
também ser um extra pode ser um apêndice.  – Fashion designer 
 
F.19 – The jewel ends up being a complement, and extra.-  Graphic Design 
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� HOW DOES JEWELLERY BECOME INTEGRATED IN THE BODY? 
 
 
F.3 - I think it becomes integrated by the wearer. When the wearer identifies with a 
piece and wears it consistently it becomes more integrated  - Doctor - Psychiatry 
Resident  
F.5 - The stronger and more intense/vivid the statement one wants to make through 
jewelry, the more integrated the jewelry becomes with the body. 
but there's a catch -> There's a conversion point where the opposite happens, the closer 
into the body, the more personal the message is - used as sort of a "reminder" for 
someone or an event in our lives. – Business  

 
F.7 - As history tells in an extensive range of ways, almost always in the surface of skin 
Architect  
 
F.8 - It integrates itself in the body when used as a form of communication. When it 
becomes a conciliatory element.- Communication/Industrial Designer 
 
F.10 - An earring or a piercing are automatically integrated in the body, since these 
require the skin to be pierced in order to be worn. I like the idea of being able to place 
jewellery inside the body but that can be seen from the outside.–  Fashion/Costume 
Designer  
 
F.11 - In a very personalised way, that has to do with the person who wears it, being 
timeless, not hurting, being comfortable.– Fashion Designer  
 
 

 
� IN WHAT WAYS CAN JEWELLERY ACT IN /ON THE BODY? AND FURTHER, 
INTO THE BODY? 
 

F.2 - As an embellishment, an expression of a concept, a question remark.  - Jewellery 
Student/ Film and TV AD  

F.7 - The jewel can be a manifest, constituting or not a natural extension of the body. I 
can also be an important piece of the “puzzle”.- Architect  
 
F.8 - It interacts in the body whe it somehow provides physical and 
psychological/emotional support. – Communication/Industrial design  
F.11 - In a way almost like an extension/prolongation of the actual body and soul of the 
wearer -  Fashion Designer  
 
F.14 - I think there is more scope for combining technology and jewellery than 
medicine and jewellery. To me, jewellery is inherently an aesthetic thing. - Cyborg and 
3d artist.  
 
F.16 - Shine, color. – Arts  
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� CAN JEWELLERY DISCLOSE AND OPEN UP MEDICAL PRACTICES TO 
PUBLICS? 
 
F.4 - Maybe, with the right approach. Medicine always evolved with the clear purpose 
of making human life better. And we are far from the end of this. But every time we 
think about jewellery we think about rich people so we would need to keep in mind that 
this is a niche and not the majority of the world population. – Economy  
 
F.13 - Jewellery can be anything that could be used to give extra emphasis physically - 
Visual Arts  
 
 
� WHY IS A HIP REPLACEMENT (AS A MEDICAL IMPLANT) DIFFERENT 
FROM CHOOSING BODY MODIFICATION? 
 
F.3 - A body modification implies a certain element of functionality vs. a replacement 
which is no longer able to act as it is supposed to. I think it encompasses levels of 
peoples identities. There is less grey when it is no longer functional, easier to discard. In 
a body modification there is still an element that more could be done. - Doctor - 
Psychiatry Resident 
 
F.5 - The other comes from a personal desire to make a statement or crave a permanent 
reminder for a person or event in our lives; or a clear desire to enhance the performance 
of our bodies for any specific purpose. – Business  
 
F.7 - In the limit there could be no difference at all- Architect 
 
F.8 - Both are interventions, depending on the concept intended to be conveyed, 
revealing, giving visibility or hiding. We can solve a physical problem in an artistic and 
creative way. Ethics vs Aesthetics.- Communication/ Industrial Design  
 
F.10 - The placement of a medical prosthesis is typically an internal intervention. The 
Human being faces body modification as a valid intervention because its causes 
pleasure and above all is visible to the self and others. We can even get a tattoo in an 
area of the body that is not exposed, we do not always see it, but we know it's there and 
we have the opportunity to admire it whenever we want. Fashion/Costume designer 
 
F.13 - One is needed, the other desired. - Visual Arts  

 
F.15 - One if for physical healing and the other is for aesthetic purposes. - Art history 

F.16 - The first relates to well-being, health improvement and necessity, therefore it is 
linked to priority needs. The second situation is aesthetic – Arts  
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� HOW CAN YOU BRING MEDICINE AND JEWELLERY TOGETHER? 
 
F.2 - Making it more aesthetically fashionable and attractive, instead of having the cold 
and impersonal appearance. The color and texture could be improved. - Jewellery 
Student/ Film and TV AD  
 
F.5 - Precisely through medical jewelry. – Business 
 
F.9 - By creating prostheses that are jewellery pieces - Hotel management  
 
F.13 - Elegantly hopefully - Visual Arts  
 
 
� IF YOU WERE GIVEN THE CHANCE, WOULD YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO 
CHOSE OR CUSTOMISE THE MEDICAL FOREIGN BODY YOU ARE BEING 
PRESCRIBED? 
 
F.10 - Yes. But I confess it does not interest me much the idea of having a jewel inside 
my body that was not possible for me to see, admire ... Having an internal prosthesis as 
jewelry, knowing it's there but not seeing it, somehow removes the value that a jewel 
has for me: the aesthetic pleasure. -Fashion/Costume design  
 
 
� CAN YOU IMAGINE AND DRAW A MEDICAL JEWEL? 
 
F.6 - Embellished tubing and embellished colostomy bag for individuals with Crohns 
who have had a fistula created in their abdomen and have to carry it around with them 
all their lives! 
 
F.9 - Gold staples on my stomach scar - Hotel management  
 
F.12 - I am not good drawing but I imagine a Knee replacement with a diamond. They 
are girl’s best friend! – Doctor 
 
F.17 - I'm not very good at drawing, however, i will try to describe it: A large round 
jewel stone in between collarbones. Its purpose is only ornamental. I imagine it 
replacing necklaces. - Fashion Journalist  
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SCIENCE 
 

� WHAT IS THE ROLE OF JEWELLERY? 
 
S.6 - Jewellery should work symbiotically with my anatomy and preferably, should be 
made of robust natural materials. - Freelance art direction and writing, with a special 
interest in cross modal ideas and projects. 
 
S.16 - According to Indian astrology, some precious stones have the power to protect 
your user from the negative transits of certain planets -  aspects that can affect health - 
Arts 
 
 
� HOW DOES JEWELLERY AESTHETICALLY ENHANCE THE BODY? 
 
S.1 - Feel that something is holding me; makes it somehow comforting - Jeweller 
 
S.2 - Making us conscious about it, its movement, its articulation, and its structure. - 
Jewellery Student/ Film and TV AD  
 
 
 

� HOW DOES JEWELLERY BECOME INTEGRATED IN THE BODY? 
 
 
S.10 - An earring or a piercing are automatically integrated in the body, since these 
require the skin to be pierced in order to be worn. I like the idea of being able to place 
jewellery inside the body but that can be seen from the outside.–  Fashion/Costume 
Designer  
 
S.15 - By insertion.- Art history  
 
F.16 - Implant?- Arts  
 

 
� IN WHAT WAYS CAN JEWELLERY ACT IN /ON THE BODY? AND FURTHER, 
INTO THE BODY? 
 
S.2 - It could protect our body, could facilitate some movements, and could substitute 
some body parts. - Jewellery Student/ Film and TV AD  
 
S.3 - Jewellery depending on the material can be restricting, by being tight, too heavy, 
chunky. It can be painful by piercing. It can be a passing of consciousness for some a 
dissociation from reality. - Doctor - Psychiatry Resident  
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S.4 - In this framework, I feel that there is a trend to think jewellery as something that 
tells something about us, but is not seen as some really expensive work on a very 
expensive material. But since we will want to pursue the nature of rarity and embrace 
timeless forms, we can merge all this concepts bringing jewellery into the body where 
the rest of the world won't see or notice. – Economy  
 
S.5 - Additionally, jewelry can act into the body through the possibility of utilising 
medically required objects as internal ornaments. – Business  
 
S.6 - I am speculating, but...I suppose it can act as a physical support, like a sports 
bandage for example - for all kinds of areas, e.g. wrists, neck, knee. But it can also act 
as a protective device, e.g. knee guards, elbow guards, helmet etc. However I believe 
the above concepts are more realistic and achievable in the foreseeable future.- 
Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest in cross modal ideas 
and projects.  
 
S.9 - By transforming prostheses in to jewellery pieces, we are allowing people to 
become themselves jewellery, taking what is something that you feel the need to hide 
and transforming it into to something your proud of. - Hotel management  
 
S.10 - The jewel can hide, evidence, decorate, can be an extension of one's own body. 
Jewellery is usually placed on the body, around the body, hence its connection is 
intrinsic. If the jewellery is placed inside the body it will continue to make sense 
because it remains attached to it. - Fashion/Costume designer  
 
S.12 - If I could choose the item prescribed By my doctor, when I needed one, I for sure 
would prefer a nicer one. It was so unpleasant to wear That cervical brace!  - Doctor  
 
S.13 - I know my internal injuries and the recovery since sound sexy when associated 
with the hardware (titanium) inside.  I think that it is an extension of character, if one 
lets it. - Visual Arts  
 
S.15 - Attracting or repelling, through touching the body, perforating, or being inserted 
into it. - Art history  
 
S.17 - I'm not sure if I understand the question. If you are talking about piercings, 
dermal anchors or body modifications, I suppose they have to be placed by an expert, 
but I’m not aware about all the ways. - Fashion Journalist  
 
S.18 - In a way, almost as an extension of the body and the soul of who wears it. - 
Fashion designer  

 
 
 
� CAN JEWELLERY DISCLOSE AND OPEN UP MEDICAL PRACTICES TO 
PUBLICS? 
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S.1 - I think that if you are going to have a surgery anyway why would you not think of 
having further control over it already?! Imagine I have a wound and I am going to have 
to be stitched can I eventually control how that scar is going to look like?! Can I not be 
able to manipulate somehow my body so that it somehow looks accordingly to my 
taste?! I do indeed feel everything that goes within the medical field is down or up to 
the doctor only and not to the patient. - Jeweller 
 
S.3 - I'm not sure what the question is asking. I think that there is a role for jewelery as 
functionality. Most people do not want to demonstrate that they have an illness so 
changing the stigma would be important. - Doctor - Psychiatry Resident 
 
S.6 - I don't fully understand the question. 
I interpret it this way: Can the use of jewellery by doctors improve perceptions of 
medicine by the public? 
Answer: Where physical corporeal problems are concerned, I believe it can to some 
extent. However, perceptions of medical practice when it comes to repairing damaged 
tissue for example are not necessarily poor. Therefore I think the need to open up 
medicine to patients depends on the injury or process, and these are very specific. (With 
one exception, orthodontistry). For example: burn victims, individuals with genetic 
deformities, the blind, the deaf, amputees, etc. are the kinds of individuals I foresee 
really requiring more positive relationships with medicine and medical apparatus. - 
Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest in cross modal ideas 
and projects.  
 
S.7 - At first glance it seems legitimate to me to think of the "crossing" jewellery / 
medical practices. – Architect  
 
S.8 - Jewelery discloses and opens horizons in medical practices, if it helps to break 
down prejudices/preconceptions, stimulating the debate, particularly against physical 
disability. Turning a situation of inability more fun or tolerable, either temporarily or 
permanently – Communication/Industrial designer  
 
S.9 - Definitely - Hotel management  
 
S.12 - Of course. Yes. – Doctor 
 
S.14 - Maybe through the use of sensors/technology. - Cyborg and 3d artist. 
 
S.15 - Yes - Art history 
 
S.17 - Definitely. Since jewellery has evolved from removable ornaments to actual body 
parts, the public becomes more and more aware of the medical processes and practices. 
- Fashion Journalist  
 
S.19 - In the matter of opening horizons, it certainly opens, however, I believe that the 
medical class might not be very susceptible to these ‘horizons’. It also depends on the 
medical practices in question; some current medical practices have also allowed the 
improvement of the body (aesthetics), so in this sense jewellery, as well as other fields, 
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allow the opening of new horizons to medicine. 
Now, these horizons are always conditioned for the ethical issues, for questions of 
biofunctionality. - Design 
 
S.19 - I think that here the problem has two dimensions: the question of the prothesis 
that goes into the human body and that which is outside the body (the orthesis). 
 In the end, the example of the chain suture is almost as an act of self-
mutilation or body modification but allied to a medical solution. Design 
 
 
� WHY IS A HIP REPLACEMENT (AS A MEDICAL IMPLANT) DIFFERENT 
FROM CHOOSING BODY MODIFICATION? 
 
S.1 - I guess generally speaking when you do body modification it is for aesthetic 
purposes while a hip replacement or any other implants put on your body is for 
necessity. The need for surgery/repair means that the body is no longer what it was. I 
think that people might think the body as being impure. If we think about stretch marks 
and all of that, people tend to want seamless and perfect skin, I do not see that to be 
about body fragility. Yet, even though body modification has nothing to do with 
medicine the process of doing it itself is medical.- Jeweller  
 
S.2 - Hip replacement normally is needed as an accident consequence, different from a 
body modification that people can choose either have a bigger breasts or smaller nose. - 
Jewellery Student/ Film and TV AD 
 
S.4 - Well, I believe that in a near future we are going to replace the dying body by 
some kind of machine (here the consciousness plays the most important role in 
evolution) so I have any objection to this body modification. I think it is a very 
interesting perspective.  – Economy 
 
S.5 - One comes from an unfortunate occurrence which presents us with the 
unavoidable burden of replacing a body part. – Business  
 
S.6 - Because it is critical to the repair of the body, which is perceived as biologically 
critical, fundamental, and practical. A body modification is traditionally seen as 
optional and individualistic. Increasingly however, medical solutions are essentially 
body modifications - but they are necessary modifications which determine the 
difference between life and death. - Freelance art direction and writing, with a 
special interest in cross modal ideas and projects.  
 
S.9 - Well, speaking from personal experience, I had to replace body parts due to my 
accident, I wouldn't have if it weren't for health issues. I have nothing against body 
modification but I wouldn't put myself through it if not needed. I would however choose 
a color (for lack of another adjective) "hip" replacement if I were given the choice. - 
Hotel management 
S.12 - We do not choose to replace our hip unless we suffer and can not  have a normal 
life. We go to the doctor asking  for help. Body modification is optional. – Doctor 
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S.13 - One is needed, the other desired. - Visual Arts  
 
S.14 - One is psychologically empowering and the other is physically empowering and 
allows the user to overcome a disability or even to remain alive at all (as is my case). 
One is worn and the other is a part of the user. - Cyborg and 3d artist.  
 
S.15 - One if for physical healing and the other is for aesthetic purposes. - Art history  
 
S.16 - The person who puts subdermal implants thinks that something is missing in the 
body, that which is self-mutilates thinks there is something in excess in the body - ex: 
an extra arm, an extra finger, an extra organ ... it is a process of mental and emotional 
catharsis through physical manifestation. Physical pain is overcome-able…intellectual 
pain isn’t. Pain and pleasure are based on the same ... they are only distortions of one 
another. Is it an act of luxury? If the artistic act is not corrupted by the fact that it has 
economic intentions, why does the medical act have to be corrupted by it?- Arts 
 
S.17 - Health issues are much more important than beauty so, operations such as a hip 
replacement should be considered as a top priority. - Fashion Journalist 
 
S.19 - For me neither, they are both a necessity - the only difference is that one 
addresses a psychological need and the other a physical need. If we assume that 
physical needs overlap our emotional needs, we are forgetting what Man is. This is not a 
question of sanity (in the second category). It is enough to alter geographic and 
consequently cultural contexts to understand that this notion of sanity no longer exists. 
If we take the example of scarification, which is basically self-mutilation, in a Western 
context it is considered an act of debauchery and insanity, but in other contexts the scar 
and the process to obtain it is part of a cultural ritual ... Plastic surgery for example, 
demonstrates a need of people - emotional dissatisfaction envisaged in a body that can 
be subjected to changes. Need satisfaction. They are different order needs but are both 
human needs. The citizen should be granted the freedom to want to make such an 
intervention, and the construction of his own identity. Since the beginning of the 
centuries the body has been a canvas ready to receive artistic performance – Design 

 
 
� HOW CAN YOU BRING MEDICINE AND JEWELLERY TOGETHER? 
 
S.1 - I would feel comforted if I had the chance of choosing what is inside of my body 
even if for medical purposes. I would feel emotionally attached and comforted by 
having something which had my input. I think overall it is a control issue. It's like you 
are in the situation in which you have no control at all and the idea of being able to 
somehow control, even if it is a tiny little bit, might ease the pain, vulnerability or 
uncertainty of that situation.  
I'm enthusiastic about the technology providing the possibility for having a normal life. 
–- Jeweller  
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S.3 - I work in psychiatry and using it as a mental status exam is important, but also as 
an expression for what each patient is experiencing would be both beautiful and jarring. 
- Doctor - Psychiatry Resident  
 
S.4 - I would think about it through design and customisation of the materials. – 
Economy  
 
S.5 - Precisely through medical jewelry. – Business  
 
S.6 - Traditionally we think jewellery must be seen to be jewellery. I suppose there are 
other ways of seeing however, e.g. ultrasound, x-ray etc. So we must become aware of 
new mediums of "seeing" embellishment, which is not always obvious to the naked eye. 
Or it could be a privately empowering internal object for the individual.  So to answer 
the question. But also by designing and customising internal objects with materials 
perhaps special to the person. And to create more visual tools to "see" what's inside, in 
certain scenarios. - Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest in 
cross modal ideas and projects.  
 
S.8 - Through design, in an integrating, conciliatory way. Healing vs communicating. – 
Communication/Industrial Design  
 
S.9 - By creating prostheses that are jewellery pieces - Hotel management  
 
S.10 - The aesthetic and formal side of jewellery combined with medicinal functions 
can have very interesting results benefiting the two areas. In this way jewellery would 
gain more functions and applications and medicine would provide something more to 
the wearer / patient. – Fashion/Costume designer  
 
S.11 - Making everything more beautiful, less heavy and painful, in a personalised way, 
to those who go through the use of something that is not part of ther body but that will 
stay in it forever.- Fashion Designer   
 
S.12 - Jewels bring happiness, If what I have inside of me was chosen By me , I would 
feel  much better -  Doctor  
 
S.14 - I think that currently, the function of medical body modification and 
aesthetic/superficial changes to the body are polar opposites. New crossover areas might 
appear, such as jewellery-esque devices to measure/maintain blood insulin or INR 
levels. This may even be an evolution of current devices like FitBit and Nike Fuel. - 
Cyborg and 3d artist.  
 
S.15 - By using jewelry as a medical piece, such as an implant, for example. - Art 
history 
� IF YOU WERE GIVEN THE CHANCE, WOULD YOU WANT TO BE ABLE TO 
CHOSE OR CUSTOMISE THE MEDICAL FOREIGN BODY YOU ARE BEING 
PRESCRIBED? 
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S.1 - I think that if you are going to have a surgery anyway why would you not think of 
having further control over it already?! Imagine I have a wound and I am going to have 
to be stitched can I eventually control how that scar is going to look like?! Can I not be 
able to manipulate somehow my body so that it somehow looks accordingly to my 
taste?! I do indeed feel everything that goes within the medical field is down or up to 
the doctor only and not to the patient. – Jeweller  
 
S.2 - Yes, to make it more like my own body part. - Jewellery Student/ Film and TV 
AD  
 
S.3 - It depends how much I would want my identity dependent on it and the costs 
associated with it. If I would like to highlight the medical body then yes. However, if I 
felt shame, distrust etc then I would prefer not to. - Doctor - Psychiatry Resident  
 
S.4 - Yes, it's all about the story you can tell after the intervention. Why not think about 
a signed prosthesis? We always want to add some value to everything we do or say. 
And we always want something unique that we can be proud of. -  Economy  
 
S.5 - Yes. I would assume nobody really enjoys having an external object inserted in 
their bodies for unavoidable medical purposes. 
Hence, if the situation would occur, I would much rather being able to customise as 
much as possible, without prejudicing it's original intent and performance, the inserted 
part. It would make it more of "me" than a randomly created object. – Business  
 
S.6 - If the options is there, yes. Because I could carry something I hold dear to me, 
around with me. Ultimately it is symbolic and self-delusional but such is the nature of 
human psychology. It also depends if the customisation affects the performance of the 
foreign body. Unless the customisation actually improved the performance of the 
medical foreign body. -  Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest 
in cross modal ideas and projects.  
 
S.7 - With no doubt. – Architect  
 
S.8 - Yes, of course. I would try to personalise it – Communication/Industrial 
designer  
 
S.9 - Yes, I would enhance a big scar that I have in my stomach area, it is something 
that I feel self-conscious about and if I could bring the right attention to it I believe it 
would change the way I feel about it and myself. - Hotel management  
 
S.12 - Yes. I am sure I should feel much better and happier – Doctor 
 
S.13 - Yes, I would like to have the option of shaping it, or tattooing it externally with 
said shape. -Visual Arts  
 
S.14 - I was given this choice, "pig valve or mechanical valve". A pig valve meant 
being opened up again in the near future and a mechanical valve meant taking blood 
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thinners for life but being a bona fide cyborg. In my near death state, I thought that 
sounded kind of cool. - Cyborg and 3d artist.  
 
 
S.17 - Yes, since it's going to be part of my body, i would like to be the one to decide 
how it's going to look like.-Fashion Journalist 
 
S.20 - To be beautiful from the inside-out – physically as well as spiritually 
 
 
� CAN YOU IMAGINE AND DRAW A MEDICAL JEWEL? 
 
S.5 - Vertebra disks in different desired materials. Rotulas made of different materials. 
Inserted Rubies in the tip of the thorax lines. -  Business  
 
S.6 - I am aware energy-generating jewellery using kinetic energy of blood circulation. 
The idea of temporary decorative acupuncture has just sprung to mind. And what about 
medical face masks during bouts of illness, virus or epidemics? These are very popular 
in Pacific Asia and I suppose can be embellished. The possibilities are very broad...  – 
Freelance art direction and writing, with a special interest in cross modal ideas 
and projects. 
 
S.7 - My proposal is almost trivial but, to me, it seems pertinent to think that people 
who need artificial limbs can, by option, use them specifically adorned, totally or 
partially; hands, forearms, feet, shins, etc. – Architect  
 
S.9 - Gold staples on my stomach scar - Hotel management 
 
S.12 - I am not good drawing but I imagine a Knee replacement with a diamond. They 
are girl’s best friend!- Doctor 
 
S.13 - I am not good on drawing artfully.  I would seek to draw some physically 
proportionate and minimalist 1st class engineering of my injuries parts, to depict further 
vitality and strength - Visual Arts  
 
S.14 - Maybe through the use of sensors/technology. - Cyborg and 3d artist. 
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�  EMAIL 3. 
 

 

 
 
�  EMAIL 4. 

20/02/2017, 14)01Gmail - Prosthesis sculptures

Page 2 of 2https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/?ui=2&ik=c31e29f283&view=pt&…true&search=query&msg=15594740650d262c&siml=15594740650d262c

F  02 8071 8002
www.aoa.org.au

 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this email and any attached files is strictly private and confidential. The intended recipient of this email
may only use, reproduce, disclose or distribute the information contained in this email and any attached files with the permission of the
Australian Orthopaedic Association. If you are not the intended recipient, you are strictly prohibited from using, reproducing, adapting,
disclosing or distributing the information contained in this email and any attached files or taking any action in reliance on it. If you have
received this email in error, please email the sender by replying to this message, promptly delete and destroy any copies of this email
and any attachments. 

 

It is your responsibility to scan this communication and any files attached for computer viruses and other defects and it is
recommended that you subject these to your virus checking procedures prior to use. The Australian Orthopaedic Association does NOT
accept liability for any loss or damage (whether direct, indirect, consequential, economic or other) however caused, whether by
negligence or otherwise, which may result directly or indirectly from this communication or any files attached.
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CHAPTERTWO_______________ 
 
Figure 2.1   
A - Recto: The skeleton. Verso: The muscles of the 
face and arm, and the nerves and veins of the hand 
B - Recto: The superficial anatomy of the shoulder 
and neck. Verso: The muscles of the shoulder 
Leonardo da Vinci 
c.1510-11 
Pen and ink with wash, over black chalk | 29.2 x 
19.8 cm (sheet of paper) | 
Royal Collection Trust, RCIN 919012 (left) and 
RCIN 919003 (right) 
 
Figure 2.2    
De humani corporis fabrica libri septem	
Andreas Vesalius 
1543 
p. 178 (left) and p. 478 (right) 
U.S. National Library of Medicine, 8600 Rockville 
Pike, Bethesda, MD 20894 
 
Figure 2.3 
Padua’s Anatomical Tables 
1650s 
The Royal College of Physicians, London 
 
Figure 2.4 
A - Necklace with cross (France - Unknown maker, 
1865-1870, Velvet ribbon with gilt metal appliqués; 
Victoria & Albert Museum, M. 1237-1873)  
B - Gold ornament of conjoined triangles forming a 
Star of David with filigree decoration (Spain - 
Unknown maker, 929- 1010, Gilded silver with 
filigree decoration, Victoria & Albert Museum, M. 
1453-1870) 
C - Ankh amulet (Egypt, New Kingdom, Dynasty 
18, reign of Thutmose IV, 1400–1390 B.C., 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Accession number, 
03.1089) 
 
Figure 2.5 
A - Queen Victoria of England / Empress Victoria of 
India (London, c. 1820, France, Photo by Alexander 
Bessano, From online source: http://www.scottish-
country-dancing-dictionary.com/images/queen-
victoria.jpg [March 2016]) 
B - Bangle (England, Great Britain - Unknown 
maker, c. 1870, Whitby jet, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, M.944C-1983) 
 
Figure 2.6 
A - Cast-iron Necklace (Germany – Unknown 
maker, c. 1820, Iron and steel, Victoria & Albert 
Museum, M. 5371-1901) 
B - Mourning Locket (England, Great Britain – 
Unknown maker, 1871-1872, Gold, brilliant-cut 
diamonds, enamel and human hair, Victoria & 
Albert Museum, M. 11-1972) 
C - Hair and gold Brooch (London, England - A. 
Forrer, c. 1842, Human hair, gold wire, engraved, 
Victoria & Albert Museum, T.342&A-1965) 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.7 
A - Chanel Pendant (House of Chanel (French, founded 1913), 1930's, Metal, pearls, coral, stones, rhinestones, From online source: https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/471541023454429680/ [Accessed March 2016]) 
B - Elsa Schiaparell wearing a surreal giant fly brooch (1950, From online source: http://www.collectorsweekly.com/articles/a-shock-of-schiaparelli/ [Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 2.8 
A – Maori man from New Zealand, at the turn of the 20th century From online source: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/17/tattoo-history_n_4957215.html [Accessed January 2015] 
B – Edith Burchett in London circa, 1920 From online source: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/03/17/tattoo-history_n_4957215.html [Accessed January 2015] 
C – Elaine Davidson, the "Most Pierced Woman" in the world as of 2009 From online source: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_piercing#/media/File:Elaine_Davidson_Front.jpg [Accessed January 2015] 
D – The Asmat Tribe of Irian Jaya From online source: 
http://www.tattoolous.com/blog/historic-piercing-the-asmat-tribe-of-irian-jaya-indonesia/Indonesia[Accessed January 2015] 
E – Surma women scarified and with traditional lip plates From online source: 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2561949/Ethiopian-Sudanese-tribes-intricate-raised-patterns-created-using-THORNS.html [Accessed January 2015] 
F – Surna women scarified From online so/urce: 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-2561949/Ethiopian-Sudanese-tribes-intricate-raised-patterns-created-using-THORNS.html [Accessed January 2015] 

 

Figure 2.9 
A - A Karen Paduang Long Neck woman stands with her child in a forest near the border between Burma and Thailand in Southeast Asia (Photograph by Chris Rainier, From online source: http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/12/photogalleries/ancient_marks/photo4.html [Accessed March 2016]) 
B - A Karen woman from Burma with traditional ear plugs (From online source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_piercing 
#/media/File:Thai_Earplug_5.jpg [Accessed March 2016]) 
C - Sambian Tribe (From online source: http://www.scoopwhoop.com/inothernews/weird-sex-rituals/ [Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 2.10 
A - Otzi “ the Iceman” (c. 3,300 BCE, 
From online source: http://www.thehistoryblog.com/archives/date/2013/10/17 [Accessed March 2016]) 
B - Egyptian mummy (2nd Century BC, 
From online source: http://latestnewslink.com/2013/03/mummies-from-different-times-places-shared-key-heart-risk/ [Accessed March 2016] 
 
Figure 2.11 
A - Captain Elvy, who worked as a sideshow attraction, displays his beautiful back piece designed by “Sailor” George Fosdick (1943, 
From online source: 
http://www.collectorsweekly.com/articles/the-nautical-roots-of-the-modern-tattoo/[Accessed March 2016]) 
B - A Maori chief (c. 1900 
From online source: http://www.antiquemapsandprints.com/polynesia-polynesia-a-maori-chief-of-the-old-school-face-tattoo-print-1900-117887-p.asp [Accessed March 2016]) 
C - Japanese Tattoos (c. 1880) 
From online source: http://www.vintag.es/2013/01/world-of-old-japanese-tattoos-circa.html [Accessed March 2016]) 
Figure 2.19 
A - Tooth piercing (https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/430797520579800255/?from_navigate=true [Accessed March 2016]) 
B - Swarovski crystal bonded to the surface of a tooth (http://blog.juliegillisdds.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/IMG_2551.jpg [Accessed March 2016]) 
C - Silver grills (http://www.mtwline.com/tag/diamond-gold-teeth-grills-girls [Accessed March 2016]) 
D - Diamond and ruby set grills by Dolly Cohen (https://www.instagram.com/p/8QlMjqxr_d/?taken-by=dollycohen [Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 4.27 
A – All ceramic crowns  
From online source: 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/13/97/70/13977066eb869b53c934c467e0a93085.jpg [Accessed March 2016]  
B – Porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns  
From online source: 
https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/13/97/70/13977066eb869b53c934c467e0a93085.jpg [Accessed March 2016]  
C – Gold crowns  
From online source: https://s-media-cache- 
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/13/97/70/13977066eb869b53c934c467e0a93085.jpg [Accessed March 2016]  
 
Figure 2.21 
A - Gold dental crown 
From online source: 
http://www.smilecliniq.com/images/clip_image004.jpg[Accessed March 2016] 
B - Portrait of Tajikistan man (Photo by Olivier Galibert) 
From online source: 
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/440367669786002683/[Accessed March 2016] 
 
Figure 2.22 
Scenes from Carnal Art 
Orlan, 1990-1995 
 
Figure 2.23 
Schmuck unter der Haut  
S Peter Skubic, 1975-1982 
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Figure 2.12 
A - Medical tattooing indicating Diabetes Type 1 
(https://www.tattoodo.com/a/2015/08/things-to-
consider-before-getting-that-medical-alert-tattoo/ 
[Accessed March 2016]) 
B - Medical tattooing with radiotherapy marking 
(http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-
cancer/cancers-in-
general/treatment/radiotherapy/external/plan/radioth
erapy-skin-markings [Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 2.13 
A-	Areola reconstructive tattoos (From online 
source:	https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/736x/bb/68/14/bb6814d8bfe5ea97f
8e0840e606ad2c4.jpg Accessed March 2016]) 
B- Breast reconstruction tattoos 
(From online source: https://s-media-cache-
ak0.pinimg.com/originals/be/75/00/be750004abbb73
e2be4608080d0e17db.jpg[Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 2.14 
Laurance Sessou aka ‘Moniasse’ (Photograph by 
Stephanie Dray Courtesy of Laurance Sessou) 
 
Figure 2.15 
Subdermal implants in the chest (Brian Decker: 
https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/302163456219881915/[
Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 2.16 
A - Birth Control Implant – The Implanon Implant 
(From online source: http://debbieupton.com/wp-
content/gallery/contraception/implanon-implant-
610x530.jpg [Accessed March 2016]) 
B - Central venous catheter implant for parental 
nutrition (Courtesy of Isabel Noronha, 2010)   
 
Figure 2.17 
A - Healing Microdermal Implants (From online 
source: 
http://www.alternativelooks.com/implants/microder
mal-implant/ [Accessed March 2016]) 
B – Aingsu (From online source: 
http://www.deviantart.com/art/Transdermal-implant-
s-145922187 [Accessed March 2016) 
 
Figure 2.18 
A - Mayan ‘bling’ on a male skull found in Chiapas, 
Mexico (From online source: 
http://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-
science/jewel-capped-teeth-golden-bridges-9000-
years-dentistry-001427?page=0%2C1[Accessed 
March 2016]) 
B- Ancient Dentistry - golden teeth  
(From online source:http://www.ancient-
origins.net/human-origins-science/jewel-capped-
teeth-golden-bridges-9000-years-dentistry-
001427?page=0%2C1[Accessed March 2016]) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Photograph by Wilhem Gaube 
 
Figure 2.24 
Chest-shaped ring for Schmuck unter der Haut Peter Skubic 
1982 
Quality Magazine (June 2014), Switzerland 
 
Figure 2.25 
Scene from Stomach Sculpture 
Stelarc,	1993	
	
Figure 2.26 
Corps Etranger  
Mona Hatoum, 1994 
Photograph by Philippe Migeat 
 
Figure 2.27 
Arthroscopic image of the opening of the intercondylar notch in a knee, after reconstructing the anterior cruciate ligament ACL  
Courtesy of Professor Dr. Jose Carlos Noronha 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.38 
Alison Lapper sculpture 
Marc Quinn 
Trafalgar Square, London 
 
Figure 2.39 
Body beautiful: the Venus de Milo inspired Alison Lapper to use her own body in her artwork 
Photograph by Dan Chung  
 
Figure 2.40 
X-Ray of Shiloh Pepin,‘the little mermaid’ 
 
Figure 2.41 
Shiloh Pepin, ‘the little mermaid’ 
 
Figure 2.42 
Nadya Vessey 
 
Figure 2.43 
Eric Ducharme 
 
Figure 2.44  
Hymn  
Hirst 
1999 - 2005HC for an edition of 3 + 1 AP 
Photograph by Mike Parsons  
© Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All rights reserved, DACS 2012 
 
Figure 2.45 
Trinity - Pharmacology, Physiology, Pathology 
Damien Hirst, 2000 
Trinity Cabinets 
Photograph by Prudence Cuming Associates © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All rights reserved 
 
Figure 2.46 
End Game 
Damien Hirst, 2004 
Instrument Cabinets 
Photograph by Roger Wooldridge © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd.  
All rights reserved, DACS 2012 
 
Figure 2.37 
Still 
Damien Hirst 
1994 
Instrument Cabinets 
Image: Photographed by Prudence Cuming Associates © Damien Hirst and Science Ltd. All rights reserved, DACS 2012 
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Figure 2.28 
Arthroscopic image of plasma rich in platelet 
infiltration in a knee with neo anterior cruciate 
ligament ACL Courtesy of Professor Dr. Jose Carlos 
Noronha 
 

Figure 2.29 
Boar and Man: Similarities between Human and 
Animal Physiognomies 
Cat and Man: Similarities between Human and 
Physiognomies 
Charles Le Brun,  
17th century 
Bibliotheque des Arts Decoratifs, Paris, France        
 
Figure 2.30 
Scene from the movie Cremaster 3 
Matthew Barney 
2002 
 
Figure 2.31  
Aimee Mullins in Scene from the movie Cremaster 3 
Matthew Barney 
2002 
Photograph by Chris Winget 
 
Figure 2.32  
Prostheses of hand 
Ambroise Paré's Instrumenta chyrurgiae et icones 
anathomicae (Surgical Instruments and Anatomical 
Illustrations) 
1564 
Paris, France 
 
Figure 2.33 
Hospital scene from the movie Crash 
Directed by David Cronenberg 
1996 

 
Figure 2.34 
A – Tattoo scene from the movie Crash 
B – Lovemaking scene from the movie Crash 
Directed by David Cronenberg, 1996 
 
Figure 2.35 
‘El Homo como Palacio Industrial’ (Man as a palace 
of industry),  
Fritz Kahn 
c. 1930 
Wellcome Library, London 
 
Figure 2.36 
Metalosis Maligna 
Florys Kaayk 
Production Still 
© Florys Kaayk, 2006 
 
Figure 2.37  
Biomechanical tattoos 
From online source: http://www.tattoobite.com/wp-
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Cervical collar - laminate resin (prosthetics technique), silicon breast implant, Plastazote®, gold plated silver and leather. 
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Figure 5.6 
Cervical collar - laminate resin (prosthetics technique), silicon breast implant, Plastazote®, gold plated silver and leather. 
2011 
 
Figure 5.7 and 5.8 
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2013 
 
Figure 5.9 and 5.10 
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2013 
 
Figure 5.11 
Knee orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
 
Figure 5.12 
Elbow orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
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Knee orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
2011 
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Elbow orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
2011 
 
Figure 5.15 
Thumb orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
Photograph by Artur Cabral 
2013 
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Thumb orthoses – Orfit® (thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
2013 
 
 
Figure 5.17 
Lombostat (spinal orthoses) – polypropylene, gold plated silver hand-made Portuguese filigree and elastic. 
Photograph by Artur Cabral 
2013 
 
 
 
Figure 5.28 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Orthotics and Prosthetics proposals.  
Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
A –  Somi Brace for head and neck immobilisation (From online source: http://cwww.healthandcare.co.uk/user/products/large/somi-brace-2.jpg [Accessed September B – Ossur Miami J Cervical Collar (From online source: http://cwww.braceshop.com/media/catalog/product/cache/2/image/ 
9df78eab33525d08d6e5fb8d27136e95/images_ossur/base/miamij.jpg  [Accessed September 2016]) 
2016])  
C – Decorated arm cast (From online source: https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/736x/8b/56/e2/8b56e2b7dd2fbef52f64f19fa705baf5.jpg [Accessed September 2016])   
D – Knee orthotic (From online source: http://ccdn3.volusion.com/mqnu5.mamc7/v/vspfiles/photos/5202X-5212X-2.jpg?1345734765[Accessed September 2016])   
E – Polypropylene Lombostat for scoliosis treatment (From online source: http://www.spinalis.ru/images/korset-sheno-big.jpg [Accessed September 2016])   
F – A brass corset used to minimise the waist or as an orthopaedic device to support the back or correct a spinal deformity (Probably English, 19th Century, Wellcome Images , Wellcome Library, London, Museum No A158256, L0035600)  
G – Finger splint (From online source: http://cimgorigin.allegromedical.com/A5/AB/frog-finger-splints-202230-MEDIUM.jpg [Accessed September 2016])    
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Figure 5.29 
A - Steri-strips (From online source: http://tinypic.com/view.php?pic=2md1ls5&s=5#.WDtvUnecaEI [Accessed November 2016])   
B - Suture – simple interrupted stitches  (From online source: http://cmedia.istockphoto.com/photos/suture-macro-pictureid173694662?k=6&m=173694662 &s=170667a&w=0&h=wtA1WEt5Ug4Z8fMHUaah 36lZRVKa8CmR dZNPAXWzJ_Q [Accessed September 2016])  
C - Surgical staples (From online source: http://www.buzzle.com/images/health/equipment/surgical-staples.jpg[Accessed November 2016]) 
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2016]) 
 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.31 
Conventional cutting needle 
Taper Needle (smooth) 
 
Figure 5.32 
A – 1/2 circle suture needle(From online source: https://www.eickemeyer.co.uk/out/pictures/master/product/1/150801_150802150803_150804 
._tif_Onlineshop.jpg[Accessed November 2016]) 
B – Compound curved suture needle (From online source: http://www.in.all.biz/img/in/catalog/318742.jpeg[Accessed November 2016]) 
C – ¼ circle suture needle(From online source: friedy.com/products/media/catalog/product/cache/1/image/800x800/9df78eab33525d08 d6e5fb8d27136e95/s/u/suture_large_11.jpg[Accessed November 2016]) 
D – J shaped suture needle(From online source: http://3.imimg.com/data3/NB/DR/MY-6496154/conventional-cutting-suture-needle-250x250.jpg[Accessed November 2016]) 
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/productshowimg/60567423499- 803884355/Non_absorbable_Surgical _Nylon_Suture_with_Needle.html [Accessed November 2016]) 
E – Compound curved suture needle(From online source: http://www.leedstone.com/ media/ 
catalog/product/j/o/jorvet_heavy_duty_half_curved_needle_15340062_c2.jpg[Accessed November 2016]) 
F - ¼ circle suture needle(From online source: http://www.indiamart.com/iscon-surgicals/suture-needles.html[Accessed November 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.33 
A – Simple interrupted suture (scheme): This method is the most basic of suturing techniques, almost always chosen for accidental wounds, and consists on a series of individual sutures placed in the skin. Providing a secure closure to the wound, it may be tailored to each individual wound, may this be more or less irregular or jagged.Similarly to 
surgical stapling, by generally using synthetic, monofilament, non-absorbable sutures, this technique allows partial removal of the suture for drainage or disinfection, if need be. 
Olek Remesz; 22 December 2007  
(wiki-pl: Orem, commons: Orem) 
CC-BY-SA ver. 2.5, 2.0, 1.0 
B – Horizontal mattress suture (scheme): This type of suturing is a variation of interrupted stitch, securely holding the edges of the laceration while guiding the healing process through everting the wound edges.As this technique is mostly applied for suturing the edges of a skin flap, one side of the stitch is placed subcuticularly. 
Olek Remesz; 22 December 2007  
(wiki-pl: Orem, commons: Orem) 
CC-BY-SA ver. 2.5, 2.0, 1.04 
 
Figure 5.34 
A – Vertical mattress suture (scheme): This technique may also be used for alternating simple interrupted sutures, promoting eversion of the wound edges. However, this type of stitches might compromise blood flow to the tissue. 
Olek Remesz; 22 December 2007  
(wiki-pl: Orem, commons: Orem) 
CC-BY-SA ver. 2.5, 2.0, 1.0 
B – Subcuticular suture example (scheme): Using a single length synthetic absorbable suture, the procedure consists on closing the wound subcuticularly, in a continuous zigzag pattern, in which the suture is tied at both ends. Often used to close ‘dead space’ (lacerated layer underneath the epidermis, which may promote infection) and to draw 
subcutaneous tissue closer or to reduce skin tension, this technique provides excellent cosmetic results, and thus mostly applied in plastic surgery. 
Olek Remesz; 22 December 2007  
(wiki-pl: Orem, commons: Orem) 
CC-BY-SA ver. 2.5, 2.0, 1.0 
Figure 5.43 
Running-X (centered) stitch gold plated silver chain suture, with a J shaped suture needle (gold plated). 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2012 
 
Figure 5.44 
Running-X stitch gold plated silver beaded chain suture, with an onyx figa talisman. 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.45 
Gold plated surgical staples. 
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Figure 5.18 
Lombostat (spinal orthoses) – polypropylene, gold 
plated silver hand-made Portuguese filigree and 
elastic. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.19  
Lombostat (spinal orthoses) – Orfit® 
(thermoplastic), gold plated silver and leather. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.20 
Hyperextension finger splint – sterling silver. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.21 
Hyperextension finger splint – sterling silver. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.22 
Mallet finger splint – sterling silver, brilliant cut 
rubellite and citrines. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.23 
Mallet finger splint – sterling silver, brilliant cut 
rubellite and citrines. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.24 
Pianist finger splint – gold and brilliant cut black 
white diamonds.  
2013 
 
Figure 5.25 
Pianist finger splint – gold and brilliant cut black 
white diamonds.  
2013 
 
Figure 5.26 
Hip replacement walking cane - Thompson hip 
replacement, bio-resin human femur, sterling silver 
and bio-silicon.  
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
 
Figure 5.27 
Hip replacement walking cane - Thompson hip 
replacement, bio-resin human femur, sterling silver 
and bio-silicon.  
Photograph by Daniel Pires 
2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.46 
Gold plated surgical staples. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.47 
Gold plated surgical staples. 
Running-X stitch in central wound and Skin embroidery around with silver chain suture 2013 
 
Figure 5.48 
Silver beaded chain suture, partially black rhodium plated, as skin embroidery. 
Running-X stitch in central wound and Skin embroidery around with silver chain suture 2013 
 
Figure 5.49 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references 
and inspirations for Subdermal and Exodermal proposals. Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
A – Hypertrophic scar (http://cwww.drtanandpartners 
.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/hypertrophic-scar.jpg [Accessed September 2016]) 
B – Laurance Sessou aka ‘Moniasse’ scarification  
(Photograph by Stephanie Dray Courtesy of Laurance Sessou) 
C – Medical tattooing with radiotherapy marking  
(http://www.cancerresearchuk.org/about-cancer/c 
ancers-in-general/treatment/radiotherapy/external/plan 
/radiotherapy-skin-markings [Accessed March 2016]) 
D – Gold thread embroidery (http://cwww.mayfieldjays 
.co.uk/zdjecianastrone/Gold-Chancellor-perspective.jpg [Accessed September 2016]) 
E – Beaded fish-spine embroidery (http://cwww. 
needlenthread.com/wp- content/uploads/2015/06 /beaded-embroidery-stitches-09.jpg [Accessed September 2016]) 
F – Simple Interrupted stitches (http://cmedia.istockphoto. com/photos/suture-macro-pictureid173694662?k=6&m=173694662&s=170667a&w=0&h=wtA1WEt5U g4Z8fMHUaah36lZR VKa 8CmRdZNPAXWzJ_Q [Accessed September 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.50 
Stock treys with pink alginate – upper and lower maxillary molds. 
2013 
Portugal 
Clinica Dentaria Carlos Sousa 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.60 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Exo- corporeal proposals.  
Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
A– Tattooed tooth  
(From online source: https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/430797520584389057/ [Accessed March 2016]) 
B– Mayan ‘bling’ on a male skull found in Chiapas, Mexico  
(From online source: http://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-science/jewel-capped-teeth-golden-bridges-9000-years-dentistry-001427?page=0%2C1[Accessed March 2016]) 
C – Diamond and ruby set grills by Dolly Cohen  
(From online source: https://www.instagram.com/p/8QlMjqxr_d/?taken-by=dollycohen [Accessed March 2016]) 
D – Dental braces  
(From online source:. http://bracesandsmilesnj com/wp content/themes/- bracesandsmilesnj /images/color-braces.jpg[Accessed March 2016]) 
E – Dental bridge (Found in Teano, Southern Italy - Unknown maker, 1901-1930, Wellcome Images , Science Museum, London, A646731) 
F – Denture framework  
(From online source: http://stardentallab.org/uploads/3/4/5/5/34551812/5918089_orig.jpg [Accessed March 2016]) 
G – Swarovski crystal bonded to the surface of a tooth  
(From online source: http://blog.juliegillisdds.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/IMG_2551.jpg [Accessed March 2016]) 
H – Portrait of Tajikistan man (Photo by Olivier Galibert) 
(From online source:https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/440367669786002683/[Accessed March 2016]) 
I – Ancient Dentistry - golden teeth  
(From online source:http://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-science/jewel-capped-teeth-golden-bridges-9000-years-dentistry-001427?page=0%2C1[Accessed March 2016]) 
J - Tooth piercing (From online source: https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/430797520579800255/?from_navigate=true [Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.61 
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Figure 5.30 
A - Polyglycolic Acid suture (violet, synthetic, 
multifilament / braided)  (From online source: 
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/productshowimg/60
516786307-
221717775/Sinorgmed_Supply_PGA_surgical_sutur
e_violet_color_absorbable_type.html [Accessed 
November 2016])	
B - Polypropylene suture (blue, synthetic, 
monofilament) (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/product/605942352
05- 
803877344/Non_absorbable_Monofilament_Surgica
l_Polypropylene_Suture.html [Accessed November 
2016]) 
C- Chromic Catgut suture(brown or green, animal 
origin, twisted filament) (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/product/191270150
8-
221717775/Sterile_medical_natural_absorbable_sut
ure_75cm with_needle_Chromic_Catgut.html 
[Accessed November 2016]) 
D – Polyester suture (white or green, synthetic, 
braided) (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com 
/productshowimg/60517290915- 
221717775/Sinorgmed_Medical_Supply_Non_Abso
rbable_Polyester_surgical_suture_sterilized html 
[Accessed November 2016])  
E – Polyglactin 910 suture (violet, synthetic, 
multifilament / braided)  (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/productshowimg/19
51863776-
221717775/Synthetic_Absorbalbe_Braided_Sutures
_Polyglactin_910_7_0_.html [Accessed November 
2016]) 
F – Stainless Steel wire suture (silvered, synthetic 
(metallic), monofilament) (From online source:  
http://www.rimed.kiev.ua/eng/wp-
content/uploads/2015/03/steelex.jpg [Accessed 
November 2016]) 
G – Polydioxanone Acid suture violet, synthetic, 
monofilament) (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/productshowimg/60
511686354-
221717775/CE_approval_Monofilament_Absorbabl
e_Surgical_Polydioxanone_Suture_Thread.html 
[Accessed November 2016])	
H – Silk suture (black or blue, natural origin, 
braided) (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/productshowimg/60
497900443-221717775/High_quality_medical 
_disposable_non_absorbable_sterile_silk_suture.htm
l [Accessed November 2016]) 
I - Plain Catgut suture(pale yellow, animal origin, 
twisted filament) (From online source:  
https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/product/605118589
14- 
221717775/Absorbable_Surgical_75cm_150cm_wit
h_or_without_needle_Plain_Catgut_Suture.html 
[Accessed November 2016]) 
J - Nylon suture (black or blue, synthetic, 
monofilament) (From online source:  From online 
source:https://surgicare.en.alibaba.com/product/6051
1858914-221717775.html [Accessed November 
2016]) 
 
 
 
 

PEEK-Carbon and 316L stainless steel bone fixation plates. 
P. Talaia et al. 
Estudo da integridade estrutural de placas de osteossíntese metálicas e compósitas para fixação de fraturas ósseas. MSc Thesis, Universudade de Aveiro, Portugal 
2007 
 
Figure 5.62 
X-rays showing femur fracture with intramedullary rods with locking screws. 
Courtesy of Vasco Lucas Nunes  
 
Figure 5.63 
Bone fixation plates. 
http://pimg.tradeindia.com/01772490/b/1/Locking-Bone-Plates.jpg [Accessed December 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.64 
X-ray of wrist fracture with an osteosinthesys plate and fixation screws 
Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos 
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.77 
von Mises equivalent stresses (MPa) for a stainless steel plate (numerical finite element model). 
 
Figure 5.78 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references and inspirations for Subdermal proposals. Central images are of this research’s proposals and side images of: 
A – Healing Microdermal Implants  
(From online source: http://www.alternativelooks.com/implants/microdermal-implant/ [Accessed March 2016])  
B – Digital image of bone plate  
(From online source: http://i2.ytimg.com/vi/QCowqtasIRA/maxresdefault.jpg [Accessed September 2013]) 
C – Aingsu transdermal piercings  
(From online source: http://www.deviantart.com/art/Transdermal-implant-s-145922187 [Accessed March 2016)  
D – Subdermal implants in the chest, Brian Decker  
(From online source: https://uk.pinterest.com/pin/302163456219881915/ [Accessed March 2016])  
E – Black lace  
(From online source: https://img0.etsystatic.com/036/0/8695515/il_340x270.616654982_4s8x.jpg [Accessed September 2016]) 
F – Schmuck unter der Haut, Peter Skubic, 1975-1982, Photograph by Wilhem Gaube; 
G – Dot – X-rayed diamond, Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade, © Olga Noronha 
 
Figure 5.79 
Normal hip anatomy and a hip with osteoarhriris 
http://orthoinfo.aaos.org/topic.cfm?topic=a00377 [Accessed September 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.80 
Acetabular fracture 
Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos 
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 
 
Figure 5.81 
Uncemented and cemented hip femoral prosthesis 
Courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos 
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 
 
Figure 5.82 
Analogy between a mechanical and an artificial hip joint 
(Ramos and Simões, 2017) 
 
Figure 5.83 
Book cover "Low Friction Arthroplasty of the Hip" with Charnley’s hip prosthesis femoral component. 
 
Figure 5.84 
Muller, Austin Moore and Thompson femoral prostheses 
Muller - (http://www.ortosintese.com.br/2015A 
/ortopedia.asp?idsubcat =2&nmsubcat=Quadril  [Accessed September 2016])  
Thompson - (http://www.madisonorthoinc.com 
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Figure 5.35 
A – Running suture (scheme): Known as being one 
of the fastest methods of wound closure, this 
technique consists on the use of a single length non-
absorbable synthetic monofilament suture is applied 
and tied at each end.  However, in case of infection, 
contrarily to simple interrupted stiches, the whole 
suture need to be removed for treatment. 
http://cmapspublic3.ihmc.us/rid=1PD9KBR1T-
C98Q3L-210Z/part05_ch27_fig4.gif [Accessed 
November 2016] 
B – Running-X suture (scheme): The Running-X 
technique, usually applied in smaller wounds, also 
begins with a simple interrupted stitch. It then moves 
from the epidermis (outer surface of the wound) 
through the lacerated space and then out of the 
epidermis again. These steps are repeated across the 
entire wound length, where, at the end, a knot is tied 
and a small suture tail left. For this suture technique, 
polypropylene sutures are preferred due to providing 
more elasticity and stretch than, for example, nylon. 
http://parjournal.net/article/view/1597 [Accessed 
November 2016] 
 
Figure 5.36 
Hypertrophic scar – keloid 
(http://cwww.drtanandpartners.com/wpcontent/uploa
ds/2014/05/hypertrophic-scar.jpg [Accessed 
September 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.37 
J shaped suture needle (gold plated) soldered in gold 
chain 
2012 
 
Figure 5.38 
The making process of Running-X (centered) stitch 
gold chain suture, with a J shaped suture needle 
(gold plated) and a diamond cut topaz stopper, in 
swine flesh.  
2013 
 
Figure 5.39 
Running-X (centered) stitch gold chain suture, with 
a J shaped suture needle (gold plated) and a diamond 
cut topaz stopper.  
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.40 
The making process of Running stitch black 
rhodium plated chain suture, with a 1/2 circle suture 
needle, in swine flesh.  
2013 
 
Figure 5.41 
1/2 circle suture needle soldered in silver chain 
(black rhodium plated) 
2013 
 
Figure 5.42 
Running stitch black rhodium plated chain suture, 
with a 1/2 circle suture needle. 
Swine anatomical part in formaldehyde solution. 
2013; © Olga Noronha 
G – Otzi “ the Iceman” c. 3,300 BCE, 
(http://www.thehistoryblog.com/archives/date/2013/
10/17 [Accessed March 2016]) 
H –Surgical suture staples, Courtesy of Vasco Lucas 
Nunes 

/ProductImages/LargeImg/02THOMPSON-PROSTHESIS-(STERILEand -NON-STERILE).png [Accessed September 2016]) 
Austin Moore -  (http://www.greensurgicals.com/images 
/category/Austin%20Moore %20HIP%20Prosth esis%20Narrow%20Stem.png [Accessed September 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.85 
X-ray of a hip replacement and common materials used in the hip arthroplasty  
X-ray courtesy of Prof. Dr. Rui Lemos  
Hosptial de Santa Maria, Porto, Portugal 
 
 
Figure 5.95 
Filigree gold plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral component) (detail). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.96 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prothesis inside the body. - Filigree gold plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral component) - recreating the prosthesis structure by turning it three-dimensionally and pleasantly perceivable through medical scanning.  
2012 
 
Figure 5.97 
3D CAD images - engraving/indenting poems or meaningful sentences which may also be perceived via X-ray(detail) 
(images produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
 
Figure 5.98 
3D CAD images - engraving/indenting poems or meaningful sentences which may also be perceived via X-ray (detail) 
(image produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
 
Figure 5.99 
3D CAD real simulation – Poem engraved/indented hip prosthesis (femoral component). 
(images produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
 
Figure 5.100 
3D CAD real simulation – Poem engraved/indented hip prosthesis (femoral component) (detail). 
(images produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
 
Figure 5.101 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prosthesis inside the body.  
Poem engraved/indented hip prosthesis (femoral component) - recreating the prosthesis structure by turning it three-dimensionally and pleasantly perceivable through medical scanning.  
2012 
 
Figure 5.102 
3D CAD real simulation – Recreating its structure by turning it lighter and more dynamic 
(femoral component). 
(image produced by Rafael Coelho) 
2012 
 
Figure 5.103 
Bio-functionality of hip prostheses depend on its characteristics (materials, geometries and surface finishes) and bone cell responses (osteoblasts, osteoclasts e osteocytes)  
(Ramos and Simões, 2017) 
 
Figure 5.104 
Bio-funcionatily of the prosthesis also depends on patient’s characteristics, muscle skeleton system and biological reactions  
(Ramos and Simões, 2017) 
 
Figure 5.105 
Some important characteristics biomaterials must have. 
Figure 6.5 
Schematized guidelines for the proposal application of the presented objects 
Medical  Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 
Figure 6.6 
Visitors wearing disposable microporous overshoes  
Medical  Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
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Figure 5.51 
A - Master mold. 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
B - Surveying instrument with master cast 
2015 
Molar Cubed 
From online source: 
http://www.molarcubed.com/jan---apr-2015.html 
[Accessed November 2016] 
 
Figure 5.52 
Framework design 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.53 
Alginate mold for duplicate cast. 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.54 
Framework wax pattern. 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.55 
Attachment of gating system to was framework 
pattern. 
2013 
Portugal 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.56 
Centrifuge-casting process. 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.57 
Framework – finishing and polishing. 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.58 
(left) 
Finished framework. 
Dgych 
From online source: http://www.dgych.cn/Article/ 
Article.asp?nid=237 [Accessed November 2016] 
(right) 
Application of artificial teeth (others) 
2013 
Lab. Protese Dentaria Filipe Ferreira 
 
Figure 5.59 
A - Pink enameled denture framework with two 
teeth (lower maxilla) on mold. 
B - Pink enameled denture framework with two teeth 
(lower maxilla). 
C - Gold denture framework set with brilliant cut 
sapphires (upper maxilla) on mold. 
D - Gold denture framework set with brilliant cut 
sapphires (upper maxilla) on mold. 
E – Gold plated silver denture framework set with 
cubic zirconia (upper maxilla). 
F - Gold plated silver denture framework set with 
cubic zirconia (upper maxilla). 
2013 

Portugal 
Photograph by Clementina Ferreira 
 
Figure 6.7 
Surgical Theater - installation 
Medical  Jewellery – room 3  
(21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 
Figure 6.8 
Projection 
Medical  Jewellery – room 3  
(21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 
Figure 6.9 
Performance 
Medical  Jewellery – room 3  
(21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Clementina Ferreira 
 
Figure 6.10 
Pieces displayed in the operating table. 
Medical  Jewellery – room 3  
(21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Clementina Ferreira  
 
Figure 6.11 
U Magazine (Issue 100)             
November 2013          
 
Figure 6.12 
A - FAINT magazine (Aphrodisia issue) November 2014 
B - Idol Magazine (Issue 3) 2013 
 
Figure 6.13 
ATTITUDE magazine (issue 55) 
2014 

Figure 6.14 
Fora de Serie magazine 
November 2014 

Figure 6.15 
Medical Jewels 
Lisbon Fashion Week ss14  
October 2013 
Photograph by Daily Press magazine 
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Figure 5.65 
A - Arthrex - Clavicle Plate Technique 
http://cdn5.arthrex.com/taxon-
images/clavicle_plate_technique/clavicle_plate_tech
nique_1-large.png [Accessed March 2016] 
B - Post procedure scaring 
https://pbs.twimg.com/media/BOaWlz_CYAA-
MCH.jpg [Accessed March 2016]) 
 
Figure 5.66 
Gold bone plate with protruding diamond set 
‘piercings’ set with gold plated surgical screws to 
clavicle anatomical model. 
2012 
 
Figure 5.67 
Gold and diamond protruding ‘piercings’ attached to 
clavicle bone plate (photo montage). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.68 
Gold osteosythesis and arthrodesis bone plates, (one 
with protruding tourmaline set ‘piercings’, another 
with pave set tourmalines and two with no gems on), 
set with gold plated surgical screws to a hand 
anatomical model. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.69 
A - Gold arthrodesis bone plate with protruding 
tourmaline set ‘piercings’. 
B – Gold osteosythesis bone plate with pave set 
tourmalines. 
C - Gold osteosythesis bone plate. 
2013 
 
Figure 5.70 
Silver filigree bone plates set with gold plated 
surgical screws to foot anatomical model. 
2012 
 
Figure 5.71 
Silver filigree bone plate set with gold plated 
surgical screws to foot anatomical model (detail). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.72 
Silver filigree bone plates set with gold plated 
surgical screws to foot anatomical model (detail). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.73 
X-rayed diamond. 
Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade 
 
Figure 5.74 
X-rayed diamond (detail). 
Centro de Imagiologia da Trindade 
 
Figure 5.75 
X-ray of silver filigree bone plate set with gold 
plated surgical screws to foot anatomical model 
(heel detail) (photo montage). 
2012 
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Figure 5.76 
X-ray of silver filigree bone plate set with gold 
plated surgical screws to foot anatomical model 
(detail) (photo montage). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.86 
Some design factors to be considered within the 
development of a bone implant  
Translated from Ramos and Simões, 2016 
 
Figure 5.87 
Concept and architecture of a manufacturing system 
for anatomical adapted prosthesis  
Relvas et al., 2009, 2010; Ramos e Simões, 2017 
H – Hypertrophic scar  
(From online source: 
http://cwww.drtanandpartners.com/wp-
content/uploads/2014/05/hypertrophic-scar.jpg 
[Accessed September 2016]) 
I –  Bone plates  
From online source: http://www.autocam-
medical.com/wp-
content/themes/autocam/Final%20Web%20Images/2
%20Product/Bone_Plate_FractureRepair 
.product.jpg [Accessed September 2013]) 
J – 3D scanning portable devices application 
(From online source: http://www.dailymobile. 
net/wpcontent/uploads/2008/11/xscanner.jpg[Access
ed September 2013]) 
 
Figure 5.88 
Thompson prosthesis (femoral component) with 
brilliant cut cubic zirconia set.  
2012 
 
Figure 5.89 
Thompson prosthesis (femoral component) with 
brilliant cut cubic zirconia set (detail). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.90 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prothesis inside 
the body  
X-ray of Thompson prosthesis (femoral component) 
with brilliant cut cubic zirconia set.  
2012 
 
Figure 5.91 
3D CAD image - recreating the prosthesis structure 
by turning it three-dimensionally and pleasantly 
perceivable through medical scanning.  
2012 
 
Figure 5.92 
Hollow perforated gold plated silver hip prosthesis 
(femoral component). 
2012 
 
Figure 5.93 
Simulation of X-ray portraying the prothesis inside 
the body. - Hollow perforated gold plated silver hip 
prosthesis (femoral component) - recreating the 
prosthesis structure by turning it three-dimensionally 
and pleasantly perceivable through medical 
scanning.  
 
Figure 5.94 
Filigree gold plated silver hip prosthesis (femoral 
component).2012 
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Figure 5.106 
Diagram presenting visual and conceptual references 
and inspirations for Intracorporeal prothesis 
proposals. Central images are of this research’s 
proposals and side images of: 
 
A – 3D scanning portable devices application 
(From online source: 
http://www.dailymobile.net/wp-
content/uploads/2008/11/xscanner.jpg [Accessed 
September 2013]);  
B –Black lace (From online source: 
https://img0.etsystatic.com/036/0/8695515/il_340x2
70.616654982_4s8x.jpg [Accessed September 
2016]) 
C– Hip Replacement Walking Stick, © Olga 
Noronha, see sub-chapter 1, pag. 
D – Biomechanical tattoos 
(From online source: 
http://www.bigtattooplanet.com/forums/attachments/
tattoo-talk/12355d1241009007-biomechanical-
tattoo-referral-please-louis-mech.jpg [Accessed 
January 2015]) 
E – Schmuck unter der Haut, Peter Skubic, 1975-
1982, Photograph by Wilhem Gaube 
F– Dot – X-rayed diamond, Centro de Imagiologia 
da Trindade, © Olga Noronha 
G – Marriage a la Mode, engagement ring with 
hidden diamond, 2010 © Olga Noronha 
H – Tattoo scene from the movie Crash, Directed by 
David Cronenberg, 1996 
I– Prostheses of hand, Ambroise Paré's, Ambroise 
Paré's Instrumenta chyrurgiae et icones 
anathomicae (Surgical Instruments and Anatomical 
Illustrations), 1564, Paris, France 
J –Georgious Sims secret message locket (From 
online source: https://www.super-monde.com/wp-
content/uploads/m/m-georgious-sims-3-locket-
necklace-locket-necklace-etsylocket-necklace-for-
girllocket-necklace-for-asheslocket-necklace-with-
picturelocket-necklace-walmartlocket-necklace-for-
girlfriendlocket-n.jpg [Accessed September 2016])  
 
CHAPTER  SIX________________ 
 
Figure 6.1 and 6.2 
Medical  Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 
2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 
Figure 6.3 
Medical  Jewellery – room 3 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 
2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
 
Figure 6.4 
Procedimentos Cirurgicos” 
Medical  Jewellery – room 2 (21 Sept. – 02 Nov. 
2013) 
Galeria Municipal de Matosinhos 
Portugal 
Photograph by Jorge Almeida 
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Figure 6.16 and 6.17 
Medical  Jewellery 
Lisbon Fashion Week ss14 
October 2013 
Photograph by Artur Cabral 
 

Figure 6.18 
Australian Orthopedic Association - celebration of 
80 years of orthopedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement”, 
October 
2016 
 
Figure 6.19 
A - Olga Noronha’s banner 
Australian Orthopedic Association - celebration of 
80 years of orthopedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement”, 
October 2016 
B - Olga Noronha’s banner and craft table for 
visitors                                  
Australian Orthopedic Association - celebration of 
80 years of orthopedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement”, 
October 2016 
 
Figure 6.20 
A - “Be Inspired” poster - craft table for visitors 
Australian Orthopedic Association - celebration of 
80 years of orthopedics in Australia 
Sydney Adventist Hospital and the North Coast of 
NSW 
October 2016 
B - Decorated hip replacement components (results 
of craft table) 
Australian Orthopedic Association - celebration of 
80 years of orthopedics in Australia 
Cairns Exhibition “The Wonder of Movement” 
October 2016 
 
Figure 6.21 
A - TECNIFAR magazine cover (issue 023) 
Tecnifar - Healthcare industry 2016 
B - HUMANITY+ magazine  
Jewellery as Prosthesis 
http://hplusmagazine.com/2013/07/11/jewelry-as-
prosthesis/  
2013 
 
Figure 6.22 
“Engenharia e Design: do conceito ao produto final” 
(translates: “Engineering and Design: from concept 
to final product”)  
Ramos, A., Relvas, C. Simões, J. A., Mota, L., 
Escola Superior de Artes e Design, Matosinhos, 
Portugal 
2017 (in press) 

 
Figure 6.23 
"A biomecânica da artroplastia total da anca" 
(translates: “The biomechanics of total hip 
arthroplasty”) 
Ramos, A., Simões, J. A. 
Universidade de Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal 
2017 (in press) 
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